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Order Line: 1-800-475-5902

Dunlap, Iowa
35 Industrial Drive  • Dunlap, Iowa 51529

Hillsboro, Texas 
2576 Old Brandon Rd.  • Hillsboro, Texas 76645

Lodi, California 
5991 East Kettleman Lane • Lodi, California 95240

From our humble beginnings in a garage to the hallowed stalls of the most prestigious livestock shows, Sullivan Supply has been committed to providing 
the stock show industry with the highest quality show supplies and services. Thirty years later we remain firm in our focus on customers and creating 
the most innovative products in the industry. As we celebrate one significant milestone, we look to the future as a way to maintain our old school cool 
business style while taking our products and services to the next level.   Along with our industry-leading products we are proud to offer unique services to 
our customers as a way to thank them for years of support. Stock Show University is a complimentary educational program created to help develop your 
skills. The Pulse is your daily news spot for stock show reports and updates with free advertising to our customers. The $20,000 Sullivan Supply scholarship 
program awards passionate stock show youth. We also proudly sponsor junior nationals and team fitting contests across the country.  We thank you for your 
loyalty for the last 30 years and can wait to see where the next 30 takes us!

Sincerely,
John Sullivan, Founder of Sullivan Supply and Stock Show University

Customer satisfaction and dependability our #1 Priority!

Stock Show Family Owned and Operated Since 1989.

Caring and Professional Staff
Do you have questions? We have the answers. We love and live the livestock show business and our friendly staff has extensive experience in all phases of 
the show industry. Call us today for someone who understands your showing needs and will help you solve the most difficult challenges.

Quality, Innovative & Exclusive Products
We offer the most complete collection of products available for the livestock show industry. Nobody offers more cutting edge technology. We have always 
stressed a dedication to quality and are continually developing new products to better suit the ever-changing show industry.

Fast Shipping Service
No one beats Sullivan’s when it comes to fast, accurate shipping. We process orders the same day they are received and ship five days a week.
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Back Row (Left to Right): Wess Richey, Dealer Relations; Joe Simon, Shipping Coordinator; Luke Bolin, Advertising & Communications Director; Chase Harris, Receiving Clerk; Nathan Folk, 
Sales Representative; Fred Jepsen, Sales Representative; Joel Heffernan, Inventory Coordinator; Joel Miller, Engineering Associate; Matt Burkhart, General Manager; Travis Schumate, Warehouse 
Associate; Michaelanne Morris, Engineering Associate; Jake Slater, Freight Associate;  Mike Nemitz, Freight Coordinator; Tim Smith, Engineering Manager; Mark Klein, Lead Welding; James 
Sullivan, Director of New Product Development; Eric Clinton, Sales Representative; Nate Mueller, Blower Factory Manager; Lucas Siepker, Warehouse Associate; Middle Row (Left to Right): Lane 
Pitt, Warehouse Associate; Steve Nelson, Freight Associate; Derek Greene, Warehouse Associate; Josh Meggers, Assistant Warehouse Manager; Kevin Feige, Warehouse Manager; Taylor Harrison, 
Stock Show University Manager; Erica Sullivan, Office Manager; Katie Berglund, Sales Representative; Jessica Brock, Assistant Office Manager; Bryce Tiffany, Show Manager; Mark Sullivan, Dealer 
Relations and Sales Representative; Jeff Treadway, Sales Representative and Clipper Repair; Tyler Baker, Engineering Associate; Front Row (Left to Right): Caleb Goodrich, Warehouse Associate; 
Kenzie Neville, Customer Service Specialist; Tamara Burkhart, Accounts Payable Assistant; Shelby Marquardt, Customer Service Specialist; Taylor Adcock, Content Coordinator, The Pulse; Theresa 
Brummer, Customer Service Specialist; Jennifer Klindt, Customer Service Specialist; Skylar Reis, Customer Service Specialist; Trevor Biley, Sales Representative; Ashton Collins, Engineering 
Associate, Katie Cull, Manager of Ohio Location; Rachelle Smith, National Accounts Manager; Not Pictured: Callyn Hahn, New Product Development - Hogs, Goats & Sheep.

Front Row (Left to Right): Carlos Fox, Sales Representative; 
German Escamillia, Rope Coordinator; Steven Robinson, 
Show Manager; Dustin Soward, Freight Coordinator; Emily 
Waits, Customer Service Specialist; Taylor Reinke, Sales 
Representative; Scott Kilpatrick, Shipping Coordinator; 
Tylee Williams, Manager Stock Show University & The Pulse 
– South Division; Andrew Matthews, Sales Representative. 
Back Row (Left to Right): Marco Macias, Receiving Clerk; 
Leonard Wagner, Repair Manager; Hunter Woodruff, Sales 
Representative; Johnny Waits, Warehouse Manager; Roman 
Ortiz, Shipping Clerk; Summer Pieper, Inventory & Show 
Logistics Coordinator.
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Owners & Founders of Sullivan Supply and Stock 
Show University John & Dede Sullivan, daughters 
Sara & Sage.  

Isaac Lewis, Manager & Sales Representative, 
Megan Wright, Customer Service Specailist
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From our humble beginnings in a garage to the hallowed stalls of the most prestigious livestock shows, Sullivan Supply has been committed to providing the stock 
show industry with the highest quality show supplies and services. Thirty years later we remain firm in our focus on customers and creating the most innovative 
products in the industry. As we celebrate one significant milestone, we look to the future as a way to maintain our old school cool business style while taking our 

products and services to the next level. We thank you for your loyalty for the last 30 years and can’t wait to see where the next 30 takes us!



Sullivan’s 
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See Page 35 for ordering information.



RESTORE PRO
SULLIVAN’S

• Increase Fluid Intake      • Enhances Muscle Definition    
• Enticing Flavor                  
• Faster Hydration

Restore Pro is high energy, performance electrolyte that replenishes the hydration 
of the animal and restores depleted muscle cells making them fuller and more 
hydrated. With added probiotic and prebiotics Restore Pro also aids gut health in 
times of stress. Restore Pros appealing flavor additive increases fluid consumption 
resulting in the best possible fill and muscle definition. Use Restore Pro as a daily 
top dress to keep animal electrolytes and gut health in check. Add to animal’s 
water weeks leading up to travel so your animal will look its best when arriving at 
a show.  Safe for all species of livestock.

See Page 85 for ordering information. 

PERFORMANCE ELECTROLYTE
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NEW performance electrolyte that 
enhances muscle definition. 

• Aids in Gut Health Prebiotic & Probiotic 

The ONLY electrolyte on the market with 
probiotics & prebiotics for gut health.



HYDRATOR
SULLIVAN’S

Scientifically formulated hydrating & nourishing conditioner that uses 
the hair and skins natural oil make up to formulate
the best replenishment of the natural oils and vitamins back into the 
hair to promote hide and hair health as well has hair growth and 
strength. We took a look at some of the oils used in todays hair care 
products and realized that for the high % of the oil used
they were only contributing to a low % of the actual nutrition to the 
hair and skin so we flipped the script and found oils that provide way 
more nutrition per percentage used with less actual oil so it stays light.  
See Page 40 for ordering information. 

NOURISHING CONDITIONER
• Replenishes Natural Oils
• Vitamins Feed the Skin and Hair
• Proper Balance of Natural Oils
• Light Weight & Fast Absorbing
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• Aids in Gut Health Prebiotic & Probiotic 
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Trevor Biley, Sales Representative
Bryce Tiffany, Show Manager - Iowa
Nathan Folk, Sales Representative
Fred Jepsen, Sales Representative
Eric Clinton, Sales Representative 
Jeff Threadway, Sales Representative
Katie Berglund, Sales Representative 

Taylor Reinke, Sales Representative
Steven Robinson, Show Manager - Texas
Leonard Wagner, Sales Representative
Hunter Woodruff, Sales Representative
Andrew Matthews, Sales Representative 
Carlos Fox, Sales Representative 

Katie Cull - Ohio
Charles Hill - Oklahoma
Quintin Bucher - Illinois
Justin Shoufler - Indiana
Isaac Lewis - California

Iowa Sales Team

Texas Sales Team

Sales Representatives



ESKIMO COOL COLLAR
SULLIVAN’S

Using the same material as our Eskimo Throw Cooling Towel, the Eskimo Cooling Collar is made to easily fit 
your calf ’s neck with quick, secure Velcro straps. Simply wet down the collar, place around the animals’ neck 
and leave under the fan. The fans air flow will instantly activate the cooling properties of the collar. When 
the collar is dry simply take a pump-up sprayer with water, and re-soak the collar to reactivate the chilling 
capabilities. This collar can be left on all day and only takes a little water to be reactivated. Also, unlike other 
cooling collars, the lightweight fabric won’t weigh down the animal or create any extra body heat when it is 
no longer cooling.    See Page 73 for ordering information. 

COOLING COLLAR
• Evaporative Cooling Technology   • Snap Activated     • Double Backed Mesh Material

SLIP STOP 
SULLIVAN’S

ANTI-SLIP SHOW LEAD ATTACHMENT
• Blocks Hand from Slipping
• Easy, Secure Attachment
• Fits Any Show Lead
See Page 58 for ordering information. 

ESKIMO THROW
SULLIVAN’S

COOLING TOWEL

• Multi-Species Cooling Towel • Evaporative Cooling Technology   
• Snap Activated               • Double Backed Mesh Material
See Page 73 for ordering information. 

EASY ASSEMBLY
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CAN BE PLACED 
ANYWHERE ON LEAD
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Getting started in the show industry and not know what your first steps should be? Sullivan’s Starter Kits are the perfect solution. 
Filled with all the best products for the beginning showman along with how-to posters to help you learn the proper techniques to 
be successful. Take advantage of these huge discounts on all of our popular products when bundled in a Starter Kit. 

Revive Lite (1),  Vita Hair Volumizer Gallon (1),  Kleen Sheen Gallon 
(1), 360° Smart Brush (1), Smart Scoop (1), Soap Foamer (1), Smart 
Scrub Brush (1), Staggered Roto Brush (1), Tail Bag 2.0 (1), Rope Halter 
All Black (1), Smart Bucket Black (1), Smart Feed Pan Black (1), Smart 
Comb All Black (1), Contains Healthy Hydrated Hair poster (1) with tips 
for daily care, turn to page 145 for more information. Please note poster 
is folded due to packaging.

CATTLE DAILY CARE

Tail Adhesive (1), Flare (1), Prime Time Adhesive (1), Smart Comb All 
Black (1), Revive Lite (1), Vita Hair Volumizer Gallon (1), Kleen Sheen 
Gallon (1), Hocus Pocus (1),  Contains Clipping and Fitting Techniques 
poster (1), turn to page 145 for more information. Please note poster is 
folded due to packaging.

CATTLE GROOMING

LAMB
Healthy Hide Lotion Lite (1), Rejuvate Quart (1), Mini Soap Foamer (1), 
Sheep Halter with Snap (1), Edge Sensation (1), Freshen Up (1), Flare 
(1),  Contains Lamb Clipping poster (1) , turn to page 145 for more 
information. Please note poster is folded due to packaging.

GOAT
Rejuvenate Quart (1), Mini Soap Foamer (1), Goat Halter with Snap 
Black (1), Tail Adhesive (1), Revive (1), Edge Sensation (1), Bright Lights 
Quart (1), Flare (1), Contains Goat Clipping & Fitting poster (1) , turn 
to page 145 for more information. Please note poster is folded due to 
packaging.

HOG
Renew (1), Rejuvenate Quart (1), Sudden Impact (1), Mini Soap 
Foamer (1), EX85 Expert Showman’s Brush (1), Pump Up Sprayer (1), 
Show Glow (1), Contains Hog Clipping poster (1) , turn to page 145 for 
more information. Please note poster is folded due to packaging.

STPC2 -  37 lbs $260.72 $189.25 27% OFF

STPC1 -  27 lbs  $141.93   $89.95 36% OFF

STPP - 10lbs $102.09 $75.99 25% OFF

STPS - 11lbs $100.85 $74.99 25% OFF

STPG - 12 lbs $101.64 $74.99 25% OFF
12



• All natural optical brightening shampoo 
  with no purple stain. 

• Enhances white color and cleans deep 
  to the skin.
See Page 41 for ordering information.

SULLIVAN’S

DYE-FREE WHITENING SHAMPOO

13

CATTLE GROOMING
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ROTO FLUFFER
SULLIVAN’S

The Ultimate Show Day Roto Brush

360° SMART BRUSH

360

360 MINI
New Lightweight design

High Quality Brush Tip Design
 now available in 6” & 9”!

See Page 45 for ordering information.

SULLIVAN’S
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SULLIVAN’S

FITTERS GUARD
• Keeps cattle straight in the stalls for easy fitting
• Expands from ALL sides
• Folds into self for easy storage
• Available in both Aluminum & Steel
See Page 83 for ordering information.

SULLIVAN’S

SHORTY STALL DIVIDER
• Effeicent way to split up cattle
• Great use for in between 8ft dividers 
• Available in both Aluminum & Steel
See Page 80 & 81 for ordering information.

Now Available in Steel & Aluminum

• Durable Aluminum Housing   • 180 Solf Flex Bristles for Ultimate Lift
• Fiber Bristles for Undercoat Seperation   • Anti-Slip Drill Attachment 

See Page 48 for ordering information.

POPULAR PRODUCTS 
INTRODUCED IN 2018



ROTO FLUFFER
The Ultimate Show Day Roto Brush
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Now Available in Steel & Aluminum



KNOCK OUT
SULLIVAN’S

Instant Stain Remover for All Species

Knock Out is a powerful stain remover that has a unique biodegradable formula. It can break 
through the bond on dirt, grime, feces, dust, and stains that is on the hair, wool and skin of all 
livestock. Simply spray Sullivan’s Knock Out directly onto the stained area, brush it through, 
and blow out. See Page 41 for ordering information.

•Restore discolored spots to their natural color
•Safe, clean, easy to use, clear color and no purple mess
•All natural brightening action, no bleach, dye or stripping agent

“Fighting Five has proven to be one of the fastest  ringworm treatments. It’s hair and hide recovery is what 
sets the product apart from any other product on the market. The PERFECT show animal fungus treatment!”

- James Sullivan 
New Product Development, Sullivan Supply Inc.

SULLIVAN’S

•For ALL Species        
•Faster Hair & Skin Recovery 
•Faster Ringworm Elimination

FIGHTING FIVE

Sullivan’s Fighting Five is a blend of natural oils that prevents, eliminates, and heals 
all types of fungus such as ringworm. The unique ability to repair the damaged skin 
on your animal results in faster hair or wool regrowth. Fighting Five can be used to 
prevent a breakout if the animal has been exposed to areas infected with fungus. It 
is recommended to treat equipment that has been exposed to ringworm and other 
fungus with Fighting Five. See Page 42 for ordering information.

FASTER HAIR AND HIDE REGROWTH

FUNGUS TREATMENT
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Now
 Available 
in 30 Day 

Supply

See Page 87 for Ordering Information 

New Product Development, Sullivan Supply Inc.



For showman across the country, the showbox is a lifetime product, something that show life is centered around. 
We know it is our responsibility to manufacture showboxes that are not only designed with the latest and 
greatest features but that are also built to the highest standards. In 2017, we added Tim Smith to our team as 
head of our engineering and manufacturing department, Tim and his team are helping us take our aluminum 
showboxes to the next level.  Our boxes are now made of the highest quality materials by highly skilled welders 
on state of the art manufacturing equipment. We have made slight design and production changes to increase 
the experience our loyal customers have with our showboxes.

• High-Quality Materials                  •Long-Lasting Welds
• Best Boxes in the Business
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Sullivan’s REBEL Show Box is an elite, durable show box comprised of unique features and designs for the top showman. The body is built to hold everything you might need in 
well-organized compartments. One of the many unique features is the double wide can slide out that will hold two rows of aerosol cans or quarts in the top compartment and 
gallon bottles on the bottom shelf, all the while keeping them hidden and easily accessible. The REBEL is equipped with two slide out drawers that will hold up to 50 lbs. and a 
slide out bottom shelf for easy access. The double deep door can hold two rows of cans or one row of gallon bottles per shelf and will fit even the tallest sprayer bottles. Along 
with all these special features what really makes the REBEL a stand out is that it is the first of its kind to be offered in multiple specialty colors. Black Chrome will be the standard 
color, with Tradition Red, Electric Blue and Illusion Purple available on specially order (please allow 7-10 days before shipment). See Page 77 for ordering information.

•Double Wide Can/Bottle Slide Out                    •Deep Door Shelving                         •54” Tall                         •Available in 4 Colors

SULLIVAN’S

SHOWBOX
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Spandex Front Column 
Allows for a larger opening 
when putting blanket over the 
head and to help with mobility. 

Spandex Pleats 
With performance spandex 
material to allow increased 
movement when exercising.

Removable Nylon Strap
Adjustable strap designed to be 
detached for washing machine use. 
Equipped with a Durable Swivle 
Snap that is easy to use and allows 
you to quickly secure the blanket

Mesh Rear Panel
Increases the airflow 
of your blanket and 
minimizing mess

Cooling Mesh Technology 
Keep the lamb cool with breathable 
interlocking technology. The material is 
highly rated for durability and aids in 
keeping the lamb free of debris.

Innovative Cooling Technology
Perfected Sizing        

Machine Washable     
Six Different Colors

20



Constructed using double 
bonded stitching for 
increased longevity

Adjustable Nylon Strap
with easy to use metal snap

Designed with an 
interior nylon lining

Back Mesh Panel 
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THERMAL SHEEP
BLANKET

SULLIVAN’S

• Made  of 600D Polyester Oxford Water-repellent fabric
• Honey Comb pockets offers Thermal Technology
• Solid capped rear to keep heat from escaping.
• Fully Adjustable shoulder and belly straps
The Thermal Sheep blanket is a great construction made of 600D Polyester 
Oxford Water-repellent Fabric for the exterior, coupled up with a polyester 
inner lining. A unique Honey Comb pockets offers additional Thermal 
Technology - this construction creates air chambers that retain heat to 
insulate and shield you sheep from the cold elements. Designed with a solid 
capped rear to keep heat from escaping, this blanket is fully adjustable with 
front shoulder straps and underneath straps made of high-grade Nylon with 
durable and easy to use Velcro attachments. For increased longevity, the 
blanket is constructed with a heavy-duty nylon trim, and accented with a 
reflective collar. This sure to be a staple to protect from the cold weather!
See Page 122 for ordering information. 

WETHER SHIELD
SULLIVAN’S

The Wether Shield is a thermal insulated blanket made of a nylon 
water resistant exterior and built in inner fleece core designed to 
be worn by itself or underneath another blanket for traveling in 
the winter weather adding extra warmth. Improved sizing and tail 
curved inset allows the goat’s tail more movement and allows for 
an up to date comfort fit. Equipped with an expandable spandex 
pleat, designed to allow ease of movement when exercising. 
Designed with a reflective raised collar to protect against fungus 
on the back of the neck, and two easy to use Velcro straps that 
allow for the perfect fit on any size animal. Offered in four sizes (S, 
M, L, XL)       See Page 124 for ordering information.

• Water Repellant Nylon Material    
• Thermal Layer of Fleece for Added Warmth

Insulated Goat Blanket

Under Band - Nylon 
underneath band, 
double sewn and 
secured by a Velcro strip.

Raised Collar - Reflective raised 
Collar to protect against fungus on 
the back of the neck

Tail Curved Inset - This allows the 
goat’s tail more movement to allow 
it to keep its tail erect

Expandable 
Pleat - Designed
 to allow more 
movement 
when exercising.
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THERMAL SHEEP
BLANKET

WETHER SHIELD
• Water Repellant Nylon Material    
• Thermal Layer of Fleece for Added Warmth

EDGE SLICKER
SULLIVAN’S

The Sullivan’s Edge Slicker brush is sure to be a staple in your 
showbox for years to come. Now available in two different 
options the sensation as well as the slicker version.  It has an 
angled head that provides more coverage on the leg of your 
animal. The Edge sensation comes equipped with bristles that are 
specifically spaced apart to allow for detangling with minimum 
wool pullout on lambs, and is great for working the leg hair on 
cattle and goats, or for use of detail work while fitting.
See Page 118 for ordering information.

 

• Slicker 6 Rows       • Over 360 angled bristles
• Teeth are 10/16 of an inch Long and are ideal for working wool

EZ HANG 
FEEDERS

SULLIVAN’S

• Two Options: Pipe Fence or Wire Fence   
• One Gallon Capacity
• Durable High Grade Plastic Material  
See Page 132 for ordering information.

EDGE SENSATION
SULLIVAN’S

The Sullivan’s Edge Sensation is sure to be a staple in your showbox for years to come. 
It has an angled head that provides more coverage on the leg of your animal. The Edge 
Sensation comes equipped with bristles that are specifically spaced apart to allow for 
detangling with minimal wool pullout on lambs, and is great for working the leg hair on 
cattle and goats.
See Page 118 for ordering information.

• 79 Plastic Ball-Tip Bristles     • Great for popping leg wool or hair
• Angled brush head for ease of brushing.  
• Soft Hand & Thumb Comfort Grip
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HOCUS POCUS WIPES
SULLIVAN’S 

Multi-purpose equipment cleaning clothes.
See Page 69 for ordering information.

EX85 BRUSH
SULLIVAN’S 

The Expert Hog Showman’s Brush
See Page 108 for ordering information.

SHOW GLO
SULLIVAN’S 

Enriched Show Ring Shine for Hogs
See Page 108 for ordering information.

SNAP LEAD HALTERS
SULLIVAN’S 

Comfort Fit & Polyolefin Coated 
Offered in 7 Stylish Colors
See Page 127 for ordering information.

LEG DRESS
SULLIVAN’S 

Durable Felt Material 
w/Velcro Closure

See Page 125 for ordering information.

BUDDY SYSTEM 
SULLIVAN’S 

Tangle Free
Walking System 
See Page 129 for
ordering information.

RENEW
SULLIVAN’S 

Skin Restoring Scrub 
See Page 108 for ordering information.

BODY BRUSH
SULLIVAN’S 

The Ulimate Show Finishing Tool 
See Page 119 for ordering information.

GLACIER LEG WRAP
SULLIVAN’S 

Breathable and holds freeze for
 up to 45 minutes.

See Page 125 for ordering information.

DELUXE LEG TUBE
SULLIVAN’S 

Elastic top holds tub in place. 
See Page 125 for ordering information.
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WOOL GROWER
  For Use On Leg Wool

SULLIVAN’S

• Promotes wool growth       • Daily conditioner for leg wool
• Made with Tea tree Oil, Clover Oil and Citronella Oil 

This daily product is sure to be a staple in your show barn and taking your wool quality to the next level. 
Infused with Tea Tree oil an clover oil to promote wool growth and conditioning the wool without the added 
weight of a heavy oil. Adding value to the formula is the citronella assisting with the prevention of insects 
making it a great product for all year round.

See Page 119 for ordering information. 

SUGAR COAT
SULLIVAN’S

• All-Natural Whitening Spray         • Contains optical enhancers
• Designed with a proprietary blend as a dispersion coupler

Sugar Coat is a all-natural show day whitening spray, that offers a natural appearance. 
This all-Natural Whitening Spray Contains optical enhancers. Designed with a proprietary 
blend as a dispersion coupler to assist the product with fast mixing. When applied this 
product dries quickly with warm air. Depending on how bright you would like the animal, 
you may have to apply several light applications to obtain the desired look. 

See Page 119 for ordering information. 

Show Day Whitening Spray for Sheep,  Goats & Hogs
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HEADS UP 
CARBON FIBER WHIP

SULLIVAN’S

• Stronger Shaft               • Shorter Durable Tassels
• Soft Comfort Grip         • 4 Color Options
• Available in 36” & 39”   See Page 110 for ordering information.

CARBON FIBER WHIP
SULLIVAN’S

• Lightweight, strong and durable NEW shaft
• Limits red marks when driving for long periods of time
• Replaceable tip      • Comfort Fit Grip
See Page 110 for ordering information.

HEAVY-DUTY 
PUMP-UP SPRAYER

SULLIVAN’S

•  Improved pressure
•  New tip with small diameter
•  Sprays liquids and lotions
See Page 43 for ordering information.26

The BEST Pump-Up Sprayer on the Market

Available July 2019



CLASSIC WHIP
SULLIVAN’S

• Great at home whip       • Replaceable Tip
• Comfort Soft Grip            • 3 Color Options
• Availalbe in 36” & 39” 
See Page 111 for ordering information.

BALANCE WHIP
SULLIVAN’S

• Lightweight , fiberglass whip with a fine nylon weave. 
• Smooth rubber handle      • Streamline gun metal hardware 
• Double reinforced shaft/tip joint for added longevity
• Medium Flexibility      See Page 111 for ordering information.

HEADS UP WHIP
SULLIVAN’S

• Shorter more durable tassels
• Sleek metal hardware
• New comfort fit grip
See Page 111 for ordering information.
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When fitting a leg, there is  
one product line that stands out ... 

Sullivan’s ... performance that will not  
let you down. No Wilt. No Melt.

      Fitting Concepts ...  
The Steps to Success
For the ultimate benefit of this product, follow these steps ...  

STEP 1 ... Glue the leg with Sullivan’s Prime Time or Tail Adhesive. 
STEP 2 ... Spray on White Powder’Ful (shake well) to build-up leg and 
thicken the hair follicles. It also provides a brighter visual for clipping.  
STEP 3 ... Use Powder’Ful to build your leg alternating it with small amounts 
of Tail Adhesive. If you are building a black leg use Black Powder’Ful. This 
will allow for better coverage when you paint.  
STEP 4 ... Once you are done building the leg with Powder’Ful, the final step 
is to completely cover the leg with Jet Black and/or Black Finisher for a natural 
black look.
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                “How did you create the industry leading Sullivan’s Prime Time and Tail Adhesive?” 
is a question quite often asked by customers and friends. It’s very important to for-
mulate an adhesive to work in all weather conditions. Cattle create a lot of body heat 
and sweat even on a cold January day. The steamy, humid hide is the challenge and is 
exactly where Sullivan’s Prime Time and Tail Adhesive separate themselves from others. 
Here is a general explanation why. 

1. Prime Time and Tail Adhesive are composed of adhesive concentrates derived 
from extremely fine liquid rubberized resin compounds. Resins can be synthetic or 
plant based and are similar to substances found in pine trees and other plants such as 
rubber trees/plants. 

2. Exact balance of base adhesive resin in combination with specialized propellant 
formulations disperse the adhesive out of the can in ultra fine molecules each time it 
is sprayed. 

3. The evaporation system when sprayed allows it to dry adequately fast. Keeps it 
from becoming wet or “gummy”, which is very important. 

4. The solvency of the product when first sprayed allows it to remain workable, 
flexible, and easily formed. 

5. Unique balance of dry time: slow enough that it allows you to comb to desired 
position, yet fast enough to dry firm and clip off crisp. 

This all creates an adhesive that will not wilt or melt. This formulation is impossible 
to duplicate without our exact recipe.  

Sullivan’s Prime Time is formulated lighter, is more flexible and clear in a pure form 
of adhesive. This is the BEST option for no paint shows. Sullivan’s Tail Adhesive was 
created to dry faster, very crisp, the perfect adhesive for experienced fitters to provide 
a firm humidity-tolerant hold. 

No Wilt,  No Melt, the Best Adhesive on the Market. 

Sullivan’s Adhesives 
Trust the Science...All the Champions Do!

By John Sullivan, Founder of Sullivan Supply &  Stock Show U 

Sullivan’s Prime Time Adhesive™
Prime Time is our strongest show day leg adhesive with holding power that is ideal for medium length, 
thinner hair types.  It creates body and volume with the clear, natural look you demand. Prime Time will 
perform in all types of weather - winter, spring, summer or fall. It holds hair firmly in place and will not 
“wilt” or fall down in humidity. Sullivan’s Prime Time is formulated lighter, is more flexible and clear in a pure form 
of adhesive. This is the BEST option for no paint shows.Dries completely and leaves the hair crisp so it can be 
clipped easily.  The natural look with a little more holding power. Available in Clear or Black. 
 

 

PT 
 - Clear, can, 12 oz. $8.75  - Clear, 12 can case, 14 lbs. $103.95 

PTB 
 - Black, can, 12 oz. $8.75  - Black, 12 can case, 14 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s Tail Adhesive™
Tail Adhesive is the highest strength adhesive. It has unmatched holding  power for flat lying, hard-to-
hold hair on legs and when shaping the tail ball. You can depend on Tail Adhesive to dry completely and 
hold its firm shape in all types of weather with no fall-down when Touch-Ups are applied. It is tremendous 
for creating a thicker appearing hair follicle by simply spraying light coats, and repeating after each coat 
has dried until the desired look has been achieved. Cover with a Touch-Up of your choice. 
 

 

TA  
- can, 12.5 oz. $8.75 - 12 can case, 14 lbs. $103.95 

TAHC 
- Tail Adhesive Handy-Can, 7 oz.      $7.95 - 12 can case, 8 lbs.                             $93.50

Light Strong

Light Strong
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SHOW DAY GROOMING 

The first hair building powder spray specifically designed for livestock hair. Sullivan’s POW-
DER’FUL creates extra depth and dimension to each hair follicle during the hair building 
process, without the appearance of becoming too heavy, globby or unnatural. Great for legs, 
bellies, flanks, top-lines and tail heads. As an added benefit, after applying over adhesives, the 
drying powder agents contained in POWDER’FUL allow the hair to be clipped easily, better 
than any previously known product. The two color options, white and black, make it easy to 
build legs without having to use an excess of paint to cover it up. Check out page 28 for fitting 
steps on the best way to use Powder’ful.  
• Follicle builder • Fast drying 
• Easy to clip through           • Does not weigh the hair down like other leg builders  
• Most natural full look you will get from any product 
• Will not leave hair wet and globby 
• Available in Black and White Powder Spray  
POW* 
BK 
 - Black can, 9.5 oz.                $9.75                    - 12 can case, 10 lbs. $115.75 
W  
- White can, 9.5 oz.                 $9.75                    - 12 can case, 10 lbs. $115.75

Hair Thickening Powder.
Powder Spray

Thicker ... Fuller ... Like NO OTHER ... 
Sullivan’s

POWDER’FUL™

ADHESIVES

Sullivan’s Formula 1® Adhesive™
A unique adhesive designed for a natural and clear look that 
you can comb through with ease. Strong enough for legs, yet 
easy to comb through for body hair. Dries easily so hair can 
be clipped off nice and clean without clogging clipper blades. 
Formula One is a great starter adhesive to break and form the 
hair when grooming stubborn, unruly hair. Finish with a heav-
ier adhesive for the final set. 
 

F1  

- can, 12 oz. $8.75  
- 12 can case, 14 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s EZ Comb Adhesive™
EZ Comb is a light adhesive for thick, good hair coats. 
Strong enough for leg hair, yet clear and light enough 
to use on the body. EZ Comb does not weigh down or 
mat the hair. It actually creates volume and body to the 
hair for more expression. Dries crisp, clear and is easily 
clipped. Great for the finishing touches while at the 
show ring. 
 

EZ  

- can, 12 oz. $8.75  

- 12 can case, 14 lbs. $103.95

Light Strong Light Strong



Sullivan’s  
Ultra White Touch-Up™
Ultra White Touch-Up covers stained or 
faded hair with a smooth natural powder-
white color. Ultra White is tremendous as a 
leg builder to achieve a thick, fuller appear-
ance to hair, even on black cattle. After leg 
adhesives are completely dry, apply Ultra 
White. It will not break down your adhe-
sives. Ultra White goes on with powder-like 
particles to give  a more natural appearance 
than heavy adhesive leg builders.  
TUP* 
W  
- can, 11 oz. $8.75  
 - 12 can case, 13 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s  
Jet Black Touch-Up™

Jet Black Touch-Up covers adhesives, leg 
builders, and faded hair completely. The 
hair will appear thicker, fuller and deeper 
black. Jet Black Touch-Up is ideal to cover 
Ultra White as the first black touch-up used 
in the leg building process. It has unique 
drying abilities that creates texture to the 
hair without breaking down your adhesives. 
Jet Black Touch-Up has a medium black 
color.  
TUP* 
JET  
- can, 14 oz. $8.75  
- 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s  
Black Finisher™
Black Finisher is applied as the last step in 
the leg building process. Its bright black 
color and natural shine matches the natural 
black color of body hair. This black touch-
up delivers the deepest, most natural black 
appearance that we have ever seen. Black 
Finisher gives you great coverage and build-
up on the hair without breaking down ad-
hesives and leg builders. The number one 
choice of professionals.  
TUP* 
BF 
- can, 14 oz.                                         $8.75                        
- 12 can case, 15 lbs.                     $103.95
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Sullivan’s Styling Mousse  
Spray Foam™

A multi-purpose grooming product to give extra hold-
ing power to the body hair. It creates a stronger, thicker 
appearing hair coat. Hair will look natural with the 
holding power you desire. Valuable for training hair, 
show day grooming or clipping. Works great with 
Zoom Bloom for show day grooming.   
CSM 
- White (clear) can, 14 oz. $8.75  
- 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95 
BSM 
 - Black, can, 14 oz. $8.75  
- 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95 

Sullivan’s Relax is the perfect solution to 
help straighten curly, kinky and wavy hair. 
The ingredients found in Relax work in 
two different steps, the first penetrates the 
hair shaft softening and relaxing the folli-
cle causing the hair to straighten. The sec-
ond forms a hold on the shaft that keeps 
it from reverting back to its previous curl. 
Use Relax in the final days leading up to a 
show, when clipping and on show day.   
RLX - can, 10 oz.                               $9.75 
         - 12 can case, 12lbs.           $115.75

Sullivan’s Relax  
Hair Straightener™
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SHOW DAY GROOMING 

Sullivan’s FAWN™     #1
Fawn Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on light red 
hair with an orange tint, found on lighter colored Hereford, Gelbvieh, Limousin and 
Red Angus cattle.  Fawn Touch-Up provides excellent coverage, texture and color dimen-
sion to enhance your animal’s natural hair color.  
TUP* 
FAW  
- can, 10 oz. $8.75       - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s COPPER™     #2
Copper Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on 
medium red hair with a faint brown tint  found on Hereford, Red Angus & Light Short-
horn colored cattle.  Copper Touch-Up provides excellent coverage, texture and color di-
mension to enhance your animal’s natural hair color.  
TUP* 
COP  
- can, 10 oz. $8.75  - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s BRICK™     #3
Brick Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on medium 
red hair with a brown tint found on dark Hereford, medium Shorthorn & Red Angus 
colored cattle. Brick Touch-Up provides excellent coverage, texture and color dimension 
to enhance your animal’s natural hair color.  
TUP* 
BRI 
 - can, 10 oz. $8.75  - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s RED VELVET™     #4
Red Velvet Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on 
medium- dark red colored hair, especially dark red Shorthorn and Red Angus cattle. Red 
Velvet Touch-Up provides excellent coverage, texture   and color dimension to enhance 
your animal’s natural hair color.   
TUP* 
VEL  
- can, 10 oz. $8.75  - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s DARK CRIMSON™     #5
Dark Crimson Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders 
on darkest red colored hair found in Shorthorn cattle. Dark Crimson Touch-Up provides 
excellent coverage, texture  and color dimension to enhance your animal’s natural hair 
color.  
TUP* 
DCR 
 - can, 10 oz. $8.75  - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s SILVER FOX™

Silver Fox Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on grey 
and silver hair, as found on Charolais influenced cattle.Silver Fox Touch-Up provides ex-
cellent coverage, texture and color dimension to enhance your animal’s natural hair color.  
TUP* 
SF 
 - can, 10 oz. $8.75  - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s BLONDIE™

Blondie Touch-Up is the final touch-up for covering adhesives and leg builders on light 
yellow, cream, & butterscotch colored hair, especially on Composite Charolais cattle. 
Blondie Touch-Up provides excellent coverage, texture and color dimension to enhance 
your animal’s natural hair color.  
TUP* 
BLO  
- can, 10 oz. $8.75  - 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95
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SHOW DAY HAIR PREPARATIONS

Sullivan’s Flare™  
Amplifies Hair Dimension & Shine  without weighing the hair down.  
Works on ALL Hair Types in all temperatures.  
Sullivan’s Flare is a hair amplifier that adds dimension and shine without adding weight to the hair, something we 
felt was lacking in our industry. We have perfected this formula to work on all hair types and in all temperatures. 
Sullivan’s Flare is the superior show day product. 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Add a little Flare to your show day 
hair.   
Directions: Apply even coat over body, comb in and blow for 5-10 minutes. Add more where it is needed. Does 
not need to be washed out.    
FLARE - 

 Can, 5.7 oz.         $5.95                          12 can case, 6.5 lbs      $69.85

Sullivan’s Final Accent™

This light show day oil delivers an amazing deep shine 
to body hair. Spray on immediately before entering the 
show ring for that final shine needed. Being a liquid 
product, Final Accent can be used in the make-up area 
at major shows.  
FA - 16 oz. $16.50

Sullivan’s Final Bloom™
The fantastic oil with a pleasant scent. Will freshen up the hair. 
Less greasy with all the shine. Spray on before entering the show 
ring for the Final Bloom. Requires no washing out.  
FB  
- can, 11 oz. $8.75  
- 12 can case, 15 lbs. $103.95 

FBHC  
- Final Bloom Handy-Can, 6.5 oz. $7.95  
- 12 can case of Final Bloom Handy-Can, 7 lbs. $93.50

For clipping and show day ... the best product we have ever 
used. 
Legit hair pop and shine without the oil residue. This is the best show day hair 
product we have ever used. Shock that lifeless, flat show day hair back to life with 
Sullivan’s Shock. This mixture of all natural ingredients creates a show day hair 
pop like no other. Not only does it penetrate deep, forcing the hair to stand at at-
tention, but it also gives a deeper, fuller look to the hair while also adding a shine 
without any oil residue that weighs the hair down. You can also use Sullivan’s 
Shock before clipping to make the hair rise for an easier, smoother clip. Sullivan’s 
Shock is a ready- to-use product, no dilution needed. 
 
SHOQ  
- quart, 3 lbs. $28.50 
- 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $324.50 

SHOG  
- gallon,  10 lbs. $88.75 
 - 4 gallon case,  40 lbs. $345.50

Sullivan’s Shock™ 
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Black Velvet is designed specifically for cattle hair. Black Velvet hair dye turns grey, red-tinted or faded 
hair into a beautiful jet-black color. Black Velvet infuses the hair with more softness, body and incredible 
shine.  Very easy to use. Apply at home to clean, dry hair. You will need three to four kits of Black Velvet 
for a 1,000 pound animal.  For long lasting beauty and color, Black Velvet is truly brilliant.  
BV 
 - kit containing two 4 oz. bottles $7.95 
 - case of 12 kits, 8 lbs. $92.50

Sullivan’s Black Velvet™ Hair Dye

Refresh your animal’s hair back to a long-lasting, brilliant black with Sullivan’s BLAQ Livestock Dye.  Sullivan's BLAQ was specifically formulated 
to be a long-lasting dye that, and when used properly, won’t irritate the skin and hide of the animal. Easy to use 6oz bottles allows a quick mix and 
application process, with fewer bottles to mix you can combine and apply twice as fast as before. Also offered for the first time in the livestock 
market, 32oz bottle kits that have enough dye to do 8, 1200lb animals. If the bottles are unopened they have a 3-year shelf life.  Mix equal parts 
dye and activator (each 6oz dye + 6oz activator will cover 400lb)  
 
BLAQ -  1,200lb Kit, Contains 3, 6oz Dye, 3, 6oz Activator, One Pair Latex Gloves, Instructional Sheet,   2.5 lbs.   $24.50 
BLAQ37 - 8 Head Kit,Contains 4, 37oz Dye, 4, 37oz Activator, Five Pair Latex Gloves, Instructional Sheet, 18.5 lbs. $166.00 
LATEX - Latex Gloves (2) $0.94 
CUP - 500 mL Measuring Cup, $0.97

Sullivan’s

BLAQ™
Livestock Hair Dye

Sullivan’s Dye Application Kit contains all the essential tools that are re-
quired to dye your show animal. No need to waste time collecting everything you need, 
when its all in one convenient package. 
Contains: Smart Comb with Grip – Black Stimulator, Revive – Conditioning Spray, Smart Scrub Brush, Heavy-Duty Pump-
Up Sprayer, 2 Pair Latex Gloves, Instructions — DYE NOT INCLUDED 
KIT - 2.5 lbs.                       $61.39                            $48.50 

Sullivan’s Dye Applications Kit

NEW
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ADHESIVE REMOVERS

Sullivan’s Hocus Pocus™

The Natural Alternative 
Fresh and Natural, Hocus Pocus will not irritate hair or hide. This natural product is a healthy alternative 
that will make a difference in your show day wash out. The pure ingredients of Hocus Pocus are formulated 
to naturally attack and gently remove adhesives and touch-ups away from the hair to allow for superior clean-
ing. Hocus Pocus is fortified with non-drying emollients and the nourishing VITA HAIR vitamins to naturally 
moisturize and soften the hair shaft. Hocus Pocus will not leave an oily residue to build up heat or eat away 
leg hair. This makes Hocus Pocus ideal when re-fitting is needed in a short period of time. Simply spray onto 
hair where adhesives and touch-ups have been used, comb into hair and wash-out with Sullivan’s Vita-Hair 
Volumizer Foaming Shampoo. 
HP 
 - can, 17 oz. $8.99  - 12 can case, 19 lbs. $105.50

Hair Savior™ is just that! A liquid adhesive breakdown that is healthy for leg hair. Hair Savior™ adhesive 
breakdown features a proprietary blend of the purest, mild cosmetic grade plant-based ester technologies to 
naturally attack and gently remove adhesives and touch-ups away from the hair. These specific plant based 
surfactants have been specially identified for their unique ability to naturally counter-act the tackiness of ad-
hesives, changing their rubberized molecular resin structure to gently dissolve the bond from the hair without 
any harsh stripping.  This properly balanced pH formula prevents heavy, oily residues and will not create 
heat. Contains the Sullivan’s VITA HAIR™ nourishing vitamin package. Hair Savior™ is the first liquid ad-
hesive breakdown product with added hair vitamins to hydrate and regenerate the hair. Mild and gentle, no 
harsh chemicals like other removers. Hair Savior™ ... the showman’s choice for repetitive show schedules and 
leg hair health!  
HSQ 
 - quart bottle, 3 lbs.           $25.50  
 - 12 quart case, 36lbs.  $305.85  
 
 
 

Sullivan’s Hair Savior™ Adhesive Breakdown

Sullivan’s SWAT Fly Spray™

Gentle 
Formula

The livestock showman’s fly spray. 
Does NOT break down adhesives on show day! This very 
effective, yet gentle, water-based formula is safe to spray di-
rectly onto a groomed animal with no adhesive fall-down. 
There is nothing like this product on the market. It has been 
specifically formulated for the show industry. Kills and repels 
flies, mosquitoes, gnats, and other flying insects. Does NOT 
contain petroleums or harsh chemicals that are harmful to 
the hide, very common in other fly sprays. Large 15 ounce 
can. 
SWAT  
- can, 15 oz. $15.99 
- 12 can case, 19 lbs. $188.50

Sullivan’s Russ’ Rag Oil™
Russ’ Rag Oil is a superior, deep penetrating,  
organic skin and hair conditioning treatment 
that provides essential nutrition to rejuvenate 
dull/dry hair, control dandruff, and create 
fresh beautiful hair. This concentrated 
moisturizer is extremely rich in nourishing 
high-grade lanolin, olive oil, plant seed 
oils, vitamin E and VITA HAIR™ to be 
naturally healthy for skin and hair. Espe-
cially valuable during winter months when 
cattle hair tends to get dry. The ORIGI-
NAL Rag Oil formula from Russ Brannen, 
a Sullivan exclusive. 
 
ROQ  
- quart, 3 lbs. $29.50  
- 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $332.50  

HSG  
- gallon jug, 10 lbs. $66.50 
- 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $266.00

ROH 
 - 1/2 gallon,, 6 lbs. $42.50 
 - case, 6, 1/2 gallon, 36 lbs. $229.50

Hocus Pocus™ Wipes   
Perfect for cleaning combs, chute bars, 

fitting mats, show day hooves and 
much more!  

HPW, Hocus Pocus Wipes          $5.99

NEW
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HAIR PRODUCTS

With Vita Hair, the hair vitamin advantage. 
Kleen Sheen is the fantastic daily hair care conditioning formula for producing healthy, well trained hair with that 
“Ultra” shine. Fortified with the VITA HAIR™ and moisturizers that boost hair strength to create better conditioned 
hair. Repels dirt to keep animals cleaner. This light sheen is perfect for daily hair care, clipping and show day groom-
ing. Spray Kleen Sheen over entire body once a day, every day. Requires no washing out. 
Naturally Healthy for Hair ... HOW? The purified chemistry of Kleen Sheen hydrates the hair naturally with a 
blend of non-petroleum, non-drying emollients and conditioners for soft, manageable and stronger hair coats. Its 
purity of naturally derived resources prevents the deposit of harmful minerals and toxins that could penetrate, causing 
dull, dry or damaged hair. Kleen Sheen is biodegradable, earth safe, and free of abrasives, petroleums, or toxins 
which can be irritating! 
KSG  - gallon, 10 lbs. $34.50 KSG - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $126.75 
KSQ  - quart, 3 lbs. $15.95 KSQ - 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $182.50 
KS5 - 5 Gallon jug, 43 lbs                $139.50  - SAVE $33 

Now Available in an Economical 5 Gallon Jug

Sullivan’s REVIVE LITE™
Follow the science of Revive Lite & Vita Hair. 
REVIVE LITE is specifically formulated with extra light cosmetic grade oils to allow for a more refined version of 
our ever popular Revive. This product was created to feature the same great conditioning as Revive but with warmer 
weather in mind. When the hair coat becomes thinner and lighter oils are preferred. With the purest of oils, the 
hair will not glob or stick together. It actually does the opposite creating an added lift to the hair with more separa-
tion, giving the hair a thicker look.  
Use REVIVE LITE once the animal has been washed and blown completely dry. Coat the entire body evenly in-
cluding legs, belly and tail head. Comb in, roto brush, blow dry and style hair like normal.  
When applied, this new formula lightly coats and easily penetrates the hair and absorbs into the skin without clogging 
the pores. Revive LITE, however, with its lighter molecular structure, can actually penetrate deep into the cortex of 
the hair strand to infuse essential nutrients and lipids for the utmost moisturizing and hydrating properties.  
Revive LITE is also fortified with the advanced VITA HAIR nourishing Vitamin package.  
REVL - can, 17 oz. $8.99 - 12 can case, 17 lbs. $105.50

Sure Coat™ by Sure Coat Solutions LLC with Sullivan’s Vita Hair. Sure Coat promotes hair growth in a flake free 
formula that utilizes natural oils geared for feeding hair follicles. The nutrient molecules in this product are small 
enough to be absorbed by the hair shaft, promoting quick hair growth. Can be used daily.   
Sure Coat™ by Sure Coat Solutions LLC is a concentrated blend of natural essential oils designed to promote hair 
growth and healthy skin on a cellular level. Coconut Oil, Jojoba Oil, Olive Oil, Lanolin, Tea Tree Oil and many 
other natural oils work together to promote the natual shine and luster of skin and hair. 

• Promotes hair growth in a flake free formula.  
• Natural oils geared for feeding hair follicles, the nutrient  molecules in the product are small enough  
   to be absorbed by the hair shaft.  
• The Natural Oils include:   - Coconut Oil     - Jojoba Oil     - Olive Oil     - Lanolin     - Tea Tree Oil    

SSCQ - quart, 3 lbs.                   $32.50                   - 12 quart case, 36 lbs.           $385.50 

SSCG - gallon, 10 lbs.               $89.50                    - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $348.00

Sullivan’s Kleen Sheen™

Sullivan’s Revive™
A great product to promote healthy and beautiful hair coats. The foaming action of Revive dissipates into the hair 
to moisturize and bring life, body, and freshness to dull, dry hair without leaving the hair waxy or limp. Revive is 
formulated with a purified grade of nourishing bio-based plant leaf and seed oils along with olive oil and high-grade 
lanolin ester emollients that penetrate and condition the skin and hair with nature’s nutrients. The natural antioxi-
dants contained in Revive stimulate circulation within the scalp to increase nutrient absorption into the hair follicles 
for faster, healthier hair growth. Revive is high in Vitamin E and fortified with VITA HAIR™. 
For daily care, spray over the entire body, comb in and blow deep down to the skin. Let Revive soak into the hair 
over-night, rinse out in the morning. It also works great to eliminate flaking skin.  
For cattle that are kept in a cooler, apply REVIVE during the day and rinse out before letting out for the night. For 
a quick conditioning treatment during hot weather, apply REVIVE, comb in, blow dry deep into the hair and rinse 
immediately. Apply daily depending on hair dryness. 
REV - can, 17 oz. $8.99  - 12 can case, 17 lbs. $105.50

Best Seller

Sure Coat™ with Sullivan’s Vita Hair, the hair vitamin package. 

The Premier Daily Hair Care Choice  

Special  
Pricing



VITA HAIR™  
    is an advanced nutrient package that  infuses the hair with proven hair vitamins for ... 
    • Faster Hair Growth          • Thicker Hair          • Increased Shine 
    • More Body & Volume     • Healthier Skin     • Improved Nutrient Absorption
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Hair Vitamins ... an Industry First from Sullivan’s
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Biotin is a tremendous vitamin for HAIR GROWTH.The major benefit of Biotin is its ability to strengthen     
both the hair follicle and hair shaft, along with increased elasticity of the cortex to prevent hair breakage and dryness. This   
enables healthy, FASTER HAIR GROWTH. Biotin also thickens the actual hair cuticle providing a fuller appearance. 

 
Pro-Vitamin B-5 is the king of all HAIR CARE vitamins. It stimulates healthy scalp circulation   
which leads to improved hair health. As an added benefit, it also possesses superior long term moisturizing properties  
because of its unique ability to penetrate and nourish the hair shaft; then sealing the surface to protect and make the hair  
shine.  

Vitamin E is an antioxidant that stimulates circulation throughout the skin and supports capillary growth.  
 When there are more capillaries, the circulation improves leading to increased nutrient absorption into the hair follicles,  
 which speeds hair growth. 

39
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Follow the science to healthy, hydrated hair. 
Vita Hair Volumizer™ Foaming Shampoo is formulated with a natural 

plant-based proprietary surfactant technology which creates an opposite act-
ing polar electrical charge within each hair strand that actually pushes every 
hair follicle apart. This prevents the hair from sticking together, and actually 
springs it loose, making each hair follicle stand on end for a noticeable dif-
ference in hair volume and body. 

This exclusive chemistry for livestock consists of chemically altered 
ions. Ions are small electrical molecules within surfactants that usually 

have positive or negative charges which create an attraction to each 
other. In livestock hair, this attraction causes hair follicles to stick to 
each other. The non-ionic chemistry of Vita Hair Volumizer™ in-
hibits an unusual neutral charge to the ionic molecule of each follicle 
creating no attraction or pull between the hair strands. This neutral 
charge actually enables each hair follicle to stand free for extreme 
hair separation. 

All this with a plant based neutral pH makes it gentle and nour-
ishing to the hide and hair as it gently cleans deep, down to the roots 
of each hair follicle. Fortified with Sullivan’s VITA HAIR™ a nour-
ishing vitamin package to boost hair and skin health without added 
weight to hair. Designed to be used in a foamer. Now available in a 
five gallon jug.   
VQ  - quart bottle, 3 lbs.     $15.50  - 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $176.50 

VG  - gallon jug, 10 lbs.      $36.50  - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $133.50 

V5 - 5 gallon jug, 43 lbs.   $157.50  - SAVE $25     

             Now Available in an Economical 5 Gallon Jug  
                  **Available in a 55 gallon drum. Call for pricing.

 Sullivan’s Volumizer  Nourishing  Shampoo
#1 Selling Shampoo

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo 

With Olive Oil, Pomegranate Extract, and the Vita Skin package, Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo leaves the hair and 
skin silky smooth making it the perfect non-degreasing shampoo for hogs, sheep, goats, horses and slick shorn cattle.  
Rejuvenate cleans while leaving key natural oils in place to preserve the wool, skin, and hide. Sullivan’s Rejuvenate 
Shampoo is safe for everyday use, leaving the skin silky smooth without dryness or irritation. With its mild antiseptic 
and toning properties, Pomegranate Extract helps tighten pores and tone the skin. The Vita Skin package contains 
Vitamin E, the Vitamin B Complex, and Vitamin C.    
REJQ - quart, 3lbs                $15.50                         - 12 quart case , 36lbs $176.25 

REJG - gallon, 10lbs            $36.50                          - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $133.50

for Hogs, Sheep, Goats, Horses and Slick Sheer Cattle.

Sullivan’s Hydrator Nourishing Conditioner
Scientifically formulated hydrating & nourishing conditioner that uses the hair and skins natural oil make 
up to formulate the best replenishment of the natural oils and vitamins back into the hair to promote hide 
and hair health as well has hair growth and strength.  
We took a look at some of the oils used in today’s hair care products and realized that for the high percentage 
of the oils used they were only contributing to a low percentage of the actual nutrition to the hair and skin 
so we flipped the script and found oils that provide way more nutrition per percentage used with less actual 
oil so it stays light. 

HNCQ - quart, 3lbs                $15.50                          - 12 quart case , 36lbs $176.50 
HNCG - gallon, 10lbs            $36.50                          - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $133.50

NEW 
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Sullivan’s Stain Buster  
Liquid Bluing Shampoo™

Stain Buster is an extra strength liquid bluing shampoo that 
cleans hair that has been severely stained from urine or manure. 
It gets the hair white again. This is a ready to use product. Use 
as directed. 
SBQ - quart, 3 lbs. $16.50

Sullivan’s Soap Foamer
Heavy-duty soap foaming tool. Sim-
ply fill with shampoo, attach a 
water hose, and spray. Features 
a quick-disconnect nozzle for 
easy rinsing. The foamer 
sprays a pre-set amount of 
foamed shampoo onto the 
animal. 
FOA - 2 lbs. $29.95 

Replacement Parts: 
F101 - Trigger Nozzle, 8 oz. $7.89 
F102 - Quick Connector, 3 oz. $7.89 
F107 - Metering Tip (pack of 3), 1 oz. $1.50

Sullivan’s Double Dip™
The daily skin and hair conditioning dip that is nat-
urally healthy for hair. Fortified with the VITA 
HAIR™ nourishing vitamin package to condition 
and stimulate the skin and strengthen the hair shaft. 
Spray Double Dip once daily after washing or rins-
ing to neutralize any soaps left in the hair, eliminat-
ing dandruff. Double Dip detangles and separates 
hair, allowing comb to easily glide through hair. 
Double Dip adds a light shine, helps repair split ends 
and promotes an overall healthy hair coat. Will not 
weigh hair down. Requires no washing out. 
DD 
 - gallon, 10 lbs. $27.50 
 - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $104.75

Ultra Sheen is a concentrated hair polish for show cattle. Use Ultra 
Sheen to produce strong, well managed, healthy hair coats. Con-
tains the VITA HAIR™ nourishing vitamin package featured on 
page 38 and 39 and conditioners to give life and shine to dull, dry 
hair. Repels dust and dirt. The extra polish of Ultra Sheen works 
great when clipping to stiffen the hair for a better cut. Mixes with 
water to make one gallon of ready-to-use product. 
US - 16 oz. $17.95 
 - case of 12, 12 lbs. $199.95

Sullivan’s Ultra Sheen Concentrate™

Sullivan’s Bright Lights 
Whitening Shampoo™
Bright Lights is a fantastic whitening sham-
poo for brightening and enhancing hair. In-
tensifies all colors of hair coats. Bright Lights 
shampoos away yellow tint and stains and 
leaves a beautiful luster. Recommended for 
cattle, sheep, swine and goats. Bright Lights 
is formulated with the purest grade of natu-
rally organic, plant based agricultural re-
sources for the utmost in brightening and 
whitening. This biodegradable, earth safe 
shampoo is purified to be free of abrasives, 
petroleums, toxins, or solvents which can be 
irritating and strip the natural oils and nu-
trients from your animal’s hair and skin. En-
riched with the new VITA HAIR™ vitamin package. 
BLQ - quart, 3 lbs. $14.50  - 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $156.00  
BLG - gallon, 10 lbs. $38.50  - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $141.35

Sullivan’s Knock Out

Knockout is a powerful Instant Stain Re-
mover with a unique biodegradable for-
mula that naturally breaks the bond 
between, dirt, grime, feces, urine, dust 
and stains attached to the hair or wool 
of livestock. Simply spray directly onto 
stained area, brush in and blow out. 
KNOQ    - quart, 3lbs                         $15.95 
               - 12 quart case , 36lbs      $184.50 

KNOG    - gallon, 10lbs                      $49.50     
               - 4 gallon case , 40lbs       $189.75 

Instant Stain Remover
  

Sullivan’s Natural White

Sullivan’s Natural White is uniquely designed for enhanc-
ing a whiter and brighter appearance on skin and hair of 
all livestock. It is a dye free whitening shampoo 
that can be used on a daily basis or weeks prior 
to the show to accomplish a brighter and 
whiter appearance, with no purple staining. 
Natural White has an intense cleaning power 
that does not Contain any bleach or dyes, 
making it safe to use on any livestock and 
Infused with coconut oil to offer additional 
conditioning that doesn’t damage the hair 
or skin. We recommend using this in a 
Soap Foamer.   
NWQ - quart, 3lbs                                        $15.95 
           - 12 quart case , 36lbs                  $184.50 

NWG - gallon, 10lbs $49.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $189.75

Dye-Free Whitening Shampoo
Sullivan’s Clear Choice 
Shampoo™
The ultimate livestock shampoo that is nat-
urally healthy for hair. Clear Choice is for-
mulated with the purest grade of naturally 
organic, plant based resources that are pH 
balanced for the sensitive skin and hair 
of livestock . This bio-based surfactant 
technology attaches to dirt and pulls it 
away from the hair and skin for supe-
rior cleaning. More importantly, being 
natural, it does not contain any harsh 
invasive detergents such as dish soaps, 
abrasives, petroleums, or solvents 
which can be irritating and strip the 
natural oils from your animal’s hair 
and skin. Fortified with the VITA 
HAIR™ nourishing vitamin package to stimulate faster hair growth and 
encourage skin health. Recommended for all livestock. 
CCQ - quart, 3 lbs.             $9.99                - 12 quart case, 36 lbs.    $104.50  
CCG - gallon, 10 lbs.          $26.99              - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs.      $99.50  
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FUNGUS TREATMENTS

This tremendous liquid fungus treatment 
successfully kills existing fungi and prevents 
future outbreaks of ringworm. Fungus 
Fighter works great on all livestock. For pre-
vention of fungus, lightly mist entire animal 
along with pen and bedding area. Foot rot, 
thrush and other hoof and hide bacteria can 
also be treated with this product. Fungus 
Fighter improves overall hoof conditioning. 
Absolutely the best fungus treatment on the 
market.  
FFQ - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50 
 - 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $275.00 
FFG - gallon, 10 lbs. $79.75 
 - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $309.50

Sullivan’s Anti-Fungus  
Equipment Dip™

Controls the outbreak of fungus and bacteria 
by sterilizing grooming equipment. Dip 
grooming combs and blades in the solution to 
prevent the spread of fungus. Spray on halters 
and other items to prevent the spread of ring-
worm. Use the Fungus Fighter and Anti-Fungus 
Shampoo for a total fungus program to elimi-
nate ringworm. 
AFD - gallon, 10 lbs. $29.50

Sullivan’s FungALL™
FungALL is a paste product that is topically applied to kill ring-
worm. It quickly kills the fungus, repairs the skin, and regener-
ates hair growth. Simply apply directly to the 
ringworm spots for 3 to 5 days, twice per day. 
There is no need to scrape the ringworm before 
applying. FungALL is available in two sizes.  
FA9T - tube, 9 oz. $32.50 

Sullivan’s Fungus Fighter™  
for Ringworm & Foot Rot

(Mane, Tail, Groom) 
Originally formulated for humans, this safe and easy to use 
product is for the relief of a variety of bacterial and fungal skin 
problems such as: ringworm, rain rot, scratches and dandruff.  
Offers quick relief and visible hair growth in 3-5 days. For use 
on cattle, sheep, swine, horses, dogs, cats and goats.    
MTGQ - quart, 3 lbs. $22.50

Shapley’s Original MTG

    WARTSOFF Wart Ointment
Aids in the removal of external warts on livestock. Apply directly to 
warts twice daily. Improvements should be seen within two weeks. 
WO - Jar, 4 oz. $11.75

Fighting Five is a blend of natural oils to prevent, 
eliminate and heal all types of fungus such as 
ringworm, thrush, rain rot, foot rot, wool 
fungus and other skin infections and irrita-
tions. What truly makes Fighting Five 
unique is its ability to repair damaged skin 
resulting in faster hair regrowth.  
Fighting Five can also be used to treat 
equipment and used as a preventative if 
animal is exposed to areas that have been 
infected with ringworm and other fungus. 
Simply apply to the animal after washing 
to create a barrier of protection.  
F5Q - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50 
- 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $275.00 
F5G - gallon, 10 lbs. $79.50 
 - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $308.50

Sullivan’s Fighting Five™  
Fungus Treatment

 
D.F. Crosley Copper Recovery
D.F. Crosleys Copper Recovery blends natural Essential Oils to 
effectively eradicate fungus and bacteria. Copper Recovery is de-
signed for the best care of cattle. 
DFCC - Concentrate, 8oz. $19.95

 
D.F. Crosley Zinc Recovery
D.F. Crosleys Zinc Recovery blends natural Essential 
Oils to effectively eradicate fungus and bacteria. Zinc 
Recovery is designed  for the best care of Sheep. 
DFCZ - Concentrate, 8oz. $19.95

 
D.F. Crosley Special Purpose  
Shampoo
Special Purpose Livestock Shampoo contains natural oils to 
moisturize and replenish the skin and hair while essential oils 
combine to inhibit bacterial and fungal growth and act as an 
insect repellent. 
DFCS - quart, 3 lbs. $18.75

NEW 

 
D.F Crosley’s Sore Mouth Relief
D.F Crosley’s Sore Mouth Relief is an evolutionary antimi-
crobial formula that effectively assist in controlling many fun-
gal and bacterial infections. Sore Mouth Relief helps to 
eradicate and prevent secondary infections by disrupting the 
reproductive cycle of fungus and bacteria that are often pres-
ent with the Sore Mouth virus. Apply topically to the infected 
and surrounding areas to assist the animals natural antibodies 
to facilitate the healing process.  
DFCSM  -  16oz.Bottle $22.00

 
D.F Crosley’s Skin & Hoof Paste
D.F. Crosley’s Skin and Hoof Paste is a unique anti-microbial 
formula that effectively eradicates fungus and bacteria. Topi-
cally applied, D.F. Crosley’s Skin and Hoof Paste provides 
longer lasting residual protection. Our blend of ionized zinc 
and copper stops fungal and bacterial growth. Natural Tea 
Tree Oil soothes tissue and emollients provide residual prop-
erties. Effective against many fungal and bacterial infections 
including ringworm, thrush, white line disease, digital der-
matitis, scald, foot rot and multiple forms of staph. 
DFCH -  32oz.Bottle $35.00
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GROOMING SUPPLIES

Mane ‘n Tail Conditioner
Nourishes hair and helps repair split 
ends. Can be applied liberally with 
hands.  
MT - quart, 3 lbs. $7.95  

Sullivan’s Top Gun™
An all-purpose stock show sprayer. 
TG - 32 oz. bottle & heavy-duty sprayer, 1 lb. $5.35 
TGS - heavy-duty sprayer only, 10 oz. $4.19 
TGB - bottle only, 2 oz. $1.95

ALCQ - quart, 3 lbs. $7.95 
ALC - gallon, 10 lbs. $16.50

Sullivan’s Alcohol 70%

*** Cannot be shipped UPS or FedEx  
      because of alcohol content.  
      Ships motor freight only.

Sullivan’s Purple Oil™
Old time adhesive remover.  
POQ - quart, 3 lbs. $9.75 

Sullivan’s Pump-Up 
Sprayer
This Heavy Duty Pump up sprayer is a 
versatile staple to your showbox. Now 
designed with more pressure and an im-
proved with a smaller diameter ad-
justable spray nozzle and a non-locking 
trigger is sure to meet your show needs. 
Apply water, fly spray or any lotion to 
your animal with this great applicator. 
HDPS* - 1 lb.             $24.99 

*BK - Black 
* M - Maroon

Hand Pump
Convenient pump fits all Sullivan Supply gallon bottles 
to easily dispense soaps, etc.  
LHP - 10 oz                    $4.99

• Great for the showman with smaller 
hands that struggles to grip and 
spray the can while grooming.  

• Features the exclusive full length de-
signed FullGrip™ Trigger that makes 
it eight times easier to spray. Better 
grip leverage for any hand size.  

• Easily snaps onto can; easy off. The Handy Can Sprayer™ is made in the 
USA and designed with a hug grip that stays perfectly attached to the 
can. 

HSP - 4 oz. $7.50

Sullivan’s Handy 
Sprayer™ Aerosol Trigger

Sullivan’s Liniment  
Hair Stimulator™

This fantastic hair stimulator chills hide to 
make hair stand on end. Use as a hair popper 
for clipping, working hair at shows or show day 
grooming. Hair Stimulator contains no harsh 
acetones to damage hair like other liniments. 
Mix 1/3 Hair Stimulator with other grooming 
products such as Kleen Sheen, Zoom Bloom, 
etc.  
LHSP - pint, 2 lbs. $16.50 
 - 12 pint case, 24 lbs. $194.50 

Sullivan’s  
Zoom Bloom™

Gives hair the bloom and fluff you 
want. Hair pops naturally. Gives set 
and body to hair. A favorite of profes-
sionals. Just spray on and brush or 
blow dry to set. Works well with Sulli-
van’s Styling Mousse Spray Foam if 
more holding power is desired. Works 
well in hot or cold weather. Requires 
no washing out. 
ZB - quart, 3 lbs. $28.50

Sullivan’s Show-Master Repel 
Fly Spray™

This ready to use, water based formula is enriched with lano-
lin and aloe vera. This fly spray is formulated for show ani-
mals with residual action that is gentle on hair coats. Use at 
home and shows to protect against flies, mosquitoes and 
gnats. Apply daily directly to hair or mix with your daily 
pour on dip.  
SMR - quart, 3 lbs. $16.95 
 - 12 quart case, 30 lbs. $197.50

Sta-Sound Fly-B-Gone
Ready to use all natural fly spray, that is formulated to be 
a safe but effective fly repellant. Use at home and at shows 
to protect against flies, mosquitoes and gnats. Apply di-
rectly to hair.   
FBG - quart, 32 oz. $16.99 
 - 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $199.99

Sullivan’s Mini Top Gun™
An all-purpose 12oz stock show sprayer. 
TGM - 16 oz. bottle & heavy-duty sprayer, 1 lb.    $4.25 
TGMS - heavy-duty sprayer only, 10 oz.                $3.65 
TGMB - bottle only, 2 oz.                                         $1.55

NEW 

NEW 
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SMART Fork™

SMART Bucket™

SMART Bucket™

The Smart Sensation is like no other.       
The advantage of the SMART SENSATION is how it amplifies the volume of the hair as it lifts 

it up from the hide without causing curls, kinks or matting that is often associated with rice root 
or massage brushes. 

The original Sensation features seven rows of 129 precisely placed ball-tipped teeth. 
You can actually see the Smart Sensation brush create hair separation off the skin al-
lowing air to flow deep into the hair base for added hair stimulation. 

Healthy for hide and hair, the SMART SENSATION gently massages the hide to 
stimulate blood flow that releases natural oils from the skin to coat the hair and promote 
healthy hair growth. 

 The SMART SENSATION is similar to human vent hair brushes but has been designed 
to the proper size for show cattle and includes a more comfortable handle application. 

The Sensation XL features a wider 10 row design containing 199 uniquely placed ball-tipped teeth. The 
extra rows of the XL contain 54% more teeth than the original to create more gentle, stimulating contact to the 
skin and hair with each stroke of the hand. 

  The Smart Sensation is available in two different sizes for different types of hair coats and your convenience ... the choice is yours. 
   Cattle love the feel of the stimulating SMART SENSATION!

SENSATION* 
REG - 7 row Smart Sensation, 8 oz.                           $24.50 XL - 10 row Smart Sensation XL, 10 oz. $25.50

The #1 daily 
hair care brush!

theSMART  
SENSATION  

by Sullivan’sBrush™

The Smart Series,  
Made in the USA!

44

Patent No.  
US 774,7805

360  SMART Brush™ SMART Sensation Brush™ SMART Sensation Brush  XL™ SMART Feed Scoop™

SMART Bucket™
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SMART Sensation Curve™ SMART Scrub Brush™ SMART Comb w/Grip™

SMART Feed Pan™

The 360  Smart Brush is a daily hair care brush made to create a complete 360 degrees of  hair lift. With its 945 soft teeth, the 360 will easily glide through 
every curvature making sure no hair is left lifeless. With its soft plastic bristles, this brush also massages the hide to create circulation to promote better hair 
growth. The 360  Smart Brush is a daily care must have.  
 360 - 360  Brush, 7 oz. $29.99  
360M - 360 Mini, 4 oz. $27.50

Sullivan’s 360      Smart Brush          

Highest Quality Brush Tips in the Industry 

Available in both 6’’ and 9’’

Now in Lighter 

 Weight Version 
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Introducing Sullivan’s SENSATION 
CURVE, this NEW twist to our popular SMART 
SENSATION delivers even more stimulation to the 
skin and adds body to the hair coat, making it a 
hair growth must have. 

With the SENSATION CURVE’S 302 precisely placed ball 
point teeth, no hair will be left clinging to the hide. Best for dull, lifeless hair 
that still needs volume due to lack of base coat. 

Not only does the SENSATION CURVE contain 134% more teeth than the SMART SENSATION, 
but the teeth are also narrower and more flexible to allow hair and skin to be stimulated with an even 
gentler massage. The SENSATION CURVE’s design also has a more rounded curvature to the brush, 
which encourages more fluid rhythm to the hair working process while the Sullivan’s NEW tex-
turized grip enhances the users comfort. 

Like the SMART SENSATION, the SENSATION CURVE is healthy for hide and 
hair. By providing a gentle massage to the hide it stimulates blood flow that releases 
natural oils from the skin to coat the hair and promote healthy hair growth. 

This brush will be the perfect addition to your daily hair growing tools. 

CURVE - Sensation Curve, 9 oz.                                 $24.50

Sullivan’s

The brush for thinner haired cattle.

SSC* 
W-SKI - with Wooden handle, 8 oz.                $19.75 
ALU-SKI - with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.        $19.75 
SSKIPRB - Replacement blade, 4 oz.            $17.50

Sullivan  
Stimulator  
Skip-Tooth Comb™

SSC* 
W-REG - with Wooden handle, 8 oz.      $19.75 
ALU-REG - with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.$19.75 
SSCRB - Replacement blade, 4 oz.        $17.50

Sullivan  
Stimulator 
Comb™

Sullivan Stimulator Combs™

The Stimulator Comb’s plastic teeth are constructed of the perfect synthetic material to stimulate a healthy hide and promote new hair growth. Great for daily 
hair care since the durable plastic teeth glide through the hair easily and are so much more gentle in their massaging of the animal’s scalp than steel combs. 
Often compared to a Massage Brush in the design of a comb, all in one tool. The Stimulator Combs are not designed for grooming legs with adhesive. Available 
as a Regular Comb (black), Fluffer (red), and Skip-Tooth (blue).

SSC* 
W-FLU - with Wooden handle, 8 oz.                           $19.75 
ALU-FLU - with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.                   $19.75 
SSFRB - Replacement blade, 4 oz.                            $17.50

Sullivan  
Stimulator 
Fluffer Comb™

Combs come in many shapes and styles. We always recommend a SMART Comb or 
Stimulator comb for daily hair care work. Their plastic teeth are more gentle to prevent 
scratching the hide, allowing for healthier skin and hair. They are also a must to use while 
showing your livestock. They are safer in your pocket than metal tooth combs. Metal 
tooth combs, however, are the only comb that we recommend for grooming with adhe-
sives. 

Helpful Hints -
How do I know what comb to use?
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SCG*  - Smart Comb with Grip $19.75 
*Handle (Choose handle to the right)  
        *T - Teal, *PU - Purple, *BK - Black, * LG- Lime Green 
*Blade (Choose blade to the right) 

 * TF:Teal Fluffer, *PUF: Purple Fluffer, *BKF - Black Fluffer, *LGF - Lime Green Fluffer, 
*TS - Teal Stimulator, *PUS: Purple Stimulator, *LGS: Lime Green Stimulator  

  6SCG* - 6” Smart Comb (Only available in Purple and Teal) $17.75 
       *T-TS - 6” Smart comb w/ Stimulator blade (teal), round handle, 8 oz.            
        *PU-PUF - 6” Smart comb w/ Fluffer blade (purple), round handle, 8 oz.               
 

SCGH - Handle Only $6.75 
SCGB - Blade Only $15.50 
   
 

SCGP - 9” Smart Comb Complete Pack, Pictured Above $37.50 
- Contains Black Handle, Teal Stimulator, Black Fluffer and Purple Fluffer.  

Sullivan’s The Smart Comb™
The Smart Comb™ is just that ... a multi-tasking, yet the lightest weight comb on the 
market, with interchangeable blades that securely snap in and out of a plastic handle 
allowing you to pick the blade of choice. Comes as a complete unit with Sullivan’s 
Stimulator and Fluffer blades in one package. Or you can purchase separately as a han-
dle and your choice of a blade. 9” comb. Smart ... light weight ... and economical. The 
new comfort handle is perfect for long days in the barn.  Made in the USA!

9” Smart Comb  
Stimulator 

Sullivan’s  SMART   Comb
TM

Patent Pending Application No. 29/395,368

9” Smart Comb Complete Pack

Mix & Match
Step 1   

Pick Your Handle  Step 2   
Pick Your Blade  

6” Smart Comb  
Stimulator 

NEW 
Comfort Grip Handle  

*LGS: Lime Green Stimulator

*BKS: Black Stimulator

*PUS: Purple Stimulator

*TS: Teal Stimulator

*LGF: Lime Green Fluffer

*BKF: Black Fluffer

*PUF: Purple Fluffer

*TF: Teal Fluffer

*T: Teal

*PU: Purple

*BK: Black

*LG: Lime Green

SCG-T-TF
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Protection for your  
precious tail hair! 
Added Velcro material to keep 
the bag secure around the tail 
makes the Sullivan's Tail Bag 2.0 
a daily hair care must have.  
Use the tail bag every time you 
Roto Brush to protect the hair 
from being caught in the Roto 
Brush. Also works great while fit-
ting, the bag keeps the hair out of 
the way until its time to ball the 
tail. 
TB2 - 3 oz. $15.50

Sullivan’s  
Tail Bag 2.0™

Sullivan’s Mini Staggered Bristle Roto Brush
32% shorter and 11% smaller diameter as compared to our full size Roto brush. It works excellent for working leg hair or 
wool on all livestock, especially small animals such as sheep, goats, miniature cattle and even show pigs. It is easier to ma-
neuver between legs on small livestock. It is also more comfortable for a young person who normally struggles to handle a 
full size roto brush. Features the same bristle length and row pattern as our Staggered Bristle Roto Brush. Creates tremendous 
lift, volume and stimulation to the hair and wool. 4” long. 
ROTO* 
MIN - 12 oz. $17.50

Tail Clamp

The Staggered Bristle Roto Brush has rows with staggered lengths of bristles, one row with long, the next 
row being 1/4” shorter. The short-cut rows allow the long bristles to work deeper into the hair. This 
creates more lift and volume to the hair, prevents the matted look and invigorates stimulation to the hair 
base for new hair growth and faster hair training.  

• The short rows are cut to a length 1/4” shorter.   
• Lime green color allows for easy visual while working with all hair colors.  
• Lock nut keeps the brush securely tight and prevents it from spinning loose. 
• The soft, gentle grade of synthetic bristles prevents the brush from  
  being too harsh as compared to stiffer roto brushes that can scratch  
  and irritate the hide.  
• Flat side of bolt allows it to lock tight in the drill and keep from  
   spinning loose. A common problem with other roto brushes.  

ROTO* 
STAG - Staggered Bristle Roto Brush, 1 lb. $22.50 

Sullivan’s Staggered Bristle Roto Brush™

A very unique clamp constructed 
of strong galvanized steel to help 
prevent the animal from swinging 
its tail. Finger operated to easily set 
onto the tail shaft of cattle. It is de-
signed with two protruding but-
tons to the inside of the clamp that, 
when applied, press against the tail 
shaft and create pressure points 
against nerves causing the animal 
to hold the tail more still. A great 
tool to use when clipping or fitting. 
Length of clamp is 5-1/2”. 
TC - 1 lb. $12.50

SULLIVAN BRUSHES

This new twist on the traditional roto brush will take your hair presentation to a whole 
new level, with its tremendous ability to separate and lift the hair creating a full body 
look it will become your show day go to tool. Built into a durable aluminum housing 
sets two styles of bristles. The first being ¾” soft flex bristles made for ultimate sep-
aration and lift to thick coats. The second being ¼” fiber bristles to provide superb 
undercoat separation. Combining these two bristles provide hair volume like no other 
that works on all types of hair coats to provide an even fluff without making the 
hair wavy. The Roto Fluffer is best used for clipping, fitting, displaying and 
show day preparation. Refer to page 15 for larger picture.  
ROTO* 
FLU - Roto Fluffer Brush1 lb. $24.50

Sullivan’s Roto Fluffer Brush™

The Ultimate Show Day Roto Brush

NEW
Durable  
Aluminum  
Housing

Anti- Slip  
Drill Attachment 

Fiber Bristles for  
Undercoat Separation  

180 Soft Flex  
Bristles for  
Ultimate Lift

NEW COLOR

The Daily Show Barn Roto Brush
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Features a single sided, 5” wide larger head with extra wide 
5 mm spaced teeth enabling it to penetrate 
deep into thick, “wooly” hair coats. 
HSC-THICK - 1 lb. $29.50

Thick Coat Hair Shedding Comb
Now, truly a hair shedding comb designed for all show cattle hair coats 
... thick or thin! Removing dead hair has never been so simple and 
effective, EVER ... saves days! 
This double-sided hair shedding comb 
features rounded stainless steel teeth with 
extra-wide spacing on one side that gently 
penetrates deep into the thickest, “wooly” 
hair coats removing old dead hair, yet leaving the 
healthy hair unharmed. Flip the comb over to the other 
side with narrow spaced teeth to remove dead hair from medium coats. The perfect 
two-step process.  
Simply pull the Dually™ through the hair coat in the direction you are training the 
hair before washing/rinsing. Repeat daily until shedding is complete. It’s simple, 
effective and saves hours.  
Always remember ... the faster the dead hair is shed out, the faster new, fresh, healthy 
hair will grow. 
HSCD - 1 lb. $44.50

Smart Scrub Brush
™

Sullivan’s

Patent Number. 

D739,986

Rice Root Brushes developed by 
Sullivan’s. They have stronger bris-
tles to be longer lasting and smooth 
wood handles for your com-
fort. The Sullivan’s Rice 
Root Mix brush has bris-
tles that contain ½ rice 
roots and ½ synthetic 
bristles to help stand 
up to continuous use. 
Bristles are trimmed to 
1¾” for long lasting 
firmness. Pocket

Sullivan’s  
Rice Root Mix  
Brush™

Large Brush

Medium Brush

The durable massage brush! No other 
massage brush features the 
uniquely open-spaced, strong and 
pliable plastic bristles. Great for 
hair training and washing livestock. 
A Sullivan Exclusive! 
MBR - massage brush, 4 oz.                                   $4.99 
 

Sullivan’s 
Massage Brushes

A flexible brush with a com-
fortable, adjustable nylon 
strap and the exact 
same pliable teeth as 
our popular massage 
brush used for training 
hair and washing  
livestock. Expect improved comfort and control as the Flex 
Brush™ naturally contours to the animal’s body shape.  
FLX - 8 oz. $12.50

Sullivan’s SMART  
FLEX Brush™

MRS - Large, 8” long x 2 5/8” wide, 12 oz.                              $25.50 
MR - Medium, 7” long x 2 1/2” wide, 12 oz.                            $25.50 
PR - Pocket, 5 3/8” long x 1 1/2” wide, 8 oz.                           $14.50 

The Tools for Fresh Hair.

Features the new larger 5” wide single blade design with 
narrow 3 mm spaced teeth. Perfect for 
medium hair coats or thick hair coats 
after they have been thinned with the 
Thick Coat Shedding Comb. 
HSC-M - 5” wide, 1 lb. $29.50

Medium Coat Hair Shedding Comb

Stronger, Longer, Better.  These are the words that describe the new Sullivan’s 
Smart Scrub Brush. Made in the USA, this brush is created from high quality 
material for a more durable brush. With its added length and  openings on 
the strap,  the Smart Scrub will  comfortably fit any sized hand. Multi-purpose 
brush equipped with soft, fluffer style bristles. For all forms of hair working      
routines.  
SSSB - 5 oz. $6.95

MBR

Sullivan’s Dually Hair Shedding Comb
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Now the top comb in the industry has 
been improved by adding a NEW Texturized Grip to 
the handle giving the user a comfortable non-slip grip. This new 
grip is made from a unique cross-linked polymer alloy which creates a special 
non-slip diamond pattern with a textured finish. It easily withstands extreme show day con-
ditions as well as keeping the comb more secure in the users back pocket and will not slide or fray. Avail-
able in Sullivan Comb, Fluffer Comb and Double Stuff.  

The original theory of Teflon Combs dates back to 2001 when John Sullivan, Founder of Sullivan Supply 
and Stock Show University, and Scott Kinzer became frustrated with sticky clogged up combs.  

Sullivan’s Teflon Combs have revolutionized the way a comb can be used while fitting. Teflon is a solid 
polymer that is considered to be one of the world’s most slippery and water resistance substances. It has one 
of the lowest measured coefficients of friction of any compound. Although not fool-proof, especially since 
adhesive is still a very sticky substance, you will be glad to see a 40 to 50% improvement of less matting, less 
hair drag, less static, and less stick to the comb. It is definitely easier to clean adhesives from this comb and 
saves time while fitting.

Less Stick for 
more Leg Hair 
Perfection!

Available as Sullivan Comb, Fluffer Comb, and Double-Stuff Comb. 
TSCW - TEFLON Sullivan Comb w/ wood handle w/ texturized grip, 8 oz. $39.50 
TSFW - TEFLON Sullivan Fluffer Comb w/ wood handle w/ texturized grip, 8 oz. $39.50 
TDBSW - TEFLON Doublestuff Comb w/ wood handle w/ texturized grip, 12 oz. $49.50 
6TSCW - 6” TEFLON Sullivan Comb w/wood handle w/texturized grip, 8 oz. $34.50 
6TSFW - 6” TEFLON Fluffer Comb w/wood handle w/texturized grip, 8 oz. $34.50

Sullivan’s Teflon Combs™
The show day comb for leg grooming.

Patent Pending  
Application No. 14/212,470

Patent Pending 

An industry first from Sullivan’s, 
the Innovative Leader!

SULLIVAN’S  

TEXTURIZED GRIP

Now in 6”
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SULLIVAN COMBS

COMB* 
W-REG - 9” Sullivan Comb with Wooden handle, 8 oz.                        $24.50 
ALU-REG - 9” Sullivan Comb with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.                 $24.50 
SCRB - 9” Sullivan Comb replacement blade only, 4 oz.                     $19.95 
 
AHO - Aluminum handle only, 3 oz.                                                          $4.75 
WHO - Wood handle only, 3 oz.                                                                 $4.75 
RA - Rivet for comb handle, 1 oz.                                                               .25¢

“The Ultimate Comb for Showmen” 
The difference is in the details and we invite you to look closely.

Sullivan Comb™

COMB* 
W-FLU - 9” Sullivan Fluffer with Wooden handle, 8 oz.          $24.50 
ALU-FLU - 9” Sullivan Fluffer with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.   $24.50 
SFRB - 9” Sullivan Fluffer replacement blade only, 4 oz.       $19.95

Riveted  
No more stripped screws!

Five fewer teeth than other combs ...  
allows it to glide through the hair easier. 

For Today’s Thicker, Longer Hair… 

We have met your demand.

The Sullivan combs are made  
in Dunlap, Iowa, U.S.A.

30%  
Stronger  
teeth 

Fine teeth

The short teeth pop out the  
long guard hairs and  
prevent lines. Unique  
teeth design glides  
through full hair  
coats easily!

Larger diameter 
teeth with  
rounded tips

COMB* 
W-BC - Blunt comb with Wooden handle, 8 oz.                       $24.50 
ALU-BC - Blunt comb with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.               $24.50 
SBCRB - Blunt comb Replacement blade only, 4 oz.              $19.95

The blunt tooth combs have larger diameter teeth with  
rounded tips for gentle combing on the body. 

Sullivan’s Blunt Tooth Comb™

ALL Sullivan Combs are manufactured to strict specifications with industry leading  
designs. Each individual comb tooth is shaped and heat treated to ensure the perfect  
balance of extreme strength with little bend, yet not brittle to cause breakage. With  
attention to detail, each tooth is individually placed by hand to assure consistency on 
every comb. The comb blades are crimp pressed to hold each tooth firmly in place.  
We do not use glue which can dissolve when exposed to water and adhesive removers.

Built to last with the proper teeth - Sullivan Combs.

TTFW - Teflon Tiger Tooth Fluffer, 8 oz.                                                $39.75 
TTDBSW - Teflon Tiger Tooth Doublestuff, 12 oz.                                $54.75

Introducing Sullivan’s Tiger Tooth™ comb, with its added 1/2 inch longer 
teeth, the Tiger Tooth comb is the answer for longer haired cattle. By adding 
extra length to the teeth we have eliminated the hair from touching the comb 
bar, allowing even the longest hair to stand on end. With our patent pending 
Teflon coating, this comb will glide through even the longest hair making for 
leg perfection. The Tiger Tooth also features Sullivan’s Textureized Grip.  

Available in Teflon Fluffer, and Teflon Double Stuff.

1/2 inch longer teeth

Sullivan’s

Sullivan’s Tiger Tooth Comb™
 The Hair Wizard’s™ wire teeth separate every last hair strand. It actually reaches 
under the hair, down to the hide and pulls up that hair you didn’t even know 
existed. This is not possible with any other comb. The Hair Wizard™ is very 
beneficial in the loin to tailhead and top area, the flank and belly line, and the 
back fins of legs.  The same theory as the poodle card, except with a much more 
convenient handle and more usable head and teeth design.

WC9W - 9” The Wizard Comb Wood Handle w/ protective case, 10 oz. $37.50 
WC6W - 6” The Wizard Comb Wood Handle w/ protective case, 10 oz. $36.50 
W9C -  Protective case only for 9” Wizard, 3 oz. $2.75 
W6C -  Protective case only for 6” Wizard, 3 oz. $2.75 

Sullivan’s The Hair Wizard Comb™

“The original Fluffer comb designed by Sullivan’s.” 

This exciting comb is great for use on thick haired cattle. The short teeth pop 
out the long guard hairs and prevent lines that a skip-tooth comb may cause. 

Sullivan Fluffer™
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Light and easy to use for ratting tail hair. Aluminum 
construction. 
SC - 3 oz.                                                      $9.75

Swedish Tail Comb

This comb has a squeegee blade attached to a stainless 
steel blade. Works great to remove excess water off of an-
imals after washing. 
SSS - 1 lb.                                                   $15.95

Sullivan Sweat Scraper™

Made of spring steel with a durable, comfortable plastic handle. 
CC - 12 oz.                                                    $6.50

Curry Comb

Many fitters use horse hair for  
building legs and tailheads.  
One bundle will do 4 to 5 head. 
HH - bundle, 6 oz.                    $24.50

  Sullivan’s Horse Hair

 Stainless steel, 7” long. 
OSS - Off-set scissors (angled), 4 oz. $19.50 
BTS - Barber-type scissors (straight), 4 oz.$19.50

Scissors

Tail Ties 
TTC - Clear, 13 inches, 1 oz.                        .25¢ 
TTB - Black, 13 inches, 1 oz.                       .25¢ 
TTCP - Clear pack of 100, 1 lb.                $15.00 
TTBP - Black pack of 100, 1 lb.               $15.00

OSS

BTS

Hair Builder is the top of the line 
product for building a heavier boned 
appearance on legs. This product 
consists of finely cut twine-like pieces 
that are easy to dab onto areas to cre-
ate a fuller appearance. One box will do 
2-4 head. Only the best from Sullivan’s! 
HABR - 2 lbs.                    $36  .50

NOTE: the addition of hair like substances 
may be prohibited at some shows. Please 
check the show’s rules regarding this issue. 

Sullivan’s  
Hair Builder

Made from real hair these specially modified tail 
switches will help balance out any animal with-
out a switch. The replacement tail’s thin and 
wide design at the tie area allows for full cov-
erage with a completely natural look. Tie 
around existing stub of tail and fit as usual. 
Available in black and white.  
RTS-BK - Black Replacement Tail Switch, 8 oz. $87.50 
RTS-W - White Replacement Tail Switch, 8 oz. $87.50

 **TIP Attach the switch under existing  
hair so the hair can be placed over top of  
tie area. Other ways to attach ... tie and  
glue or tie and secure with zip tie. 

Sullivan’s Replacement Tail Switch

Automatic locking feature. Easy application or removal.  
NP - Aluminum, 8 oz.  $22.75

Nose Plug

Heavy duty permanent nose ring. 
NR-S - Small, 2 1/2” dia., 4 oz. $7.95 
NR-M - Medium, 3” dia., 8 oz. $11.95 
NR-L - Large, 3 1/2” dia., 12 oz. $12.35

Nose Ring

Very easy to open or close. Spring lock style. 
KS - 6 oz.  $12.95

Kant Slip Nose Plug

For use with nose rings. 
NLS* 
BRL - Brown leather lead with snap, 10 oz.  $11.95 
BKL - Black leather lead with snap, 10 oz.    $11.95 
NYL - Black nylon lead with snap, 10 oz.      $11.95 
SNAP - Snap only, 3 oz.                                   $3.75

Nose Lead Strap BLL

SNAP

COMB* 
W-BF - Blunt Fluffer with Wooden handle, 8 oz.            $24.50 
ALU-BF - Blunt Fluffer with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.     $24.50 
SBFRB - Blunt Fluffer Replacement blade only, 4 oz.   $19.95

The blunt tooth combs have larger diameter teeth 
with rounded tips for gentle combing on the body.

Sullivan’s Blunt 
Tooth Fluffer 
Comb™

COMB* 
W-SKI - with Wooden handle, 8 oz.               $24.50 
SKIPRB - Replacement blade only, 3 oz.      $19.95

Sullivan’s  
Skip-Tooth 
Comb™

6W - with Wooden handle, 8 oz.              $19.50 
6A - with Aluminum handle, 8 oz.           $19.50 
6RB - Replacement blade only, 3 oz.      $16.50 
*Blunt Teeth 

Sullivan’s 6” Comb™

DBSW - with Wooden handle, 12 oz.                                $39.50 
DBSRB - Replacement blade only, 1 lb.                           $36.50

This comb offers the benefits of both 
the Sullivan Comb and Sullivan Fluffer all 
in one unit. The one piece blade design has one 
side with the SULLIVAN COMB teeth and the op-
posite side with the SULLIVAN FLUFFER teeth.

Sullivan’s  
Doublestuff™

LLS

NL



The Preferred Show Stick! 
Comfortable grip, smooth aluminum alloy shaft. The best  
designed stick on the market! Available in 36”, 48”, 54”,  
60” and 68” lengths.  
Show stick features pictured to the left, color options below. 
36BK - 36 inch Bucket Calf Stick, (black only), 2 lbs. $19.99 
48* - 48 inch, Small, (colors below), 2 lbs. $20.50 
54* - 54 inch, Medium, (colors below), 2 lbs. $20.50 
60* - 60 inch, Large, (colors below), 3 lbs. $20.50 
68* - 68 inch, X-Large, (silver & black only), 3 lbs. $22.99  
*Specify Color - 48”, 54” & 60” colors available - 

S: Silver        BK: Black      BL: Blue   R: Red     LG: Lime Green        
   O: Orange PU: Purple      PI: Pink

Sullivan’s Superstick Show Sticks™

The TIP Makes the Difference!  
A close up of the Sullivan’s Superstick 
reveals the tip is screwed & bonded 
into the shaft for the Best  
Durability! The only show stick  
on the market with this feature!

This 54” show stick has the same great style as 
our Sullivan Superstick Show Sticks above. A 
unique feature we have added allows the stick 
to unscrew in the middle for easy storage. 
54B2 - Black, 2 lbs. $32.50

Sullivan’s 2-Piece Show Stick

For Show Sticks 
The Soft Stroke slides on to any Sullivan 
Show Stick to provide a massaging, 
scratching tool. Often, cattle are sensi-
tive to the metal hook of a show stick. 
The pliable plastic construction of the 
Soft Stroke makes even the most jumpy cattle more relaxed with its 
gentle feel. Show Stick sold separately.  
SOF - 4 oz. $15.75

Soft Stroke
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SULLIVAN’S SUPERSTICK SHOW STICKS

Constructed from high-end carbon fiber material com-
monly used for aerospace parts. Carbon fiber is five times 
stronger than steel, yet features a feather-light feel that is 
25% lighter than aluminum sticks. All this in a beautiful 
high gloss checkered translucent pattern. Available in 54”, 
60” and 68” lengths. (full image of stick is pictured on the 
right) 
CF* 

Sullivan’s Carbon Fiber Show Stick
The Elite Show Stick! 
Extremely strong, yet lightest in weight!

O: Orange     54” & 60”

BK: Black   36”,  48”, 54”, 60” & 68”

LG: Lime Green    48”, 54” & 60”

PI: Pink     54” & 60”

PU: Purple     54” & 60”

R: Red       54” & 60”

S: Silver    48”, 54”, 60” & 68”

BL: Blue.   48”, 54” & 60”
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A close up of the  

Comfort Grip Handle .

Carbon Fiber  
Show  
Stick
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Edgy  
Silver 
Carbon 
Fiber  
Show  
Stick

-54 - 54 inch, Black medium, 1 lb. $59.95 
-54S - 54 inch, Edgy Silver medium, 1 lb. $59.95 
-60 - 60 inch, Black large, 2 lbs. $59.95 
-60S - 60 inch, Edgy Silver large, 2 lbs. $59.95

68CF - 68 inch, Black Only x-large, 2 lbs.                     $59.95

Easily Fits  
in Suitcase



FCSS* 

S-BRL* - 1st Class Show Stick Silver w/ Brown Leather 
Wrapped Grip, 3 lbs. $36.50 

S-CRY*- 1st Class Show Stick Silver w/ Clear Crystal 
   Grip & silver tip, 3 lbs. $48.50 

BK-BKL* - 1st Class Show Stick Black w/ Black  
  Leather Wrapped Grip & black tip 3 lbs. $36.50 

BK-CRY* - 1st Class Show Stick Black  
w/ Clear Crystal Grip & black tip, 3 lbs. $48.50 

CF-BKL* - 1st Class Show Stick Carbon Fiber w/ Black 
     Leather Wrapped Grip, 3 lbs. $69.75 

CF-CRY* - 1st Class Show Stick Carbon Fiber 
         w/ Clear Crystal Grip, 3 lbs. $76.50 

  *Specify Show Stick Length -  
      54: 54” long      60: 60” long

Step into the ring with the new Sullivan’s Designer Gripped 
Show Sticks, with three stylish grip options. Two of the options 
are your choice of either brown or black leather wrapped grips 
to give you that genuine leather feel, with a look of class. The 
third option is the clear crystal stone option; these stones are 
imbedded flush into the handle to give you an added sparkle 
in the ring. These show sticks are only available in medium 
and large sizes. 

Sullivan’s 1st Class Show Stick™

SULLIVAN’S 1ST CLASS & TOTAL GRIP SHOW STICKS

The Sullivan’s Total Grip Show Stick is the perfect stick for any professional 
showman wanting something unique but with a professional look. This all 
black show stick includes top to bottom coverage of our Sullivan’s Texturized 
Grip. With a black tip, this is a very sleek designed show stick. 
 
TOT-54 - 54 inch Total Grip Show Stick, 3 lb. $36.50 
TOT-60  -60 inch Total Grip Show Stick, 3 lb. $36.50 
TOTXL - 68 inch Total Grip Show Stick, 3 lb. $38.50

• Texturized portion makes for an  
   easier grip  for those who like to choke up. 

• Sleek Design is great for showmen that are serious about their  
   look but want something with a little more edge. 

• Great for kids to hold on-to, making it less likely to  
   slide out of their hands.

Sullivan’s Total Grip Show Stick™

SLW: Brown Leather & Silver

SCG: Clear Crystal & Silver

S
C

G
: C

lear C
rystal & Silver

CFLW: Black Leather & Carbon Fiber

CFCG: Clear Crystal & Carbon Fiber

BLW: Black Leather & Black

BCG: Clear Crystal & Black

54
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*Specify Show Stick Length - 54DT: 54” long      60DT: 60” long 

*CRO - Cross (black/white/silver), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*BWP- Paisley (black/white), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*AZT - Aztec, 3 lbs. $32.50 

*ZBP - Pink Zebra (pink/black), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*ZBPU - Purple Zebra, 3 lbs. $32.50 

*ZBG - Green Zebra (green/black), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*ZBW - Zebra (black/white), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*BTO - Bengal Tiger (orange/black), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*LE - Leopard, 3 lbs. $32.50 

*GIR - Giraffe, 3 lbs. $32.50 

*TBO - Orange Twist (blue/orange), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*TBT - Teal Twist (black/teal), 3 lbs. $32.50 

*MO - Mossy Oak, 3 lbs. $32.50 

*DT - Diamond Tread Plate Aluminum, 3 lbs. $32.50 

*CAMO - Camouflage, 3 lbs. $32.50 

Taking todays hottest fashion trends and bringing them 
to the show ring. Introducing the NEW Cross (Black, 
White & Silver), Paisley (Black & White), Aztec and 
Carbon Fiber design show sticks with sleek black tips. 
Express your inner style with these fashion forward show 
sticks. All show sticks available in 54” and 60” lengths.  
Other trending, stylish colors with a silver tip ... Purple 
Zebra, Pink Zebra, Green Zebra, Zebra, Bengal Tiger, 
Leopard, Giraffe, and two twist patterns (blue/orange 
and black/teal), Mossy Oak, Diamond Tread Plate Alu-
minum and Camouflage. All show sticks are available in 
54” and 60” lengths.  

A close up of the 
new black tip!

Sullivan’s Designer Trend  
Show Sticks

SULLIVAN’S DESIGNER TREND SHOW STICKS

ZBPU: Purple Zebra

ZBP: Pink Zebra

ZBG: Green Zebra

ZBW: Zebra

BTO: Bengal Tiger

LE: Leopard

GIR: Giraffe

TBO: Orange Twist

TBT: Teal Twist

MO: Mossy Oak

DT: Diamond Tread Plate Aluminum

CAMO: Camouflage

CRO: Cross

AZT: Aztec

BWP: Paisley

A
ZT: Aztec

C
R

O
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EXHIBITOR HARNESS

This leather number clip can be clipped 
onto a pocket or used with a belt.  
EC-BR - Brown, 6 oz.  $13.95 
EC-BK - Black, 6 oz.  $13.95

Sullivan’s Exhibitor’s  
Number Clip

Constructed of quality nylon webbing for a strong, long lasting harness. 
Waist and shoulder straps are fully adjustable to allow for a perfect fit. Elas-
tic waist strap allows for comfort around the middle. Features a quick release 
snap for easy on or off. Simply slide your  exhibitor number card into the 
clear plastic window sleeves located in the front and back of the harness.  
EH* 
BK-S - Small/Medium, up to a 36” waist, 1 lb. $14.50 
BK-M - Medium/Large, up to a 39” waist, 1 lb. $14.50 
BK-XL - X-Large, up to a 55” waist, 1 lb. $14.50

Sullivan’s Black Adjustable 
Nylon Exhibitor’s Harness

Sullivan’s Leather  
Exhibitor Harness
This classy harness is made of quality  
leather and decorated with designer  
buckles and concho’s. The waist and shoulder straps 
are adjustabe for a great fit. Brown leather only. 
LEHS - Small size, 2 lbs. $49.50 

LEHML - Medium/Large size, 2 lbs. $49.50

This XS Harness allows even the youngest showman to 
look professional in the show ring. Made out of quality 
nylon for a stronger, longer lasting harness. Waist, shoul-
der and back straps are fully adjustable for a perfect fit. 
Black w/silver in color. 
EH* 
BK-XS - XS Exhibitor Harness, up to a 30” waist, 1 lb. $14.50

Sullivan’s XS Adjustable 
Exhibitor’s Harness

• A great gift idea! 
• Available in any dollar value.  
• Great for holidays, show prizes and birthdays.

Sullivan Supply Gift 
Card & Certificate
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CH-BK - black, 6 oz.                                      $13.95 
CH-BR - brown, 6 oz.                                     $13.95

Rocky Comb Holder
Holds comb for exhibitors who don’t have 
pockets. Clips on or straps through belt. 
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Bryce Tiffany, Sullivan 
Supply Show Manager - 
Iowa

James Sullivan,  
Director of New Product 
Development and Stock 

Show University Professor

Erica Sullivan, 
Office Manager  

of Sullivan Supply, Inc.

Our customer friendly shopping experience was introduced  
at the Fort Worth Stock Show in 2019.

Summer Peiper, Inventory & Show 
Logistics Coordinator – Texas

Matt Burkhart,  
General Manager   
of Sullivan Supply, Inc.

John Sullivan, Founder, Sullivan   
Supply & Stock Show University

Mark Sullivan,  
Dealer Relations

Carlos Fox, Stock  
show legend and 
Sulllivan Supply 
Sales Rep. - Texas

Steven Robinson, 
 Show Manager - Texas
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LEATHER SHOW HALTERS

Replacement Halter Parts
LEAD*-RN - Leather halter lead with chain, 1 lb.             $20.95 
RNCS* - Crown Strap, 18 oz.                                            $10.75 
 
  *Specify Color  - BK: Black   or   BR: Brown  
  *Specify Crown Strap Size - XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL

Rolled 
Nose Black

Rolled Nose 
Brown

Classic Leather Rolled Nose Show Halters™
Available in brown or black. Made of quality leather.  
RN* 
*Specify Color - BK: Black    BR: Brown 
*XXS - XXSmall (175 - 300 lbs.), 2 lbs.                              $44.75 
*XS - XSmall  (350 - 650 lbs.), 2 lbs.                                 $44.75 
*S - Small  (650 - 1,000 lbs.), 2 lbs.                                      $48.25 
*M - Medium (850 - 1,400 lbs.), 2 lbs.                                $49.50 
*L - Large  (1,400 - 1,650 lbs.), 2 lbs.                                   $51.25 
*XL - XLarge  (1,650 & Up), 2 lbs.                                     $53.25 

• Hand crafted in Dunlap, Iowa with unmatched leather  
quality by skilled craftsmen - friends, farmers, and family. 

• Authentic real cowhide leather from the U.S.A. We do NOT import our leather. 
• Our durable, double-riveted construction design provides  

unbeatable strength and attractive dressage hardware. 
• Low profile, authentic, nickel plated buckle design is sleek  

to conform tight against the leather, providing an updated look.

Slip Stop lead attachment is a great show halter accessory to keep your 
hand from sliding down the lead when your animal is pulling away from 
you. For young showman you can use the grip stop to help then choke 
up on the chain so they have better control of their animal. Made with 
soft touch durable plastic so it is light weight and comfortable.  
SLIP - 12 oz.              $9.75 

Sullivan’s Slip Stop 
Anti-Slip Lead Attachment 

Easy Assembly

Can be placed  
anywhere on the lead!
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The NEW 1st-Class Show Halter combines the class and sleekness of 
matching leather and hardware with our popular NEW Sullivan’s 
Showman’s Texturized Grip, making it a one-stop shop when choosing 
a halter. This halter looks clean and flawless in the show ring without 
drawing attention away from the animal. The black or antique brown 
leather option includes Sullivan’s all black or brown hardware, with 
Sullivan’s black or brown texturized grip.    
First Class Show Halter Black -  
FCSH* 
BK-S - Small (650 - 1,000 lbs.), 2 lbs. $52.50 
BK-M - Medium (850 - 1,400 lbs.), 2 lbs. $54.25 
BK-L - Large (1,400 lbs. - 1,650 lbs.), 2 lbs. $55.75 
 
First Class Show Halter Antique Brown - 
FCSH* 
BR-S  - Small (650 - 1,000 lbs.), 2 lbs. $52.50 
BR-M - Medium (850 - 1,400 lbs.), 2 lbs. $54.25 
BR-L - Large (1,400 - 1,650 lbs.), 2 lbs. $55.75 

LEAD* 
BR-FC-BR - First Class Brown Lead Only, 1 lb. $26.95 
BK-FC-BK - First Class Black Lead Only, 1 lb. $26.95

  • The leather, hardware and grip all correspond in color. 
  • A sleek and elegant look without distracting 

 away from the animal. 
  • NEW Sullivan’s Showman’s Texturized Grip for a  

 comfortable non-slip grip.  
  • Available in Black and Antique Brown.

Sullivan’s 1st-Class Show Halter™

These leads are designed for training and for show day help to control 
hard-to-handle animals that tend to be stubborn. 
LEAD* - Prong Lead 

BK-PRON-BK - Black lead w/ all black prong chain, 2 lbs.              $28.25 
BR-PRON-BR - Brown lead w/ antique brown prong chain, 2 lbs. $28.25 
LEAD* - Gripped Lead 
*Specify Color - BK: Black Leather Lead     BR: Brown Leather Lead 
*COMP-NI - Completely covered lead, 1 lb. $26.95

Sullivan’s Accessory Leads

The Ultimate,  
1st-Class  

Show Halter

Texturized Showman’s Grip 
Lead Completely Covered  
Black

Elegant and flawless eye appeal with Sullivan’s  
new patented Texturized Showman’s Grip.

Featuring Sullivan’s NEW 
Showman’s Texturized Grip 

The Most Popular Halter in the Industry.

Prong Show  
Halter Lead 



Prevents chafing that occurs on 
the nose or ear after prolonged 
halter use. Velcro makes it easy 
on, easy off.  
NNPD -  3 oz. $6.60 
NNPD12 -  Dozen, 1 lb. $72.60

Neoprene Nose, 
Neck & Ear Pads

With leads extending out 
both sides, this halter se-
cures the head firmly in 
place to prevent movement 
back and forth. It is ex-
tremely valuable while you 
are clipping. Available in 
Black w/ white tracer color.  
DLRH -  2 lbs. $13.99

Sullivan’s Double Lead  
Rope Halter
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Takes the headaches out of halter breaking stubborn 
cattle.  
BRH-M -  Medium (400-950 lbs.), 3 lbs.          $42.50 
BRH-L -  Large (950-1,400 lbs.), 3 lbs.            $42.50

Breaking Halter

Leather collar used on donkey when breaking cattle.  
DC -  1 lb.                                                         $22.50

Calf Breaking Donkey Collar

Classic Leather Flat Nose Scalloped  
Show Halters
Attractive older style show halter with wide nose band.  
SCAL* 

*S - Small, (650 - 1,000 lbs.), 3 lbs. $54.50 
*M - Medium, (850 - 1,400 lbs.),  3 lbs. $54.50 
*L - Large, (1,400 - 1,650 lbs.), 3 lbs. $54.50

*Specify Color  BK: Black  BR: Brown

Flat Nose  
Scalloped 

Black

Flat Nose  
Scalloped Brown

NCH* - 2 lbs.  (Black only)                                         $19.50 
*Specify Size -                                 
      XS: X-Small (fits 350 - 600 lbs.)     S: Small (fits 450 - 800 lbs.) 

  M: Medium (fits 750-1,200 lbs.)      L: Large (fits 950-1,500 lbs.)

RCH* 
*W/LEA - Halter w/ Leather Nose Piece, 1 lb.         $26.50 
 

Rope Chain Halters
Designed to be left on show cattle. Leather nose piece 
prevents halter from digging into nose of calf. Lead 
rope sold separately.

*Specify Size -             S: Small (fits 450 - 800 lbs.) Red Rope 
    M: Medium (fits 750-1,200 lbs.) Black Rope        L: Large (fits 950-1,500 lbs.) White Rope

PLR - Poly Lead Rope, 1 lb.           $4.95

Lead Ropes
Used for rope chain halters, nylon control 
halters and breaking halters. Only available 
in Black  

1/2” diameter rope, 9 foot long. Poly Lead rope 
color varies depending on availability.

Rope Halter 
with leather 
nose piece

Poly Lead 
Rope

Nylon Control Halter
Designed to be left on show cattle. Black only. Lead rope 
sold separately.

Cruise Control Cable Halters

Cruise Control Calf Cable is made of 1/8" galvanized 7x19 cable.  This is the 
original model and is to be used on milder attitude calves, with smaller issues 
such as leading or holding head high.  This is great for young showman to main-
tain control over their animal while in the ring to help keep them and their an-
imal safe. 
  
Emergency Brake Calf Cable was developed for those calves that really need 
an attitude adjustment.  This cable is made of 3/32" galvanized cable.  This will 
surely put the brakes on those with bad attitudes!  We suggest using this cable 
when your calves are trying to duck their head and run off on you. 
 

CCCH - Cruise Control Cable Halter, 1 lb. $34.50 
EBCH - Emergency Brake Cable Halter, 1 lb. $34.50 

NEW & Exclusively  
at Sullivan Supply

Patent Pending
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SULLIVAN ROPE HALTERS

Sullivan’s Rope Halters
Our high quality handmade rope halters offer an extra  
foot of rope. Size is 1/2” diameter rope, 13 ft. long 
H* - 2 lbs. $6.49 each 
H* -  Dozen, 7 lbs. $73.50 each  
    (dozen price is for one color only) 

 

 

 

BHABK - Bull Halter (10’’ Nose Piece, 12’ Lead), 2 lbs. $6.45 each 
              -  Dozen, 7 lbs. $73.50 each  
              (Available only in BLACK) 
  

CHABK -  Baby Calf Halter (Smaller Nose Piece, 8’ Lead), 2 lbs. $6.45 each 
              -  Dozen, 7 lbs.                 $73.50 each  
             (Available only in BLACK) 

Sullivan’s Neck Ties
Adjustable to fit any animal. Security for your animal.  
   NT* -  2 lbs.                        $8.25 each                                           

   NT*D -  Dozen, 9 lbs.       $93.50 each  
                  (dozen price is for one color only) 

   OR -  O-Rings, 10 oz.    $1.05 each                      
   SN -  Snap, 3 oz.           $1.95 each                   

Extra Neck Tie Parts

*Specify Color - See 
Rope Halters pictured right

Slide Ring Rope Halter
Ring allows rope to slide back and forth through the eye of 
the halter. Prevents halter from staying tight on nose and 
jaw of calf while halter breaking. Available in All Black color 
only. Size: 1/2” rope, 13’ length. 
SRRH -  1 lb.                                 $8.95 each 
SRRHD -  Dozen, 7 lbs.                   $103.50

BRBH -  2 lbs.                           $8.95 each 
BRBHD -  Dozen, 14 lbs.          $103.50

Sullivan’s Big Rope  
Breaking Halter™

Custom Orders On Rope
• Double ties, $15.50 each 

• Special color combinations are available upon request  
  (4 dozen minimum); allow 4 weeks for delivery.  
• Halters, $7.25 each      • Neck Ties, $8.50 each 

• 600’ coil of 1/2” rope, $155.00;  
Available in all stock   colors listed above 

• Add 35¢ per foot for any length over standard  
  (standard is 13 foot).

To prevent digging into the nose during breaking, 
this halter is made of larger diameter rope.  
Available in blue only.  
Size: 5/8” diameter, 14’ length.

ABK: All Black

M: Maroon/White 

BL: Blue/White 

G: Green/White 

R: Red/White

PU: Purple/White                              

PI: Pink/White                                  

BK: Black/White 

BR: Black/Red                                 

BP: Black/White

BT: Black/Teal 

IOWA: University of Iowa

BKPU: Black/Purple

BKT: Black/Teal 

LGP: Lime Green/Pink

LGB: Lime Green/Black

BP: Black/Purple 

GBG: Green/Blue/Gray

OPT: Orange/Pink/Teal

GPUG: Gray/Purple/Green

BLG: Blue/Gray

BTG: Blue/Teal/Gray

PULG: Purple/Lime Green

NEW COLORS
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Sullivan’s Flux 
Capacitor™
Dual Blower Hose “Y” System 
Twice the blowing power with only one hose! This hose features a “Y” shaped 
fitting that combines hoses from two blowers into large 2” diameter hose. Total 
length is 17’. Clamps sold separately. 
BHY - complete, as pictured w/out blowers, 18 lbs. $179.50 
BHYE - 6 ft. hose extenstion for BHY, smaller 1.5” hose, 4 lbs. $37.50 
 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 
BHYSH - Short hose only (each), 1.5” diameter, 2 ft. long, 2 lbs. $24.50 
BHYBH - Big hose only, 2” diameter, 15 ft. long, 10 lbs. $94.50 
BHYY - Metal “Y” only, 4 lbs. $42.50 
HCL36 - Large hose clamp for blower hose “Y” only, 3 oz. $3.50

Designed to be Problem Free! This Totally Tuned cart features an ALL Metal 
“Y” System that eliminates the need for short blower hoses. That generates 
more Sealed Air Pressure which means more air power! Stouter steel construc-
tion for added stability. Large Air-Less wheels roll easily across rough surfaces. 
Equipped with convenient Comb Holders on the back of cart. Blowers and 
Hose sold separately. Not recommended to use a 15’ long hose.  
TTBCF - Sullivan’s Totally Tuned Double Blower Cart, 40 lbs. $249.50 
TTBS - Optional shelf for spray cans, sprayers, etc. $44.50 

TTCFH - Totally Tuned Cart Fan Hanger (Holds 1 fan), 5 lbs. $49.99 

TTBCG - Totally Tuned Cart 2-Piece (UPS) , 40 lbs. $259.50 
BHYBH - Big hose only, 2” diameter, 15 ft long, 10 lbs. (sold separately) $94.50 

Sullivan’s Totally Tuned™  
Double Blower Cart

Watch the online video  
demonstration of the  

Totally Tuned Double Blower Cart at  
www.sullivansupply.com

This Complete Double Blower Cart Package includes all the pieces to set up 
a double blower system.  
    • 2 Sullivan’s Air Express III Blowers (See page 63 for color options). 
    • 1 Sullivan’s Totally Tuned™ Double Blower Cart (pictured below). 
    • 1 large 2” diameter x 15 ft. long hose. 

    • 1 6 ft. hose extension.  
CDBP - Sullivan’s Complete Double Blower Cart Package, 118 lbs.  

RETAIL PRICE $1,181.50          SPECIAL PRICE: $1,106.50

Sullivan’s Complete  
Double Blower Cart Package

A

E

F

G

B

H
J

C

D

N

L
M

K

A - TTBCF - Sullivan’s Totally Tuned Double Blower Cart, 40 lbs. $249.50 
B - TTBCY - black metal Y for Totally Tuned Blower Cart, 12 lbs. $69.99 
C - BHYBH -  2” diameter, 15 ft long, 10 lbs. (sold separately) $94.50 

D - BHYE -  1.5” diameter, 6 ft long, 4 lbs. (sold separately), $37.50 
E - AEF - Air Express III Filter, 6oz $9.95 
F - TTHC - Totally Tuned Blower Cart Hose Cuff  $6.95 

G - TTCL - Totally Tuned Blower Cart Hose Cuff Clamp $3.95 
H - TTBCU - Metal U Clamp $3.00 
J - BHYC - Blower  Hose Y Cuff, 3 oz. $9.25 

K - HCL40 - Large hose clamp for blower hose “Y” only, 3 oz. $3.50 
L - BHNC  - Hose cuff reducer $9.99 
M - HCL - Blower Hose Clamp 2 oz. $3.25 

N - BTO2 - Blower Tip only for 2” hose, 8 oz. $10.95  

P - RYB - Reverse Y Bracket, 3 lbs. SOLD SEPARATELY $29.99

P - Reverse Y Bracket

CDBPG - Sullivan’s Complete Double Blower Cart Package(Fedex Shippable), 118 lbs.  
RETAIL PRICE $1,191.50         SPECIAL PRICE: $1,116.50

Save $76
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Sullivan’s Air Express III™
The Air Express III is the only blower on the market to be awarded 
two U.S. Patents. It’s exclusive  aerodynamics, efficient design and 
cartridge filter system are U.S. Patent Numbers D. 427,388 and 
6,305,325 B1. The Air Express III has set the new standard. There 
simply is no other blower that matches the Features, Power, and 
Value of the Air Express III. Sold complete with hose, filter and hose clamp. 
AIII* - 32 lbs. $419.50 
*Specify Color -  

BK: Black N: Screamin’ Neon R: Red PI: Pink LG: Lime Green PU: Purple 
O: Orange FG: Green S: Silver BL: Blue

The Leader in Air Velocity and Quality Craftsmanship

R: Red

 AIR EXPRESS III  ™Sullivan’s

• Durable Metal Rear End Cap 
A patented design. Super Quality!! 

• “W” - Shaped Leg structure is welded at six points for added strength and durability. 
• The manufactured seamless body keeps air from leaking out. The beautiful Powder Coat finish retards rust. 
• The Aerodynamic Front End increases air velocity for more air power! The funnel design on the  

AIR EXPRESS III  has less air restriction. More efficient AIRFLOW with less RESTRICTION means 
MORE AIR POWER to dry your livestock FASTER! 

• Each AIR EXPRESS III  is equipped with two of the most powerful, high efficiency motors available. 
We test our motors extensively to ensure quality standards. 2185 watts of power. 

• The ONLY blower with a supplemental heater. The Heat Booster increases air temperature up to  
10% to dry animal faster.  

• CARTRIDGE FILTER slides into Metal Rear End Cap for complete protection. No more  
broken filters! Larger opening in the back allows for more air intake which provides more air power.  

• 15’ Industrial Quality Hose is smooth on the inside to provide more air power. Clamp and hose  
included with each unit.

Patented aerodynamic  
front end design  
increases air velocity. 

Unique protected  
patented filter design.

Research Shows the  
AIR EXPRESS III  is #1

                                                          Air Flow            Air Velocity 
                                                           (cfm)              (feet/minute)

AIR EXPRESS III                                     73.87             7105 ft./min. 
Circuiteer II                                             72.32             7014 ft./min. 
The Blow Out                                          72.36             7017 ft./min.

Research also showed that the AIR EXPRESS III provides substantially more 
heat than it’s competitors. Testing was conducted by Dr. Ken Ragsdell, 
Dept. of Engineering, University of Missouri, Rolla. 

More Value!!
Watch the online video demonstration 

 of Sullivan’s AIR EXPRESS III 
at www.sullivansupply.com

U.S. Patent Numbers:  
D.427,388 and 6,305,325 B1

More  
Features ... 

More Power ...

PI: Pink

N: Screamin’ 
 Neon

LG: Lime 
Green

FG: Green

BL: Blue

PU: Purple

BK: Black

S: Silver

O: Orange

New Two-Year  
Warrenty
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Hang your blower from a fence, a 
trailer or many other places. Works 
excellent to get the blower up off the 
ground and out of the way. The blower hose easily 
wraps around the top of the hanger.  
BLHA - Fence Mount 7 lbs. $37.50 
BWM - Wall Mount 7 lbs.     $37.50

Sullivan’s Blower Holder
This unique item attaches a blower to the top of any Sul-
livan Blocking Chute. It allows the exhibitor to mount 
a blower up, out of the way. A great safety feature.  
BLH - 5 lbs. $37.50

Sullivan’s Blower Mounts

Replacement Blower Parts

HDTS

AEM
BLC

AEFC AERC

AEEO

RBY - red metal Y for red blower cart, 12 lbs. $69.99 

TTBCY - black metal Y for Totally Tuned Blower Cart, 12 lbs. $69.99 

HDTS - heavy duty toggle switch, 3 oz. $12.95 

AEM - Air Express III motor, 5 lbs. $89.50 

AEHBS - Air Express heat booster rocker switch, 3 oz. $9.95 
                (not pictured) 

BLC - heavy duty cord, 12 oz. $36.50 

AEEO - Air Express III electrical 3 prong outlet, 4 oz. $8.95 

AEFC - Air Express front end cap, 2 lbs. $32.50 

AERC - Air Express rear end cap, 2 lbs. $32.50 

BHYC - Blower Cart Y Cuff, 3 oz. $9.25

TTBCY RBY

Nozzle Tip with large opening.
For use with large 2” diameter hose on double blower hose system to 
allow for larger volume of air output.   
BTO2 - Blower Tip only for 2” hose, 8 oz. $10.95

BFI - Old, Push-on Style Blower Filter. 6 oz.                                       $9.75

Sullivan’s Air Express III Cartridge Filter
Keep your blower running at its top performance - change 
the filter regularly! Dirty or broken filters lead to a shorter 
life for your blower.  
AEF - 6 oz. $9.95

Sullivan’s Air Express Blower Hose
High quality replacement blower hose used for the  
AIR EXPRESS III. 
AEH - 15’ hose for Air Express, complete w/ nozzle tip  $64.50

Hose Clamp (thumb screw)
HCL - 2 oz. $3.25

Blower Nozzle Tip
 BTO - Blower Tip only, 8 oz. $9.50 
BTC - Blower Tip complete w/ gray tube, 12 oz. $10.95 
HCO - Hose Connector only (gray tube), 4 oz. $3.75

Hose Cuff
Replacement screw-on cuff for the end of 1.5” diameter hose. 
HC - Hose Cuff, 3 oz. $6.95

BTO

BTC

HCO

HC

The MINI is  
engineered with the 
same patented,  
exclusive features as 
our industry leading 
Air Express III 
blower. It is equipped with 
one, high powered, high efficiency motor 
instead of two as with the full size Air Express III. 
• The air power will surprise you, approximately 60% of the Air Express III! 
• This single motor unit only draws 11 amps of electricity. 1265 watts of power.  
• Equipped with the patented aerodynamic funnel shaped front end cap design 

for more air velocity to efficiently dry your animal faster.  
• The unique, patented cartridge filter system slides into the metal end cap for 

absolute protection.  
• Includes a supplemental heat booster to increase air temperature up to 10% to 

dry animal faster.  
• Ideal for the small animal or pet exhibitor. Also, handy for blowing off farm 

equipment.  
• Equipped with a 15’ long hose. Clamp and nozzle tip included.   
AEMIN* - 19 lbs. $294.75 

*Specify Color -  

BK: Black R: Red          BL: Blue

U.S. Patent  
Numbers: 

D.427,388 & 
6,305,325 B1

Sullivan’s 
AIR  
EXPRESS  
MINI  
Blow  
Dryer

The blower fogger engineered for the needs of 
the modern showman. The Express Fogger is 
used with a blow dryer for fogging or misting 
liquids directly onto livestock. 
EF - Express Fogger complete, 8 oz. $28.50

Tremendous Fine Mist Output 

Twist and Lock Cap securely attaches  
onto the bottle. NO more lids with 

threads that frequently blow off the bottle. 

Easy to hold, slim neck bottle. 

Easy operation! Simply fill with desired  
liquid and insert blower hose nozzle. 

Fat bottom bottle provides better stability.  
Holds over 44 ounces of liquid.

Sullivan’s EXPRESS FOGGER™

BFI
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9 ft adjustable chute 
Everyone has been asking for a larger chute. One with more room to fit in, but one that will also 
fit into your trailer easily; well your wish is our command. Sullivan’s Stretch Cadillac Chute is the 
most unique chute to date. With a telescoping aluminum foundation, the Stretch can expand from 
a 6.5 ft compact storage mode to an impressive 9 ft show day mode, making it both the smallest 
and largest grooming chute on the market. Designed with the showman in mind. In storage mode 
the Stretch Cadillac will fit practically anywhere in your trailer. In show day mode the Stretch will 
give you extra length to hold your largest animal, allowing you to have space behind to work around. 
Each extension has a built-in stopper to keep pieces secure. Also included on this chute is a ridged 
area on the headpiece that prevents the halter from sliding down the bars when tied. 
STEP UP:  Simply unfold the front and back of chute, insert pins, then loosen the two round 
flat head bolts on the base of chute with the attached tool. Once both bolts have been loosened, 
simply extend the chute by pulling from the back. When fully extended, carefully tighten the base 
bolts. Then loosen bolts on top bars and expand to chute length, place pins and tighten bolts. Re-
peat with sidebars, and lastly place your extension padded floor in the space allowed.  
 STORAGE: First remove top and sidebars then loosen bolts at the base of the chute. Once bolts 
are loosened, lift the back of the chute up allowing the extension floor to drop. Slide the chute 
into itself and tighten the base bolts. Unpin and fold down front and back upright bars, loosen 
bolts on the top and sidebars to fit into allowed spaces and tighten bolts. Make sure all bolts and 
pins are tight and secured prior to transportation. **Head tie not included.  
 
ST9 - 9’ Stretch Cadillac Chute *Floor Sold Separately, 135 lbs. $1,145.00 

     Chute Dimensions: 7’ h x 34” w.    $30 Packing Charge.      Freight Only  

ST9F - two piece chute floor, 45lbs. (Dimensions: 9’ x 29”) $174.50

Sullivan’s Stretch Cadillac Chute™

Added 
Features  

& More 
Space for 

Fitting

Look at the Great Features available on  
Aluminum, Hybrid, or Steel Cadillac Chutes. 
• Bottom cross bar on head gate has been lowered for calf ’s front leg safety. Cattle can step over and step back 

without getting hurt. 
• Sullivan’s Exclusive Head Gate features a handle that does not stick out past the side of the chute. No more 

hitting your head on the handle! Simple one handed operation. 
• Stouter, bigger wheels allow for easier movement. 
• A Sullivan Exclusive - Spring loaded side bars can go up, down or sideways. No more clumsy handles or 

latches for side bars. 
• Head tie yoke angles up to allow for more head room. • Handles in back make it easy to move. 
• Round spring loaded side bars for the safety of your animal. 

Cattle 
can safely 
step over 
and step 
back

Head tie yoke angles 
up to allow for more 

head room

Handles in back make 
it easier to move

Rounded, Spring loaded side 
bars! Easily position side bars 

vertical or horizontal!

Simple  
one handed 

head gate  
operation!
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Rounded Corners on tubing do not have sharp edges making it 
more gentle and safe for cattle. Rounded corners don’t pull hair 
when cattle rub against bars. This special type of tubing offers the 
strength of square tubing with the safety of rounded corners. Sul-
livan’s Aluminum Cadillac Chute is the only one in the industry 
to have this special extruded radius tubing for aluminum chutes! 
Other Great Features are ...  

• Super Light - Easily portable for shows - EASY to move and can 
be set up or taken down in minutes. 

• 2 inch tubing with rounded corners. Sturdy 9 gauge aluminum. 

• Aluminum side bars and head gate bars have been powder 
coated so no aluminum color rubs off onto your animals. 

• Head tie yoke features three tie-loops for many tying options.  

• Available in three sizes: 7 ft., 7 1/2 ft., or 8 ft long. 
Padded Chute floor sold separately on page 68 

AL7 - 7’ Aluminum Chute w/wheels & head tie, 115 lbs. $862.50 
     Chute Dimensions: 6’ h x 34” w 

AL7.5 - 7.5’ Aluminum Chute w/wheels & head tie, 115 lbs. $874.50 
       Chute Dimensions: 7’ 6” h x 36” w  

AL8 - 8’ Aluminum Chute w/wheels & head tie, 130 lbs. $894.50 
     Chute Dimensions: 7’ h x 34” w 

** Packaging Charge of $30.00. F.O.B. Motor Freight 
     Freight quotes available upon request. 

Sullivan’s  
Aluminum Cadillac Chute™

The Ultimate  
in Design

Sullivan’s Cadillac Chutes represent

This chute combines all of the same great features as our Cadillac Alu-
minum and Cadillac Steel chutes! It offers the best of both worlds - 
Lightness of an aluminum chute plus the added strength of steel. This 
chute is equipped with a durable steel base for added stability. Every-
thing above the base is aluminum to keep it light in weight. The steel 
base takes the flex out of the aluminum to provide a more durable prod-
uct.  

SPECIAL FEATURE: Aluminum side bars and head gate bars have 
been powder coated so no aluminum color rubs off onto your animals. 

• Head tie yoke features three tie-loops for many tying options.  

• Available in two sizes: 7 ft. or 8 ft long. 
Padded Chute floor sold separately on page 64. 

ALH7 - 7’ Hybrid Chute w/wheels & head tie, 150 lbs. $862.50 
      Chute Dimensions: 6’ h x 34”w 

ALH8 - 8’ Hybrid Chute w/wheels & head tie, 165 lbs. $894.50 
      Chute Dimensions: 7’ h x 34”w 

** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. $30 Packing Charge

Sullivan’s Hybrid Cadillac Chute™

• SPECIAL FEATURE: Aluminum side bars and head gate 
 bars have been powder coated so no aluminum color rubs off onto your animals.

Sullivan’s Aluminum Cadillac Chute is 15.75” deep collapsed.

Watch the online video demonstration of  
Sullivan’s Cadillac Chute at www.sullivansupply.com

• Black powder coat  
painted aluminum.  
No aluminum rub off. 

Sullivan’s Aluminum 
Cadillac Chute

Sullivan’s Hybrid 
Cadillac Chute

Look at the great features of the  
Cadillac Chute at the bottom of page 65.

Paper Towel Holder 
Sold Separately

Paper Towel Holder 
Sold Separately
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Awesome design and toughness. Sullivan’s Cadillac Chute offer features and 
durability others simply can’t match. The Sullivan’s Steel Cadillac Chute is ...  

• Portable enough for shows, can be set up or taken down in minutes. 

• 2 inch square tubing, Solid Construction. 

• Head tie yoke features three tie-loops for many tying options.  

• Padded chute floor sold separately on page 68. 
 
CAD8 - 8’ Steel Chute w/wheels & head tie, 210 lbs. $799.99 

Chute Dimensions: 7’ h x 34”w 
**  Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. $30 Packing Charge

Sullivan’s Steel Cadillac Chute™
Sullivan’s Steel 
Cadillac Chute

Sullivan’s Aluminum 
1/2 Chute

USE WITH CAUTION! At Sullivan’s, we have done our best to provide  
a well built aluminum chute. However, aluminum is a soft metal and can  

easily bend or break. This chute does not replace a steel chute used for  
breaking, nor should an unbroke animal be put in this chute.  

Sullivan Supply does not warranty aluminum chutes.

• Black powder coat  
painted aluminum.  
No aluminum rub off. 

CP - Chute Pin, 2 oz.                                                                                                     $3.75 
HTS - Head-Tie only for Steel Cadillac, 12 lbs.                                                       $62.50 
HTA - Head-Tie only for Aluminum Cadillac, 7 lbs.                                                $73.95 
HTA7.5 - Head-Tie only for 7-1/2 ft. Aluminum Cadillac, 7 lbs.                             $87.50 
8SB - 8’ Steel Spring loaded side bar, each side, 30 lbs.                                       $84.50 
8TB - 8’ Steel Top Bar, 30 lbs.                                                                                   $84.50 
7ASB - 7’ Aluminum Spring Loaded Side Bar, each side, 30 lbs.                        $89.99 
7ATB - 7’ Aluminum Top Bar, 30 lbs.                                                                        $89.99 
7.5ASB - 7.5’ Aluminum Spring Loaded Side Bar, each side, 30 lbs.                  $92.50 
7.5ATB - 7.5’ Aluminum Top Bar, 30 lbs.                                                                  $92.50 
8ASB - 8’ Aluminum Spring Loaded Side Bar, each side, 30 lbs.                        $94.50 
8ATB - 8’ Aluminum Top Bar, 30 lbs.                                                                        $94.50 
AL1/2SB - Side Bar only for Aluminum 1/2-Chute, each side15 lbs.                    $72.50 
CW - Chute wheel, each, 3 lbs.                                                                                 $22.95 
PTH - Paper Towel Holder, 3 lbs.                                                                               $34.75

Chute Replacement Parts

• A great chute for shows, easily portable. Very light! 
• The open rear area makes it much easier for grooming legs and the body. 

There are no bars to get in the way.  
• Features wheels and moveable side-bars. 
• Equipped with Sullivan’s Exclusive Headgate, featured on all of our chutes. 
 

Head Tie sold separately. Padded Chute floor sold separately on page 64. 

AL1/2 - 8’ Chute w/wheels, 85 lbs.                                                                          $749.99 
                                     Chute Dimensions: 108.75” overall length, 34.25” wide, 74” tall 

 
HTA - Head-Tie only for Aluminum Chute, 7 lbs.                                                    $87.50 
** Packaging Charge of $30.00. F.O.B. Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. 

Sullivan’s Aluminum 1/2 Chute™

Chute Pin

Portable Scales
TRU-TEST EZI-WEIGH SCALE SYSTEM - The Tru-Test EziWeigh System 
includes MP600 load bars, an EziWeigh5 indicator and all necessary power 
options and accessories for both 12 volt and 110 volt use for charging. 4,400 
lb weighing capacity. The EziWeigh system is designed to fit the Tru-Test 
AP600 Scale Platform. The AP600 Scale Platform is made of 1/4” aluminum 
and 3/8” rubber mat.  
TTPS- Tru-Test EZI-Weigh Scale System, 40 lbs.                                     $1,200.00 
TTAP - Tru-Test AP600 Scale Platform (24” x 87.5”), 111 lbs.                   $699.95 
TTSAP - Tru-Test AP600 Small Animal Platform (24” x 87.5”), 31 lbs.     $299.00 

** $30 packaing Charge

Knowing your livestock’s weight is an absolute must! The Tru-Test portable 
scales both handle the rigorous demands of the purebred operator or the 
precise needs of show animals or portable for a blocking chute

TRU-Test  
EziWeigh Scale 

System

TTAP - Tru-Test AP600 Scale 
Platform

Portable Scales

Paper Towel Holder 
Sold Separately
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This is the ultimate anti-fatigue for your show stock. It is a must for the serious 
showman. This specially designed chute floor offers extra thick, cushioned 
padding to keep the animal from getting tired while standing in the chute. 
Comes complete with wood floor, high density foam padding, all covered in 
a durable multi-purpose carpet. Four sizes. 
7PF - 7’ floor (29” wide), 40 lbs. $164.50  
7.5PF - 7.5’ floor (31” wide), 41 lbs. $164.50 
8PF - 8’ floor (29” wide), 42 lbs. $164.50 
ST9F - 9’ floor (29” wide), 43 lbs. $174.50 

  ** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. $30 Packing Charge 

Full length  
padding

Sullivan’s Padded Chute Floor™

Set them along side of the chute for the fitting crew to use while standing and 
kneeling. They will relieve back, foot and knee pain while fitting. 

Folding Fitting 
Mat

Padded 
chute floor

Cadillac Chute

This folding mat is covered with vinyl for a nice finished appearance. Folds in 
two places and has built-in handles to make for an easy to carry mat. Measures 
30” x 28” when folded. 
FMF - 10 lbs. $98.50/each        Dimensions: 30” w x 7’ long

Sullivan’s Maroon Folding Mat™

Sullivan’s Fitting Mats™

Sullivan’s  
Compact  
Purple Folding Mat
This smaller size, purple folding fitting mat is convenient and easy to carry. 
Great to kneel on while clipping and fitting. Attached handles make it easy to 
move from one chute to another. 
FMFS -  6.5 lbs. $59.50     Dimensions: 18” wide x 48” long x 1.5” thick

Comfort ... Reduce Fatigue

CHUTE ACCESSORIES

Selection & Feeding DVD
This DVD discusses the do’s and don’ts used when selecting 
young cattle & the proper feeding program to achieve the 
desired end results. Length: 45 minutes 
GUYER-SEL - 12 oz.    $39.95

Daily Care DVD
Discusses the day-to-day procedures used 
at home for promoting healthy, well 
trained hair. Length: 60 minutes 
GUYER-DAY - 12 oz.    $39.95

Clipping DVD
This DVD gives a thorough illustration of clipping cattle 
for a show. It is beneficial for both the steer and heifer 
exhibitor. Length: 1 hour, 55 minutes 
GUYER-CLIP - 12 oz.    $49.95

Fitting & Grooming DVD
This DVD gives the most up-to-date in-
formation on the techniques used for 
show day grooming. Length: 1 hour, 55 
minutes 
GUYER-FIT - 12 oz.   $49.95

Showmanship DVD
Provides a complete demonstration of all showmanship 
techniques and strategies used in the show ring.  
Length: 45 minutes 
GUYER-SHOW - 12 oz. $39.95

Clear Quality & Detailed DVD’s

Dave Guyer is a tremendous cattle fitter, educator 
and cattleman. These high quality DVD’s are 
stuffed full of great information to help you suc-
ceed in the show ring. He discusses and demon-
strates significant techniques that give you the 
skills needed for that competitive advantage in 
the show ring.

Instructional DVD’s
by Dave Guyer
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Sullivan’s Lakeside Lights are specifically engineered, no 
heat, 24-volt lights that will chase the shadows away. 
Made from the highest quality LED crystals on the mar-
ket for the best over all lighting. Each specially engineered 
circuit board is placed inside an extruded aluminum 
housing making these lights not only light weight with a 
slim design, but they are also durable and moisture resist-
ant. The entire kit of lights connect to each other for one 
continuous stretch of lighting without needing multiple 
power supplies. Each light gives you two options for 
mounting: One option is magnets built into the housing 
of each light made for steel chutes, steel fan cages and 
other equipment. The other is a Velcro strap for alu-
minum chutes and other aluminum items, these straps 
easily slide through the built-in brackets and fasten with 
no over lap. Four kits available starting with the most af-
fordable, the Starter Kit, up to the impressive Deluxe Kit. 
• Highest quality LED crystals 
• No heat • Slim design 
• Easy attachment • Directional Lighting 
• Moisture resistant 
• All lights connect using one power supply. 

  
LLSK - Lakeside Lights Starter Kit,  6 lbs. $325.00 
    2, 65” light bar; 1, 60W transformer; 1, 3-W; 9 velcro straps; & 1 PVC case 
 
 
LLDK - Lakeside Lights Deluxe Kit,  15 lbs. $599.00 
    6, 65” light bar; 1, 26” light bar; 1, power transformer; 12 velcro straps;  
    all connections necessary allowing verticals to shut off independently;  
   & NEW carrying case

Sullivan’s Lakeside Lights™

CHUTE ACCESSORIES

Instructional DVD’s
by Chuck McCullough

Clip & Daily Care like a PRO! DVD
This DVD, for the first time ever, has been filmed with 
a specially mounted HEAD camera to give a great view 
of exactly how to clip your animal for show. It also gives 
great detail of daily care for your animal and the best 
way to get hair to grow, and keeping the hair/hide 
healthy. Length: 1 hour, 40 minutes 

CHUCK-CLIP - 12 oz.    $39.95

Fit & Show like a PRO! DVD
This DVD goes through the process of getting a calf 
prepared for a show. Details the entire fitting process 
along with many very valuable showmanship tips that 
are sure to help you succeed. A great guide for the ex-
hibitor on show day. Length: 1 hour, 40 minutes 
CHUCK-FIT - 12 oz.    $39.95

Chuck McCullough owns and conducts Mc-
Cullough Fitting Clinics. He travels the entire 
United States teaching people how to clip, fit 
and show cattle properly. In these DVD’s, 
Chuck is sharing the knowledge that he teaches 
to thousands of cattlemen annually. 

NEW

Lakeside Ligths Deluxe Kit Now in a more  
affordable starter kit.

Clean up your fitting equipment such as 
combs, chute bars, fitting mats and much 
more with Sullivan’s Hocus pocus wipes. 
These durable wipes are saturated with our 
industry leading adhesive remover to make 
for an easy cleaning tool. 40 wipes per con-
tainer  
• Perfect for cleaning combs, chute bars,  
   fitting mats  and show day hooves. 
• Quick & Easy Clean Up 
• Biodegradable  
• Durable  

HPW - 1 lb. $5.99        

Sullivan’s  
Hocus Pocus Wipes™ 

Equipment Cleaning Cloths
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TURBO 
Livestock Fan

The TURBO  pushes air 5,560 feet per 
minute at an incredible 1,740 RPM’s  
and an industry leading 8,453 CFM’s.

Sullivan’s

• Sullivan’s TURBO ... America’s #1 Livestock Fan! 
• Nothing matches the Turbo for Air POWER! The Turbo pushes air 

5,560 feet per minute at an incredible 1,740 RPMs and an industry 
leading 8,453 CFM’s. This is 22% faster and harder than the other 
livestock fans. Keeping your livestock cool depends on providing a 
push of high velocity air power to your animal.  

• The Dominant Motor Performance ... We have over-engineered the 
Turbo motor for added performance. The premium Nidec-Emerson 
1/2 HP sealed ball bearing motor features a very important com-
ponent, a 10% larger internal stator and rotor ‘stack’ for more horse 
power than standard 1/2 HP motors. This extra ‘stack’ powers it to 
run faster than any other livestock fan that we know of. As an added 
benefit, the Turbo motor runs 11% cooler than competitors 1/2 HP 
motors, this allows cooler air output from the Turbo. All while only 
drawing 4 AMP’s of electricity, equalling a super efficient fan! 

• The Problem-Free Guard... Built for Longevity! Constructed of 
extra-thick 7 gauge and 11 gauge steel wire that is formed into a 
continuous one-piece spiral formation for reinforced strength that 
is not provided in other fans. This engineered craftsmanship has 
proven to create strength that is virtually crush-proof! Baked-on 
powder coat treatment for corrosion resistance and a cleaner ap-
pearance. No other fan guard withstands the rigors of the show 
road like the Turbo. 

TURBO - 24” TURBO FAN, 48 lbs.                     $284.50 
**Shipped completely assembled. mounting hardware included. Fan bracket hanger sold separately.

Dominant 
Motor  

Performance ... 
READ BELOW WHY.

™
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FANS & ACCESSORIES

Sullivan’s 
20” Turbo 
Fan™

Sullivan’s Showbarn Fan™
The Showbarn Fan is specifically designed for your livestock showbarn. 
It runs quiet and its air flow is dispersed in a wider air pattern. You’ll 
be pleased with our Showbarn Fan features: 
• The deep cage design allows for less friction between blade and cage 

resulting in a superior quiet fan with awesome air flow coverage 
throughout your barn. 

• Super efficient, heavy duty ½ horsepower ball bearing motor draws 
only 4 amps. 

• The improved deep cage has been strengthened with heavier duty 
wire to add durability. 

• Front hinged cage opens to provide easy access to clean grime from 
your blades. 

• Specially coated cage is black in color for a cleaner appearance that 
blends with your display. Some deep cage designs that are white eas-
ily show dirt and grime and are subject to fragile wires on the cage. 

T28 - 49 lbs.                                             $294.50  
**Shipped completely assembled. mounting hardware included. Fan bracket hanger sold separately.

This fan is built to last with a fully enclosed 1/10 HP motor with the same 
quality as Sullivan’s TURBO Fan. A heavy duty cord with switch, this fan is 
built for the high demand of the show road. Perfect for small animals with a 
quiet, yet high air flow volume. Also great for show trailers.  
SCBF - Cool Breeze Fan, 14 lbs.                        $178.50 
**Shipped completely assembled

Sullivan’s 12” 
Cool Breeze 
Livestock Fan

Fan Repair Parts
     TURBOB        24” TURBO blade • 5/8” bore, for 1/2 HP motor         3 lbs.          $49.50 
     20TB               20” TURBO blade • 1/2” bore, for 1/3 HP motor         3 lbs.          $46.50 
     28B                 Showbarn fan blade                                                     3 lbs.          $47.50 
     M1/2                1/2 HP TURBO motor  • 5/8” shaft for 24” Turbo fan 24 lbs.       $164.50 
     M1/3                1/3 HP motor for 20” Turbo fan                                   24 lbs.       $154.50 
     TURBOG        24” TURBO fan guard set                                           16 lbs.         $89.50 
     20G                 20” TURBO fan guard set                                           16 lbs.         $84.50 
     28G                 28” Showbarn fan guard set                                       16 lbs.         $89.50 
     24C                 24” fan cord with in-line switch (10 ft. long)                 1 lb.           $26.50

Mounts a fan to walls, posts or ceilings.  
Adjustable pivot allows you to aim the  
fan in desired direction. 
TFH - 3 lbs.                                          $37.50 
Dimensions: 12 5/8” x 13” x 15” and 2” wide

Triangle Fan Hanger

Easily hangs a fan from a 2 x 4 or rafter. 
FBH - 2 lbs.                                          $13.95 
Dimensions: 15.5" x 2" x 2"

Fan Bracket Hanger Fan Bracket 
Hanger

(Hanger bracket  
sold seperately)

Turbo Motor  
Mounting Bracket

Cool Breeze Fan Repair Parts
     SCBFB           Cool Breeze Fan Blade                                                2 lbs.          $39.75 
     SCBFGF         Cool Breeze Fan Front Guard                                      2 lbs.          $39.95 
     SCBFGR        Cool Breeze Fan Rear Guard                                      2 lbs.          $39.95 
     SCBFM           Cool Breeze Fan Motor                                               11 lbs.         $89.50 
     SCBFC           Cool Breeze Fan Cord                                                   1 lb.           $26.50

Works well for the small 
animal exhibitor. 
Equipped with a 1/3 horse-
power, totally enclosed, ball 
bearing motor. Same features as 
the popular 24” Turbo Fan. Turn 
to page 70 for more information. 
T20 - 39 lbs.                                                           $252.50  
**Shipped completely assembled. Mounting hardware included. Fan bracket hanger sold separately.
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FANS ACCESSORIES

This handy fan stand moves easily and has 
an adjustable height from 3’5” to 4’. This 
stand will hold one fan. 
FSC - 25 lbs. $129.50 
  ** $12  out of box fee

Sullivan’s Fan Stand Cart
Set up or take down in minutes. Height is adjustable. Made of 1-1/2” 
square tubing. No heavy base required. Mounting brackets are included 
to nail to front of stall. Holds up to two 24” fans. 
UFS -  18 lbs. $94.50 
** $12 out of box fee.  

Replacement Parts: 
UFSFB - Fan Hanger Bracket only, 1 lb. $12.50 
UFSWB - Wall Bracket only, 1 lb. $12.99 
UFSHB - Horizontal top bar, 52” long, 5 lbs. $34.50 
$20 Out of Box Fee 
UFS7B - Vertical 7 ft long tube, 10 lbs. $32.50 
$20 Out of Box Fee 

Sullivan’s Upright Fan Stand

Fan Stand Truck Short Fan Stand Truck

Can be mounted with two fans or one fan by itself.  
Adjustable bars so fans can be moved to any height. Holds 
two 24” fans. Options are Regular, one-piece cart or 
Ground- two-piece UPS Shippable Version. 
FST-REG - 30 lbs. $164.50 
FST-GROUND - 30 lbs. $174.50 
** $12 out of box fee. 

Sullivan’s Fan Stand Truck

This 47” tall fan truck holds one fan.  
SFST - 23 lbs. $149.50 
** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. 

Sullivan’s Short Fan  
Stand Truck

The new standard for fan stands! Taken from the design of 
our extremely popular Totally Tuned Blower Cart, this 
truck is two inches wider than our other trucks, and  
constructed of heavy duty 1.25” square tubing for the  
utmost in stability and durability. Holds two 24” fans at 
fixed height. Large air-less wheels roll easily across rough 
surfaces. Equipped with convenient comb holders on the 
back of the cart. Options are Regular, one-piece cart or 
Ground- two-piece UPS Shippable Version.  
TTFST-REG - 40 lbs. $198.50 
TTFST-GROUND - 40 lbs. $229.50 
** $12 out of box fee. 

Sullivan’s Totally Tuned™ 
Fan Stand Truck

Sullivan’s  
Totally Tuned Fan 
Stand Truck

Reduces Clogged Tips!

This 3-stage carbon phosphate filter suspends 
particles that could clog nozzles. This filter is a 
must for all misting systems. Attaches in-line to all garden hose connections. 
ARF - 3 lbs. $19.95

Sullivan’s Misting Filter™
Hooks directly to garden hose. Emits a light evaporat-
ing mist of water at the rate of 1/2 gallon per hour. 
Length is approximately 18”. 
AR1 - 1 lb. $19.95

Sullivan’s Arctic 1™
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When the hot weather hits, keep your cool with Arctic Chill. This newly de-
signed, durable, black steel misting ring will turn your fan into a cool com-
fortable oasis during the summer heat. The Arctic Chill uses a unique nozzle 
that creates a micro fine mist which flash evaporates, cooling the air up to 30 
degrees. Three nozzles are placed on a 16” diameter durable, black powder 
coated steel circle that has a 6’ lead line that connects directly to a garden hose 
or the Sullivan’s Ice Box. The Arctic Chill will attach to any 24” fan.  
ARC - Arctic Chill, 3 lbs. $42.75

Sullivan’s  
Arctic Chill™

ART - Arctic Mist Nozzle Tip, 2 oz. $3.95 
AB -  Arctic Mist Blocker, 2 oz. $3.95

Arctic Mist Replacement Parts

AB

ART

For Cattle 
This product is designed to keep your calf more comfortable during hot days. 
Use on show day 30 minutes prior to showing or daily during heat to drop 
the body temperature. Prepare Ice Pack by soaking in ice water for 30 to 60 
minutes. Re-soak periodically during daily use. 
CIP - Arctic Ice Pack , 1 lb. $54.50

Sullivan’s Arctic Ice Pack™

COOL DOWN YOUR LIVESTOCK!

Cooling Towel 
This towel is great to cool down any livestock or person on a warm day. 
Simply wet and ring out, holding the towel by each side snap the towel 3-5 
times to activate the cooling technology and you’re ready to use. The dual 
fabric technology cools the towel the more air flow it receives. If the towel 
starts to lose its cool temp feel simply snap the towel again to reactivate. 
Once the towel is dry it will de activate, simply add moister and snap to re-
activate. The towel is 40” by 20” you can fold the towel to cool more con-
centrated areas. It’s soft, comfortable double backed mesh material is light 
lightweight and the built in evaporative technology keeps the cloth colder 
longer. Care Instructions: Machine Wash, tumble dry on low heat Check 
out page 14 for additional photos.  
ESK - 40” x 20”, 1 lb. $18.50

Sullivan’s Eskimo Throw

NEW

 Livestock Cooling Collar 
Using the same material as our Eskimo Throw Cooling Towel the 
Eskimo Cooling Collar is made to easily fit to your calf ’s neck with 

quick secure Velcro straps. Simply wet down collar, place around an-
imals’ neck and leave under the fan. The fans air flow will instantly acti-

vate the cooling properties of the collar. When the collar is dry simply take a pump-up 
sprayer with water and re soak the collar to reactivate the chilling capabilities. This collar 
can be left on all day and only takes a little water to be reactivated. Also, unlike other cooling 
collars the light weight fabric won’t weigh down the animal or create any extra body heat 
when it is no longer cooling.  
ESKC -  1lb, Fits 1,000lbs and Up $27.50

Sullivan’s Eskimo Cooling Collar 
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NECK SWEATS

This NEW, composite sweating system features the benefits of neoprene and 
the durability of leather all in one deluxe unit. The removable neoprene lining 
is constructed of the same closed cell SBR copolymer neoprene material as our 
popular BLACK HEAT Neck Sweat. This material is proven to be ideal to 
reach maximum sweating potential for cattle. It is sewn with a no-fray fabric 
binding around the outer edges to prevent tearing. The durable leather casing 
surrounds the neoprene to provide support and protection. Velcro attaches the 
neoprene to the leather, holding it firmly in place, yet allowing it to be remov-
able for easy cleaning or replacement. Available in two sizes. Chafing pad in-
cluded with each sweat. 
HHS-M - Medium, (550 - 1,000 lbs.), 4 lbs. $99.50 
HHS-L - Large, (750 - 1,500 lbs.), 5 lbs. $99.50 
HHSLM - replacement liner for medium sweat, 1 lb. $29.95 
HHSLL - replacement liner for large sweat, 1 lb. $29.95 
BHNP - replacement nose piece w/ 2 velcro straps, 3 oz. $5.50

Sullivan’s HYBRID HEAT Neck Sweat™
Change your front end with BLACK HEAT! 
This double-stretch, closed cell SBR copolymer neoprene black sweating mate-
rial has been scientifically proven after hours of research to be the best material 
to reach maximum sweating potential for cattle. The bonding of this advanced 
micro fiber neoprene with the velvet knitted fabric creates more sweating results 
than any material we have ever tested. The No-Fray design features fabric bind-
ing sewn around the outer edges to prevent tearing and to add strength. Velcro 
is permanently sewn in place for your convenience. Dramatic results in just three 
to five days! Available in four different sizes.

BHS-S- Small, (350 - 650 lbs.) 12” x 45”, 2 lbs.                                       $44.50 
BHS-M - Medium, (550 - 1,000 lbs.) 15” x 45”, 2 lbs.                               $46.50 
BHS-L - Large, (750 - 1,500 lbs.) 22” x 45”, 2 lbs.                                   $49.50 
BHS-XL - X Large, (1,500 lbs. & Over) 22” x 54”, 2 lbs.                          $52.50

Sullivan’s BLACK HEAT Neck Sweat™

BHVS - Velcro straps, 1 oz.  $1.50 
BHNP - Nose piece w/ 2 velcro straps, 3 oz.  $5.50

Extra Black Heat Sweat Parts Available

Large size is picturedLarge size is pictured

LSNL

A leather neck sweat and a neoprene sweat  
all in one! The neoprene lining provides  
maximum sweating potential to  
remove excess dewlap. The neoprene  
lining stays much cleaner than fleece. 
 
LSNL - Large w/one lip, (650 - 1,200 lbs.), 3 lbs. $59.95 

Sullivan’s Neoprene Lined  
Leather Neck Sweat

A great learning tool for any age. The chalk stick used by our Pro-
fessors during our Stock Show University demonstrations. Allows 
you to draw the lines on your calf to identify and separate the 
clipping areas; where to clip tight and where not to clip at all. Eas-
ily removed, rinses out with water. Large 1” square x 3” long stick. 
White color only.     
SSUC - 2 oz. $3.95

Sullivan’s Stock Show  
University Clipping Chalk

An effective sweating lotion to tighten excess skin in the neck 
area. Apply the lotion to the neck by hand and wrap with Sul-
livan’s Black Heat Neck Sweat or the Hybrid Heat Neck Sweat. 
Leave the sweat on for up to 12 hours, remove and wash neck 
with shampoo. The ideal procedure is 12 hours of Hot Sweat 
and 12 hours without for two to four days. Use with caution 
on sensitive skinned animals. 
HSW - quart, 1 lb. $26.50

Sullivan’s Hot Sweat - Sweating Lotion



The “Proper Heifer Clipping & Fitting Techniques” 
poster is your go to resource for any questions you 
might have at home when it comes to preparing your 
heifer for show day. 24” x 36” in size. 
Our “Proper Steer Clipping & Fitting Techniques” 
poster is the source for information and details on clip-
ping, prepping and fitting your steer for the ring. 24” x 
36” in size. 
The “Slick Sheared Steer Clipping Techniques” poster is the source for information 
and details on clipping your slick steer. 24” x 36” in size. 
The “Healthy Hydrated Hair” poster provides valuable information for beginners to 
experience showmen on which products to use to combat any issue you might expe-
rience while preparing your animal to be shown. 24” x 36” in size. 
The “Beef Cuts” poster is an in-depth description of the different beef cuts. 20” x 28” 
in size. 
POSTER* 
BEEF - SSU Beef Cuts Poster, 1 lb. $7.75 
SLICK  - SSU Proper Slick Steer Techniques Poster, 1 lb. $9.75 
HEIFER - SSU Proper Heifer Clipping Techniques Poster, 1 lb. $9.75  
STEER- SSU Proper Steer Clipping Techniques Poster, 1 lb. $9.75 
HEALTHY - SSU Healthy Hair Science Poster, 1 lb. $8.50 

Look to page 117 for the new sheep, goat and hog learning tools! 

Stock Show University  
Learning Tool Posters

LEARNING TOOLSNEW
& updated with  

the latest trends

75
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A truly spectacular show box. This upright dolly box is made of durable ma-
terial. Includes two sliding drawers made of Galvanized Steel. Available in Gal-
vanized and Treadbrite Design.  
ATUDB - Sullivan’s 5’ Upright Treadbrite Dolly Box, 180 lbs. $985.00    
     Show Box Dimensions: 24” wide x 60” tall x 26.5” deep 

UDB - Sullivan’s 5’ Upright Galvanized Dolly Box, 185 lbs. $775.00    
     Show Box Dimensions: 24” wide x 60” tall x 26.5” deep 

** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Packaging charge of $15.00.

Sullivan’s 5’ Upright Dolly Box 

Aluminum

This beautiful upright dolly box is a lightweight box with a scratch resistant 
surface.  Includes two sliding drawers made of galvanized steel. Available in 
Galvanized and Treadbrite Design.  
4ATUDB - Sullivan’s 4’ Upright Treadbrite Dolly Box, 105 lbs. $895.00 
   Show Box Dimensions: 24” wide x 48” tall x 24” deep 

4UDB - Sullivan’s 4’ Upright Galvanized Dolly Box, 145 lbs.   $695.00 
   Show Box Dimensions:24” wide x 48” tall x 24” deep 
        ** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Packaging charge of $15.00.

Sullivan’s 4’ Upright Dolly Box 

Galvanized

Sullivan’s Renegade Show Box. This high-end quality 
show box has all the bells and whistles. First of which is 
the charging station located in the top compartment of 
the main body. The lockable side door compartment al-
lows you to keep your valuables safe while charging them, 
also a great place to keep wallets, purses, registration pa-
pers and other valuable documents. The next feature is 
the LED lights throughout the center body of the box to 
help you find what you’re looking for in poorly lit areas. 
This box also comes equipped with a can holder slide out 
for easy access to your aerosol cans and quart bottles. And 
a durable pullout shelf at the bottom so you won’t need 
to strain yourself grabbing things in the back of the box. 
The fully loaded show box is topped off with a beautiful 
finished Black Hammer Tone Powder Coat to give it a 
sleek, sharp look. Made with the highest quality crafts-
manship, the Fully Loaded Show Box will cover all your 
show road needs. 
• 110 Volt Outlets 
• USB Chargers 
• LED Lights throughout body 
• Black Hammer Tone Powder Coat Finish 
• Lockable compartment 
• Can holder slide out.       • Pullout shelf 
• Deeper shelving.              • High quality craftsmanship 
  
REN - Renegade Show Box, 235 lbs. $1,685.00 
   Show Box Dimensions: 60” tall x 30” wide x 30” deep 

  F.O.B. Motor Freight - Packaging charge of $15.00. 

Sullivan’s

Showbox



Sullivan’s Side-x-Side Dolly Box™
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This 54” tall dolly box features extra width and extra depth as compared to typical dolly boxes, 
yet in a slightly shorter design for better ease of handling. The perfect combination! It creates 
more efficient and accessible storage of all your supplies. Versatile for your unique needs. 
• Side-by-side door system features four over-sized shelves measuring 7 inches deep on each side. 

Plenty of room for cans, all the way up to gallon 
sized liquid jugs. 

• Equipped with one 6” tall drawer and one 12” tall 
drawer; both on roller slides for smooth, effortless 
operation.  

• Easily accessible large opening at the bottom for 
storing many items.  

• Built-in hooks to hang halters and combs. 
• Lockable show stick holder on the back. 
• Doors are constructed of treadbrite aluminum and 

the main body is crafted from steel for long term 
durability.  

• Attached wheels and handle for easy hauling.  
SXS - Side-X-Side dolly box, 195 lbs.       $1075.00 
   Show Box Dimensions: 54” tall x 28” wide x 26.5” deep 

   ** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Packaging charge of $15.00.

 
• Double Wide Can/Bottle Slide Out 
• Deep Door Shelving 
• 54" Tall 
• Available in 4 Colors 
Sullivan’s REBEL Show Box is an elite, durable show box comprised of 
unique features and designs for the top showman. The body is built to 
hold everything you might need in well-organized compartments. One 
of the many unique features is the double wide can slide out that will 
hold two rows of aerosol cans or quarts in the top compartment and gal-
lon bottles on the bottom shelf, all the while keeping them hidden and 
easily accessible.  The REBEL is equipped with two slide out drawers 
that will hold up to 50 lbs. and a slide out bottom shelf for easy access.  
The double deep door can hold two rows of cans or one row of gallon 
bottles per shelf and will fit even the tallest sprayer bottles. Along with 
all these special features what really makes the REBEL a stand out is that 
it is the first of its kind to be offered in multiple specialty colors. Black 
Chrome (which will be the standard color), Tradition Red, Electric Blue 
and Illusion Purple will be available on specially order (allow 7-10 days 
before shipment). 

REB - Rebel dolly box, 195 lbs.       $1265.00 

Colors - G - Grey 

Specality Colors:(Allow 7-10 Days) BL - Blue, R - Red, PU - Purple 

   Show Box Dimensions: 54” tall x 28” wide x 27” deep 

   ** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Packaging charge of $15.00.

Sullivan’s

Showbox

NEW



• An economically priced box.  
• 20 gauge galvanized steel with re-
inforced sides. 
• Removable sliding tote tray with 
handle. Allows you to have organiza-
tion in your box and remove tray for out 
of box use. Medium box includes one sliding tray, large box includes two 
sliding trays. 
• Dividers on bottom of box for better organization. 
• Large box has three hinges for lid, four handles, show stick holders, comb 
holders, document storage pocket and a built in shelf deep enough for quart 
bottles with sprayer tops attached. 
STEM - Medium, 21” t x 24” d x 40” w, 75 lbs. $309.50 
STEL - Large, 21” t x 24” d x 58” w, 90 lbs. $360.00 

** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Packaging charge of $15.00 for medium & $30 for large.

Sullivan’s  
Show Time  
Show Boxes

Can be used on the Show Time Show Box. Comes complete with cloth, 
foam pad and velcro attachment kit. Black Only.  
STEPMB  - Optional padded top for medium, 5 lbs.       $67.50 
STEPLB  - Optional padded top for large, 5 lbs.             $69.50 

 

Optional Padded Top (pictured above)

STEL
Padded top sold 

separately (below).
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SULLIVAN’S SHOW BOXES

Traveling to a weekend show and not wanting to load and unload a large 
show box? Well now you can throw all the supplies needed for a weekend 
show in the all new Sullivan’s Jackpot Show Box. The Jackpot Show Box 
is specifically made to easily fit onto the back of the Sullivan’s Totally 
Tuned Blower Cart, making it the perfect weekend show box, with quick 
easy access to your supplies without taking up valuable stall space. The 
adjustable hanging brackets will also allow you to hang the Jackpot Show 
Box on the inside or outside of your trailer, on a pen or any other gate. 
The Jackpot also comes equipped with two detachable 8” flat free tires 
for easy transport and with its own lock and clasp. *Totally Tuned Blower 
Cart & Blowers Sold Separately 
JPSB - Jackpot Show Box, 45 lbs. $398.50 
                   Dimensions: 16 1/2” wide x 14 1/4” deep x 30” tall 
                   $15 packing FedEx charge 

JPSBW- Whip Holder, 1 lb. $49.50 (Sold Separately) 
JPSBB - Blower Holder, 1 lb. $34.50 (Sold Separately)

Sullivan’s Jackpot Show Box™

Sullivan’s Handi Strap  
These straps are made from durable, double webbed nylon 
material with a heavy duty clip that will hold most anything 
tight. The straps are multi-use, in your stall, show box, barns or 
even at home. No more wire, pliers or cutters needed with these Handi 
Straps. Sullivan’s Handi Strap comes in 2’ & 3’ lengths. 
STRP24 - 2’ Handi Strap, 4 oz. $4.95 
STRP36 - 3’ Handi Strap, 5 oz. $4.95 

STET - extra Tote Tray, 5 lbs.                                      $29.50 
STEC - extra Comb Clip, 8 oz.                                      $2.95 
STESC - extra Show Stick Clip, 8 oz.                          $2.95 
DTR - 10” replacement Dolly Tire, 3 lbs.                   $29.95

Optional Show Box Accessories

STESC
STEC

Pictured with Whip and 
Blower Attachment (left)

Blower Cart  
Sold Separately
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SULLIVAN’S SHOWCASE SHOW BOX

Sullivan’s  
Showcase  
Show Box 
Hanger
A great product to hang your Showcase Show Box for maximum organization. 
Now availalable in both steel and a convenient lightweight, aluminum. Fea-
tures a shelf on top to hold many items. An optional second shelf can be pur-
chased to hang above or below the show box. The height is adjustable. Show 
box sold separate.  
SSBH - Steel Showcase Show Box Hanger, 52 lbs. $185.00 
SSBHS - Steel Optional Second Shelf, 25 lbs. $92.50 
ASSBH - Aluminum Showcase Show Box Hanger, 30 lbs. $259.50 
ASSBHS - Aluminum Optional Second Shelf, 16 lbs. $139.50 
 ** $12 out of box fee

SSCDD 

ASSD

Sullivan’s Treadbrite  
Aluminum Deep Showcase Show Box
Made of durable diamond treadbrite aluminum to create a lightweight box 
with a scratch resistant surface. Designed with all the same great features as 
the Deep Galvanized Steel Showcase Box featured above.  
ASSD - deep, treadbrite pattern, 16-1/4” x 11-3/4” x 46”, 32 lbs. $349.50 
  ** Packaging Charge $15.00

Sullivan’s  
Mini Showcase Show Box™ 
This handy, smaller box enables you to carry the basic essential supplies to 
shows when a large box is not necessary. Features one handle on top for easy 
carrying. The Air Express Mini Blower dryer will fit inside of this box. Con-
structed of 20 gauge galvanized steel.   
SSCM - Mini, 16-1/4” x 11-3/4” x 18-1/2”, 32 lbs. $169.50 
  ** Packaging Charge $15.00

Now Available 
in Aluminum

SSBH

Sullivan’s Showcase Show Box™

• Innovative design AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES.          • 20 gauge galvanized steel with reinforced sides. 
• Pig whip holders.          • Tray for small equipment.       • Features a large handle on each end and one on top. 
• Chain and hook assembly allows you to hang it almost anywhere.               • Great for one day jackpot shows.  
SSCL - Large, 16 1/4” x 8 1/2” x 51”, 38 lbs. $225.00 
SSCD - Deep, 16 1/4” x 11 3/4” x 46”, 40 lbs. $254.50 
SSCDD - Deep w/ drawer, 16 1/4” x 11 3/4” x 46”, 40 lbs. $287.50 
 
  ** Packaging charge of $15.00.
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SULLIVAN’S BREEDERS DISPLAYS

The design of the breeders display will enhance your cattle and bring respect to your ranch name. 
Stall Divider is made of square tubing with mesh on bottom of divider to hold bedding in place. Divider nails to the front of the stall. The divider is 8’ in 
length, 42” tall at the front of the divider and 30” tall at the back of the divider, (Feet sold separately). 
The Ranch Sign Holder (sold separately) is made of square tubing and will also hold your fork and scoops in place. The top tube extends out 28½” allowing 
you to easily hang a sign that is up to 30” wide. The height of the sign holder adjusts from 7’2” to 7’6” off of the ground and makes your sign very noticeable. 
All Sullivan’s Breeders Display components are available in black painted steel or aluminum. 
SD - steel stall divider, 60 lbs. $219.50/ each 
    96” long x 42” tall x 30” tall x 1 3/4” wide  
** F.O.B. Motor Freight  ** $30 packing charge  
ASD - aluminum stall divider, 45 lbs. $299.99/ each  
   96” long x 42” tall x 30” tall x 1 1/16” wide  
** F.O.B. Motor Freight   ** $30 packing charge 
RSH - steel ranch sign holder, 18 lbs. $47.50 
$20 Out of Box Fee                                                 
ARSH - aluminum ranch sign holder, 10 lbs. $54.95 
$20 Out of Box Fee 
SDF - stall divider feet, 1 lb. $13.49/each 
ASDF - aluminum stall divider feet, 1 lb. $15.99/each

Sullivan’s Breeders Display™  (Pictured Above)

The ideal set up for purebred breeders. Allows you to tie cattle with their heads 
up for the best presentation. The headtie package simply slides into the top 
opening of the stall dividers (sold at left). Includes (2) Front L bars, (1) 8 ft. 
extension tube, (4) head ties, and (6) black knobs. Extends 8’ to 15’ and holds 
up to (4) head. 
BHTD - steel, 60 lbs. $199.99 ** F.O.B. Motor Freight 
ABHTD - aluminum, 20 lbs. $294.50 ** F.O.B. Motor Freight 
** $30 Packing Charge

Breeders Headtie

Extension package to double the size of your Breeders Headtie. Uses the same 
front headtie “T” piece that is used on the Fan Cage Extension featured on 
page 67. Includes “T” assembly, Extension Tube, (4) head ties and (6) black 
knobs. 
BHTE - steel, 60 lbs. $192.50  
    **$30 Packing Charge 
ABHTE - aluminum, 20 lbs. $268.50  
    ** F.O.B. Motor Freight. $30 Packing Charge

Breeders Headtie Extension  (not pictured)

RSH - Steel Ranch Sign Holder

other items 
sold separately

The Sullivan’s “Shorty” Stall Dividers are the perfect companion to our original 
stall dividers. The “Shorty” Stall Dividers are great to use in between your eight 
foot dividers leaving more room behind your stall while keeping your cattle in 
line.  
SSD - Shorty Stall Dividers, 30 lbs.                  $158.50 

SSDA - Shorty Stall Dividers - Aluminum, 18 lbs.                  $179.99 
     48" x 43" x 44" 
    ** F.O.B. Motor Freight 
* * Brackets Sold Separately  
SSDBTOP - Shorty Stall Divider Top Bracket, 2.5 lbs. $26.50 
SSDBBOT - Shorty Stall Dividers Bottom Bracket, 2.5 lbs. $26.50 

Sullivan’s “Shorty” Stall Dividers

Stall Dividers & Ranch Sign Holders sold separately.

SD - Steel Stall Divider

SDF - Steel Stall Divider Feet

FCLBH - Steel Fan Cage L-Bar

LB -  
Black Knob for Fan Stand /Cage 

ACAGEHB -  
Aluminum Head Tie Bracket

CAGEHB -  
Steel Head  
Tie Bracket

ARSH -  
Aluminum Ranch Sign Holder

AFCLBH -  
Aluminum Fan  

Cage L-Bar

ASDF -  
Aluminum Stall Divider Feet 

SFG -  
Sullivan’s 
Smart Fork

LB -  
Black Knob  
for Fan  
Stand /Cage 

SSDA - Aluminum  
Shorty Stall Divider -  
(Sold Separately) 
(also available in s  teel)

ASD -  
Aluminum Stall Divider
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A complete professional setup that includes (2) stall di-
viders, (4) front head ties, (4) fan hangers, (2) Front L Bars, 
(2) Rear L Bars, (2) Extension Tubes, (4) Feet and (12) 
Black Knobs. Extends from 8’ to 15’ and will hold (1) to 
(4) head. The height at the front of the fan cage is 6’2” and 
the height at the back is 6’7” tall. Stall dividers are 8’ long. 
Fan cage is made of square tubing for long lasting durabil-
ity. Simple to setup and break down. Easy to haul. High 
quality! 
CAGE1 - steel fan cage, 240 lbs.                                        $718.50 
ACAGE1 - aluminum fan cage, 180 lbs.                            $948.50 
** F.O.B. Motor Freight. $30 Packing Charge

Sullivan’s Fan Cage™

Extension package used to double the size of your Fan Cage. Includes (2) 
T’s, (4) front head ties, (4) fan hangers (2) extension tubes, (2) feet and (12) 
Black Knobs. Extends Fan Cage setup from 15’ to 30’. Will hold approxi-
mately (8) head of mature animals. (Fan cage sold separately.) 
CAGE2 - Steel Fan Cage extension, 60 lbs.                      $309.50 
ACAGE2 - Aluminum Fan Cage extension, 40 lbs.          $415.50 
** F.O.B. Motor Freight. $30 Packing Charge

Sullivan’s Fan Cage Extension™

CAGE1 - Sullivan’s Steel Fan Cage

CAGE2 - Sullivan’s Steel Fan 
Cage Extension

Fans sold separately,  
otherwise complete as shown

Rear Fan Cage Assembly - back portion of fan cage to 
hang fans. Includes (2) rear L bars, (1) 8 ft. extension tube, 
(4) fan hangers and (6) black knobs. 
RFCA - steel, 60 lbs.                                                             $187.50 
ARFCA - aluminum, 25 lbs.                                                 $254.50 
** F.O.B. Motor Freight. $30 Packing Charge

Easily nails to a wall to enable you to tie the head up. Each headtie will tie one 
head. 6’ Bar 
SSHT - 12 lbs.                                           $54.99.  

**$12 Out of Box Fee

Single Head Tie

SSHT - Single Head Tie

Steel and Aluminum parts 

are NOT interchangeable. 

SSD - Steel  
Shorty Stall Divider 
(Sold Separately) 
(also available in aluminum)

SD - Steel Stall Divider

SDF - Steel Stall Divider Feet

FCLBH - Steel Fan Cage L-Bar

LB -  
Black Knob for Fan Stand /Cage 

AFCLBH -  
Aluminum Fan  

Cage L-Bar

ASDF -  
Aluminum Stall Divider Feet 

ASD -  
Aluminum Stall Divider

AFCLBH -  
Aluminum Fan  

Cage L-Bar

FCLBH -  
Steel Fan  
Cage L-Bar

ACAGEHB -  
Aluminum 

Head Tie 
Bracket

CAGEHB -  
Steel Head  
Tie Bracket

ACAGEFB -  
Aluminum  

Fan Bracket

CAGEFB -  
Steel Fan 

Bracket

CAGEHB -  
Steel Head  
Tie Bracket

UFSWB - 
Wall Braket for  

Upright Fan Stand

TBH - T Bar  
with Head Tie

BFS - 

ET6S - 6ft  
Steel Extension  
Tube

TBF - T Bar with Fan Bracket 
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Sullivan’s Aluminum Front Stall Panels
These front panels are a great way to customize your stall display. Functional and fancy! Use anywhere - in the barn or out at the tie-outs.  
Side Stall Dividers securely fasten to these front panels to create a sturdy tie for your cattle at any height. (Stall dividers sold separately on page 80.) The Sullivan 
Steel or Aluminum Stall Dividers will easily attach to the panels.  
Height of each panel is 66”. Constructed of durable aluminum tubing. Solid aluminum sheeting at the bottom prevents bedding from pushing through. 
Available in two different length panels: 
   1) Solid 8 foot long panel. 
   2) Expandable panel that telescopes from 5 foot to 8 foot in length. Adjusts in length for almost any stall size.  
Accessories sold separately include: movable head-tie loop bracket, fan stand bracket to attach your upright fan stand. Sets up or tear down in minutes. Very 
convenient! 
AFP8 - 8 foot fixed length panel (complete w/ “C” brackets), 53 lbs. $399.50 
AFP58 - Expandable 5’ to 8’ length panel (complete w/ “C” brackets), 70 lbs. $499.50 
  ** $30 Packing Charge for both AFP8 & AFP58 
 
Accessories: 
AFPHT - Head-tie bracket, 2 lbs. $19.99 
AFPCB - “C” attachment bracket, 1 lb. $18.50 
AFPFB - Upright fan stand bracket, 1 lb. $25.99

Sullivan’s Aluminum  
Front Stall Panel 

8 Foot Fixed Length Panel

“C” Attachment 
Bracket

Head-tie 
Bracket

Upright 
Fan Stand 

Bracket

Sullivan’s Aluminum  
Front Stall Panel 

Expandable 5’ to 8’

Threaded knob to adjust and secure various Sullivan’s Fan 
stands and Fan Cage equipment.  
LB - 1 oz.                                                      $2.50

Black Knob for Fan Stand/Cage

Replacement Headtie Bracket for Fan cage. 
CAGEHB - 1 lb.                                         $13.95

Headtie Bracket

Easily attaches to the upright of the fan cage providing a 
convenient place to hold forks and brooms.  
FHA - 3 lbs.                                                $24.50

Fork Holder Attachment Replacement Fan Bracket for Fan cage.  
CAGEFB - 1 lb.                                          $13.95 

Extension Tube 
6ft or 8 ft. long - 1-1/2” square (pictured w/ fan bracket above). $20 Out of 
Box Fee.   
ET8S - steel, 12 lbs.                                  $32.50 
ET8A - aluminum, 7 lbs.                           $46.50

Fan Bracket

Easily attaches to the upright of the fan cage providing a 
convenient place to hold a Ranch Sign Holder. 
RSHA - steel, 3 lbs.                                   $24.50 
ARSHA - aluminum, 3 lbs.                       $29.50

Ranch Sign Holder Attachment

FAN CAGE PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Attachment for hanging fans on the sides of the 
fan cage. Available in steel or aluminum. $20 Out 
of Box Fee.  

SFCA - steel, 15 lbs. (pictured)                $79.99 
ASFCA - aluminum, 11 lbs.                   $102.50

Side Fan Cage Attachment

These solid cast aluminum ties are a necessity for show barns and 
trailers. Simply attach with (2) 5/16” bolts.  
TL - 1 lb.                                                       $5.95

Tie Loop

Aluminum “L” bar fan ha  nger allows you to hang your 
fans on your stall divider or head panel. 
ALFH - 12 lbs. $20 Out of Box Fee         $109.50

Aluminum Fan Hanger

‘AFPCB 
C’  
Attachment

UFS - Upright Fan Stand 
AFPFB -  

Fan Stand 
 Braket for  
Front Panel

AFPHT -  
Head Tie  
Bracket  
Front Panel 



Sullivan’s Fitters Guard was designed for fitters in mind. This guard allows you to fit 
your animal in the stall while keeping them standing still and you protected. This easy 
to assemble stall fitting guard is quick to install and easy to adjust at any time. Adjust-
ments include the width adjustments of 34” OD-44” OD length adjustments from 
34” OD – 57” OD and side bar adjustments 30” – 50”. It quickly folds up for a space 
saving storage mode. For use only on animals that are broke and are used to being 
groomed. Do not use without securing it to front panels. 
FG - Fitters Guard, Aluminum 38 lbs. $389.50 
FGS - Fitters Guard, Steel 77 lbs. $278.50  
  ** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. $30 Packing Charge 

Sullivan’s Fitters Guard™

Folded View

Display poles used to hang Curtains and Pedigree Signs. Side uprights stand 
8’ tall and are made of 1½” tubing. Each telescoping top bar extends from 8’ 
to 14’. Curtains and Signs sold separately. 

ADTB - telescoping top bar, 5 lbs. $49.50  
ADSU - 8’ tall uprights (each side), 3 lbs. $38.50  
ADB - base for each upright, 6 lbs. $19.50  

** Per FedEx regulations, Aluminum Display Poles are shipped as oversize packages 
using dimensional weight. **$12 Out of Box Fee

Aluminum Display Poles

Curtains add a finishing touch to any display. Acts as a backdrop for pedigree 
signs in the front of your stall. Fits onto the Aluminum Display Poles featured 
above. Available in black only. 
CU - 10’ long x 26” deep, 2 lbs.                                             $58.50 
TCU - 4’ long x 7’ deep, 2 lbs.                                                $49.50  

Display Curtains

CU - Display Curtain

ADTB -  
Telescoping Top Bar

ADB - Base

ADSU - 8’ Tall Upright

TCU - Tall  
Display Curtain

Sullivan’s Head Panel Tarps con-
veniently connect to your head 
panels giving your animal less 
stress by blocking the view of 
other animals or visitors. Tarps 
are made of a durable vinyl ma-
terial with brass grommets for securing.  
Available in 5’ and 8’. Vertical Measurement of 50”. Black Only.  
TARP8 - 8ft, 2 lbs.                                                                    $79.95 

Sullivan’s Head 
Panel Stall Tarps

 These new T Bars are designed to assist while working your cattle without a 
trim chute. Placing the T Bar on your head panel keeps your cattle from 
moving from side to side. Also great for keeping your cattle separated while 
in the stalls. Made from lightweight aluminum to fit most head panels.  
ALUTS - Single, aluminum, 3 lbs. $72.50 
$20 Out of Box Fee  
 

Stall T Bar

Now Available  
in Steel & Aluminum
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FGS - Steel

FG - Aluminum
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STALL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT

A must for cooler rooms and all livestock stalls! This 
natural, dry granulated product is sprinkled on your 
bedding to absorb and eliminate the worst smells, even 
ammonia from urine. Creates better air quality in stall 
areas which translates into fresher hair and better overall 
health. Contains Citronella for fly control. A tremen-
dous daily care product. 
SF - 11 lbs.                                       $29.75

Sullivan’s Stall Freshener™

Works well for display cattle. Place 
in front half of the stall to prevent 
cattle from pawing up bedding. Also 
excellent as a trailer mat. 
RM22 - 22’ long x 36”, 130 lbs. $154.50 
$20 Out of Box Fee 
RM11 - 11’ long x 36”, 65 lbs.          $84.50  
$20 Out of Box Fee 
RM5 - 5-1/2’ long x 36”, 33 lbs. $47.50 
$20 Out of Box Fee

Stall Rubber Mat

This popular 10 tine fork is 
constructed with steel pitch 
fork tines. 
WF - 4 lbs.       $69.50

Wonder Fork

A heavy duty square point shovel with a long 
wood handle. 
SHO - 4 lbs.                                               $19.50

Shovel

A top quality 24” broom for all purposes. 
BRO -  4 lbs.                                              $22.50

Broom

WF - 
Wonder Fork

SHO - 
Shovel

BRO - 
Broom

The most functional, well designed fork in the 
show cattle industry. 
SFG - Smart Fork, 4 lbs. $24.50

Comfortable grip on a 
wood handle.

Sullivan’s SMART Fork™

This durable and reusable sign includes name, sire, dam, 
date of birth and owner. Black print on white back-
ground. 
PSB - 12” x 18”, 1 lb.                                $28.50

Pedigree Signs (Plexi-glass)

MAR - 6 oz.                                                   $1.95
Soluble Marker

Allows you to hang your pedigree signs from a wire or pole.  
HAN - 1 oz.    $.50 
         - Pack of 12  $6.00

Pedigree Sign Hangers

Cardboard sign (not pictured) is 1 mm thick and has 
same printed information as the sign pictured above. 
PSC - 12” x 18”, 8 oz.                                 $7.95

Cardboard Pedigree Signs

PEDIGREE SIGNS

A slightly  
deeper basket  
with a reinforced 
back stop and 
raised sides.

Quality,  
unbreakable,  
impact resistant  
basket.

With a reinforced attachment point, you will see 
no more breakage as seen in previous forks. 

This light weight easy to carry mat pro-
vides excellent comfort for your animals, 
whether it’s at home or at a show. The 
drainage holes allow water to pass 
through it keeping your animals dry.  
DC5 - 3’ x 5’ rubber mat, 12 lbs.

$49.50 

Dry Comfort Mat

Natural, anti-microbial drying agent used to neutralize 
odors and enhance overall air quality for superior live-
stock comfort.  
ESS - 2.75 lbs.                                 $11.50

Essential Dry™
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SUPPLEMENTS

Sullivan’s Restore Pro 
High Energy Performance Electrolyte

NEW

• Increases Fluid Intake              • Muscle Definition          • Enticing Flavor                      

•  Faster Hydration •  Aides in Gut Health with Prebiotics & Probiotics     
Restore Pro is a high energy, performance electrolyte that replenishes the hydration of the animal and restores depleted muscle cells making 
them fuller and more hydrated. With added probiotic and prebiotics Restore Pro also improves gut health in times of stress. Restore Pros appeal-
ing flavor additive increases fluid consumption resulting in the best possible fill and muscle definition.  
Use Restore Pro as a daily top dress to keep animal electrolytes and gut health in check. Add to animal’s water weeks leading up to travel so your 
animal will look its best when arriving at a show.  
Safe for all species of livestock. 
 
RPRO - 4oz Packet, 4 oz .       $7.95 
RPRO1 - 1lb Resealable bag, 1 lb.                         $16.50 
 

RPRO5 - 5lb Resealable Bucket, 5 lbs.                      $49.50 
RPRO10 - 10lb Resealable Bucket, 10 lbs.                $88.50

Garlic and cinnamon extract with B12. 
Getting your animal to the condition you want can be a stressful situation when they are slug-
gish eaters or simply won’t eat. With Sullivan’s Devour It let worrying about consumption be 
a thing of the past. Devour It is specifically  
formulated to enhance appetite and get your animal on track. The all-natural ingredients in 
Devour It includes natural oil extracts from garlic and cinnamon. These natural oils change 
the microbial community in the rumen, increasing the availability of peptides and amino 
acids, which stimulate the growth of important rumen bacteria, this results in rumen efficiency, 
reduces incidence of bloat and increases gain. Devour It also contains Vitamin B12 resulting 
in boosted energy levels to combat fatigue and sluggishness during times of stress.  
Feeding Directions: Feed 1oz per head per day top-dress. Feed every day to keep your animals 
appetite active. If your animal is off feed use Sullivan’s Show Road Appetite Express + paste 
in conjunction with Devour It to replenish the good bacteria in the rumen allowing your an-
imal to get back on track faster.  
DEV - bucket (190 day supply), 12 lbs.                       $86.75

Sullivan’s Devour It™ Appetite Enhancer Improved Formula

The ONLY electrolyte on the 

market with probiotics & 

prebiotics for gut health. 

NEW performance electrolyte that 
enhances muscle definition. 
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PROBIOTICS, PREBOITICS & B12

Prebiotics, Probiotcs & B12 all in one ...  
this super charge formula is the first of it’s kind.

900mcg per 15cc treatment as well as 1 billion  
CFU (colony forming uints) of live bacteria.  

An unmatched energy boost ingredient.

Higher levels of Potassium, Magnesium and  
Sodium along with vital minerals for improved  

water consumption and retention.

A faster solution for diarrhea with Kaolin and Pectin 
as well as 2.5 billion CFU (colony forming uints)  

of probiotic microorganisms.

Sullivan’s Show Road Appetite Express +  
Prebiotics, Probiotics & B12 all in one ... this super charged formula is the first of its kind. This 

remarkable formula will keep your animal on the right track through stressful transportation and 
showing. Appetite Express + helps bring an aggressive appetite and energy boost to the animal. Ad-
minister 10 to 15cc per day orally several days prior to travel to maximize the beneficial microbial 
flora within the animal. Continue to administer orally at the show to keep your animals gut in good 
health. This super charged formula of Prebiotics, Probiotics and B12 will restore the balance to your 
animal in any stressful situation. 

• Prebiotics are non-digestible dietary fibers that deliver nutrition to microorganisms. Enhancing 
the growth of these good microbes promotes many beneficial health effects within the animal. You 
will see improved nutrient digestion and nutrient absorption as well as strengthening in the immune 
system, bowel pH, hypertension and irregularity.  

• Probiotics contain live naturally occurring beneficial microorganisms that replenish the good bac-
teria colonies in the rumen of an animal. Each 10 cc dose delivers a potent source of 8 Billion live bac-
teria cultures and 8 Billion live yeast cells. These beneficial microbes and yeast have many important 
modes of action, such as production of lactic acid which is harmful to pathogenic bacteria, production 
of enzymes to aid in nutrient digestion and absorption, competition for nutrients and attachment sites 
with harmful bacteria (Competitive Exclusion), production of other anti-microbial compounds which 
helps keep the balance of good and bad bacteria in the correct order. Probiotics have many other un-
defined benefits which help account for the positive performance seen with this product. 

• B12 boosts energy levels, which helps fight fatigue and sluggishness. Vitamin A has multiple 
functions: it is important for growth, development and maintenance of the immune system. Vitamin 
D increases the absorption from the digestive tract and also aids in the formation of sound bones and 
teeth. Vitamin E’s principal role may be as a chemical antioxidant to reduce the destruction of other 
vitamins and essential fatty acids both in the digestive tract and after their absorption. This product 
also contains helpful levels of Niacin and Thiamine. 
SRAE - 60 cc tube, 8 oz. $17.50 SRAEC - 6 tube case, 3 lbs. $97.50 
SRAE300 - 300 cc tube, 1 lb. $39.50 AG - 300 cc Applicator Gun, 1 lb. $25.95 
 

Sullivan’s Show Road Replenish Electrolyte Paste 
One of the biggest issues when going to a show with livestock is getting them to drink. Show Road 

Replenish Electrolyte Paste contains higher levels of Potassium, Magnesium and Sodium along with 
vital minerals, essential for water consumption and retention. One tube contains two doses.  For best 
results, use Show Road Replenish then follow up with Show Road Appetite Express + to keep the stom-
ach working properly to provide an aggressive appetite. 
ECP - 60 cc tube, 8 oz. $16.50 ECPC - 6 tube case, 3 lbs. $87.50 

 
Sullivan’s Show Road Super Charge B12 Paste 

Does your animal act lethargic or run down after traveling or had stress related to weigh-in? Give 
them a dose of Show Road Super Charge B12 paste. This paste contains a potent supply of Vitamin 
B12 from 300mcg per 5cc giving the animal a valuable supply of 900mcg per 15cc treatment as well 
as 1 billion CFU (colony forming units) of live bacteria probiotics. Show Road Super Charge B12’s 
combination of essential vitamins helps to boost energy levels and fight fatigue and sluggishness during 
times of stress. For cattle, administer 15cc prior to show as well as each day at the show. For pigs, 
sheep and goats administer 5cc both before and during shows.  
B1260 - 60 cc tube, 8 oz. $17.50 B1260C - 6 tube case, 3 lbs. $97.50 

 
Sullivan’s Show Road Diahalt + 

When cattle get stressed from a change in location or change in feed it can cause them to have ir-
regular digestion and thus diarrhea. This all natural anti-scour paste contains high levels of Kaolin 
and Pectin as well as 2.5 billion CFU (colony forming units) of Enterococcus faecium an important 
probiotic microorganism that is beneficial to digestion and rumen action. Show Road DiaHalt is es-
pecially useful for younger cattle that are being shown for the first time. FOR BEEF CATTLE ONLY. 
Administer at the rate of 5cc per 150lbs of body weight.  
DIA - 80 cc tube, 8 oz.  $17.50 DIAC - 6 tube case, 3 lbs. $97.50

Super Charged Formula’s

Top Seller
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“The secret to eye appealing show animals!” 

Feminine shape and freshness in the front end of your show animal spells ultimate success or failure in the show ring today. 
Tried and true for many years, Fresh & Feminine™ has been the secret at Sullivan Farms for over 10 years. It has been an integral part of their feeding    
regiment and credited with producing outstanding freshness and ultimate show ring success of their cattle at major shows for years. 
The superior science of Fresh & Feminine™ features strategic vitamins, minerals, amino acids, antioxidants and by-pass protein sources. This chemistry 
boosts metabolic fat burning that targets specific areas of the body to reduce fat content, most notably in the neck and brisket area. As a result, your 
animal has a more feminine, attractive physique and even moves better. This helps to offset the results seen from aggressive, high energy show  diets.  
All natural and fertility safe for market and breeding animals. Turn to page 17 to see the volumes of winners that choose Fresh and Feminine!  
 
FF - Cattle, tub (106 day supply), 40 lbs.       $175.50 
FF11 - Cattle, bag (30 day supply), 11 lbs.         $58.50 
FFGO - Goat, tub (151 day supply), 10 lbs.                $96.50 
FFP - Pig, tub (133 day supply), 10 lbs.                      $96.50 
FFS - Sheep, tub (151 day supply), 10 lbs.                 $96.50

This highly palatable protein supplement is  
fortified with vitamins, minerals, chelated trace 
minerals and AMAFERM, the all-natural direct-
fed microbial. It provides a strong appetite,  
excellent growth rate, reduces bloating and  
prevents other digestive upsets. You can expect im-
proved eye appeal, enhanced breeding perform-
ance, and better overall health. Top dress on cattle 
feed at the rate of 1 lb. per head daily.  
SC50 - 50 pound bag (50 day supply), 50 lbs. $44.50

VitaFerm  
Sure Champ Pellets

Sullivan’s Fresh & Feminine™

FEMININITY PRODUCT FOR CATTLE, SHEEP, GOATS AND HOGS

A unique liquid supplement, can be mixed with water, 
used as a drench, top-dressed on feed or administered via 
a medicator. Use during stress periods or on show day.  
Contains multiple prebiotics, electrolytes, niacin, vitamins 
and flavors to support digestive health and promote water 
and feed intake. Effective on all species. Follow label di-
rections for feeding to each species. 
VCLB - 1 liter bottle, 3 lbs. $33.95

VitaFerm Vita Charge  
Liquid Boost

Stimulates microorganisms to off-
set the negative effects associated with 
scours, weaning, hauling, showing and other stresses. Con-
tains macro and micro minerals and essential vitamins to 
stimulate the immune system and appetite. Administer 
15cc orally on back of tongue. 
VCP - 80ML tube, 3 lbs. $20.50

VitaCharge Paste with 
Amaferm

A pelleted, daily supplement with the Amaferm® 
advantage for show livestock that can be top-
dressed or mixed in the ration to promote ap-
petite and digestive health. Includes ingredients 
designed to help support animals during extreme 
temperatures and support hoof and coat care. 
Also contains garlic, a natural insect repellent. 
Can be incorporated in rations to create high-end 
show feeds. 
SCEX - 25lb bucket, $74.50

Sure Champ Extreme with 
Climate Control 

Top Seller

NEW

A Staple Product for Champion Livestock

Now Offered in  
 30-day Supply
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FEED SUPPLEMENTS

Hide and Hair is a revolutionary 
hair growth product. Not only has it 
been shown to grow hair but it also 
encourages skin health which is  
essential for optimum hair growth. 
Hide and Hair contains kelp and  
seaweed which has been shown to 
lower body temperature. This product 
comes in a granulated form, is  
extremely palatable, and best of all, it 
contains no melatonin. When feeding 
products containing melatonin there is a 
point where hair growth reaches a peak 
and then the hair sheds, but with Hide 
and Hair you are able to achieve consistent 
hair growth over a longer period of time. Feed at least 60 to 90 days before 
show. Top dress at the rate of 9.6 oz. (1.5 scoops) per head per day. Hide 
and Hair is research based, field tested, and produces the strongest results 
in the industry! 
HAH - bucket (45 day supply), 27 lbs.                       $104.95 
HAHR - refill bag (45 day supply), 27 lbs.                   $95.00

Hide and Hair
Oxy-Explosion PLUS is a technically 
advanced feed supplement that com-
bines the best traits of many supple-
ments into one complete nutritional 
package. It contains higher levels of es-
sential nutrients than other supple-
ments on the market at a lower cost per 
feeding. Oxy-Explosion PLUS contains 
Omega-6 and Omega-3 fatty acids for 
improved health, disease prevention, re-
ducing inflammation and improved hair 
coats. Containing vitamins C and B12 
to help combat stress, support immune system and help with lung function. 
It also improves muscle and bone development, feed utilization, and creates 
more aggressive appetites in all livestock. Feed at the rate of 1/2 oz. per day 
to cattle, swine, sheep, horses, and goats. 320 day supply. 
OEP1 - jar (32 day supply),  1 lb.                                 $44.50 
OEP10 - pail (320 day supply), 10 lbs.                      $199.99

OXY-EXPLOSION Plus®

Haired Up is an elite product to nourish the 
hide and exploit hair growth. Contains kelp 
and a unique blend of vitamins and minerals 
that not only lower body temperature, but 
boost the skin condition to give hair a fresh, 
healthy look. Haired Up also features pepper 
extract performing as a vasodilator to increase 
circulation. It is melatonin-free allowing hair 
growth over an extensive period of time. Safe for 
breeding stock. Top dress 4 oz. (1 scoop) per 
head daily for cattle under 800 lbs. and 8 oz. (2 
scoops) per head daily for those over 800 lbs. 
Best results are seen after feeding at least 60 to 90 days. 
HU - bucket (45 to 90 day supply), 22.5 lbs.               $99.50

Haired Up

Chill Factor 2 for  
Cattle & Swine
It encourages internal body cooling and 
a sense of calming by supplementing 
higher levels of L-Tryptophan, and with 
Bee Pollen’s circulatory benefits. Chill 
Factor 2 is able to “chill” the animal’s 
body temperature in a safe, faster, all-nat-
ural way. Top dress Chill Factor 2 at a rate of 2 scoops per 
head per day for all cattle. Swine get one scoop per head 
for day.  
CHILL-CATTLE - Chill Factor 2 for Cattle jar (10 day supply), 28 oz    $39.95 
CHILL-SWINE  - Chill Factor 2 for Swine jar (20 day supply), 28 oz    $39.95

Helps all show live-
stock handle heat stress 
by lowering the animal's body temperature in a safe, fast, and natural way. 
Contains Amaferm, research-proven to lower body temperature, and Cap-
saicin to help maintain circulation to support animal performance in heat 
stress situations. Includes garlic, a natural insect repellent.  
Administer 5-7 days prior to leaving for the show through return from the 
show. 
CON - 80cc tube, 4 oz.                                                  $18.25 

Climate Control™

NEW

Big Wig is a one of a kind product that does not contain melatonin. As a 
result, they won’t ever ‘shuck’ their fluff. Big Wig works on a cellular level 
to give the animal the extra look that judges and fitters will love. Sheep 
and Goats: Feed at the rate of 1 ounce per head per day. Cattle: Feed at 
the rate of 2 ounces per head per day. Tips For Use: One full, level scoop 
of Big Wig contains 1.3 oz of product. Drug free and contains no banned 
substances. 
WIG - Bucket (80 day supply), 10 lbs.                       $160.00 

Big Wig™

NEW

Show-Rite® Exhale can be used as an aide for 
those animals facing temporary respira-
tory challenges. Exhale opens 
airways and allows animals to 
breathe easier and perform with 
greater stamina and endurance. A multi-species supplement for all 
classes of swine, sheep, goat and beef cattle. 
EXHALE - 32cc tube, 2oz. $26.50

Exhale



Keep your animal calm and focused  with-
out the risk of becoming groggy. The 
blend of natural ingredients in Focus are 
completely safe for all animals. Provides a 
calming effect and takes the “edge” off un-
ruly animals during stressful times such as 
shows. Administer into mouth or into a 
minimal amount of feed one to two hours 
before time of activity. Benefits will last 
approximately 12 hours. Re-administer as 
needed. Amount can be increased for appropriate 
need as stressful situations are unique. Administer 15 to 30 ml to cattle, 10 to 
15 ml to swine, and 5 to 10 ml for sheep and goats per application. 
F8 - 8 ounce bottle, 240 ml. $42.50 
F16 - 16 ounce bottle, 480 ml. $72.50 
F32 - 32 ounce bottle, 960 ml. $132.50

FOCUS 
Oral Calming Liquid

Sullivan’s Peace Pellets™
Calm, cool and collected goes a long way in 
exhibiting a champion. Sullivan’s Peace Pellets 
help with just that. This pelleted feed supple-
ment is fed daily to calm and take the edge off 
show cattle. Mixes easily with your daily feed 
ration. Provides a calming effect during daily 
stressful times and allows the exhibitor to han-
dle show cattle more professionally. It also 
helps to break animals and take stress off. No 
drugs. One tub contains 5.3 pounds of pelleted 
product. One tub will feed one animal for 60 
days. 
PPE - tub, 5 lbs.                                              $59.95

Tired of lazy, sleepy cattle? 
A caffeine and ginseng instant energy 
product in a paste form. For stub-
born, lethargic and dead 
headed cattle that 
act too 
tame and 
have no 
mo-jo. A product to put a little perk in their metabolism; much like 
how the  morning coffee or energy drink does for you. Natural ingre-
dients, drug-free. Please note: a small percentage of shows/ state fairs 
do not allow the use of caffeine products. Please check your rules.   
ALE - 34 mL tube, 6 oz.          $16.50              ALEC - 12 tube case, 2 lbs.  $196.50

Sullivan’s ALERT™

Allows exhibitor to handle show animals more profes-
sionally. Provides a calming  
effect during stressful times such as 
shows. One tube works for  
animals up to 1,000 
pounds. Administer two to 
three hours before time of 
showing. Absolutely a must for show cattle. A great show day Product! 

CAL - 32 mL tube, 6 oz. $14.50 
CALC - 12 tube case, 2 lbs. $167.50

Sullivan’s Show Cattle Calm Paste

Top Seller

Keep your feed and 
tack area well organ-
ized and more spacious 
with Sullivan’s NEW 
Bucket Caddy. This all 
metal structure will 
hold up to 6 
Buckets/Tubs (Square 
or Round) in the cen-
ter body area, while 
also holding a variety of 
smaller tubs and con-
tainers on the detach-
able side shelf. The 
detachable side shelf 
consists of three 13” W x 9” D shelves to hold not only smaller containers but 
also to hold your feed scoop, keeping it from getting misplaced. The Bucket 
Caddy comes equipped with large flat free tires and a handle for easy transport.  
SBCAD  - bucket caddy, 52 lbs.                                $265.00 

SBCADS - shelf only, 15 lbs.                                       $74.50 

  ** F.O.B. Motor Freight - Freight quotes available upon request. $15 Packing Charge 

Sullivan’s 
Bucket 
Caddy 

For Square & 
 Round Buckets

Ded Hed™
DED HED is designed to be an affordable 
“every day feed supplement” version of At-
titude Adjustment. It is ideal for those 
tightly wound, high strung genetics that 
make great show animals. This product is 
not a replacement for Show Day use of At-
titude Adjustment, but it is designed to be 
safely fed for long periods of time while 
continually making the animal more man-
ageable. 10 lb pail with screw top lid.  
Sheep & Goats 2-3 oz in the morning. 
Hogs 2-4 oz  in the morning. Cattle 3-5 oz 
in the morning.  
DEDH - Bucket, 10 lbs. (53 day supply)                                              

                                                                   $100.00

Attitude Adjustment is a paste product that will help 
settle the effects of stress an animal under-
goes during every part of the Stock 
Show experience; sale prep, 
breaking to show, groom-
ing/clipping, hauling, etc., 
allowing the animal and 
showman to concentrate on the task at hand and to work together without 
any lethargic appearance.  60cc Tube Sheep & Goats 15-20cc per head 1 
hour prior to show. Cattle & Hogs 30-40cc per head 1 hour prior to show.  
ATT - 60 cc tube, 8 oz. $20.00 

Attitude Adjustment™

New

New
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JOINT SUPPLEMENTS

Natural Stride is a revolutionary, all natural 
joint supplement that features one of the 
most exciting advances in joint health  
for livestock. This component, Cetyl  
Myristoleate is a powerful esterfied fatty acid 
that has been shown to have dramatic effects 
on joint pain, inflammation, joint recovery, 
and athritic joints. Does not  
contain glucosamine or MSM. Feed  
Natural Stride daily for at least 30 days. 
  • Lubricates joint structures. 
  • Enhances motion and flexibility  
    of the joints. 
NS5 - bucket, 5 lbs. $82.50 
   (25 to 40 day supply depending on size of animal)  
NS20 - bucket, 20 lbs. $299.50 
   (100 to 160 day supply)

Natural Stride™

This all natural product assists in the relief of pain.  
Can be a benefit for animals that walk stiff.  
Does not contain any drugs so there 
is no withdrawal period or 
side effects. One tube 
works for animal 
up to 1,000 lbs.  
Administer three hours before time of showing. 
AFP - 32 ml tube, 6 oz.                                                 $16.50 
AFPC - 12 tube case, 3 lbs.                                       $196.50

Does your animal walk choppy or short-strided? 
This all natural granular product contains a supe-
rior balance of herbs and botanicals to target stiff joints and help alleviate 
pain. It allows the animal to walk freely with a long, natural stride. Does 
not contain any drugs, no withdrawal period. For cattle top dress one 
packet per feeding for five feedings leading up to show day. 
STR - packet, 10 grams, 0.35 oz.                                  $8.95  

Stride in two pound jar. One jar equals 100 individual packets. Simply 
scoop out 10 grams per feeding for the five feedings before time of show. 
Bulk savings and convenience! 
STRJ - jar, 2 lbs.                                                          $245.00

Sullivan’s STRIDE EZ™

Pain Relief Cream can be used on all species of livestock for 
temporary relief of sore/bruised muscles, sprained ligaments 
and tendons. Apply Pain Relief Cream directly to problem 
joints or muscles. For best results, wrap after applying. Com-
pletely natural, contains Capsaicin. 
PRC - jar, 8 oz.                                                               $24.95

Sullivan’s Pain Relief Cream™

Sullivan’s Aspirnfre Paste™

Extreme Natural Stride com-
bines the most effective phar-
maceutical ingredients to 
alleviate stiffness and fight 
joint pain problems, allowing 
for more flexibility and mo-
tion. Based upon the same 
principles as Natural Stride, 
featuring Cetyl Myristoleate. 
EXTREME also contains Glu-
cosamine, MSM, Vitamins, 
Bioflavonoids and Hyaluronic Acid. In today’s show 
ring, soundness is a necessity, making joint supplementation a must.  
XNS5 - bucket (28 day supply for 1,000 lb. animal), 5 lbs.        $90.50 
XNS20 - bucket (115 day supply for 1,000 lb. animal), 20 lbs.$310.50

EXTREME 
Natural Stride 
Maximum strength 
Joint Supplement.

Top Seller
TOP SELLER ... During State Fair Season.
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Topically applied to reduce swelling. Provides re-
lief of muscular soreness Aids stiff cattle to move 
freely.  
DMSO - container, 4.25 oz.                          $6.75

DMSO

Fix-A-Sride is a joint supplement for show live-
stock including cattle, goats, sheep and pigs. 
Sta-Sound Fix-A-Stride improves range of mo-
tion and flexibility, while reducing inflammation 
and joint pain. Contains 5000 mg MSM, 5000 
mg glucosamine sulfate, 2500mg yucca, 1200 mg 
chondroitin sulfate and 1000 mg vitamin C. Feed 
cattle one to three ounces daily and feed swine, 
sheep and goats one to two ounces daily.   
FAS6 - bucket (30 to 90 day supply), 6 lbs.                $98.50 
FAS12 - bucket (90 to 180 day supply), 12 lbs.        $168.50

Fix-A-Stride by Sta-Sound

Top Seller

Top Seller

TOP SELLER ... During State Fair Season.

Anti-Pop is designed for immediate, short-
term relief from problematic joints, 
especially at time of show. Specifi-
cally targets hock & pastern related 
problems. Features a unique blend of selenium, essential vitamins, 
minerals and beneficial herbs. *Not for use in sheep. For livestock 
over 1,000 lbs., administer 20 cc every 12 hours beginning 36 hours 
prior to exhibition. Under 1,000 lbs., give 10 cc every 12 hours be-
ginning 36 hours prior. 
AP - 80 cc tube, 8 oz.                                                    $39.99

Anti-Pop
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Stretch is a multi-species product designed to 
increase the size and fill capacity of the belly. It 
can be used on show day for the optimum fill, 
or as holding ration in the days or weeks lead-
ing up to a show. It can be fed by itself or 
added to your feed ration. It is in a pellet form 
and when combining one part Stretch and one 
equal part water, the pellets will expand three 
times its original size. For more expansion, 
continue to offer water to the animal. Stretch 
also contains added probiotics to assist diges-
tion.  For cattle, feed 2 to 5 lbs per head/day. 
For sheep, goats or swine, feed ½ to 2 lbs per 
head/day. Best results when fed dry. 
ST25 - bag, 25 lbs. $19.95 

ST50 - bag, 50 lbs. $36.50

Stretch - Body Fill

S’MORE Fill - Body Fill
S’MORE Fill is a dry or wet fed show supplement to 
enhance a fast acting show day fill for swine, sheep, 
goats or cattle. It is a highly palatable meal to encour-
age consumption. Feed dry or mix with water, soak 
overnight. Can be mixed with current ration or used 
as a sole ration. Top dress 0.5 to 1.0 pounds per head, 
per day. 
SMF - bag, 50 lbs.  $42.25

Essential Keep’n On
Keep’n On creates body fill without extra weight. It provides the 
same fill appearance as 1 gallon of water at only 1/16 the weight.  
Keep’n On provides 12 vitamins, 9 minerals and electrolytes for 
muscle “pop,” energy and stamina. 
Feeding directions: use as drench or a dry top dress. For Swine, 
administer 1 bottle 2 hours  prior to show and 1 bottle 15 min-
utes before show. For Sheep & Goats, 1/2 bottle 2 hours before 
and 1/2 bottle 15 minutes before. For Cattle, 2 bottles 2 hours 
before and 2 bottles 15 minutes before show. 
KO -  110g, .24 lb. $6.50 
KOC - 12 bottle case $74.75

Winning Fill is a unique blend of chopped forages 
(timothy hay, alfalfa hay), steam-flaked grains, mo-
lasses and other feedstuffs in perfect balance to max-
imize a fuller center body dimension to cattle on 
show days. This highly palatable mix can be fed 
daily for incomparable bloom or just prior to show-
ing. Call for current market price. 
WFI - bag, 50 lbs. $28.50 

Winning Fill - Body Fill

LubriSyn is the revolutionary all-natural, liquid 
joint supplement. The active ingredient is 
Hyaluronan (HA), which is naturally found in 
the body as part of synovial fluid. It acts as a lu-
bricant and shock absorber for the joints. 
Hyaluronic Acid (HA) replenishes synovial fluid 
in joints which becomes broken down as your 
livestock age and gain weight. For optimum re-
sults, daily dosage is recommended. Safe for 
livestock of all ages. Best results if started 120 
days before show. Administer 30 mL daily to 
cattle; 15 mL daily to hogs and 10 mL daily to 
sheep/goats. 
LQ - quart (31 day supply for cattle), 3 lbs. $108.50 
LG - gallon (126 day supply for cattle), 10 lbs. $309.50

LubriSyn™ 

LubriSyn HA Plus, is the same hyaluronic acid 
joint supplement, now with added MSM 
(Methyl Sulfonyl Methane) to promote detox-
ification and anti-inflammatory pathways. Lu-
briSyn Plus is fast acting and all natural.  
LubriSyn is the revolutionary all-natural, liquid 
joint supplement to keep your livestock’s joints 
lubricated and moving smooth. The active in-
gredient in LubriSyn LVS is Hyaluronan (HA), 
which is naturally found in the body as part of 
synovial fluid. 
LPQ - Lubrisyn Livestock Plus quart, 3 lbs. $116.50 
LPG - Lubrisyn Livestock Plus gallon, 10 lbs. $333.50

LubriSyn™ HA Plus NEW

 
• NOW with COB 
• A forage source for cattle, lambs and goats 
• Highly palatable Orchard and Timothy  
  blend forage 
• Added molasses to enhance feed intake and    
   water 
This product should be fed at the rate of 
about 0.5% of body weight, Along with ra-
tion that the animal has been typically con-
suming. This improve fill in the animal. 
2TF - bag, 40 lbs. $29.50 

2 the Fullest™- Body Fill

• Maximize Hydration 
• Maintain a fresh look 
• Maximize density while holding a steady 
weight 
A highly digestible supplement that has been 
proven to give animals the showday fill, bulk 
and expansion necessary to set them apart 
from the rest.  
 
SWELL - Bucket, 5 lbs.                                   $67.50 

Swell 



FINAL COVER™
Final Cover is a finishing product to put fat cover on an an-
imal. It contains bypass fat and proteins designed to build a 
smooth fat cover along with a glossy hair coat in show cattle. 
Final Cover’s unique bypass fats do not interfere with the an-
imal’s rumen activity. Top dress ½ to 1 pound per day. Feed 
at least 60 days prior to show. 
FCO - bucket (60 day supply), 30 lbs.                        $86.95

Hand Pump
Convenient pump  fits GLU-Coat Jug. One compression equals one ounce.  
GCP - pump for GLU-Coat for cattle                             $7.95 
GCPS - pump for GLU-Coat for sheep/goat                $7.95

Golden Flo
Golden Flo is a 90% fat liquid supplement 
that improves energy levels, feed con-
sumption and efficiency to lead to a 
smoother appearing animal. Enhances 
feed aroma with a “fruity” flavor. The 
concentrated energy of 16 ounces of 
Golden Flo is equal to 2.5 lbs. of corn. 
Top dress 6-8 oz. per day for cattle and 
3-4 oz. per day for lambs and pigs. 
GFLG - 1 gallon, 8 lbs. $29.50 
GFL - 5 gallon bucket, 40 lbs. $129.95 

More concentrated than Cattle Glu-Coat to ensure 
that sheep or goats can consume enough product to 
achieve optimum benefits. Adds a smooth fat cover, 
increased appetite, improved skin and wool quality. 
GLU-Coat lays on a hard fat cover that gives 
sheep/goats a bloomy, full soft look while still main-
taining muscle shape and handle. Feed 4 to 5 oz per 
head/day. 
GLUS - jug (80 to 10 day supply) per sheep/goat, 25 lbs.  
$99.95

GLU-Coat is a liquid feed supplement that contains 
a unique blend of sugars to dramatically increase fat 
cover on cattle. It also features fish oil which is rich 
in Omega 3 Fatty Acids for shiny hair coats. GLU-
Coat is fortified with Cell-Rate, from the makers of 
Cellarator, to help during times of stress.  
GLU-Coat will increase the level of glucose, which 
is stored in the body as fat. This gives cattle that 
bloomy, softer look that is demanded in the show 
ring. GLU-Coat will dramatically improve the eat-
ing habits of your cattle. Feed 4 oz. to 8 oz. per head 
per day as a top dress. Use 80 lbs. per ton for a pre-
mixed ration.  
GLU - jug (100 to 200 day supply per calf), 50 lbs.     $99.95

GLU-Coat
FAT COVER

GLU-Coat for Sheep & Goats

Stand-Alone has been formulated to be hassle 
free, by taking the place of several of today’s show 
supplements, and is a complement to any show 
cattle ration. The unique blend of multiple source 
protein and a quality vegetable oil, combine to 
create a one of a kind product not found in the 
show industry today. Shake Well. Feeding direc-
tions are guidelines.  
Cattle: For steers and heifers under 750 pounds 
top dress 6 to 8 oz per head daily. For over 750 
pounds top dress 12 oz. per head daily. For bulls 
and donor cows feed 16 oz. per head daily for 
flushing or breeding.  
Goat: Feed 1 to 2 oz. per head daily when show animal is 
first obtained. Increase to 3 to 4 oz. per head daily when goat reaches 70 
pounds or as needed. Feed bucks for breeding 4 oz. per head daily. 
Sheep: Feed 2 oz. per head daily when show animal is first obtained. Increase 
to 3 to 4 oz. per head daily when lamb reaches 100 pounds or as needed. Feed 
buck lambs for breeding 4 oz. per head daily.  
Swine: Feed 3 oz. per head daily when pig is 45 to 100 pounds. Increase to 5 
to 6 oz. per head daily when pig reaches 100 to 200 pounds. Feed market pigs 
over 200 pounds, gilts, and boars 6 to 8 oz daily. For best results, mix two 
parts water to one part Stand Alone. 
SAC5 - Cattle Regular 5 gallon (66 day supply), 40 lbs. $125.00 
SAG1 - Goat 1 gallon (48 day supply), 8 lbs. $55.00 
SAS1 - Sheep 1 gallon (48 day supply), 8 lbs. $55.00 
SAS - Spigot Sold Separately,  4oz $5.00

Stand-Alone

StandAlone now comes in a “Chubby” version. 
Like all StandAlone Cattle products CHUBBY 
provides nutrients for optimal appetite, hair coat, 
joint and hoof health, and fat development, how-
ever, the new formula combines different sugars 
and oils than previous blends. StandAlone’s 
unique combination of protein, fat, sugars, nu-
cleotides and minerals are specifically calculated 
to help animals to reach their full genetic. 
Cattle: For steers and heifers under 750 pounds 
top dress 6 to 8 oz per head daily. For over 750 
pounds top dress 12 oz. per head daily. For bulls 
and donor cows feed 16 oz. per head daily for 
flushing or breeding.  
Goat: Feed 1 to 2 oz. per head daily when show animal is first obtained. In-
crease to 3 to 4 oz. per head daily when goat reaches 70 pounds or as needed. 
Feed bucks for breeding 4 oz. per head daily. 
Sheep: Feed 2 oz. per head daily when show animal is first obtained. Increase 
to 3 to 4 oz. per head daily when lamb reaches 100 pounds or as needed. Feed 
buck lambs for breeding 4 oz. per head daily.  
 
CHUC2.5 - Cattle 2.5 gallon (66 day supply), 8 lbs. $69.50 
CHUG1 - Goat 1 gallon (48 day supply), 8 lbs. $67.00 
CHUCS1 - Sheep 1 gallon (60 day supply), 8 lbs. $67.00 
CHUP1- Swine 1 gallon (60 day supply), 8   lbs. $55.00 
SAS - Spigot Sold Separately,  4oz $5.00

Stand-Alone Chubby

Game On™ Firm Cover All Over
• HOG FEEDING DIRECTIONS: Top-dress 2 to 8 ounces per head per day of Game On along with the normal amount of reg-
ular show feed needed to achieve the desired feed intake. 
• CATTLE FEEDING DIRECTIONS: Top-dress 4 to 12 ounces per head per day of Game On along with the normal amount 
of regular show feed needed to achieve the desired feed intake. 
• SHEEP & GOAT FEEDING DIRECTIONS: Top-dress 2 to 6 ounces per head per day of Game On along with the normal 
amount of regular show feed needed to achieve the desired feed intake.  Can also be used as a drench. 
GA8 - bag 8 lbs.                                                            $58.95
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SHOW SHAKE™
Three levels of Energy: 
 • Immediate energy from Fructose 
 • Midrange energy from Glucose 
 • Longterm energy from Multidexterin 
Recommended for times of stress. Simply 
add 3 oz. of powdered SHOW SHAKE to 5 
oz. of water, then shake and drench animal. 
SHS - jar, 3 lbs. $39.50 

 Juiced delivers a unique blend of fast absorbing 
amino acids and electrolytes. It provides essential 
muscle hydration for those animals that may be 
stressed or dehydrated. Along with the necessary hy-
dration, Juiced also supports increased glycogen lev-
els. This creates a “swell” effect down the cellular level 
of the muscle to produce explosive top and rear quar-
ter shape. Great for all livestock. Dosage: for 1,100 
lb animal or heavier, administer 1 gallon over a 48 
hour period prior to showing. For animals between 
500 to 1,100 lbs., administer 3/4 gallon over the 48 hour period. 
For less than 500 pounds, administer 1/2 gallon over the 48 hours.  
JG - gallon, 10 lbs. $89.50

Juiced

Moorman’s Firewater™
Firewater contains a blend of electrolytes, amino acids and 
dextrose. It acts as an energy source and replaces lost nutri-
ents during the rehydration process to obtain a fresh look. 
For swine, sheep, and goats add 6 oz. of Firewater to 18 oz. 
of water. For cattle add 12 oz. to 64 oz. of water. 
FW - jar, 3 lbs. $34.50

OPTA-CHAMP™ 
with Optaflexx™
Use Opta-Champ during the last 40 
days to increase muscle mass and  
improve feed efficiency. Opta-Champ  
utilizes the optimum level of the FDA  
approved ingredient Optaflexx™ to  
redirect nutrients that would have become 
fat and repartition them into protein. The 
process has been proven to increase muscle 
mass 4 to 7%. Approved for market cattle 
only. Feed at the rate of .40/pound per head per day.  
OC - bucket (30 day supply), 12 lbs.                           $89.75
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Bloat Drench
A drench to help solve problem bloating. A must to 
keep in the show box at all times. 
BD - 12 oz.                                                                        $8.50

Mineral Oil
A lightweight oil administered orally to animals to 
help relieve bloat. Also used by Ultra Sound Techni-
cians when scanning cattle.  
MOQ - quart, 3 lbs.                                                          $8.50

Salt Brick
Great for use at shows to encourage extra water intake. Measures 
7” long x 4” wide x 2.5” thick. 
SBRI - 4 lbs. $7.75

Sustain III Bolus
Administer orally to beef cattle at the rate of 1 bolus per 200 lbs of animal 
body weight. Used to treat diseases sensitive to sulfamethazine. 
SIII - single,  4 oz.  $2.85 
SIII50 - pack of 50, 5 lbs.  $79.99

Gelatine Capsules Clear, empty
GC - individual, 1 oz.  $.65 
       - pack of 100, 1 lb.  $34.50 

BD

MOQ

BLOAT REMEDIES
Man Up™
• Designed to give you the edge in muscle shape 
and dimension. 
• Can be used in both a drench or top dress to as-
sist with the fat steer look. 
• Unparalleled in the market for a rapid develop-
ment of muscle hydration and mass with a smooth 
look. 
Mix 8 ounces of Sunglo Man Up with 150 mL of 
water 2x/day or 16 ounces with 300 mL of water 
1x/day.  
MAN - bucket, 30 lbs. $89.95 

NEW
3 Hrs Out contains electrolytes and several innovative 
ingredients to help the animal metabolize 
energies to give a one of a 
kind look that will im-
press the judges. If 
you’ve ever used Prop, 
you can use this product, get better results without the worry 
of wrecking one. 3 Hrs Out is a MUST HAVE for every show 
box! 15cc tube 
3HR - 15cc tube, 4 oz.                                                  $15.00 

3 Hours Out™

A natural diuretic paste 
used to aid in the excre-
tion of body fluids to bring down an animal’s weight. The concentrated in-
gredients of LITE-AID™ target the animal’s natural system to accelerate 
bodily functions to increase the urinary excretion process. All natural, no 
drugs, no withdrawal.  
LA - 24 ml tube, 4 oz.                                                    $16.50 
LAC - 12 tube case, 3 lbs.                                          $196.50

                                                Microbial        Live        Yeast               
                              Dosage        Activity         Yeast      Culture     Enzymes 
Appetite Express    1/2 oz.     19.5 Billion       Yes           Yes             Yes

  A great probiotic feed additive to promote aggres-
sive appetites and proper digestion. Helps to main-
tain a healthy state in your animal’s digestive tract 
and encourage appetite even during severe stress 
periods such as shows. Top dress or mix into your 
existing feed in the following manner. Feed 1/2 
ounce per head per day. To be used on show ani-
mals or your general livestock program at home. 
Appetite Express is great for beef cattle, dairy cattle, 
swine, sheep, goats and horses. 
AE5 - bag (160 day supply per head), 5 lbs. $34.50 
                .... 10 or more                     $32.50/ each

Sullivan’s  
APPETITE EXPRESS ™  
Probiotic Granules

Sullivan’s LITE-AID™
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An egg based meal supplement to en-
hance show ring eye appeal and fresh-
ness. The wear and tear of jackpot shows 
takes a toll on your show pig. Ultimately, 
freshness in the show ring is the deciding 
factor for most judges. Fresh N Up helps 
keep your pig looking youthful and fresh 
throughout the entire show season. It gives 
you improved skin and hair along with a 
massive show ring bloom. Top dress  
8 oz./head/day. A must to feed with Stand Still 
when holding weight! 
FNU5 - bucket (10 day supply), 5 lbs. $29.95 
FNU30 - bucket (60 day supply), 30 lbs. $84.95

Bobby Listen’s  
Fresh N Up for Show Pig 
Bloom

Holding a show pig at a desired weight while 
maintaining freshness and fill can be frustrat-
ing. Stand Still was formulated from Bobby’s 
secret recipe to make this painstaking task eas-
ier. Stand Still excels because it manages weight 
without the “look” of being held. To aid this, 
supplement 4 oz. of Fresh N Up. Feed this 
meal by volume, not weight.  
SS40 - bag, 40 lbs.                       $65.50

Bobby Listen’s  
Stand Still for Show Pig Holding

A unique blend of amino acids and 
Paylean to improve muscle shape and 
definition for show pigs. Many of you 
have fed Paylean products and dealt with 
adverse effects, such as tightening up or too 
much muscle. Shape’Em Up Plus is formu-
lated with essential vitamins and minerals 
to counter act the side effects seen with 
other Paylean products. It safely adds extra 
muscle mass and definition in a naturally pro-
portioned look. A rare combination! for market hogs 
only. Top dress 2 oz. per 6 lbs. of feed (9 gm Ractopamine per head complete 
diet).  
SEUP5 - bucket (30 day supply), 5 lbs. $49.95 

SEUP20 - bucket (120 day supply), 20 lbs. $159.95

Bobby Listen’s  
Shape‘Em Up Plus  
for Show Pig Muscle

A daily supplement for show pigs to aid 
in proper function of the digestive sys-
tem. It features prebiotics, probiotics, es-
sential vitamins, minerals, electrolytes and 
Ralco’s key preparatory technologies. Acti-
Fibe and Senergy Essence. The most impor-
tant aspect of feeding is good gut health 
enabling better feed efficiency and nutrient 
absorption. Bac Attack promotes overpopu-
lation of good bacteria in the digestive tract, 
crowding out unwanted pathogens that hinder per-
formance. Feed 1 oz. per day. Do NOT feed to sheep.  
BA - bucket (80 day supply), 5 lbs. $44.50

Keep the gut in balance with Show Gun™ to promote in-
take and health. Show Gun™ is specially formulated to 
keep your pig healthy and growing. Probiotics ensure 
proper function of the digestive system while essential vi-
tamins and electrolytes keep your pig hydrated and at peak 
performance. 
SHGU - bottle (125 pumps per bottle), 8 oz. $46.95

Bobby Listen’s  
Show Gun for Show Pig Gut Health

Flesh ‘Em Up is a high quality oil supplement for show 
ring appeal and that desired fresh look. A soft, fresh 
look with added skin and hair pop and shine. Pigs 
take right to it and lick the pan clean due to its ex-
treme quality and high palatability. If your show pig 
has a harder look for topline issues, it is time to 
Flesh ‘Em Up! 
FLEU - gallon (16 to 24 day supply), 9 lbs. $34.50

Bobby Listen’s  
Flesh ‘Em Up  
for Show Pig Appearance

Purple Rain™ gives your show pig that mas-
sive fresh look on show day. Just mix one 
4 oz. bottle with one gallon of drinking 
water to hydrate muscle and maximize 
top/side expression. Or use Purple Rain™ as a 
top dress to spike appetite in high-stress situ-
ations.  
 PRF4C - bucket (20 uses supply), 5 lbs. $39.95

Bobby Listen’s  
Purple Rain for Pig Show Day

Bobby Listen’s  
Bac Attack for Show Pig Gut 
Health

Fitters Secret Egg Drench is a multi-species drench based 
on the popular “home-made egg drench recipe,” but with-
out the mess and storage challenges. High in protein, it is 
a fantastic pre-show drench to produce a firm, yet fresh 
top in your animal. Mix with water and drench or top 
dress. One package makes two gallons.  
ED - bag, 1.8 lbs. $48.25

Egg Drench Made Simple



• Provides 44% crude protein, 8% fat, and 5% 
lysine  
• Contains Blue Lite ElectrolytesTM* for tissue 
rehydration following periods of stress, such as 
travel, co-mingling, and show handling   
• Contains unique yeast cultures and an acidifier to 
promote proper intestinal pH and feed intake 
• Contains unique combination of L-carnitine, 
chromium picolinate, and essential amino acids  
Designed to be top-dressed at 4-8 oz/hd/day  replacement for 1-2 lb of com-
plete feed. 
NAV - bucket , 25 lbs. $46.99

Morman’s Showtec 
Pig Navigator

 It helps condition the digestive tract while 
also providing critical bacteria, enzymes and 
microflora for optimal digestion. Gut Candy 
helps you gain a show ring advantage by allow-
ing you to push them harder, hold them better, 
and get them dialed in at just the right time to 
hang that banner. Hogs 2-3 oz/day. Sheep/Goats 
1-2 oz /day. Cattle 3-4oz/day 
GUT - paste (100cc), 8 oz.                                         $20.00 
GUT10 - 10lb bucket (80 day supply), 10 lbs. $100.00 
GUT25 - 25lb bucket (160 day supply), 25 lbs. $250.00

  
Gut Candy

Sumo combines the most advanced and aggressive 
sources of fat and milk products to ensure imme-
diate acceptance and improved bloom and con-
sumption. 
• Provides the most advanced sources of fat and 
milk products for improved bloom and condition. 
• Unique blend of dry fat and milk sources for 
sheen and fat cover. 
• Enhances bloom through all development stages. 
• Supports immediate acceptance and improved consumption. 
SUMO - bag , 25 lbs. $56.95

 
Sumo™ NEW
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MoorMan's ShowTec Show Prep for Swine 
is a unique complete feed designed specifi-
cally for feeding to exhibition swine the night 
before and the day of a show.  Show Prep com-
bines essential nutrients and components 
needed and desired for an all-in-one show feed 
formulated for feeding to finished show pigs 
during show time.  In most cases, it eliminates the 
need to top-dress additional supplements, making feeding prior to show 
time easy and convenient.  Show Prep provides the components necessary to 
keep show pigs alert, bright, and hydrated while enhancing fill and expres-
sion.   
SP5 - bag , 5 lbs. $10.50

Morman’s Showtec 
Show Prep 

A crumble supplement containing Paylean® de-
signed to be mixed with Sunglo® complete show 
feeds. 
• Includes Paylean® for increased carcass leanness 
and increased feed efficiency. 
• Provides extra nutrition to maximize Paylean® 
response. 
• Includes high levels of protein and lysine, en-
suring maximum effect on performance. 
• Medicated 
EXPL - bag, 25 lbs. $39.95

 
Explode™ NEW

Time Tested & Banner Approved!  Gold Dust is the premier product for 
show stock.  It's been used to hang banners from coast to coast and border 
to border on ALL species; Cattle, Goats, Hogs & Sheep!  Use it as a drench 
at Shows, or to supplement a reduction in feed to control bellies.  This is a 
MUST have for every showman and show stock producer.2-3 oz/day. 
Sheep/Goats 1-2 oz /day. Cattle 3-4oz/day 
GOLDP - paste (80cc), 8 oz.                                         $20.00 
GOLD8 - 10lb bucket, 10 lbs. $15.00 
GOLD5 - 5lb bucket, 25 lbs. $100.00

  
Gold Dust

NEW

A protein blend of brewers dried 
yeast, milk of whey, vitamins and 
minerals. Show Bloom develops a 
healthy coat and a smooth overall ap-
pearance. Assists in developing healthy 
skin condition which is vital to promote 
healthy hair. It also increases your ani-
mal’s appetite and feed utilization. Feed 
cattle 8 ounces per day, sheep 3 ounces 
per day, pigs 4 ounces per day and goats 
3 ounces per day. Includes a 4 oz. cup. 
SH40 - tub (80 day supply), 40 lbs.                              $59.75

Show Bloom™

Sunglo Stuffed is a highly palatable, 
easy to digest supplement for show 
pigs that helps supports body shape and 
depth of flank. Contains patented Dia-
mond V XPC Yeast which helps support 
digestive performance. Feed daily or on 
show day to maximize your pig’s fill and 
freshness. Fed at a rate of 4oz-2lbs per 
head per day. 
STUF - 40lb bag, 40 lbs. $38.95

Stuffed™

NEW
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Re-Sorb
Re-Sorb is a mixture of Sodium, Potassium and 
Glycine that is a readily absorbed source of fluids 
and electrolytes. Add contents of one packet to 
two quarts of water. 
RS - packet, 2.62 oz. $4.95

Kaolin Pectin Anti-Diarrhea Liquid
This anti-diarrhea liquid is administered orally to livestock. It coats, 
soothes and protects the intestines when diarrhea strikes. Admin-
ister 6-10 oz. to cattle orally after the first sign of diarrhea. 
KPL - quart, 3 lbs.  $8.99

Amino Acid Concentrate A-Lyte
A liquid source of amino acids, vitamins, and electrolytes for cattle, 
sheep, and swine. Used during times when feed intake is reduced. 
AA - 500 ml, 2 lbs. $4.95

Dextrose Solution
Used as a source of carbohydrates for energy.  
DEX - 500 ml, 2 lbs. $4.95 
         - 12 bottle case, 24 lbs. $54.50

Lactanase
Lactanase supports healthy muscle function and metabo-
lism in horses. It supplies nutrients important for the for-
mation of acetyl coenzyme A, the key to efficient energy 
release from both carbohydrates and fats. This supports 
the animal to be shown at a higher potential with more 
flexibility and energy. Top dress two packets per day for 
two days prior to show and one packet three hours imme-
diately before show. 
LACT - 25 gram packet, 2 oz. $10.95

Bloom-n-Secret has amino acids 
and proprietary ingredients that 
super hydrate and expand the 
muscle of your show animal for a fresh appearance. Administer one full tube 
8 to 12 hours prior to showing to sheep, goats, swine or cattle. Allow animal 
to drink as much water as they will consume. 
BLP - 80 cc tube, 4 oz. $21.95 

Double Dip has an appealing vanilla malt flavor and aroma. It 
increases appetite and feed consumption boosting daily gain. 
Mix one packet per ½ gallon of water. Provide 20 ounces per 
animal/feeding (packet contains 2 day supply). Can be mixed 
with feed or drenched. 
EDD - packet, 1 lb. $5.99

Essential Double Dip

DYNE
Each ounce of Dyne provides 150 calories for extra 
energy for peak performance. Administer to sheep, 
pigs and goats at the rate of 3 oz. per day and cattle 
at the rate of 9 oz. per day. 
DQ - quart, 3 lbs.  $17.49 
DG - gallon, 10 lbs.  $49.50 
       - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs.  $192.50

Propylene Glycol
A liquid source of energy for cattle and sheep that are off feed 
or on a restricted feeding program. Administer at the rate of 
1.5 ounces per 100 lbs of body weight. 1.5 oz. provides 243 
calories. Feed as a top dress or drench. 
PGL - gallon, 10 lbs.  $27.50 
         - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs.  $108.00

Bloom-n-Secret

SUPPLEMENTS

4-Sure
A balanced nutritional supplement to replenish vital nutri-
ents and electrolytes in show animals during periods of stress 
and/or low daily feed intake. Add 5 oz. of 4-Sure to 16 oz. 
of water and mix thoroughly. It can also be top-dressed on 
feed. 
MP3 - jar, 3 lbs. $22.50 

An electrolyte supplement for show pigs used 
just prior to showing. Supplements the system to 
make the muscles “pop” with more expression.  
Feed 2.5 oz. of the mixture per 100 lbs. of body 
weight five hours before and again two hours prior to 
showing. Mixture can be top-dressed on feed or dissolved in drinking water.  
DEFP - 2 packet set (Activator & Base) $5.95 
DEFB - case of 10 packet sets (20 packets total), 3 lbs. $44.75

Definition

MOR-POW “RRR”
MOR-POW “RRR” is a mixture of high energy products 
that are absorbed rapidly. For use in all species, except dairy. 
It quickly restores fluid to the muscle tissue to promote over-
all freshness and a more defined muscle appearance. Top 
dress, drench or use in water 6-12 hours prior to show time, 
spacing dosages in two hour intervals. Mix 3 to 5 oz. MOR-
POW “RRR” with 8 to 16 oz. of water and shake well. 
MOR - jar, 2.5 lbs.                                                         $58.50
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Featuring Brock Herren
Herren Genetics

Success 
starts before 
the competition.
From starter feeds that perform to grower-finisher 

feeds with gastric support and supplements that 

fuel the full potential of your pigs, our complete  

feed program is designed for ultra-modern 

showpigs. Together we can achieve  

success in the show ring. 

Visit your local Purina retailer or  

learn more at purinamills.com/show-pig

Thank you Purina for supporting the  
Stock Show University Program



FEED SUPPLIES

• This large, 22 quart capacity feed pan holds one gallon more feed than  
   previous feed pan designs.  
• Large, open handle design provides a comfortable grip for easy carrying.  
• The large diameter at the bottom of this feed pan prevents tipping and spills.  
• Constructed of tough, impact resistant polyethylene. The smooth finish is very 
easy to clean. 
• Opening measures: 7” deep x 17” diameter  
  
SFP * - 4 lbs.                                    $14.95  
SFP*C - Case of 6, 20 lbs.             $87.70 
 

Soft, comfortable grip

Sullivan’s SMART Bucket™

SMB* - 20 quarts, 2.5 lbs. $14.95

Convenient 
pour spout

• Flatback, 20 quart capacity 
• The most uniquely designed  
   bucket you have ever seen.  
•10 beautiful colors.

“The Perfect Design for Today’s High Fiber Feed Rations.”

Sullivan’s SMART Feed Pans with Handles

In response to the growth of 
feeding more filler feeds and sup-
plements we introduce Sullivan’s 
SMART Feed Pan XL. It is de-
signed to hold 45% more volume 
than our standard 22 quart SMART 
Feed Pan. XL’s impressive 32 quart 
capacity will hold all the filler feeds 
and supplements that competitive cattle 
need in today’s show ring.   
• Large, open handle design provides a comfortable grip for easy carrying. 
• The large diameter at the bottom of this feed pan prevents tipping  
   and spills.  
• Opening measures 8” deep x 21” diameter  
• Available in glossy black only 
FPHXLB*K - 6 lbs. $19.50 
FPHXLBKC - case of 6, 36 lbs. $115.95

Sullivan’s SMART Feed 
Pan XL

45% More Volume

R: Red

G: Green 

PI   : Pink 

M:  Maroon 

BK: Black

LG: Lime Green

Sullivan’s Smart Scoop will change the way you 
think of feed scoops. This scoop is made of 
the highest quality, most durable plastic on 
the market. With the user in mind the scoop 
has a comfortable rubberized handle for an 
anti-slip grip. It is also comes equipped with a 
first of its kind Thumb Groove, to allow you 
to get the best grip without the discomfort you 
receive from other scoops. Lastly the clear plas-
tic body with measure lines at 1qt. & 2 qt. allow 
you to easily and more accurately measure out feed re-
sulting in consistency in your feed program.  
SCOOP - 0.8lbs $9.50

Sullivan’s SMART  
Feed Scoop

B: Blue 

PU: Purple 

98

O: Orange

New Stronger Handle

T: Teal

Patent No. US 
D839,0595

New Color
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FEED SUPPLIES

Small 8 Quart Bucket
Durable bucket that is ideal size for small livestock. 
8QB - 1 lb. $5.95

Poly Hiback Feeder
Durable poly feeders equipped with brackets 
to hang on fence. 23” W x 14” T x 8” Deep 
PHBF - 12 lbs. $54.50

This is an ingenious tool that removes chlo-
rine and other harmful elements from water. 
The perfect product to keep your animal drink-
ing while on the show road. It is also very good to use 
at home while you are rinsing and washing your livestock. 
Purifies so you have water similar to natural rain water. Helps 
to promote better hair growth and reduces flaking skin. Simply 
screw Water Purifier on your faucet. 
WP - 3 lbs. $49.50

Sullivan’s Water Purifier

Drench Guns
Pistol grip drench guns with steel probes. Used for 
drenching animals with medication or rehydrating 
livestock that will not drink. Helps to give 
your livestock the proper fill on show day. 
Sizes to meet every need. 
DG300 - 300 cc, 1 lb. $69.95 
DG150 - 150 cc, 1 lb. $39.95 
DG60 - 60 cc, 1 lb. $29.99 
OR300 - O-Ring, 300 cc gun $5.99 
OR150 - O-Ring, 150 cc gun $5.99 
OR60 - O-Ring, 60 cc gun $5.00Scales

Rapid Bucket Heater
Small enough to fit in your bucket. Heats each gallon 
of water in 10 minutes. 1,000 watts. 
BH - 3 lbs. $49.50

Drench Syringe
Ideal for use on goats. The smaller probe is the perfect 
size for drenching goats with medication or rehydrat-
ing animals that will not drink. 
GDS - 50 cc, 2 lb. $16.50

Cattle Pump System
Stainless flexible probe with tear-drop end ensures place-
ment into the esophagus. Has nose lead and hand grip. 
Canvas carrying case. 
CPS - complete system, 8 lbs. $339.50 
CPSP - replacement probe only, 4 lbs. $165.95 
CPSPU - replacement pump only, 4 lbs. $205.95 
CPSH - replacement hose only, 2 lbs. $34.50

600cc Cattle Drench Syringe
This large Drench Syringe saves time when drenching 
large amounts of liquid. The body is constructed of 
durable plastic with a curved metal drenching nozzle. 
Great for rehydrating animals that will not drink. 
DG600 - 600 cc (20.28 ounces), 1 lb. $97.99 
OR150  - O-Ring, fits 150 cc gun $5.99

Rubber  
Feed Pans
Flexible rubber feed pan.  
Black Only 
RFPL - Large, 6 1/2 gallon, 7 lbs. $15.50 
RFPM - Medium, 3 gallon, 4 lbs. $10.95 
RFPS - Small, 4 quart, 2 lbs. $6.95

S220
S50 S70

This heavy duty poly feeder hangs on any 
wire panel fence. The locking brackets 
and the tall back of the feeder leverage 
the pan firmly in place with no fear of it 
falling off or being turned over. A 
tremendous feed saver. Equipped with 
handle opening for easy carrying. 
Measures 18” wide x 9.5” across x 7” 
deep. Holds up to 14 quarts. 
PPFBK - 6 lbs. $24.50

Personal Pan Fence Feeder

No more guessing. Great for weighing new-
born calves or feed. The S70 model revolves 
twice for a total weight capacity of 70 lbs. 
S50 - 50 lb. scale, 2 lbs. $39.50 
            (1 lb. increments) 
S70 - 70 lb. dial scale, 5 lbs. $44.75 
S220 - 280 lb. scale, 5 lbs. $59.75 
             (2 lb. increments)

ShowFresH2O 
Water Treatment  
for Show Livestock
• Eliminates chlorine odor from drinking water 
• Each bottle can treat 150 gallons of chlorinated 
water (4ppm) 
• Apply 15 ml of ShowFresH20 per 5 gallons of 
drinking water using the bottle's measuring cup 

SFH - 16oz. $24.99

NEW
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BLADES, CLIPPERS & ACCESSORIES

Features a powerful, rotary motor with 5 different speed settings. Select the 
speed that is most comfortable for you. High speed runs 10% faster than the 
AGC Super 2 Speed clipper. Anti-slip grip housing is contoured to fit your 
hand. Lighter and smaller make it easy to hold. Works well with all Ultra Edge 
blades. 

Andis Excel™ 5-Speed Clipper

A5W-F - Fushia w/ Super Blocking blade, 3 lbs.  $239.95 
A5N-F - Fushia w/ #10 blade, 3 lbs. (pictured) $234.95   
A5W-M - Maroon w/ Super Blocking blade, 3 lbs. (pictured) $239.95 
A5N-M - Maroon w/ #10 blade, 3 lbs. $234.95 
 
A5W-BL - Blue w/ Super Blocking blade, 3 lbs. (pictured) $239.95 
A5N-BL - Blue w/ #10 blade, 3 lbs. $234.95 

The Ultra Edge clippers feature a 14-foot heavy-duty cord, a sealed direct drive 
rotary motor that runs cool and quiet, a locking switch that prevents accidental 
shut off, and an easy-off drive cap for easy maintenance. Two speeds, high 
speed runs at 4,400 strokes per minute. Offered in your choice of five attractive 
colors, in both the wide blade and narrow blade options.   
AGCWI-BL Blue AGC w/ Super Blocking blade, 3 lbs. $184.95 
AGCNA-BL Blue AGC w/ #10 blade, 3 lbs. (pictured) $174.95    
AGCWI-LG Lime Green AGC w/ Super Blocking blade, 3 lbs. $184.95 
AGCNA-LG Lime Green AGC w/ #10 blade, 3 lbs. (pictured) $174.95  

AGCWI-M Maroon  AGC w/ Super Blocking blade, 3 lbs. $184.95 
AGCNA-M Maroon AGC w/ #10 blade, 3 lbs. (pictured) $174.95 

Andis UltraEdge™  
AGC Super 2 Speed Clippers

AGCNBL

AGCNLG

CLIPPERS & BLADES

A5WBL

AGCN

A5NF

A5WM

**Prices subject to change due to Andis MAP Pricing.**

Jeff Treadway,  
Dunlap, Iowa

Leonard Wagner ,  
Hillsboro, Texas

SULLIVAN SUPPLY SERVICE DEPARTMENT ... 
... QUALITY SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST

 
We offer a FULL SERVICE REPAIR DEPARTMENT.  

We are an AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER.

Send your problem Clipper and dull Clipper 
Blades  to Sullivan Supply.

BLADES SHARPENED

We Offer A Complete  
Line of Rebuilt & Used Clippers

IMPORTANT! The following information is required to  
insure the rapid return of your equipment. 

• Name       • Address      • Phone number • Form of payment      
• Note stating problem with your equipment

$7.50/set plus 
Dirty & Rusty blades subject to extra charge.

BLADE SHARPENING •  BLOWER & CLIPPER REPAIR 
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Blades for ShowEdge™ Clipper
General Blade Set   1/8” - 3.2 mm cutting length 
ASEGB - 3 oz.   $48.50

Medium Coarse Blade Set 5/32” - 3.9 mm cutting length 
ASEMCB - 3 oz. $48.50

• Lithium-ion power mated with powerful 
rotary motor. 
• Blade adjusts from sizes 40 to 9 for 
  cutting versatility 
• Cord/cordless feature for uninterrupted 
   grooming 
• Lightweight for greater comfort – weighs    
  less than 10 oz. 
The Pulse Li 5 cordless clipper features 5 
cutting lengths in 1 removable blade - ad-
justable from 40-9. Perfect for trimming 
and touch-ups. The lithium-ion battery de-
livers over 2 hours of run time and charges 
in 90 minutes. Cord/cordless feature allows 
for uninterrupted trimming.  
LI5 - Li5 Clipper, 2.5 lb                         $149.95 
LI5B - Li 5 Clipper Blade Only, 2 oz.    $41.50 

Andis Pulse Li® 5

Detachable steel blades fit all Andis AG, AGC, Excel, AGCL, Power Groom, AGP, AGR+, AGRC and Pulse ZR models.
Andis ULTRAEDGE™ Blades

Size Super Blocking 
1/100” - .25 mm 
 
ASBB -      $39.50

Size Medium Blending 
3/32” - 2.4 mm 
 
AMBB -     $39.50

Size T10,  
1/16” - 1.5 mm 
T10 -          $33.95

Size T-84,  
3/32” - 2.4mm 
T84 -          $29.95

Size 40, 1/100 - 
.25mm 
AND40 -    $24.95

Size 15,  
3/64” - 1.2 mm 
AND15 -    $24.95

Size 10 (standard), 
1/16” - 1.5 mm 
AND10 -    $23.95

Size 7FC (finish 
cut), 1/8” - 4 mm 
AND7 -      $28.50

Size 5FC (finish cut),  
1/4” - 5 mm 
AND5 -      $37.50

Size 3/4 HT (finish cut),  
3/4” - 19 mm 
AND3/4 -   $48.50

Size 4FC (finish cut), 
3/8” - 9 mm 
AND4 -      $37.50

Size 3-3/4 FC  
(finish cut), 
1/2” - 13 mm 
AND3 -      $37.50

Size 5/8 HT (finish cut),  
5/8” - 16 mm 
Great for Necks! 
AND5/8 -   $48.50

For an Andis Clipper parts diagram, please visit www.sullivansupply.com in the clipper section. 

Andis Blade Drive  
Replacement Part
S20651 - Andis Blade Drive Assembly, 1oz.       $7.50

S20651

Size 10, Ceramic  
1/16” - 1.5 mm 
AND10C -  $27.95

Size 9, 5/64” - 
2.0mm  
AND9 -  $31.50

Heavy-duty, detachable blade clipper now in 
cordless design delivers a 3-hour run time on a 
two-hour charge. Lithium-ion power mated with 
powerful rotary motor to cut any hair type. 5 
speeds: Adjustable from 2,500 to 4,500 strokes 

per minute. Comes with 10 blade. Battery is 
removeable.  
APZR2N - w/#10 blade, 3 lbs.                            $349.95 
APZR2W - w/Super Blocking Blade, 3 lbs.     $359.95 
APZR2B, Replacement Battery                       $89.95

Andis Pulse ZR® II

The ultimate blocking blade for cattle and livestock grooming. The 
Blue Ribbon Blade is engineered for smooth precise feeding and cuts 
through adhesive and show day products. With razor sharp teeth, this 
blade is recommended for experts only.  
ABRB - Blue Ribbon Blade, 3 oz.         $58.50 

NEW

Andis Blue Ribbon Blade®Thank you to Andis for supporting the  
Stock Show University Program
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The powerful, single speed rotary 
motor makes this clipper perfect 
for use on cattle and horses. 
Interchangeable blades 
for all grooming 
needs. The innovative 
connection between the 
clipper head and housing 
reduces noise and vibra-
tion. Quick tension adjustment and the perfectly contoured housing make this 
clipper user-friendly. 
AXPC - Andis Xperience Clipper, 6 lbs. $354.95

Andis Xperience  
Clipper

Features a slim grip for greater control 
and less fatigue. Precision engineered 
for durable, cool and quiet operation. 
Silent running permanent magnetic 
motor. Quick and simple blade tension 
adjustment. 
APC - Andis Progress Clipper, 7 lbs. $314.95

Andis Progress™ Clipper

Also fits Oster Clipmaster.

Blades for Andis Progress™,  
Handy Clippers & Xperience

15 Tooth Standard  
Top Blade 
A15 - 3 oz.          $19.50

23 Tooth Top Blade 
A23 - 3 oz.          $19.50

31 Tooth Standard  
Bottom Blade 
A31 - 3 oz.          $26.75

Andis 31-15 Blade  
Set Combo,  
3/32” cutting length  
(31 tooth bottom blade,  
15 tooth top blade) 
HEF1 - 1 lb.        $39.95

Andis 31-23 Blade  
Set Combo,  
1/8” cutting length  
(31 tooth bottom blade,  
23 tooth top blade) 
HE3123 - 1 lb.    $39.95

Andis Xpedition Shearer
The innovative connection be-
tween the clipper head and 
housing reduces noise and 
vibration for the user 
and animal. 
Quick tension  
adjustment 
knob and in-
terchangeable 
blades provide a 
vast array of 
grooming  
options, while the patented floating fork  
system extends comb and cutter life.   
AXDS - Andis Xpedition Shearer Complete, 7 lbs. $469.95 
ANDCC - Cobra Clipper Cutter,  4 point cutter, 3oz $9.95 
ANDOV - Ovina Comb, 4oz $27.95

CLIPPERS & BLADES

This thin blocking blade features precision ground high car-
bon steel to stay sharp longer. Updated tooth geometry for 
faster cutting. Cuts through adhesive. Fits Wahl and Andis 
AGC / Excel clippers. 
UXBL - 1/100” - .25 mm cutting depth, 3 oz. $46.99

Ultimate X-Block - By Wahl

This medium blade is equipped with rounded, bevelled tips. 
Fits Wahl and Andis AGC / Excel clippers. 
UXBLE - 3/32” - 2.4 mm cutting edge, 3 oz. $46.99

Ultimate X-Blend - By Wahl

WAHL SMALL CLIPPERS & BLADES

New distinctive Black Chrome Finish has been added for su-
perior rust protection. Fits all Wahl, Oster and Andis detach-
able style clippers. 
W10W - 1/16” - 1.8 mm cutting edge, 3 oz. $31.99

Ultimate #10 Wide - By Wahl

Wahl Chromado™ Lithium

Wahl’s Chromado Lithium combines the power and dura-
bility of lithium ion battery innovation with the adjustable 
‘5 in 1’ blade to give professionals everything they need in 
a lightweight, cordless clipper.  
The Chromado’s rechargeable lithium ion battery has a 90 
minute cordless run time and will operate at full power until 
the battery is completely depleted. Recharge in 60 minutes 
or simply plug the cord in and continue to clip.  
CHR - Chromado Clipper, 3 lbs. $169.95 
51B  - 5-in-1 Blade, 3oz $29.99 

Professional Cord/Cordless Clipper

Wahl X-Block™ 

Wahl's X-Block® high speed clipper has 
been specifically engineered for fitting 
beef cattle. The X-Block’s slim, ultra-
lightweight body style is easy to maneu-
ver in any position, making clipping 
comfortable at any angle. The no-slip 
rubber along the sides and top of the clip-
per give fitters a stable and reliable grip. 
With a top speed of 4,500 strokes per 
minute, the X-Block clipper is one of the 
fastest clippers available in the cattle mar-
ket, allowing users to clip quickly and ef-
ficiently. Clipping in barns gets messy 
quickly. The X-Block clipper comes 
equipped with an extra long 18 ft rubber-
ized cord and rubber transformer boot to keep the power 
supply clean and protected.  
XBC - X-Block Clipper w/X-Block Blade, 3 lbs.              $198.50 
*R - Red    *Y - Yellow 

High Speed Cattle Fitting Clipper

NEW
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The Showmaster and Shearmaster Clip-
pers feature heads with a 7 to 1 gear 
reduction for superior torque and performance. The 
single speed motor runs at 2500 cycles per minute, 
while the variable speed motor offers an adjustable range 
from 700 to 3100 cycles per minute.  
510SM - 510 Shearmaster Clipper w/ blades, 6 lbs. $329.95 
** Single speed, YELLOW Motor w/ 3” wide sheephead 
 
610SM - 610 Showmaster Clipper w/ blades, 6 lbs. $374.50 
** Variable speed, SILVER Motor w/ 3” wide sheephead 

SMHB - 3” Showmaster head w/blades, 3 lbs. $221.95 

SMH - 3” Showmaster head only, 3 lbs. $195.95 

510MOT - 510 Single speed yellow motor, 3 lbs. $180.25 

610MOT - 610 Variable speed silver motor only, 3 lbs. $189.50

Oster Clipmaster
The Clipmaster is ideal to clip heads on cattle.  
510CM - 510 Clipmaster Clipper  

w/ blades, 6 lbs. $302.95 
** Single speed, BLACK Motor w/3” wide flathead  
610CM - 610 Clipmaster Clipper  

w/ blades, 6 lbs. $310.50 
** Variable speed, BLUE Motor w/3” wide flathead 

CMH - Clipmaster head only w/blades, 3 lbs.              $164.95 
510MOT - 510 Single speed black motor only, 3 lbs.   $180.25 
610MOT - 610 Variable speed blue motor only, 3 lbs. $189.50

24 tooth blocking comb with sharp tips. 
24HB - 3 oz.                                               $24.95

24 Tooth Blocking Comb

PLUCK - 3/8” cutting depth, 3 oz.            $62.95
35BA Plucking Bottom Blade

Leaves 3/8” cutting depth with a smoother 
finish than the 35BA Plucking Blade.  
FPLUCK - 6 oz.                                         $62.95

Full Tooth Plucking Bottom Blade

Cuts closer to skin. 
SURG - 1/32” cutting depth, 6 oz.            $20.95

Surgical Bottom Blade

24 tooth goat comb with dull tips.  
24LB - 3 oz.                                               $23.95

Show Groomer I

24 tooth comb used for Texas 1/4” length hair rule. 
TCC - 3 oz.                                                 $24.95

Texas Cattle Comb

13 tooth comb with dull tip.  
P1082 - 3 oz.                                              $23.95

Arizona Thin Comb

All-purpose flared tooth comb with medium bevels for fast 
entry into wool.  
13FC - 4 oz.                                               $26.95

13 Tooth Flared Comb

Blades for 2-1/2” wide  
Sheephead Clipper 
PC17 - 3 oz.                                               $23.95 
PC10 - 3 oz.                                               $23.95 
PC3 - 3 oz.                                                 $12.95

Oster Sheephead Clipper Blades

Standard Top Blade 
83AU - 3 oz.                                               $13.95

Standard Bottom Blade 
84AU - 1/8” cutting depth, 3 oz.               $17.95

Combo-Set 
Containing (1) 83 AU top blade and (1) 84 AU bottom blade. 
83/84AU - 9 oz.                                          $28.95

Oster Clipmaster Hairhead Clipper Blades

PC17

PC10
PC3

LARGE OSTER CLIPPERS & BLADES

Oster Showmaster and 
Shearmaster Clippers

Fits Andis Super 2-Speed, Oster PowerPro and Wahl clippers. 
OBB - Oster Opti-Block T.D.Q. Wide Blade, 3 oz. $34.50 
     Sharp tipped, very thin blade 

GMBB - Oster Blocking T.D.Q. Wide Blade, 3 oz. $31.75 
Sharp tipped, thin blade 1/32”, .8 mm 

GMMB - Oster Medium T.D.Q. Wide Blade, 3 oz. $29.99 
Dull tipped with medium thickness, 1/8”, 3.2 mm 

GMCB - Oster Coarse T.D.Q. Wide Blade, 3 oz. $29.99 
Dull tipped with extra thickness, 3/16”, 4.8 mm

Oster T.D.Q./Power Groom Blades OBB

GMBB

GMBB

GMCB

    1-7/8” Wide (unless noted) 
BLADE             ITEM#             CUT LENGTH                          PRICE 
#40                    A540               1/100” - .25 mm                       $23.95 
#30                    A530               1/50” - .5 mm                           $23.95 
#15                    A515               3/64” - 1.2 mm                         $23.95 
#10 standard     A510               1/16” - 1.6 mm                         $25.50 
#7 skiptooth       A57                 1/8” - 3.2 mm                           $26.50 
#5 skiptooth       A55                 1/4” - 6.3mm                            $28.95 
#4 skiptooth        A54                 3/8” - 9.5 mm                           $30.95 
#3 skiptooth        A53                 1/2” - 13 mm                            $34.95

Blades for Oster A-5 Clipper

A540

A530

A515

A53 A54 A55 A57 A510
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The Legend offers both speed and power. Fea-
tures: Fast 3100 rpm blade speed. Faster than 
any Lister clipper. Extreme torque and 
powerful motor. Easy-grip handle. Venti-
lated head to keep blades cool.  
A great clipper for slick shearing show 
lambs and clipping heads on cattle! In-
cludes one set of fine blades and a bag case.  
 
LEG - Clipper w/blades and bag case, 6 lbs. $299.95 

Wahl / Lister Legend Clipper

The Star clipper is smaller, lighter, shorter and more bal-
anced than other clippers. The body of the motor is tri-
angular shaped making it easier for smaller hands to 
grip. 
STAR - Star clipper w/blades and case, 6 lbs. $262.95 

Wahl / Lister Star Clipper These assemblies have a plastic guard permanently attached 
to a Lister Fine Blade. Great for body clipping pigs, cattle 
and goats. Two sets to choose from. Fits all Lister hairhead clip-
pers.  
LHB - 1/2” cutting depth, set, 4 oz. $61.50 
LHB3/4 - 3/4” cutting depth, set, 4 oz. $61.50

Lister Hog Blades

Leaves a super smooth finish - no lines! Works great for clipping 
heads on cattle or slick shearing lambs. Six different blade sets 
to choose from, each with a different cutting depth. Used on all 
Lister Hairhead clippers. 
LHHSS - Super Surgical, A2SS, 1/64” cutting depth, set, 3 oz. $50.50 
LHHS - Surgical, A2S, 1/32” cutting depth, set, 3 oz. $50.50 
LHHF - Fine, A2F, 1/16” cutting depth, set, 3 oz. $48.95 
LHHM - Medium, A2, 5/64” cutting depth, set, 3 oz. $48.95 
LHHC - Coarse, CA2, 7/64” cutting depth, set, 3 oz. $53.99 
LCCB - Cover Cote, 3/16” cutting depth, set,  3 oz. $74.95

Wahl / Lister Blades  
for Hairhead Clippers

Makes your Legend, Star or Laser Hairhead into an instant sheep-
head. Two sets to choose from: the LR set has dull tips for running 
against the skin. The SS set has sharp tips for blocking cattle.  
20LR - Dull Tip set, 11/64” - 4.25 mm cutting depth, 3 oz. $66.50 
20SS - Sharp Tip set, 3 oz. $66.50

Wahl / Lister  
20 Tooth Wizard™ Blades

Used on the Lister Legend, Star or Laser Hairhead clippers. In-
cludes a 13 tooth comb and a 12 tooth cutter. Two styles to 
choose from. The LWSS has sharp tips and used for blocking 
where as the LWLR has dull tips and can be run along the skin.  
LWLR - WIZARD BLADE w/dull edge comb set, 11/16” - 4.25 mm cutting depth,3 oz. $66.50 
LWSS - WIZARD BLADE w/sharp tip comb set, 3 oz. $66.50

Wahl / Lister  
13 Tooth Wizard™ Blades 

Sullivan Blades (listed on pg. 101) are compatible with  
the Lister Sheephead. 
23HB - 23 tooth hi bloc, sharp tip, 3 oz. $29.95 
9PT - 9 point diamond cutter, 3 oz. $20.95 

Wahl / Lister Blades for  
Laser Sheephead 

23HB

9PT

WAHL / LISTER CLIPPERS & BLADES

Engineered and designed by Sullivan’s with stronger steel material for a 
longer lasting cutting edge. The Sullivan Blades contain Vanadium.  
Vanadium increases hardness allowing the steel to be tougher with a fine 
grained finish. They will hold a cutting edge longer. These blades are com-
patible with all 3” sheephead clippers including the 3” Oster, Lister,  
Premier, Aesculap and Andis Large Clippers. Pure Quality - Long lasting 
cutting edge and stronger steel.

A 4 point cutter with a sleek sharp edge, 
cuts smooth. 
PSCU - 4 oz.                                              $12.50

Sullivan’s Powerstroke Cutter™

Standard blocking comb design with sharp tips.  
20B - 4 oz. $24.95

Sullivan’s Blocking Comb™

Standard goat comb design with bevelled dull tip.  
Great for shearing. 
20BC - 1/8” - 4 mm cutting depth, 4 oz. $24.95

Sullivan’s Bevelled Comb™

Very thin blocking comb with sleek tooth design  
and sharp tips.  
ETB - 4 oz $24.95

Sullivan’s Edge Thin Comb™

Same design as the Edge Thin. 13 teeth with sharp 
tips. 
13ETC - 4 oz. $24.95

Sullivan’s 13 Edge Comb™

- with V-A-N-A-D-I-U-M
SULLIVAN’S CLIPPER BLADES

Helpful Hints 

For blade usage suggestions, refer to the steer and heifer clipping 
and fitting techniques posters featured on page 7 5.

What blades do I use?
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Used for slick shearing lambs or  
clipping cattle heads. 
P4C - 4000c Hairhead clipper w/ blades & case, 6 lbs. $323.00 
P3HO - 3000c/4000c Hairhead only w/o blades, 6 lbs. $71.00 
P4MO - 4000 Motor only, 6 lbs. $230.00 

Premier 4000  
Hairhead Clippers

The 4000 series clipper runs 2700 strokes per minute, making it easy to 
clip through heavy hair or wool.  

3 YEAR WARRANTY - Covers the full cost (labor, parts, and shipping) to re-
pair or replace any 4000 machine for three years from date of purchase.  

The Sullivan Clipper Blades featured on page 83 are designed to work on 
the Premier Sheephead clippers.

The smoothest running big clipper on the market.  
High performance, cool running and maintenance free,  

these clippers feature a powerful motor with a high cutting 
stroke per minute. They have a slim casing and are very well 

balanced making them easy to handle. Top Quality!

Great for the most demanding  
needs, whether blocking cattle or  
shearing sheep. 
P4SC - 4000s Sheephead clipper w/ blades & case, 6 lbs. $348.95 
PSO - 4000 Sheephead only w/o blades, 6 lbs. $153.00

Premier 4000 
Sheephead Clipper

PREMIER CLIPPERS & BLADESAESCULAP CLIPPERS & BLADES

Equipped with your choice of Sullivan Clipper Blades. 
ASC - Clipper complete with blades, 6 lbs.                    $599.99 
ASHB - Sheephead only complete with blades, 3 lbs. $339.50 
AM - Aesculap motor only, 3 lbs.                                     $279.95

Aesculap Sheephead Clipper

Aesculap Hairhead Blades 
AF15 - 15 tooth top blade (standard), (GT 501), $24.25 
AF17 - 17 tooth top blade, (GT 503), $24.25 
AF23 - 23 tooth top blade, (GT 505), $24.25 
AF31 - 31 tooth bottom blade (standard), (GT 502), $29.95 
AFS - Surgical bottom blade, (GT 508), $49.50 
AFPL - Plucking bottom blade, (GT 510), $51.95 
AF18W - 18 tooth wide-spaced bottom blade, (GT 504), $35.50

Aesculap Hairhead Clipper 
AFC - Clipper complete with blades, 6 lbs. $499.99 
AHHB - Hairhead only with blades, 3 lbs. $249.50 
AM - Aesculap motor only, 3 lbs. $279.95

Premier Blades for Hairhead Clippers 
PSSBS - Premier Super Surgical blade set, 1/64” cutting depth, 3 oz.                    $55.00 
PSBS - Premier Surgical blade set, 3/64” cutting depth, 3 oz.                                 $41.00 
PFBS - Premier Fine blade set, 1/16” cutting depth, 3 oz.                                        $41.00 
PMBS - Premier Medium blade set, 5/64” cutting depth, 3 oz.                                $41.00 
PCBS - Premier Coarse blade set, 1/18” cutting depth, 3 oz.                                  $41.00 
PXCBS - Premier Xtra Cover blade set, 1/4” cutting depth, 3 oz.                            $43.00 
PHAMTON - Premier Phantom R Clipper Comb                                                      $23.50 

** Premier Cutter (included with each blade set listed above)

NEW! Cordless shears with 2 interchangeable heads.  New BLDC motor 
powered by Bosch.  Uses 18v Bosch Lithium Ion technology. 
Interchangeable with your existing 18v (BC660) charger.  Fast blade speed 
with the power of your corded equipment without the cord! 
German manufactured heads for excellent quality! 
FREE-CLIP - Freedom Cordless Shear w/Clipping Head, 6 lbs.                        $679.00 
FREE-SHEAR - Freedom Cordless Shear w/Shearing Head, 6 lbs.                  $699.00 
FREE2 - Freedom Cordless clipper w/both clipping and shear head, 6 lbs.  $850.00  
**These three options include Shear,2 bosh 18v 2.0AH batteries and charger 
 
FREEB - Motor, 6 lbs.                                                                                             $500.00 
FREEH-CLIP - Clipping head only, 6 lbs.                                                              $187.50 
FREEH-SHE - Shearing head only,                                                                       $215.50 
BOSHKIT - Bosh 18V Lithium Ion Starter Kit                                                     $140.00 
                   (Charger and 2 slim pack 2.0 Ah batteries) 
BOSHB- Bosh 18V Lithium Ion Fat pack 6.0 Ah Battery                                  $169.00

ProVado Freedom Clipper

Pro-Vado Freedom Clipper



This small soft brush is excellent to clean hair off clipper 
blades. A necessity while clipping adhesive. Small enough 
to fit in your back pocket. Wood handle measures 5” long 
x 1-5/8” wide. 
PFB - 8 oz. $6.95

Pig Face Brush (clipper brush)

A great way to assure that the hair is all clipped to one length. 
Designed to fit small clippers. Simply clips to the under side of 
a #10 narrow blade on your small  
clipper. Does not fit on the wide blades 
that are commonly used on the small 
clippers, example:  Andis Super Block-
ing Blade. Seven(7) sizes to choose from. 
SOG00 - Size 00 (1/16”), 1 oz. $3.95 each 
SOG0 - Size 0 (3/16”), 1 oz. $3.95 each 
SOG0A - Size 0A (5/16”), 1 oz. $3.95 each 
SOG1 - Size 1 (7/16”), 1 oz. $3.95 each 
SOG1A - Size 1A (9/16”), 1 oz. $3.95 each 
SOG2 - Size 2 (11/16”), 1 oz. $3.95 each 
SOG3 - Size 3 (1in) oz $3.95 each 
SOGSET - set of 7 (1 each), 8 oz. $26.65 each 

Speed-O-Guides

A three point screwdriver designed for changing combs and 
cutters on large clippers.  
SS - 4 oz. $19.50

Sunbeam Screwdriver

HTOH - 4 lbs. 15 Foot LP Hose $61.75

SOG2

SOGSET

Simply snaps onto the under side 
of a #30 narrow blade set on your 
small clipper. Assures that hair is 
all clipped to one length. The steel 
composition offers snag free tips to 
allow the hair to flow through eas-
ily. Does not fit on the wide blades that are com-
monly used on small clippers, example: Andis 
Super Blocking Blade. A narrow blade set must be used. Guide thickness: 1/8”, 
1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”, 1”. Sold as set. 
WAGC - 8 piece set of clip on guide combs, 1 lb. $39.95

All-purpose brush. This small brush is great for clean-
ing clipper blades. A necessity while clipping adhesive. 
Small enough to fit in your back pocket. Clips easily 
onto jeans pocket, making it easy to carry. Handle 
measures 5” long x 1-5/8” wide. 
PFBC* - 8 oz.                                                $6.95  
*Specify Bristle Color -   
   R: Red         BL: Blue         Y: Fluorescent Yellow         PU: Purple         PI: Pink

Pig Face Brush with  
Pocket Clip (clipper brush)

WAHL Stainless Steel  
Attachment Guide Combs

CLIPPER BLADE ATTACHMENTS

Andis Steel Clip-On Combs
Easily and securely fits to the bottom of #30 or #10, narrow blade set. Insures 
that hair will be cut to one exact length. Made from hardened stainless steel to 
easily glide through hair without any 
drag. Magnets secure comb to bot-
tom of clipper blade. 8 different 
depth sizes: 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 
5/8”, 3/4”, 7/8”, & 1” included in 
each set. 
ASCC - 8 piece set of combs, 1 lb. $55.00

Singes hair for sales, cuts clipping time in half. 
Simply attach to a standard propane hose 
equipped with a ½” pipe thread fitting. 
HTO - 4 lbs. $76.50

Hair Torch
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SOG1 SOG1A

SOG00 SOG0 SOG0A

Sullivan’s Extend  
Clipper Lube™

Extend Clipper Lube provides instant cooling 
and long lasting lubrication for clipper blades. It 
actually prolongs the life of clipper blades by 
keeping the blades cool during extended use. 
CL - can, 12 oz. $8.25 
      - 12 can case, 11 lbs. $96.50

Sullivan’s Endurance Oil™
- Synthetic Clipper Oil 
This revolutionary synthetic blend light oil provides 
long lasting protection. Synthetic oils don’t break-
down as quickly as standard oils, hence offering su-
perior lubrication to keep blades and clippers 
running cool and problem free. 
EO4 - bottle, 4 oz. $5.95 
EO12 - bottle, 12 oz. $12.95

Fits snug over clipper blades to protect them from dirt and breaking.  
LSG - Sheephead guard (sheephead), 8 oz. $12.50 
LFG - Flathead guard (hairhead), 8 oz. $12.50 
SLG - Small Clipper Leather Guard, 8 oz. $12.50 
LHC - Lister Leather Clipper Guard (hairhead), 6 oz. $10.95

Leather Clipper Guards
LSG LFG SLG LHC

Sullivan’s Nylon Blade Pouch
The ultimate protective  
blade storage! Constructed  
of heavy nylon material,  
this folding pouch features  
9 slots for individualized clipper blade storage. Each 
slot has a clear window to view each set of blades. 
Tri-folds for compact, safe and easy storage.  
NBP - 1 lb. $24.75
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This grit is for use with the LAZER blade sharpener. Use 
coarse for aggressive sharpening and fine for finishing. Spray 
Sullivan’s EZ Comb Adhesive or Final Bloom on the blade 
sharpening wheel and sprinkle on grit. Clean from wheel with 
Sullivan’s Anti-Fungus Equipment Dip.  
FGRT- Fine 180 grit, 1 lb. $13.95 
CGRT- Coarse 100 grit, 1 lb. $13.95

Sullivan’s Blade Sharpening Grit™

The LAZER blade sharpener fea-
tures a 12 inch diameter grinding 
wheel. The square base is con-
structed of cast aluminum to pro-
vide the utmost stability. The 
LAZER is equipped with a ¼ horse-
power motor that turns the wheel at 
1725 RPM’s. “CAN NOT be used to 
sharpen small blades that are used on Andis 
2-speeds, Wahl or Oster A5 clippers.” For large sheephead and Oster 
hair head clipper blades only.   
LAZ - blade sharpener  
          complete, 25 lbs. $479.50 
LAZW - 12” grinding disk only, 8 lbs. $275.50 
LAZWR - Resurfacing Lazer Disk $74.50

The ideal solution to easily remove the grit from 
the wheel of your blade sharpener. It is also used 
to spray on clipper blades, grooming combs, etc. 
to prevent the spread of fungus. Refer to page 24 
for more details. 
AFD - 10 lbs. $29.50 

Sullivan’s Anti-Fungus  
Equipment Dip™

Magnet to hold blades while sharpening. For 
best results use two magnets together.  
MAG - 3 oz. $5.50 each

Blade Sharpening Magnet

What do I need to start sharpening blades?  
• Lazer Blade Sharpener   • Coarse Grit    
• Fine Grit for finishing  • Magnets (2) to hold blades  
• Final Bloom or EZ Comb Adhesive to adhere grit to wheel  
• Extend Clipper Lube to clean blades after sharpening  
• Sullivan’s Anti Fungus Equipment Dip to clean wheel and blades

Sullivan’s LAZER  
Blade Sharpener™

This box provides protection for the 
LAZER blade sharpener, especially when 
travel is necessary. Comes complete with 
a grit collection tray and compartment to 
hold supplies. LAZER blade sharpener sold 
separately. 
LAZB - 12 lbs. $212.50

Sullivan’s LAZER 
Blade Sharpening Box™

SULLIVAN’S BLADE SHARPENING EQUIPMENT

Aluminum  
Clipper Caddy
Tough, durable yet lightweight.  
A must for every showman. Will  
hold two large clippers, three small 
clippers, blades, oil, etc.  
CAD-ALUM - 6 lbs.               $138.50

The 1st Class Clipper Caddy is a top of the line, lightweight 
clipper caddy designed to hold a variety of clippers in a tough 
and durable  
aluminum box, that includes a padded divided section for 
blades and other utensils. Coated with scratch resistant black 
hammer tone powder coat or copper hammer tone powder coat 
that completes the luxurious look of the 1st Class Clipper 
Caddy.  
CAD-BLACK - 1st Class Clipper Caddy Black, 6 lbs. $168.50 
CAD-COPPER - 1st Class Clipper Caddy Copper, 6 lbs.    $168.50

Sullivan’s 1st Class Clipper Caddy™

Best Seller
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Sullivan’s Show Pig  
Starter Kit 
Renew (1), Rejuvenate Quart (1), Sudden Impact (1), Mini Soap 
Foamer (1), EX85 Expert Showman’s Brush (1), Pump Up Sprayer 
(1), Show Glow (1), contains Hog Clipping poster (1) , turn to 
page 117 for more information. Please note poster is folded due 
to packaging size.     
STPP - Show Pig Starter Kit, $102.09       $75.99 

Sullivan’s Show Glo
• Enriched show ring shine spray for pigs 
• Brings out a healthy dark color to the pigs skin 
• Lite conditioning spray that creates long term     
  skin health   
Sullivan’s Show Glo is the perfect show ring shine 
spray that brings out a healthy, deep enriched 
color to your show pigs skin. It is also a light con-
ditioning spray that creates long term skin health.  
 

SGL*  -  1 can, 5.7oz $5.95 
           - 12 Can Case, 6.5lbs                      $69.85

Sullivan’s EX85 
Brush 
The Expert Showman’s Brush   
Popular by demand, the EX85 brush was designed for the expert show-
man in mind. It includes 1” Tampico Bristles that come in 85 bristle 
channels that allows for a wider coverage when brushing your hog. The 
uniquely designed wooden handle can be also used to assist in driving 
your hog like a professional.   
EX85 - 1lb $7.95 

25% Off 

Sullivan’s Renew

This skin restoring scrub was de-
signed specifically for hogs that 
have troubled or flakey skin. Sulli-
van’s Renew brings a soft, vibrant 
feel to the hide of the pig. Renew is 
a great product that brings a pol-
ished appearance to the skin for the added show ring ap-
peal. It is great for eliminating debris left over from bug 
bites or deep cleaning for a whole new look and feel on the 
skin.  
RENEW - jar,  16oz $22.50 
 
 

Skin Restoring Scrub

NEW 

Before Sullivan’s Renew After Sullivan’s Renew

NEW Sullivan’s Skin Shield

Sullivan’s new Skin Shield is a daily liq-
uid conditioner with insect defending 
properties just for your pigs! This lo-
tion enhances a shiny, smooth appear-
ance to the skin and hair of your hogs 
without drying it out over time. The 
bug defense lotion is recommended 
to be used daily or weeks leading 
up to the show for a bright, vi-
brant look to the skin. Sullivan’s 
Skin Shield is infused with sun-
flower seed oil and aloe vera that 
provides additional conditioning, 
helping repair the skin on your 
hogs. 
SSBDQ - quart, 3lbs                $24.50 
SSBDG - gallon, 10lbs            $54.50 

Daily Conditoner with Bug Defense

NEW 

NEW 
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Sullivan’s Rejuvenate  
Shampoo 

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an olive 
oil, pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin pack-
age that leaves the hide on hogs silky smooth. 
This makes the perfect non-degreasing sham-
poo. Rejuvenate cleans while leaving key nat-
ural oils in place to preserve the skin and hide. 
This shampoo is safe for everyday use without 
the concern for dryness or irritation. With its 
mild antiseptic and toning properties, Sulli-
van’s Rejuvenate Shampoo helps tighten pores 
and tone the hide of the hog. The Vita Skin 
package contains: Vitamin E, Vitamin B 
complex, and Vitamin C. Rejuvenate and 
smooth up your animals skin.  

REJQ - quart, 3lbs $15.50 
           - 12 quart case , 36lbs $176.25 

REJG - gallon, 10lbs $36.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $133.50

for Hogs, Sheep, Goats, Horses and 
Slick Sheared Cattle.

Sullivan’s Natural White

Sullivan’s Natural White is uniquely designed 
for enhancing a whiter and brighter appear-
ance on skin and hair of all livestock. It is a 
dye free whitening shampoo that can be 
used on a daily basis or weeks prior to the 
show to accomplish a brighter and whiter 
appearance, with no purple staining. Nat-
ural White has an intense cleaning power 
that does not Contain any bleach or 
dyes, making it safe to use on any live-
stock and Infused with coconut oil to 
offer additional conditioning that does-
n’t damage the hair or skin. We recom-
mend using this in a Soap Foamer.    
NWQ - quart, 3lbs                             $15  .95 
           - 12 quart case , 36lbs         $184.50 

NWG - gallon, 10lbs                          $49.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs         $189.75 

Dye-Free Whitening Shampoo

Sullivan’s Red Line

•  Treats and heals skin conditions including staph, fun-
gus, rain rot, and hot spots. 
•  Safe and effective skin restoration product for use 
on any livestock. 
•  Red mark reducer 
•  Safe for daily use as a preventative maintenance. 
•  Treats thrush, and other hoof issues  
This unique product is designed to heal skin issues 
such a staph, rain rot and help to eliminate red 
marks, fungus or thrush. This Antiseptic Spray is an 
extremely effective product for general wound care 
and healing.  Both antiseptic and soothing, this so-
lution quickly penetrates the affected areas and goes 
to work.  All the while offered in a convenient spray 
that has a fast absorption rate. Does not stain. 
 

RED  -  1 quart, 32 oz bottle   $37.95 

Skin Healing Spray for Hogs

NEW 

Scientifically formulated hydrating & 
nourishing conditioner that uses the hair 
and skins natural oil make up to formu-
late the best replenishment of the natu-
ral oils and vitamins back into the 
hair to promote hide and hair health 
as well has hair growth and strength.  
We took a look at some of the oils 
used in todays hair care products and 
realized that for the high percentage of 
the oil used they were only contribut-
ing to a low percentage of the actual nu-
trition to the hide and skin so we flipped the script and found oils 
that provide way more nutrition per percentage used with less ac-
tual oil so it stays light. 

HNCQ - quart, 3lbs                $15.50                           
            - 12 quart case , 36lbs $176.50 

HNCG - gallon, 10lbs            $36.50                           
            - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $133.50

NEW Sullivan’s Hydrator  
Nourishing Conditioner
Nourishes & Conditions the Hide

Sullivan’s Sugar Coat

Sugar Coat is an all-natural show day whiten-
ing spray to create an optical white appear-
ance. When applied in warm temperatures, 
spray will dry quickly. Several light applica-
tions may be necessary to create desired look. 
This all-Natural Whitening Spray contains 
optical enhancers. Designed with a propri-
etary blend as a dispersion coupler to assist the 
product with fast mixing.  
SUGQ -  Quart , 3lbs.                           $22.50 
 
 

NEW 

Show Day Whitening Spray  
for Sheep, Goats & Hogs

Sullivan’s Knock Out

Knock Out is a powerful stain remover that has 
a unique biodegradable formula. It can 
break through the bond on dirt, grime, 
feces, dust, and stains that is on the skin of 
lambs. Simply spray Sullivan’s Knock Out 
directly onto the stained area, brush it 
through, and blow out. Can be used as a wa-
terless shampoo. 
KNOQ  - quart, 3lbs $15.95 
             - 12 quart case , 36lbs $184.50 

KNOG - gallon, 10lbs $49.50 
            - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $189.75 

Instant Stain Remover 



Sullivan’s Head Trainer
Train your hogs to drive with ease with the new Head Trainer, made of extremely 
lightweight aluminum, measuring 36 inches in length.  
Used for head training and training reinforcement, teaching the pig to drive with 
their head elevated. Suggestion: use two for initial training then graduating to use 
only one and in conjunction with the Heads Up whip .Includes fast track instructions.  
THT - 4 oz. $29.50 
*Specify Color - BK: Black      BL: Blue     R: Red

Sullivan’s Carbon Fiber Pig Whip
• Lightweight      • Strong Durable Shaft with Proper Amount of Flexibility 
• Limits Red Marks when Driving      • Double Reinforced Tip 
The Carbon Fiber Whip is designed with a lightweight composition that is durable. With 
a firm flexibility rating, it is a great driving too with little distraction. The carbon fiber with 
the soft hands of a showman will allow for less red marks on the hogs when driving for long 
periods of time. Available in three sizes for any age of showmen. 
 CFW* -  1 lb.    $32.50  
*33 - 33” Whip 
*36 - 36” Whip 
*39 - 39” Whip 

Sullivan’s Carbon Fiber Head’s Up Pig Whip
The Carbon Fiber Heads Up Whip combines our two best-selling whips 
into an elite showring whip. The durable carbon fiber shaft keeps the whip 
light weight while the tassels keeps your pigs attention in the ring to help 
drive to success. Designsed with shorter tassels for less show ring distraction.  
Also equipped with a comfort grip with sleek gunmetal hardware. 3’’ Tassel

NEW 

NEW 

Comfort Whip Grip

Black Crystal Whip Grip

Comfort Whip Grip

CHUPW36* - 4 oz. $32.50 
CHUPW39* - 4 oz. $32.50 
*Specify Color - S: Silver & Turquoise     BK: All Black          
                                 C: Coral & Teal               PU: Purple & Gray               

Sullivan’s Carbon Fiber Pig Whip with Black Crystal Handle
This super sleek carbon fiber  whip comes with a faux leather grip with embedded black 
crystals. Choose between 36″ and 39″.  
BCCW* -  1 lb.                            $34.50 
*36 - 36” Whip 
*39 - 39” Whip

Replaceable Whip Tip
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BK C PU S

RTIP - Replacement Tip 4 oz.                    $2.00



Sullivan’s Head’s Up Pig Whip
Sullivan’s Heads Up Whip gets your pigs attention without leaving marks. The tassels leave the 
skin unflawed while driving the pig in the direction needed, resulting in the best show ring look. 
The Heads Up whip is equipped with a comfortable grip with a chrome tip. 3’’ Tassel 
 
HUPW36* - 4 oz. $29.50 
HUPW39* - 4 oz. $29.50 
*Specify Color - LG: Lime Green     O: Orange           PU: Purple 
                            BK: Black                T:  Teal

NEW & Improved!
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Sullivan’s Balance Pig Whip
•Lightweight , fiberglass whip with a fine nylon weave.       •Smooth rubber handle 
•Streamline gun metal hardware.     •Double reinforced shaft/tip joint for added longevity 
•Medium Flexibility 
The Balance whip is a lightweight, fiberglass whip, designed with a fine nylon weave. It comes 
with a smooth rubber handle with streamline gun metal hardware for a great feel and handle 
when maneuvering hogs around the show ring. Designed with a medium flexibility shaft for driv-
ing precision; enables completely natural, relaxed and very accurate whip handling. The tip is 
equipped with a double reinforced shaft/tip joint for added longevity. The balance whip is designed 
for any age of showman from beginners to professional showman. 
BAL36* - 4 oz. $15.50 
BAL39* - 4 oz. $15.50 
*Specify Color - T: Teal     M: Maroon          PU: Purple.     FF: Fierce Fuchsia 
                            BK: Black                BL: Blue       TAN: Brown

Sullivan’s Classic Pig Whip
This light weight  durable whip is the perfect at home practicing whip. Made with a comfortable 
rubberized grip.  
 CW36* - 4 oz. $9.99 
CW39* - 4 oz. $9.99 
*Specify Color - BK: Black     BL: Blue           R: Red 

NEW 

NEW 

   M       FF      T      BL     PU    BK    TAN

Balance Whip Tip

Comfort Whip Grip

Classic Whip Tip

Comfort Whip Grip

Comfort Whip Grip

BK                  T          LG            O       PU

Shorter, More Durable Tassels

Best Seller 

Best Seller 
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Sullivan’s Sudden Impact™
Sudden Impact is an exceptional product to promote healthy skin 
and hair on show pigs. It restores the natural oils and nutrients 
to the hog’s skin. Not only will it bring life and vigor to dry, scaly 
skin and coarse hair, it will help take the “red” out of the dry skin. 
Sudden Impact will give show pigs an unbelievable shine. It is 
recommended for use at home and shows that allow oil based 
products.  
SSI - can, 17 oz. $8.95 
       - 12 can case, 18 lbs. $105.50

Sullivan’s Smolder™ by Bobby Listen
In today’s competitive show ring setting, it is fundamental to 
have a sleek, fresh skin and hair coat to ultimately reach the 
grand drive. Smolder has specially formulated natural emol-
lients and conditioners that enrich and improve the quality 
skin and hair quality of your hogs. Using Smolder allows your 
pig to have an unforgettable fresh, healthy look and feel of a 
champion. 
During show season, use Smolder as a daily conditioning 
treatment at home to prevent dry, scaly skin. Spray onto your 
show pig and brush-in thoroughly. Because there is no re-
quirement to wash out Smolder, repeat this process daily to 
reach that ultimate show ring shine. Two times a week, after 
letting it absorb into the skin and hair, rinse off with water. 
Apply more often if needed. 
For use at a pig show, continue your daily conditioning treatment the night 
before and morning of the show. Be sure to wash off thoroughly before show 
time. 
SMO - quart, 3 lbs. $22.50

Sullivan’s Hog Heaven™
The show day product for swine. Gives a great 
sheen with no oily look. Spray over entire animal, 
brush in and cover with a light mist of water. Bet-
ter results are achieved when used in conjunction 
with the daily Champions Choice or Sudden Im-
pact treatment. Requires no washing out. 
HHE - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50

Sullivan’s White Out™

Champions Choice
Skin & Hair Conditioner for pigs. An excellent 
daily skin care product. Will aid in making pale 
skin pigs darker. Heavy Shine.  
CHC - quart, 3 lbs. $24.50 

CHC2.5 - 2.5 gallon, 21 lbs. $239.95

White Out is a liquid whitening hair polish recommended 
for lighter colored pigs. It will deliver a renewed, lighter ap-
pearance to dull skin and hair. This does not require wash-
ing out and may be used with other products.  
SWO - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50

Show-A-Peel
Oil-free skin conditioner for Swine.

This revolutionary skin conditioner for hogs “peels” 
off the old, dull outer layer of skin to clean and re-
hydrate - the result is dramatic! It allows the skin 
and hair to have a more fresh and healthy appearing 
look. No irritation. No burning. No oil. After the 
first use, you will notice the hair and skin come to 
life. For a 270-pound hog, apply eight ounces and 
adjust accordingly for smaller hogs. Wait 12-24 
hours or until you begin to see the “peel” before 
rinsing off the old, dead skin. Two weeks leading up 
to the show, use two times a week and the night be-
fore the show. Apply more often if needed. 
SAPQ - quart, 32 oz. $21.95

Luster’s Pink Lotion is a moisturizer for daily skin and hair care 
on your show pig. It provides Vitamin E and Pro-Vitamin B-5 
to hydrate and restore dry, flaky skin and coarse hair to a beautiful 
luster. Apply a thin coat to the entire body of your show pig daily 
and brush in. Requires no washing off. 
LPL - quart, 3 lbs. $14.75 
        - case of 12 quarts, 36 lbs. $157.25

Luster’s Pink Lotion

Sullivan’s Top Gun™
An all-purpose stock show sprayer. 
TG - 32 oz. bottle & heavy-duty sprayer, 1 lb. $5.35 
TGS - heavy-duty sprayer only, 10 oz. $4.19 
TGB - bottle only, 2 oz. $1.95

Sullivan’s  
Heavy Duty  
Pump-Up Sprayer

Sullivan's Heavy Duty Pump 
Up Sprayer is a versatile staple 
to your showbox. Designed 
with more pressure and an im-
proved, smaller diameter ad-
justable spray nozzle and a 
non-locking trigger.  Apply water, fly spray or any 
lotion to your animal with this great applicator. 
HDPS* - 1 lb.             $24.99 
*BK - Black 
*M - Maroon

Nozzle Repair Kit 
NRK - 1 lb.        $8.50

NEW 

NEW 

Sullivan’s Pump-Up Sprayer
Heavy duty hand pump builds pressure. 
Just squeeze and spray. Wide range  
adjustable spray nozzle. Multipurpose. A 
great pig sprayer. 
PHS - 1 lb. $18.50 Sullivan’s Mini Top Gun™

An all-purpose 12oz stock show sprayer. 
TGM - 16 oz. bottle & heavy-duty sprayer, 1 lb.    $4.25 
TGMS - heavy-duty sprayer only, 10 oz.                $3.65 
TGMB - bottle only, 2 oz.                                          $1.55

Best Pump-Up Sprayer  
on the market.

Available July 2019
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Sullivan’s EZ Clean  
Waterless Shampoo™
This waterless shampoo is handy for when the 
weather will not allow you to wash you pig like 
you ordinarily would because it does not re-
quire to rinse out.  
ECL - quart, 3 lbs. $12.99 
ECLG - gallon,10 lbs. $29.50 

Sullivan’s Mini Soap Foamer
The Mini Soap Foamer is perfect for hog exhibitors! Sim-
ply fill with shampoo, attach hose, and spray pre-
lathered shampoo onto your pig. The dial on 
the foamer allows you to adjust the concentra-
tion of soap emitted. When shampoo applica-
tion is completed, turn the dial from the soap 
setting to the rinse setting without disconnect-
ing from the hose. The reservoir holds 4 ounces 
of shampoo. Comes complete with 7-setting 
adjustable sprayer.  
MFOA -  1 lb. $12.95

Naturally enriches skin color to pop in the show ring. 
Sullivan’s Samurai Show Pig Soap  is formulated with co-
conut and other Botanical (green) ingredients which nat-
urally enrich skin color and leave the hair soft with a 
natural shine to make your animal pop in the show ring. 
Gentle on hair and skin, this all natural botanical based 
soap was created for show pig skin.   
SSPS - quart, 2 lbs. $15.50

Sullivan’s Samurai Show Pig Soap

Shorty Hog Holder 
Also known as a Snare this product is used to  
gain control of animal if needed.  
PS - 3 lbs. $29.95

Cooling Towel 
During the summer months 
and warmer days, this towel 
is a great way to cool off 
any animal. To activate 
the cooling technology, 
simply wet the towel 
and ring out. Hold-
ing the towel by each 
side, snap it 3-5 times and it 
is ready to use. The dual fabric 
technology cools the towel, the 
more air flow it receives. Having 
built-in evaporative technology, 
the cloth stays colder, longer. If the towel begins to lose its cool tem-
perature feel, simply snap the towel again to reactivate. Once the 
towel is dry, the cooling technology is deactivated. The towel is 40” 
x 20” making it easy for you to fold and cool more concentrated areas. 
This three- layer lightweight material is soft and comfortable for you 
and your animal.  Care instructions: machine wash, tumble dry on 
low heat.  
ESK - Cooling Blanket, 1 lb.       $18.50

Sullivan’s Eskimo Throw

Microfiber Cleaning Towel 
This handy 12” x 12” cleaning towel is per-
fect for show day touch ups on your hog. 
A showbox necessity, this towel is easy to 
tuck in your pocket for finishing touches 
after you have left your pen, moments be-
fore going into the ring. Care Instructions: 
machine wash, tumble dry on low heat.  
PTM - Microfiber Towel,  1 lb. $8.95

Sullivan’s Pocket Towel

The most ideal drying towel that is good for 
use at home or at the show on your hogs. 
This will it become a showbox essential for dry-
ing and cleaning needs that you will not leave 
home without. Care Instructions: machine wash, 
tumble dry on low heat.  
DRY - Drying Towel 1 lb. $10.99

Sullivan’s Drying Towel

NEW 

40” x 20”

12” x 12”

40” x 20”

Bobby Listen’s  
Klean-M-Up 
The Ultimate Premise Disinfectant, topical 
and water treatment. Bobby Listen’s Klean-M-
Up is designed to meet the needs of those 
who desire an outstanding broad-spectrum 
multi-purpose sanitizer. Premier Animal 
Health L.L.C. the manufacture of Klean-
M-Up has invested many years of research in op-
timizing sanitation solutions for animal facilities. 
Klean-M-Up is one of a kind product on the market that will 
aid in healthier more productive livestock. 
KLEAN - 2 lbs. $100.00

NEW 

NEW 

NEW Insta-Tan  
Hog Tanning 
Lights
We expect this new 
Insta-Tan Hog light to 
become a staple in the 
show barn to get hogs 
ready for a show. During 
inclement weather sea-
son when natural light 
isn’t available, these tan-
ning lights enhance the 
color of your darker pigmented pigs. The adjustable cables to move accord-
ingly to support different heights of your hogs. This 6-lamp fixture is 
equipped with a maximum, 60-minute safety timer that is to be used on dark 
skinned hogs ONLY. 
TAN - 15lbs                                        $425.00 
TANB - replacement bulb  16oz       $48.50 
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This all natural product assists in the relief 
of pain. Can be a benefit for pigs that 
walk stiff. Does not contain any drugs 
so there is no withdrawal period or side effects. One tube contains three doses. 
Administer three hours before show time.  
AFP - 32 ml tube, 6 oz. $16.50 
AFPC - 12 tube case, 3 lbs. $196.50

Sullivan’s Aspirnfre Paste™

Sole Paint is a proprietary formula that is designed to condition 
the hoof of pigs. Sole Paint aids in the relief of discomfort asso-
ciated with minor cracks and bruising on the hoof. Apply to the 
area of injury every two or three hours starting 24 hours before 
desired activity.  
SOLE - bottle, 2.5 oz. $27.50

Sullivan’s Sole Paint™

This all natural top dress helps free up the joints 
of animals that walk stiff. It enables pigs to walk 
with a natural, long stride. For pigs, top dress ¼ 
packet per feeding for 5 feedings before show. 
STR - Packet, 10 grams, 0.35 oz. $8.95  
Stride in two pound jar. One jar equals 100 individual pack-
ets. Simply scoop out 3 grams per feeding for the five feedings 
before time of show. Bulk savings and convenience! 
STRJ - jar, 2 lbs. $245.00

Sullivan’s STRIDE EZ™ 

Sullivan’s Pain Relief Cream can be used on your hog for 
temporary relief on sore/bruised muscles, sprained liga-
ments and tendons. Apply Sullivan’s Pain Relief Cream di-
rectly to problem area of your pig. For best results, wrap 
after applying. Completely natural, contains Capsaicin.  
PRC - jar, 8 oz. $24.95

Sullivan’s Pain Relief Cream™

For Body Fill and High Energy. 
Keep’n On creates body fill without extra weight. One small bottle 
provides the same fill appearance as 1 gallon of water. Keep’n On 
provides 12 vitamins, 9 minerals and electrolytes for muscle “pop,” 
energy and stamina.  
Feeding directions: For Swine, administer 1 bottle, 2 hours prior to 
show and 1 bottle 15 minutes before show. 
KO - 24 lbs. (110 g), $6.50 
KOC - 12 bottle case $74.75

Essential Keep’n On

A terrific product that allows your show pig to be 
shown more professionally. Offers a 
calming effect that lasts for hours. 
Show Pig Paste is not a drug, so 
there is no withdrawal period. Three doses per tube, administer one dose to pig 
two to three hours before expected show time. Absolutely a must for show pigs. 
SPC - 32 ml tube, 8 oz. $14.50 
SPCC - 12 tube case, 6 lbs. $167.50

Sullivan Show Pig Paste™

Top Seller

Clip on Feeders
These heavy-duty, poly pig feeders are equipped with durable, spring-link clips 
that easily clipped onto wire fences of your pig pens. They cannot be knocked 
off or turned over. Great for use at home or at the shows. 
CF10 - 10” Feeder, 3 lbs. $14.95 
CF14 - 14” Feeder, 4 lbs. $16.95 
CF18 - 18” Feeder, 5 lbs. $19.95 
CLIP - Replacement Clip, 12 oz. $1.95

CF10 CF14 CF18

If you are serious about 
showing hogs, then this 
is an essential 
piece of equipment to 
have at home and at 
the show! Hulk Feeders 
are the strongest, most 
durable feeders on the 

market. The end caps on 
each feeder are constructed of thick laser cut and formed steel for long last-
ing strength. The heavy duty spring-loaded clips and anti-tip chains are 
welded onto the end caps for secure stability. Each end cap is attached and 
sealed, using a secure fastening system. This feeder has absolutely incredible 
strength and incredible durability! Hulk Feeders are FFA Member owned. 
They now come with the option to replace clips for added longevity. 
HF16 - 16” Long Feeder, 5 lbs. $45.75 
HF24 - 24” Long Feeder, 6 lbs. $49.50

HULK  
Feeders

Pen Caddy w/Feeder Hanger
The Pen Caddy hangs directly on your pig pen 
fence for easy access. The open supply box that is 
18” long x 8” wide x 5” deep, hangs over the top 
into the pen so it will not protrude out into the 
aisle. It features two hooks on the aisle side for 
hanging hog supplies, plus a whip storage tube. 
The wire panel design allows the feeder to be at-
tached at multiple heights. The tie-down chains 
prevent hogs from lifting the Pen Caddy off the 
fence. The hanger is 36” tall and feeder is sold sep-
arately. 
PCFH -  6 lbs. $88.50

A product designed to attack the 
hock and pastern regions on pigs 
to allow free flow in movement of 
the joints. Flex was revolutionized through a specialized formula based on valu-
able herbs, essential vitamins and minerals, and selenium. Flex is a must-use 
to get the structured look on your hogs needed to make it to the top.  
CSSF - 32 ml tube, 6 oz. $25.50

Flex Paste

Rated #1  
for durability

NEW
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Sullivan’s Pig Waterer w/ Hanger
This waterer is great at home, but even more handy for the show 
hog road. It simply hangs over the fence to then fill with water. 
The Pig Waterer features a 2-gallon capacity 4” diameter tube 
with a drinking nipple mounted at the bottom. The metal hous-
ing prevents the tube from rotating, keeping the nipple in cor-
rect drinking position for pigs at all times. The hanging system 
allows it to be hung over fence in multiple height positions. The 
tie-down chains keep hogs from lifting the waterer off the fence. 
Measures 36” tall x 6” wide.  
PW -  6 lbs. $79.50

Water Nipple
Replacement drinking nipple for Sullivan’s Pig Waterer. 
WN -  8 oz. $7.50

Sullivan’s Horse Hair Show Pig Brush
This very soft horse hair brush works great on white pigs 
that have more sensitive hides. Handle slides easily into 
pocket for show day use. Actual color of handle may be 
different than those pictured.  
SHHPB - 8 oz. $8.95

Sullivan’s Show Pig Brush™
A small durable plastic brush with stiff synthetic bristles. 
Handle slides into pocket easily for show day use. Also 
works well for washing pigs. Actual color of handle may  
be different than those pictured. 
SPB - 8 oz. $8.25

Soft Horse Hair Brush
A dense horse hair brush with a plastic block handle 
that works well on all hogs. Measures 6 ½” long. 
SHHB - 12 oz. $9.95

This small, all-purpose soft bristle brush is excellent for 
cleaning off clipper blades and great for show pigs.  
Easily clips onto jeans pocket, making it easy to carry. 
Handle measures 5” long x 1-5/8” wide. Five bright  
bristle colors to choose from.  
PFBC* - 8 oz.                                      $6.95  
*Specify Bristle Color -  
  R: Red BL: Blue  
  Y: Fluorescent Yellow  
  PU: Purple P: Pink

Sullivan’s Pig Face Brush with Pocket Clip

This extra soft small brush works excellent for cleaning off 
clipper blades and for show pigs. Small enough to fit in ex-
hibitors back pocket. Wood handle measures 5” long x 1-
5/8” wide.  
PFB - 8 oz.                                          $6.95

Sullivan’s Pig Face Brush

Handy carrying holster for a pig face brush. Easily slide your brush in or out of 
the holder as needed. Clips into your belt or jeans pocket. Similar to a cell phone 
carrying holder. Made from light weight cordura material that is durable and fast 
drying. Brush sold separately. Available in six bright colors.   
PFBH* - 4 oz.                                    $10.95  
*Specify Color -  
  BK: Black         R: Red        BL: Blue        LG: Lime Green        PU: Purple        PI: Pink

Sullivan’s Pig Face Brush Holder

The short-cut rows allow the long bristles to work deeper into the 
hide to eliminate the dead skin of your pig. The staggered 
lengths of bristles having one row with long bristles and 
the next row is a 1/4” shorter. The soft, gentle grade of 
synthetic bristles prevents the brush from being too 
harsh, as compared to stiffer roto brushes that can 
scratch and irritate the skin. A flat sided bolt al-
lows the brush to be locked in securely tight 
and prevents it from spinning loose, a com-
mon problem with other roto brushes. 
ROTO-STAG - Staggered Bristle Roto Brush, 1 lb.
$22.50 

Sullivan’s Staggered Bristle Roto Brush™

Other Roto Brush  

options on page 48. 

Sullivan’s Hog Thinning comb has two separate  
cutting blades for detailed trimming jobs.  
THC - 8 oz.                                                    $4.95

Sullivan’s Hog Thinning Comb

Grill Brick
Shortens and tames unwanted hair 
from your pig while allowing the dead 
skin to break loose. 
GB - 1 lb.                                           $7.99

• A great gift idea! 
• Available in any dollar value.  
• Great for holidays, show prizes and birthdays.

Sullivan Supply Gift 
Card & Certificate
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Poly Sorting Panels
Designed to move pigs with ease, 
the poly sorting panels are light-
weight and extremely durable. The 
comfortable, rounded hand grips 
allow for easy handling.  
PSP - 30” X 36” Polyethylene  

   sorting panel, 9 lbs. $37.75  
PSP18 - 30” X 18” Polyethylene  

        sorting panel, 9 lbs. $25.00

The perfect design in 
pen dividers to keep pigs 
separated. They are light-
weight and easy to move. 
The lift gate design allows for pigs to be easily 
moved in and out of tight areas.  
PEND - Powder Coated Aluminum Pen Divider w/double lift gate, 30 lbs.      $333.50 
  ** Packaging charge of $15.00.

We only recommend powder coat painted pen dividers! They prevent the 
natural black residues found on bare aluminum from rubbing onto the skin and 
hair of the show pig. These residues can cause unsightly black marks that are ex-
tremely hard to wash clean.

Sullivan’s  
Powder  
Coated       
Aluminum  
Pen Divider

Easy Scoop 2
This small manure fork with a telescoping aluminum handle is a 
show barn essential. It is perfect for cleaning pig pens. The basket 
measures 7” wide x 7” long. The telescoping handle allows the fork 
to be as short as 22 1/2” long or extend to 41” in total length.  
ES2 -  3 lbs. $21.25

Sullivan’s Panel Mount 
Upright Fan Stand
This 5’ upright fan stand is excellent for at 
home or at the show, mounted to your pig 
pen. It is equipped with a mount to hold 
one Turbo fan or a hanger to hold a box type 
fan to keep your pigs cool. Made of 1-1/2” 
square steel tubing, the brackets that are in-
cluded slide onto top and bottom bars of 
panel to attach to most small animal panels.  
UFSPM - 12 lbs. $69.99 
$20 Out of Box Fee

Traveling to a weekend pig show and not wanting to save space?  Sullivan’s 
Jackpot Showbox was designed for just that giving you just enough room for 
the essential show supplies. The adjustable hanging brackets will also allow 
you to hang the Jackpot Showbox on a pen or any other gate giving you quick, 
easy access. The Jackpot also comes equipped with two detachable 8” flat free 
tires for easy transport and with its own lock and hasp. Turn to page 78 to 
view the shelving in Sullivan’s Jackpot Showbox.  
JPSB - Jackpot Show Box, 45 lbs. $398.50 
                   Dimensions: 16 1/2” wide x 14 1/4” deep x 30” tall 
                   $15 packing FedEx charge 

JPSBW -  Whip Holder, 2 lbs. $49.50 
JPSBB - Blower Holder, 3 lbs. $34.50 

Sullivan’s Jackpot 
Showbox™

NEW

Other Show Boxes  
on pages 76-79  . 
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Sullivan’s Showcase Show Box™

• Innovative design AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES. 
• 20 gauge galvanized steel with reinforced sides. 
• Pig whip holders.          • Tray for small equipment. 
• Features a large handle on each end and one on top. 
• Chain and hook assembly allows you to hang it almost anywhere. 
• Great for one day jackpot shows.  
SSCL - Large, 16 1/4” x 8 1/2” x 51”, 38 lbs. $225.00 
SSCD - Deep, 16 1/4” x 11 3/4” x 46”, 40 lbs. $254.50 
SSCDD - Deep w/ drawer, 16 1/4” x 11 3/4” x 46”, 40 lbs. $287.50 
 
  ** Packaging charge of $15.00.
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The “Proper Goat Clipping & Fitting Techniques” poster is your go to re-
source for any questions you might have at home when it comes to prepar-
ing your goat for show day. 24” x 36” in size. 
Our “Proper Lamb Clipping & Fitting Techniques” poster is the source 
for information and details on clipping, prepping and fitting your lamb 
for the ring. 24” x 36” in size. 
The “Proper Hog Clipping Techniques” poster provides valuable informa-
tion for beginners to experience showmen on which products to use to 
combat any issue you might experience while preparing your animal to 
be shown. 24” x 36” in size. 
POSTER* 
GOAT - SSU Goat Fitting and Clipping Techniques Poster, 1 lb.                 $9.75 
PIG - SSU Pig  Clipping and Daily Care Techniques Poster 1 lb.                $9.75 
LAMB - SSU Lamb Fitting and Clipping Techniques   Poster, 1 lb.              $9.75 

Stock Show University Learning Tool Posters

Sullivan’s Pen Station  
Are you running out of space at home or don’t get enough room at a pig show? 
Sullivan’s Pen Station offers that additional working space above your pig pen 
that holds up to 250lbs. The aluminum platform adjusts to fit pig pens 4 1/2 
to 7 feet, with a powder-coated base and steel brackets for longevity. Have 
more than one pen? Siding brackets enable you to connect multiple Pen Sta-
tions. Weighing only 50 lbs., each Pen Station comes with a handle for easy 
transport. 
PEN -  50 lbs. $15 Packaging Charge $299.99 
 

Sullivan’s Blender Bottle 
Needing to mix your pig feed supplements?  
Look no further at the all new Sullivan’s 
 Blender Bottle! 
BLEB -  1 lb                           $8.50 
 

Prima Heat Lamp 
Rugged and reliable heat lamp used to 
warm hogs, lambs, goat kids, or for 
any animal that is sick or cold. Does 
not include bulb.  
HL -  3.55 lbs                           $37.99 

HLB -  Bulbs 2pk, 175w          $13.75 

 
 

NEW 
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NEW 
Sullivan’s Edge Sensation
The Sullivan’s Edge Sensation is sure to be a staple in your showbox for years to come. 
It has an angled head that provides more coverage on the leg of your animal. The Edge 
Sensation comes equipped with bristles that are specifically spaced apart to allow for 
detangling with minimal wool pullout on lambs, and is great for working the leg hair 
on cattle and goats. 
 

EDGE-SEN - Edge Sensation Brush, 8oz      $19.50 
 

NEW 
Sullivan’s Edge Slicker Brush
The Sullivan’s Edge Slicker brush is sure to be a staple in your showbox for years to 
come. Now available in two different options the sensation as well as the slicker version.  
It has an angled head that provides more coverage on the leg of your animal. The Edge 
Slicker comes equipped with bristles that are specifically spaced apart to allow for de-
tangling with minimum wool pullout on lambs, and is great for working the leg hair 
on cattle and goats, or for use of detail work while fitting. 
 

EDGE-SLI - Edge Slicker Brush, 8oz      $19.50 
 



Sullivan’s Wool Grower

This daily product is sure to be a staple in 
your show barn for taking your wool 
quality to the next level. Infused with Tea 
Tree Oil and clover oil to promote wool 
growth and conditioning the wool 
without the added weight of a heavy 
oil. Adding value to the formula is the 
citronella assisting with the prevention of 
insects making it a great product for all 
year round. 
WOOL -  Quart , 3lbs.                           $28.50 
 
 

NEW 

Sullivan’s Sugar Coat

Sugar Coat is an all-natural show day whiten-
ing spray to create an optical white appear-
ance. When applied in warm temperatures, 
spray will dry quickly. Several light applica-
tions may be necessary to create desired look. 
This all-Natural Whitening Spray contains 
optical enhancers. Designed with a propri-
etary blend as a dispersion coupler to assist the 
product with fast mixing.  
SUGQ -  Quart , 3lbs.                           $22.50 
 
 

NEW 

Show Day Whitening Spray  
for Sheep, Goats & Hogs

Sullivan’s Body Brush
Sullivan’s Body Brush it great for 
smoothing and blending body 
powders on your lamb or goat. 
This conditioning agent has the 
option of either soft or firm, 
synthetic bristles. This is the 
ultimate show day finishing 
tool that provides a wide 
coverage on the animal 
with 150 3/4” bristle chan-
nels.  
TBB* - 1 lb.                            $13.99 
*SOF - Soft Bristles (Black) 
*STI - Stiff Bristles (Red) 
 

Sullivan’s Flare™  
Amplifies wool/hair dimension 
& Shine  without weighing the 
wool down.  
Works on ALL wool/hair types in 
all temperatures.  
Sullivan’s wool/hair amplifier that adds dimen-
sion and shine without adding weight to the an-
imals hair/wool, something we felt was lacking 
in our industry. We have perfected this formula 
to work on all types and in all temperatures. 
Sullivan’s Flare is the superior show day product. 
100% satisfaction guaranteed. Add a little Flare 
to your show day wool/hair.   
FLARE - 

 Can, 5.7 oz.                     $5.95                        
12 can case, 6.5 lbs      $69.85

NEW 
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for use on Leg Wool

Scientifically formulated hydrating & nour-
ishing conditioner that uses the wool/hair 
and skins natural oil make up to formu-
late the best replenishment of the natu-
ral oils and vitamins back into the hair 
to promote hide and wool/hair health 
as well has hair growth and strength.  
We took a look at some of the oils 
used in todays hair care products and 
realized that for the high percentage of 
the oil used they were only contribut-
ing to a low percentage of the actual 
nutrition to the wool/hair and skin so 
we flipped the script and found oils that provide way more nutri-
tion per percentage used with less actual oil so it stays light. 

HNCQ - quart, 3lbs                $15.50                           
            - 12 quart case , 36lbs $176.50 

HNCG - gallon, 10lbs            $36.50                           
            - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $133.50

NEW 
Sullivan’s Hydrator  
Nourishing Conditioner
Hair, Skin & Hide ConditonerSullivan’s Healthy Hide Lotions™

Sullivan’s Healthy Hide Lotion is for use after 
shearing to help condition the hide on your 
sheep. With its ability to penetrate deep into 
the hide, this lotion heals skin cracks and abra-
sions, giving your lamb a tighter, appearance.  
 
Use Healthy Hide Heavy, during the winter 
months or when the temperature is below 65 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
Use Healthy Hide Lite, during the summer 
months or when the temperature is above 65 
degrees Fahrenheit. 

HHL*- quart, 3 lbs. $22.50 
HHL* - 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $262.50 
*H-Heavy   *L-Lite 

for Show Lambs, Goats, Hogs  
and Slick Shorn Cattle

A MUST use for Competitve  
Lamb & Goat Exhibitors  



• Made of a durable 600D Ripstop fabric            • Designed with an interior nylon lining 
• Equipped with a Mesh Rear                               • Adjustable nylon strap with easy to use metal snap 
• Constructed using double bonded stitching for increased longevity        • Designed with updated sizing for a great fit 
This blanket is made of a durable 600D Ripstop exterior fabric, this material is waterproof and yet breathable and designed 
with an interior nylon lining. Equipped with a Mesh Rear that is constructed with a heat press and double bonded stitching 
for increased Longevity.   Underneath is an adjustable nylon strap with easy to use metal snap.  These new and improved 
blankets are designed with updated sizing for a great fit and they can be worn by themselves or over any body tube, great for 
any time of the year. 
TTSB -** -  2 lb. $35.50 
*S - Small - (90lbs - 125lbs) - 29.5” Long, 16.5” Deep, 11” Neck 
*M - Medium - (115lbs - 150lbs) - 35” Long, 21” Deep, 12” Neck 
*L - Large - (140lbs - 175lbs) - 35” Long, 21” Deep, 12” Neck 
*XL - Extra-Large -  (165lbs - 200lbs) - 37.5” Long, 22” Deep, 13” Neck. 
                                                                  *Only Available in Black and Charcoal  
 

*Specify Color 
*BK - Black      *CHAR - Charcoal      *FLA - Flare      
*TROP - Tropical      *BL - Blue      *COMIC - Comic 
 

BK: Black 

BL:  
Blue

COMIC: 
 Comic 

FLA:  
Flare 

CHAR: 
Charcoal 

TROP: 
 Tropical 
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Sullivan’s Cool Tech Blankets 
The Cool Tech Blankets are an innovative cooling blanket designed with cooling technology 
this material is designed to keep the lamb cool with breathable interlocking material. The 
material is highly rated for durability and aids in keeping the lamb free of debris. This ma-
terial also acts as a protective shield, equipped with a proactive anti-mosquito barrier anti 
UV Protection. The blankets have improved sizing that allows for a up to date comfort fit. 
Newly added performance features consist of the spandex pleat designed to allow increased 
movement when exercising, and also the spandex front column designed to allow for a 
larger opening when putting on the blanket over the head. A must have product for the 
summer when blanketing show lambs. 
CTSB-** -  2 lb. $34.99 

*XS - X-Small  - (65 to 100lbs) - 28” Long, 14.5” Deep, 10.5” Neck. *Only available in Black and Gray 
*S - Small - (90lbs - 125lbs) - 29.5” Long, 16.5” Deep, 11” Neck 
*M - Medium - (115lbs - 150lbs) - 32” Long, 17” Deep, 12” Neck 
*L - Large - (140lbs - 175lbs) - 35” Long, 21” Deep, 12” Neck 
*XL - Extra-Large - - (165lbs - 200lbs) - 37.5” Long, 22” Deep, 13” Neck. *Only available in Black and Gray 

*Specify Color 
*BK - Black      *G - Gray      *R - Red     *PU - Purple      *BL - Blue      *N - Neon Yellow 

 Spandex Front Column  
Designed to allow for a larger 
opening when putting blanket 
over the head and to help with 
mobility. 

Spandex Pleats - Designed 
with performance spandex ma-
terial to allow increased move-
ment when exercising.

Mesh Rear Panel - In-
creases the airflow of your 
blanket and allows for 
minimal mess.

Cooling Mesh Technology     This mate-
rial is designed to keep the lamb cool with 
breathable interlocking technology. The ma-
terial is highly rated for durability and aids 
in keeping the lamb free of debris.

Removable Nylon Strap 
Easy to use clip and adjustable 
strap designed to be detached 
for washing machine use.

BK: Black G: Gray R: Red PU: Purple BL: Blue N: Neon Yellow 
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Best Seller

SULLIVAN’S

COOLING BLANKETS
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This sheep blanket includes a rear tail flap and the body material is a tightly woven 
cotton canvas to last longer and be less water absorbent. This canvas blanket has 
two straps located near the rear legs, to secure the blanket to the lamb. Washable.   
CSB 
     S - Small, 3 lbs. $22.50 
    M - Medium,  3 lbs. $22.50 
    L - Large, 3 lbs. $22.50 
   XL - X-Large, 3 lbs. $22.50

Sullivan’s Canvas Lamb Blanket™

Sullivan’s Performance Spandex Lamb Tubes 
The tight fit of the Sullivan’s Performance Spandex  Lamb Tube allows for a 
comfortable wear on the lamb giving the ability for easy movement in a durable 
tricot poly spandex package. It’s made with new larger leg openings, finished 
edges, and four-way stretch elastic giving you more use out of it during the 
show season.  
PST-S* - Small (fits 50 - 80 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
PST-M* - Medium (fits 80 - 110 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
PST-L* - Large (fits 110 - 140 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
PST-XL* - X-Large (fits 140 - 165 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 

*Specify Color -  
BK: Black                      BL: Blue                        R: Red                   CHAR: Charcoal      

 FLA: Flare                 COMIC:  Comic                TROP: Tropical  

Sullivan’s Performance Cotton Lamb Tubes 
A cotton stretch tube for a comfortable fit. Sullivan’s Performance Cotton 
Lamb tubes allow skin and wool to breathe easier during hot summer days. 
Keeps lambs tight hided and clean until show time.  
 

PCST-S* - Small (fits 50 - 80 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
PCST-M* - Medium (fits 80 - 110 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
PCST-L* - Large (fits 110 - 140 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
PCST-XL* - X-Large (fits 140 - 165 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 

*Specify Color - BWP: Paisley         R: Red.       LAV: Lavender 

BK BL CHAR

FLA COMIC TROP

BWP R LAV

Sullivan’s Thermal Sheep Blanket
The Thermal Sheep blanket is a great construction made of 420D Polyester 
Oxford water-repellent Fabric for the exterior, combined with a polyester inner 
lining. A unique honeycomb stitching offers additional thermal tech-
nology - this construction creates air chambers that retain 
heat to insulate and shield your sheep from the cold 
elements. Designed with a solid capped rear to keep 
heat from escaping, this blanket is fully adjustable 
with front shoulder straps and belly straps made 
of high-grade Nylon with durable and easy to use 
Velcro attachments. For increased longevity, the 
blanket is constructed with a heavy-duty nylon 
trim, and accented with a reflective collar. This 
sure to be a staple to protect from the cold 
weather!   
TSB* - 1 lb.                            $39.50 
*S - Small (Under 100lbs) 
*R - Regular (Over 100lbs) 
 

NEW 

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Sullivan’s Performance Spandex Goat Tubes 
A special stretch tube specifically size fitted and tailored for goats. Keeps goats clean 
until show time. Material is 85% nylon, 15% lycra spandex. Machine washable.    
PGT*  
- Small (fits 30 - 65 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
 - Medium (fits 65 - 100 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
 - Large (fits 100 - 135 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
 - X-Large (fits 135lbs and up), 1 lb. $21.75 

*Specify Color -  
BK: Black                       BUR: Burgandy          FLA: Flare                           POLY: Polygonal    

   

BK:  
Black

BUR:  
Burgandy

FLA:  
Flare

Poly:  
Polygonal

Sullivan’s Tough Tech Goat Blanket,  
BUR: Burgandy

Sullivan’s Performance Cotton Goat Tubes  
A stretch cotton tube designed to keep your goat clean after clipping. Also helps 
provide warmth in winter months. The best in quality. Machine washable.   
PCGT*  
- Small (fits 30 - 65 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
 - Medium (fits 65 - 100 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
 - Large (fits 100 - 135 lbs.), 1 lb. $21.75 
 - X-Large (fits 135lbs and up), 1 lb. $21.75

Sullivan’s Tough Tech Goat Blanket 
This blanket is made of a durable 600D Ripstop exterior fabric, this material is waterproof and yet breathable and designed with an interior nylon lining. 
Equipped with a shortened Mesh Rear that is constructed with a heat press and double bonded stitching for increased Longevity.   Underneath is an adjustable 
nylon strap with easy to use metal snap.  These new and improved blankets are designed with updated sizing and tail curve inset for a great fit and they can 
be worn by themselves or over any body tube, great for any time of the year. 
TTGB -** -  2 lb. $35.50 
*S - Small - (30lbs - 65lbs) - 20” Long, 11” Deep, 9” Neck 
*M - Medium - (65lbs - 100lbs) - 23” Long, 13” Deep, 11” Neck 
*L - Large - (100lbs -  135lbs) - 25” Long, 14” Deep, 11” Neck 
*XL - X-Large - (135lbs and Over) - 29” Long, 15.5” Deep, 12” Neck     *Only Available in Burgandy 
*Specify Color 
*BUR - Burgandy      *PU - Purple       *FLA - Flare       *POLY - Polygonal        *BL - Blue    

*BUR - Burgandy      *PU - Purple       *FLA - Flare       *POLY - Polygonal        *BL - Blue    

*Specify Color - JUN: Jungle.   O: Orange   TUR: Turquoise

Sullivan’s Performance  
Spandex Goat Tube  - BK: Black 

Not Pictured, Reference  
Spandex for Design and Fit 

NEW
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Sullivan’s Cool Tech Blankets 
The Cool Tech Blankets are designed with innovative cooling technology. The material is designed to keep the goat cool with breathable interlocking 
material. The material is highly rated for durability and aids in keeping the goat free of debris. This material also acts as a protective shield, equipped 
with a proactive anti-mosquito barrier with anti-UV protection. The blankets have improved sizing that allows for an up to date comfort fit. Newly 
added performance features consist of the Spandex Pleat Designed to allow increased movement when exercising, and also the spandex front 
column designed to allow for a larger opening when putting on the blanket over the head. A must have product for the summer when blanketing 
show goats. 
 

Sullivan’s Wether Shield 
Insulated Goat Blanket 
The Sullivan’s Whether Shield supports more protection from the weather for 
your goat. The thermal insulated blanket is fleeced line and has an exterior 
made of water resistant nylon. This provides an extra layer of warmth for trav-
eling during the winter months. Not only does this shield have a spandex pleat 
to reinforce easier movement during exercise, but it also has a reflective raised 
collar to protect your goat against fungus. The design was made with comfort 
in mind having velcro straps to ensure for the perfect fit.  
 
WSHIELD -  2 lb. $37.50 
*S - Small - (20lbs - 40lbs) - 17” Long, 11” Deep, 8.5” Neck 
*M - Medium - (40lbs - 60lbs) - 20” Long, 13” Deep, 8.5” Neck 
*L - Large - (60lbs - 80lbs) - 22” Long, 15” Deep, 9.5” Neck 
*XL - Extra-Large - - (80lbs - 125lbs) - 25” Long, 17.5” Deep, 11.5” 
 

 Spandex Front Column  
Allows for a larger opening 
when putting blanket over the 
head and to help with mobility. 

Spandex Pleats - Designed 
with performance Spandex ma-
terial to allow increased move-
ment during exercise.

Mesh Rear Panel - Increases 
the airflow of your blanket and 
allows for minimizing mess.

Cooling Mesh Technology      
keeps the goat cool with breath-
able interlocking Technology. 

SULLIVAN’S

COOLING BLANKETS

CTGB-** -  2 lb. $34.99 
*XS - X-Small  - (Up to 20lbs) - 18” Long, 10” Deep, 7” Neck. *Only available in Black and Gray 
*S - Small - (20lbs - 45lbs) - 20” Long, 11” Deep, 9” Neck 
*M - Medium - (40lbs - 65lbs) - 23” Long, 13” Deep, 11” Neck 
*L - Large - (60lbs - 85lbs) - 26” Long, 14” Deep, 11” Neck 
*XL - Extra-Large - - (80lbs - 125lbs) - 29” Long, 15.5” Deep, 12” Neck. *Only available in Black and Gray 

*Specifiy Color 
*BK - Black      *G - Gray      *R - Red     *PU - Purple      *BL - Blue      *N - Neon Yellow

BK:  
Black  

G:  
Gray 

R:  
Red  

PU:  
Purple  

BL:  
Blue  

N:  
Neon Yellow
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Tail Curved Inset - This allows 
the goat’s tail more movement to 
allow it to keep its tail erect

Raised Collar - 
Reflective raised 
Collar to protect 
against fungus on 
the back of the 
neck

Under Band  - Nylon 
underneath band, double 
sewn and secured by a 
Velcro strip.

   Expandable 
Pleat -  
Designed to 
allow more 
movement 
when exercis-
ing.

NEW 

Best Seller 
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NEW 

Sullivan’s Glacier Leg Wraps 
Sullivan’s Glacier Leg Wrap is a therapeutic wrap for your sheep. It can be used on hocks, knees or even an ice pack on concentrated areas.  Once frozen, it 
is ready to use and will stay cool for about 45 minutes depending on the outdoor temperature. The Glacier Leg Wrap comes with four wraps per package.  
Care Instructions: machine wash, tumble dry on low heat. 4.5’’ wide x 6’ long 
GLW - 4 pack,  1 lb. $29.99 

Sullivan’s Leg Dress 
The new Sullivan Leg Dress wraps are just what you need to protect the leg wool on lambs. The fleece material supports full coverage on the leg with a 3” 
width that guarantees a smooth wrap, while the velcro closure keeps the wrap securely in place. Sullivan’s Leg Dress comes with four wraps per package.  Care 
Instructions: machine wash, tumble dry on low heat. 3’’ wide x 6.7’’ long  
LD - 4 pack,  1 lb. $22.99 

Sullivan’s Deluxe Leg Tube 
Sullivan’s Deluxe Leg Tube is designed with half spandex that provides breathability for more air flow to the wool that won’t prevent hair growth on your 
lambs. The other half of the tube is made of a two-way stretch elastic to insure the tube stays in place. For those wanting to save time when wrapping legs, 
this wrap is the perfect necessity for your sheep projects. The Deluxe Leg Tube comes with four wraps per package. Care Instructions: machine wash, tumble 
dry on low heat.  
DLT -  4 pack, 1 lb. $22.99 

NEW 

NEW 
Sullivan’s Leg Dress

Sullivan’s Deluxe Leg Tube

Sullivan’s Glacier Leg Wrap

Sullivan’s Show 
Goat Starter Kit 

Rejuvenate Quart (1), Mini Soap Foamer 
(1), Goat Halter with Snap Black (1), Tail Adhe-

sive (1), Revive (1), Edge Sensation (1), Bright Lights Quart (1), Flare (1),  Con-
tains Goat Clipping & Fitting poster (1), turn to page 117 for more 
information. Please note poster is folded due to packaging size.  
STPG - Show Goat Starter Kit,                             $101.64        $74.99 

25% Off Sullivan’s Show 
Lamb  
Starter Kit 
Healthy Hide Lotion Lite (1), Re-

juvenate Quart (1), Mini Soap 
Foamer (1), Sheep Halter with Snap (1), 

Edge Sensation (1), Freshen Up (1), Flare (1), Con-
tains Lamb Clipping poster (1), turn to page 117 for more information. 
Please note poster is folded due to packaging size. 
STPS* - Show Lamb Starter Kit,                        $100.85             $74.99 

25% Off 
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Sullivan’s EZ Clean  
Waterless Shampoo™

This waterless shampoo is handy for when the 
weather will not allow you to wash your lamb 
like you ordinarily would because it does not 
require to rinse out.  
ECL - quart, 3 lbs. $12.99 
ECLG - gallon, 10 lbs. $29.50

Sullivan’s Cool Blue Show Brace™
A terrific show day product for lambs. Spray evenly over the 
entire body for a great shine, but more importantly a fresh, firm 
feel to the hide. It helps to tighten the skin to make the lamb 
feel more firm to the judges touch. 
CB - quart, 3 lbs. $22.50 
      - 12 quart case, 20 lbs. $262.50

Sullivan’s Silk™
A tremendous product for show lambs. Use daily 
or as a show day preparation to add the ultimate 
silky smooth handle to the lambs skin. Spray 
evenly over the entire body and brush in. It con-
tinues to work long after it dries, leaving that slick  
silky feel. Same formula with updated label.  
SLK - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50 
        - 12 quart case, 20 lbs. $270.00

Sullivan’s White Out™
White Out is a liquid whitening hair polish recommended for 
lighter colored lambs. It will deliver a renewed, lighter appear-
ance to dull skin and wool. This does not require washing out 
and may be used with other products. Same formula with up-
dated label.  
SWO - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50 
          - 12 quart case, 20 lbs. $270.00

Sullivan’s Knock Out

Knock Out is a powerful stain remover that has 
a unique biodegradable formula. It can 
break through the bond on dirt, grime, 
feces, dust, and stains that is on the wool of 
lambs. Simply spray Sullivan’s Knock Out 
directly onto the stained area, brush it 
through, and blow out. Can be used as a wa-
terless shampoo.  
 
KNOQ  - quart, 3lbs $15.95 
             - 12 quart case , 36lbs $184.50 

KNOG - gallon, 10lbs $49.50 
            - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $189.75 

Instant Stain Remover 

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate  
Shampoo 

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an 
olive oil, pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin 
package that leaves the skin on lambs silky 
smooth. This makes the perfect non-degreas-
ing shampoo. Rejuvenate cleans while leav-
ing key natural oils in place to preserve the 
skin and hide. This shampoo is safe for 
everyday use without the concern for dry-
ness or irritation. With its mild antiseptic 
and toning properties, Sullivan’s Rejuvenate 
Shampoo helps tighten pores and tone the 
skin. The Vita Skin package contains: Vita-
min E, Vitamin B complex, and Vitamin C.   
Rejuvenate and smooth up your animals hide.  
REJQ - quart, 3lbs $15.50 

           - 12 quart case , 36lbs $176.25 

REJG - gallon, 10lbs $36.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $133.50

for Hogs, Sheep, Goats, Horses and 
Slick Sheared Cattle.

Sullivan’s Natural White

Sullivan’s Natural White is uniquely designed 
to enhance the skin, hair, and wool of all 
livestock leaving the animal with a lighter 
and brighter appearance. It is a dye-free 
whitening shampoo, infused with coconut 
oil that can be used daily, without purple 
staining. We recommend using Natural 
White with a Soap Foamer for the best 
coverage on the animal. 
   
NWQ - quart, 3lbs                               $15.95 
           - 12 quart case , 36lbs         $184.50 

NWG - gallon, 10lbs                          $49.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs         $189.75 

Dye-Free Whitening Shampoo NEW 

Sullivan’s Mini Soap Foamer
The Mini Soap Foamer is perfect for lamb ex-
hibitors! Simply fill with shampoo, attach hose, 
and spray pre-lathered shampoo onto your 
lamb. The dial on the foamer allows you to ad-
just the concentration of soap emitted. When 
applying shampoo is completed, turn the dial 
from the soap setting to the rinse setting with-
out disconnecting from the hose. The reservoir 
holds 4 ounces of shampoo. Comes complete 
with 7-setting adjustable sprayer.  
MFOA -  1 lb. $12.95
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The short-cut rows allow the long bristles 
to work excellent for workin the wool on 
your lamb’s legs. The staggered lengths of 
bristles create tremendous lift and volume 
and stimulate the wool. The Mini Roto 
Brush is 32% shorter and 11% smaller than 
the full-sized roto brush, making it easier to 
maneuver between the legs on lambs.  
ROTO-MINI - 12 oz. $17.50

Sullivan’s Mini  
Staggered Bristle  
Roto Brush

Now available in a 6” version, for 
smaller animals or smaller hands, 
the 360º Smart Brush is a daily 
hair care brush made to create 
complete 360 degrees of hair lift. 
With its 945 soft teeth, the 360º will 
easily glide through every curvature of your goat making 
sure the hair is not left lifeless. With its soft plastic bristles, this brush also mas-
sages the hide to create circulation and promote better hair growth. The 360º 
Smart Brush is a daily care must have.  
360M - 6-inch 360 Smart Brush - 12 oz.               $27.50

Sullivan’s 6” 360° Smart Brush

Now available in a new 6” version that is 
perfect for goats or smaller hands! 
Teflon is a solid polymer that is con-
sidered to be one for the world’s most 
slippery and water resistance sub-
stances. Although not fool-proof, especially 
since adhesive is still a very sticky substance, you will be 
glad to see a 40 to 50% improvement of less matting, less hair drag, less static, 
and less stick to the comb. It is definitely easier to clean adhesives from this 
comb and saves time while fitting. Now the top comb in the industry has been 
improved by adding a NEW Texturized Grip to the handle giving the user a 
comfortable non-slip grip.  Available in Sullivan Comb, Fluffer Comb. 
6TSCW - 6” TEFLON Sullivan Comb w/wood handle w/texturized grip, 8 oz.    $34.50 
6TSFW - 6” TEFLON Fluffer Comb w/wood handle w/texturized grip, 8 oz.       $34.50

Sullivan’s 6” Teflon Combs™
The show day comb for leg grooming.

NEW 

NEW Sullivan’s Tail Adhesive™
Tail Adhesive is the highest strength adhesive to use 
on your goats. It has unmatched holding power for 
flat lying, hard-to-hold hair on legs. You can depend 
on Tail Adhesive to dry completely and hold its firm 
shape in all types of weather with no fall-down when 
Touch-Ups are applied.  
TA  - can, 12.5 oz. $8.75    

      - 12 can case, 14 lbs. $103.95

Sullivan’s Hocus Pocus™
Fresh and Natural, Hocus Pocus will not irritate goat 
hair or hide. This natural product is a healthy alter-
native that will make a difference in your show day 
wash out. Hocus Pocus is fortified with non-drying 
emollients and the nourishing VITA HAIR vitamins 
to naturally moisturize and soften the hair shaft. 
Hocus Pocus will not leave an oily residue to build 
up heat or eat away leg hair. This makes Hocus Pocus 
ideal when re-fitting your goat is needed in a short 
period of time. 
HP - can, 17 oz. $8.99   

      - 12 can case, 19 lbs. $105.50

Fitting Products 
Check out our full line of  show day fitting 
products on pages 29 - 36. Sullivan’s carry 

the most options  available for the show 
lamb & goat exhibitors.

Hair Savior™ is just that! A liquid adhe-
sive breakdown that is healthy for leg hair. 
Hair Savior™ adhesive breakdown fea-
tures a proprietary blend of the purest, 
mild cosmetic grade plant-based ester 
technologies to naturally attack and gen-
tly remove adhesives and touch-ups 
away from the hair. These specific plant 
based surfactants have been specially 
identified for their unique ability to nat-
urally counter-act the tackiness of adhe-
sives, changing their rubberized molecular 
resin structure to gently dissolve the bond from the hair without any 
harsh stripping.   

HSQ - quart bottle, 3 lbs.                  $25.50  
              - 12 quart case, 36lbs.           $305.85  

         - gallon jug, 10 lbs.                  $66.50 
         - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs.           $266.00 

 
 

Sullivan’s Hair Savior™  
Adhesive Breakdown

Sullivan’s Freshen Up 
Skin moisturizer for lambs
This is an innovative product to moisturize and refresh 
a show lamb’s hide. Great for show day or use at home 
to prevent the hide from drying out. Recommended for 
slick sheared lambs just after shearing and washing to re-
plenish oils. Does not need to be rinsed out. Also great 
to use on lambs that have had ringworm, after the fungus 
has been killed apply to assist in faster healing. One can 
will do 10 to 15 lambs. 
FRE - can, 12 oz. $8.95  
        - 12 can case, 17 lbs. $105.50
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Sullivan’s Sheep  
Rope Halter
This halter is adjustable and 
strong enough for breaking 
and washing, while also 
being stylish enough to use 
on your lamb in the show 
ring. 4.5ft Lead Length 
SRH* - each, 1 lb.                       $3.95 
          -  Dozen, 12 lbs.             $45.00

Sullivan’s Soft Braid Sheep Halter
Also known as “Ski Rope,” this soft hollow braided rope is gentle on your 
lamb. 
SBH* - each, 1 lb.                       $2.99 
          -  Dozen, 12 lbs.             $35.88 

Nylon Sheep Halter
This 3/4” wide nylon halter can be 
used in the showing or leading your 
lambs at home. It includes a detachable 
chain lead with snap and an adjustable 
buckle on the back side of the head. 
SHBKN - Black, 1 lb. $15.50 
SHRN - Red, 1 lb. $15.50

Sullivan’s 1st Class  
Sheep Show Halter
Biothane coated webbing sheep show halter that is assembled with 
double bound stitching for durability. This halter is easily disinfected 
and is sold complete with the chain lead. 
FCLH-LBK- Black Large, 3 lbs.                                  $22.50 
FCLH-LBR - Brown Large, 3 lbs.                                $22.50  
FCLH-BK- Black Small/Medium, 3 lbs.                      $22.50 
FCLH-BR - Brown Small/Medium, 3 lbs.                   $22.50

*Specify Color -  
C: Chrome 
RE: Red Echo 
R:  Red 
BK: Black              

Cruise Control Cable Halters
The Cruise Control Halter is made of 1/8” galvanized 7x19 cable. The 
cable halter is to be used on lambs that are broke to help with issues of 
leading and high headedness. This halter is great for young showman to 
help them better control their animal while in the ring, keeping them and 
the animal safe.  
 
CCSG - Cruise Control Cable Halter, 1 lb. $34.50 
    

BK 

 
BL 

R 

PU 

RE 

C 

W

BL: Blue 
PU: Purple Fusion 
W: Watermelon Twist

*Specify Color -  
G: Neon Green 
ABK - Black 
BL - Blue  

The Sullivan’s Goat Neck Tie is 
used to easily secure goats to 
any wash rack or pen. It is re-
designed for the comfort and 
safety of your animal with 
smooth sliding rings for adjust-
ing, minimizing the discom-
fort, and durable interlocking 
o-rings to keep your adjust-
ments in place. Like the Sulli-
van’s Snap Lead Halter, the 
Goat Neck Tie has Polyolefin 
covered bindings to help pre-
vent irrational to the animal. 
This neck tie is not intended to 
be used as a halter and should 

be used safely and accordingly.  The 
Goat Neck Tie is available in seven 
color options! 
GNT* - 1 lb. $5.75

Sullivan’s  
Goat Neck Tie

NEW 

*Specify Color -  
ADV: Advantage  
BFU: Blue Fushion              
BK: Black Out 
BTI: Blue Tide 

EO: Electric Orange                            
FF: Fierce Fuchsia 
GT: Green Twist

BFU ADVBKBTIEOFFGT
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Sullivan’s Sheep/Goat Halter  
with Snap Lead
The Sullivan’s Snap Lead Halters are redesigned for the safety 
and comfort of your sheep in mind. The Polyolefin covered 
bindings prevent irritation to the animal and the smooth slid-
ing halter provides an easy adjustment while keeping the halter 
from riding up into the eye. Overall length is 38”. 
SHSL* - 4 oz.                            $5.75  

*Specify Color -  
ADV: Advantage  
BFU: Blue Fusi  on         
BK: Black Out 
BTI: Blue Tide 

Sullivan’s Elevate Adjustable Bungee Tie allows for lead train-
ing on your sheep. It comes with four hookup combinations 
and an adjustable tie to provide exact sizing on your lamb. 
Sullivan’s Elevate comes in purple, red, and black.  
 
ELEV* - 12 oz. $13.50 
*PU - Purple.   *BK - Black   *R - Red 
ELEV-Clip - Replacement Clips $5.50

Sullivan’s Elevate 
Adjustable Bungee Tie with Clips

Designed with Swivel Hardware
Includes 2 Heavy Duty Carabineers 

Adjustable Straight Tie - 
Allows the product to fit any 
sized animal.   

Bungee Section - 
Allows for comfort of animal during exercise. 

“D” Ring - Allows to versatile use of product. 

This is the perfect system for checking in your lambs 
all at once at a show or when exercising them on a 
daily basis. Sullivan’s Buddy System Tangle-Free 
Walking System has a comfort, foam grip and swivel 
hardware to limit tangling during exercise. It’s designed 
to make leading and exercising easier on both you and 
your animals. 
BUD* - 12 oz.                   $16.50 
*BK - Black  *BL - Blue  *BUR - Burgundy  
*E - Escape 

Sullivan’s Buddy System  
No Tangle Lead with Comfort Grip

This muzzle is great for everyday use to keep lambs from pick-
ing on their leg wool. It is designed with 
a comfort fit with air vents for in-
creased ventilation, without the block-
age of debris. It is made with a heavy duty 
biothane cited strapping, an adjustable 
buckle, and smooth sided rivets to 
minimize rubbing and irritation. 
HPSM* - 12 oz.                                 $30.00 

Sullivan’s Heavy Plastic Muzzle 

Sullivan’s Performance Halter is the 
perfect way to take your lamb’s exercis-
ing to the next level. It can be used 
with o-rings that are able to be at-
tached to a treadmill or with a d-ring 
that can be attached to a hot walker, 
exercise line, or the Buddy System. The double backed stitching and 
3/4” nylon material gives the halter extreme durability, and has ad-
justable sizing to ensure the perfect fit on the animal. 
PH* - 12 oz. $10.50 
PHA - Attachement (Sold Separately) $4.50 
*Only Available in Black 

Sullivan’s Sheep/Goat 
Performance Halter  

            *E       *BUR      *BL

GTBFUADVBKBTIEOFF

*BK - Black

Attachment

EO: Electric Orange             
FF: Fierce Fushia 
GT: Green Twist

NEW 

NEW COLORS 

NEW 

NEW 

BEST SELLER

      *R            *PU            *BL           *BK

 *R - Red 
*PU - Purple 
*BL - Blue   
*BK - Black



This comes with a 22” chain that is adjustable from 
 either side for comfort fit for your goat, and is avail-
able in natural raw hide or brown.  
GCBRN - Goat Collar Brown Leather, 8 oz. $18.75 
GCNAT - Goat Chain Natural Leather, 8 oz. $18.75

Goat Neck Chains
- with clear vinyl handle 
This 22” chain collar is made from extra strength 
welded steel rings, which will not tarnish or rust from 
extended use on your goat.  
GC22 - 8 oz. $7.50This goat blanket includes a 

rear tail cut out and a Cordura 
nylon neck piece that keeps 
them clean and comfortable. 
The body material is a tightly 
woven cotton canvas to last 
longer and be less water ab-
sorbent. This fitted design has 
one strap behind the front 
legs. Washable. 
CGB* 

*S - Small (fits 30 - 65 lbs.),  3 lbs. $22.50 
*M - Medium (fits 65 - 100 lbs.), 3 lbs. $22.50 
*L - Large (fits 100 - 135 lbs.),  3 lbs. $22.50 
*XL - Large (fits 135 lbs and up),  3 lbs. $22.50

Sullivan’s Goat Leads
The lead is made from 3/8” nylon rope that has a swivel 
snap which eliminates the rope twisting on your hand. It 
can be used for use at home when exercising your goat or 
in the show ring. 
NGL - Black Nylon lead, 8 oz. $7.95 
BGL - Biothane lead, Brown 8 oz. $7.50

BGL

The rolled leather handle gives the exhibitor better con-
trol of their goat, and the snaps allow for easy sizing. 
Simply snap into any chain link for the perfect fit. 
Goes up to 24” in length.     
GCLHC - 8 oz. $13.50

Goat Collar w/ Prongs
This 24” leather handle collar has a chrome 
plated pronged chain that helps distribute 
pressure more evenly and gives the handler 
added control of the goat. The chrome plated 
swivel snaps attach the leather handle to the 
12” pronged chain. 
GCPR - 8 oz. $16.50

Sullivan’s Canvas 
Goat Blanket 

Leather Handle Goat Collar with Chain

Sullivan’s Leather  
Handle Goat Chain

Sullivan’s 1st Class  
Goat Halter
Biothane coated webbing goat show halter that is as-
sembled with double bound stitching for durability. 
This halter is easily disinfected and is sold complete 
with chain lead. 
FCLH-MBR - Brown Leather Medium, 3lbs. $22.50 
FCLH-MN  -  Natural Leather Medium, 3lbs  $22.50 

FCLH-LBR - Brown Leather Large, 3lbs. $22.50 
FCLH-LN  -  Natural Leather Large, 3lbs  $22.50
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Fullblood Prong Collar 
This collar is designed for durability, for showing 
mature bucks and does. Equipped with 2 quick links 
and a prong under carriage for added control. The 
open back is designed to go around the horns, for a 
more comfortable feel to the goat. Great for any 
showman to use to get the ultimate showring look. 
Links can be removed to adjust sizing.  
 FPC - Doe Collar w/Biothane Lead, 1 lb. $19.99 
FPC - Buck Collar  w/Biothane Lead 1 lb. $19.99 
BGL - Biothane Lead Only,1 lb. $7.50

• A great gift idea! 
• Available in any dollar value.  
• Great for holidays, show prizes and birthdays.

Sullivan Supply Gift 
Card & Certificate

NEW 

NEW

This is a great tool for halter breaking lambs. 
It is designed with pressure point technol-
ogy, and you can use this halter while 
hand leading or you can snap it to a hot 
walker. Tip: When you’re halter break-
ing keep in mind that repetition is key to 
getting lambs to respond more efficiently. 
LBH* - 12 oz. $38.50 

Sullivan’s Lamb  
Breaking Halter 

NEW 



   Howard Bros. Tuffer Wool Cards

Slicker Brush Poodle Card
Small card with softer wires. A  favorite of profes-
sionals, use on ears, legs and toplines of lambs. 
POC - 8 oz. $9.95

#1 Card - Straight teeth for packing or raking the fleece. 
WC1 - 1 lb. $29.99

#3 Card - Less teeth than #2 card, bent teeth  
are ideal for fine wool breeds. 
WC3 - 1 lb. $29.99

#4 Card - Small card for head, ears and legs. 
WC4 - 6 oz.                                                $15.99

#2 Card - Large volume of bent teeth used in open 
fleece, ideal for medium wool breeds. 
WC2 - 1 lb. $29.99

This 4” slicker brush is tremendous for lifting leg 
wool to create a larger appearing leg structure. 
When the pad containing retractable stainless steel 
pins is full of wool, simply press the button, releas-
ing the wool for easy clean-out. Soft grip handle is 
ergonomically angled for comfort and control. 
SCSB - 8 oz. $9.95

Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush

Shear Magic Hoof Trimmer
These lightweight hoof trimmers for sheep and goats are 
rust resistant and teflon coated. The narrow blades en-
sure accurate cutting 
SMHT - 1 lb.                                               $22.50 
SMHTS - replacement spring,                   $1.95

Red Shank Shears
Hinds patented red shank hand shears, double hollow 
ground with straight edge. The rigged shear has leather 
wrapped handle. 
RSREG - 6 1/2” regular shear, 2 lbs.      $43.50   
RSRIG - 6 1/2” rigged shear, 2 lbs.        $78.50

Leather Sheep Shear Guard
Fits tightly over cutting edge of shears to protect against bending 
and breaking of tips. Quality leather construction. 
LHG - 12 oz.                                                 $8.50

Wool Card Guard
Terrific protection for the fine wire teeth on wool cards. This 
wood constructed protector easily sides onto the head 
and snaps to hold it in place. Only for use on the 
#’s 1, 2 or 3 Howard Bros Wool Cards above. 
WCG - 1 lb.. $12.95

NEW 

Sullivan’s Mesh Lamb &  
Goat Muzzle 
This synthetic mesh muzzle prevents them from overfill-
ing on bedding while still having the ability to drink. An 
elastic strap holds the muzzle in place.  
LMUB - Black, 1 lb. $9.50 
LMUBL - Black, Large 1 lb. $9.50

Mom’s Safari Cordura®  
Lamb & Goat Muzzle 
This is an exciting line of Lamb & Goat Muzzles made 
of heavy-duty Cordura® material and vinyl coated 
mesh. Not only does it keep them from eating bed-
ding, biting other animals, and wool picking, but the 
breathable mesh will still allow access to water. The 
nylon crown strap provides the perfect fit and the cloth 
binding protects the edges for a finished look.  
CMSG* - 8 oz. $10.50 

*Specify Size - *M - Medium - *L - Large 

*Specify Color -  
P: Pink          NG: Neon Green          R: Red          B: Blue 

    BS: Blue Splash         Z: Zebra          L: Leopard    DC: Digital Camo

P: Pink

NG:  
Neon Green

DC: Digital 
Camo

BS: Blue 
Splash

Z: Zebra

B: Blue

R: Red

L: Leopard

Sullivan’s Super Chamois
More Absorbent! 
This heavy density chamois material allows for more absorbency to dry 
your goats and sheep after. These soft, machine washable chamois are now 
available in three colors.  
SCH* - 1 lbs. $5.95 

*Specify Color -        
  PU: Purple    LG: Lime Green      BL: Blue      
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Cooling Towel 
During the summer months and 
warmer days, this towel is a great way 
to cool off your sheep or goats. To 
activate the cooling technology, sim-
ply wet the towel and ring out. Holding 
the towel by each side, snap it 3-5 times and 
it is ready to use. The dual fabric technology 
cools the towel, the more air flow it receives. 
Having built-in evaporative technology, the cloth stays colder, longer. If 
the towel begins to lose its cool temperature feel, simply snap the towel 
again to reactivate. Once the towel is dry, the cooling technology is de-
activated. The towel is 40” x 20” making it easy for you to fold and cool 
more concentrated areas. This lightweight, double backed mesh material 
is soft and comfortable for you and your lamb or goat.  Care instructions: 
machine wash, tumble dry on low heat.  
ESK - 40” x 20”, 1 lb. $18.50

Sullivan’s  
Eskimo Throw
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Clip on Feeder
These heavy-duty, poly sheep and goat feeders are equipped with durable, 
spring-link clips that easily clipped onto wire fences of your pens. They cannot 
be knocked off or turned over. Great for use at home or at the shows. 
CF10 - 10” Feeder, 3 lbs.                                             $14.95 
CF14 - 14” Feeder, 4 lbs.                                             $16.95 
CF18 - 18” Feeder, 5 lbs.                                             $19.95 
CLIP - Replacement Clip, 12 oz.                                   $1.95

Small 8 Quart Bucket
This durable bucket is the ideal size for your lamb or 
goat.  
8QB - 1 lb. $5.95

CF10 CF14 CF18

Drench Syringe
Ideal for use on goats. The smaller probe is the per-
fect size for drenching goats with medication 
or rehydrating animals that will not drink. 
GDS - 50 cc, 2 lbs. $16.50

Stone Small Animal  
Tattoo Outfit
This is a sheep and goat exhibitor favorite. Holds up 
to five 5/16” digits. The kit includes a tattoo plier, 
one set of 5/16” digits numbered 0-9 and one jar of 
ink. 
STAT - Small Animal 5/16” Tattoo Outfit complete, 3 lbs. $59.99 
TATIGR - Tattoo ink, green roll on, 2 oz. $6.95 
TATPG - Ketchum Tattoo paste, green, 3 oz. $9.95 
TATPB - Tattoo paste, black, 3 oz. $6.95 
TATDIG5/16 - Set of 5/16” digits 0-9, 8 oz. $23.50 
TATLET5/16 - Set of 5/16” letters A-Z, $48.25 
TAT5/16* - Individual 5/16” letters or digits, 1 oz. $2.95 
* Specify which letter or number

Nylon Ram Marking Harness
A proven design made of soft, durable nylon straps. Completely 
adjustable. Crayons sold separately. 
NRMH - 2 lbs.                                            $26.95

Marking Harness Crayons
Use with Ram Harness, All weather crayon.   

MHC* - 6 oz. $6.15 

Drench Gun
Pistol grip drench guns with steel probes. Used for 
drenching goats and sheep with medication or re-
hydrating ones that will not drink. Helps to 
give your sheep and goats the proper fill on 
show day. Sizes to meet every need. 
DG300 - 300 cc gun, 1 lb. $69.95 
DG150 - 150 cc gun, 1 lb. $39.95 
DG60 - 60 cc gun, 1 lb. $29.99 
OR300 - O-Ring, 300 cc gun $5.99 
OR150 - O-Ring, 150 cc gun $5.99 
OR60 - O-Ring, 60 cc gun $5.00

*Specify Color -  
  R: Red                B: Blue                  G: Green            O: Orange         

Goat Trough
Excellent for show goats and lambs. Unique design reduces feed waste. 
Steel grid adds strength and keeps boss animals from pushing others. Hangs 
on 2” lumber, pipe, wire, or panel fence. 9 quart capacity. 38” L x 5” W x 
4” D. 
GTR - 5 lbs. $21.50

4 inches long. 
BP - 4 oz. 79¢

Blanket Pins

Sullivan’s EZ Hang Feeders - Pipe Fence
This new one-gallon capacity feeder is made of  high grad plastic and is sure 
to fit any size of pipe panels vertical or horizontal. Design with spinning wheel 
with rubber grip, this ensures that the feeder stays secure to the fence.  The 
feeder can and be attached to the panel at any height to accommodate prospect 
to market sizes.  
EZHP - Pipe Fence 3lbs                                               $18.95 

Sullivan’s EZ Hang Feeders - Wire Panel
This new one-gallon capacity feeder is made of high-grade plastic and will fit 
any size of standard 4” wire panel. Designed with L slots and locking grooves, 
allowing the feeder to stay securely on the fence.  
 
EZHW- Wire Panel, 3lbs                                               $11.95

NEW NEW 
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Sullivan’s Panel Mount  
Upright Fan Stand
Excellent for the small animal exhibitor, this fan 
stand is equipped with a mount to hold a Turbo 
Fan, or a hanger to hold a box fan. The stand is 
made of 1 1/2” square steel tubing, and the 
brackets slide onto the top and bottom bars of 
the panel.  
UFSPM - 12 lbs. $74.50 
** $12 Box Fee

Sullivan’s Sheep Show Rail
The Sullivan’s Sheep Show Rail comes with five adjustable head units. They 
are the same design as our Sullivan’s Sheep Stands, with heavy duty floor sup-
port features in both the front and back. The height of the front support is 6” 
from the ground and the back support is adjustable from 2” to 6” from the 
floor. You can purchase a padded floor separately to help lessen the fatigue for 
your goats and lambs. A poly floor is also available. Show Rail measures 6” x 
4’ x 2.’  
SR - 5 head show rail with floor support, 85 lbs. (floor sold separately)                    $399.99   
$20 Out of Box Fee                                                                                                                        
SSRF - Optional padded floor for Show Rail, 25 lbs. $20 Out of Box Fee               $149.99 
OPF - Optional poly floor, 20 lbs. (not pictured) $20 Out of Box Fee                          $98.50 
SRSDR - Optional Sign Display Rack, 25 lbs. $20 Out of Box Fee                             $59.75 
SRHP - Replacement head piece only, 5 lbs.                                                          $42.50 
SRHPS - Replacement Sleeve for head piece, 5 lbs.                                             $17.50 
SSHPCO - Replacement chain, 1 lb.                                                                          $5.50

Sullivan’s Deluxe Panel Mount
This Deluxe Panel Headpiece is our best design yet 
built for versatility and to last this headpiece comes 
with 4 heavy duty bolts and knobs allowing for a se-
cure fit to any panel. This design allows for attach-
ment to virtually any gate horizontal or vertical, and 
can also be mounted to the barn wall. The 16” long 
panel attachment, allows for multiple panel bar cov-
erage, and the bolts can be threaded from either side 
for security. This headpiece is fully adjustable and is 
great for when stands are not allowed at shows. 
DPM - 5 lbs. $104.50   

Sullivan’s Nose Loop Head Piece
The open concept design of the nose loop helps to securely keep 
the lamb or goat from tossing their head.  It is best for lambs 
weighing less than 160 lbs. Sold as head piece and extension 
complete.  
NLHP - 5 lbs.                                                                 $64.50

Sullivan’s Standard Steel 
Head Piece & Extension
Our standard open basket steel wire design helps to 
securely keep the lamb or goat from tossing their 
head. Sold as head piece and extension complete. 
SBSHPC - 5 lbs.                      $64.50

Allen Sheep & Goat Treadmill
The Allen Treadmills are great equipment for getting 
your lamb and goats conditioned to take it to the next 
level. The unique treadmill is user friendly, with parts 
readily available, great technical support offered and 
the most experienced treadmill on the market. Offered 
three different body styles to exercise your sheep & goat on one piece of equipment the combinations or 
a customized option for each individual species! On the combinations there are wood inserts that narrow 
up the treadmill to exercise goats effectively! This Treadmill offers Variable Speed that goes up to a max-
imum of 6 mph at 220 volts. The detentions of this item is 6 foot long x 18 inches wide, weighing in at 
530 lbs. One Year Warranty offered on all parts except for the belt. 
TREAD* 
*S - Lamb Tredmill,  530 lbs. $3000.00 
*G - Goat Treadmill, 530 lbs. $2900.00 
*C - Combination,    530 lbs. $3200.00 
Motor Freight Only

Sullivan’s Sheep Stand  
Padded Floor
These NEW padded floors are signed to add comfort 
for your lambs and goats while on the stand. It is made 
with a high density 1/2” foam and covered with 
durable and washable turf. Comes in two sizes. Sheep 
stand sold separately.   
50LPF - 50” x 17” Padded Floor, 12 lbs. $105.00 
54LPF - 54” x 19” Padded Floor, 12 lbs. $105.00 
** $12 Box Fee

Sullivan’s Sheep Stand 
Padded Floor

Rear View



Sullivan’s Cadillac Sheep Stand™
Features a 22” x 54” platform with telescoping front legs. The neck design ad-
justs in height from 25” to 44” above platform. It also adjusts 12” out from the 
front of the stand to better utilize the entire platform when telescoping legs are 
used or when working with large framed sheep. The re-designed head piece fea-
tures an easy locking mechanism to make it virtually impossible for sheep to 
escape, yet offers quick release. The stand folds up for easy hauling.  
CSBSSSHP - Standard Head Piece , 75 lbs. $278.50 
    ** $12 Box Fee         

Sullivan’s Hybrid Cadillac Sheep Stand™
This stand offers the best of both worlds - the lightness of aluminum plus the 
added durability of steel. The platform is made of lightweight aluminum and 
measures 22” wide x 54” long. The stand is equipped with durable steel legs 
that telescope in height. The steel head piece assembly adjusts in height from 
25” to 44” above the platform. Folds for easy hauling.  
SHSSSHP - Standard Head Piece , 48 lbs. $344.50 
** $12 Box Fee 

The Cadillac features  
telescoping front legs to 

elevate platform.

Sullivan’s Hybrid 
Sheep Stand

Sullivan’s Aluminum 
Sheep Blocking Stand

Optional Safety Rails. (Not Pictured)
These 1” steel square tubing side rails attach easily to all Sullivan blocking 
stands.  
SRO - Optional safety rails, set of 2, 14 lbs.             $59.99 
** $12 Box Fee

Sullivan’s Aluminum Sheep Blocking Stand™
A super design integrated with the lightness of aluminum makes this stand 
very good for extensive traveling. Features the same head and neck design that 
are standard with our other stands. The platform is 20” x 48” and sits 17” off 
the ground. Folds up for easy hauling.  
WARNING: Aluminum is a soft material and can bend or break under stress. Sul-
livan Supply does not warranty aluminum stands. 
SHSA - 45 lbs. $344.50 

SHSAHPC - Replacement Aluminum Head Piece & extension, 5 lbs. $76.50 
** $12 Box Fee

SHEEP & GOAT STANDS

Neck Extension is adjustable  
in & out, as well as height.

Sullivan’s Cadillac 
Sheep Stand

Sullivan’s Deluxe Sheep Stand
This stand offers the best of both worlds - the lightness of aluminum plus the 
added durability of steel. The platform is made of lightweight aluminum that 
is reinforced for added longevity and measures 22” wide x 58” long. The stand 
is equipped with durable steel legs, and the front legs telescope in height. The 
newly designed Aluminum head piece assembly adjusts in height from 25” to 
44” above the platform. The stand folds down for easy transportation and is 
equipped with 4 wheels for easy mobility to and from the trailer. Also includes 
an additional back plate, so feet don’t get hung up when lambs jump onto the 
stand. Padded Floor Sold Separately. 
DSS* - 58 lbs. -  Includes Headpiece                         $399.50 
DSSHP -  Head Piece (Sold Separately) 5 lbs.         $79.50 
DSSP -  Pad (Sold Separately) 5 lbs.                         $39.50 
** $15 Packing Charge. FOB Motor Freight 
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New Improved Design 
with Triangle Supports!



Contact Callyn Hahn, Hog Sheep & Goat New Product 
Developement with any product ideas or suggestions at 

callyn@sullivansupply.com
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FungALL is a cream that is topically applied to kill ring-
worm on lambs. It quickly penetrates and kills the fun-
gus, repairs the skin, and regenerates wool growth. 
Simply apply the cream directly to the ringworm for 
three to five days, twice per day. There is no need to 
scrape the ringworm before applying.  
FA9T - tube, 9 oz. $32.50 

Sullivan’s FungALL™

Sullivan’s Fighting Five is a blend of natural oils 
that prevents, eliminates, and heals all types of 
fungus such as ringworm. The unique ability 
to repair the damaged skin on lamb results in 
faster hair or wool regrowth. Fighting Five 
can be used to prevent a breakout if sheep 
have been exposed to areas infected with 
fungus. It is recommended to treat equip-
ment that has been exposed to ringworm 
and other fungus with Fighting Five. 
 
F5Q - quart, 3 lbs. $23.50 
- 12 quart case, 36 lbs. $275.00 
F5G - gallon, 10 lbs. $79.50 
 - 4 gallon case, 40 lbs. $308.50

Sullivan’s Fighting Five™  
Fungus Treatment

NEW 

Sullivan’s Show Sheep Paste provides a natural 
calming effect to the lamb with no 
withdrawal period. Administer one 
dose two to three house before 
show time. Each tube contains 5-8 doses depending on the size of the 
lamb.  
SSP - 32 ml tube, 8 oz. $14.50 
SSPC - 12 tube case, 6 lbs. $167.50

Sullivan’s Show Sheep Paste™

The most ideal drying towel for lambs that 
is good for use at home or at the show. This 
will it become a showbox essential for drying 
and cleaning needs that you will not leave home 
without. Care Instructions: machine wash, tumble 
dry on low heat.  
DRY - Drying Towel, 2 lbs. $10.95

Sullivan’s Drying Towel

NEW 

Microfiber Cleaning Towel 
This handy 12” x 12” cleaning towel is per-
fect for show day touch ups on your hog. 
A showbox necessity, this towel is easy to 
tuck in your pocket for finishing touches 
after you have left your pen, moments be-
fore going into the ring. Care Instructions: 
machine wash, tumble dry on low heat.  
PTM - Microfiber Towel,  1 lb. $8.95

Sullivan’s Pocket Towel

NEW 
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Sullivan’s Dairy Magic™
The Dairy Fitter’s Dream! Dairy Magic is ideal for grooming toplines on dairy 
cattle. It delivers a lasting, yet manageable hold. The large 12 oz. cans give 
you 20% more product than comparable products.  
Available in Clear or Black. 
DMC - Dairy Magic Clear, can, 12 oz.                                 $8.75 
DMC - Dairy Magic Clear, 12 can case, 14 lbs.                $99.50 
DMB - Dairy Magic Black, can, 12 oz.                                $8.75 
DMB - Dairy Magic Black, 12 can case, 14 lbs.               $99.50

Clear Magic or Black Magic
Used by dairy showmen for grooming toplines. Simply spray on and work 
into hair for 3 to 4 minutes with comb or brush to obtain desired hair position. 
Not a paint or lacquer. Leaves hair soft and pliable. Available in Clear or Black. 
CM - Clear Magic can, 10 oz.                                           $7.95 
CM - Clear Magic 12 can case, 12 lbs.                          $94.50 

BM - Black Magic can, 10 oz.                                           $8.50 
BMC - Black Magic 12 can case, 12 lbs.                       $99.99

Sullivan’s Revive™
Skin and Hair Conditioner 
Sullivan’s Revive is a revolutionary product to 
promote healthy and beautiful hair coats and 
conditioned hides on Dairy Cattle. Revive re-
stores natural oil and nutrients to the skin and 
hair to bring life and vigor to dull, dry hair, 
Great for use at home to nourish the hair or 
use it at the show as a grooming aid. Fortified 
with VITA HAIR.  
REV - can, 17 oz.                           $8.99 
REV - 12 can case, 17 lbs.        $105.50 

REVL - can, 17 oz.                         $8.99 
REVL - 12 can case, 17 lbs.     $105.50

Clear Magic Black 
MagicDairy Magic 

Clear
Dairy Magic 

Black

Hair Thickening Powder. 
The first hair building powder spray specifically designed 
for livestock hair. Sullivan’s POWDER’FUL creates extra 
depth and dimension to each hair follicle during the hair 
building process, without the appearance of becoming too 
heavy, globby or unnatural. Great for the topline on Dairy 
Cattle. As an added benefit, after applying over adhesives, 
the drying powder agents contained in POWDER’FUL 
allow the hair to be clipped easily, better than any previously 
known product. Check out page 30 for fitting steps on the 
best way to use Powder’ful. 
• Follicle builder           • Fast drying          • Easy to clip 
through           
• Does not weigh the hair down like other leg builders  
• Most natural full look you will get from any product 
• Will not leave hair wet and globby 
• Available in Black and White Powder Spray  
POW - *BK - Black can, 9.5 oz.      $9.75  - 12 can case, 10 lbs               $115.75 
          - *W - White can, 9.5 oz.       $9.75  - 12 can case, 10 lbs. $115.75

Sullivan’s POWDER’FUL™ 

Powder Spray
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A strong detergent shampoo. Use only on a limited 
basis. Extended use may cause dandruff. 
ORV - 7.5 lbs. $28.50

Orvus

Sullivan’s Knock Out

Knock Out is a powerful stain remover that has 
a unique biodegradable formula. It can break 
through the bond on dirt, grime, feces, dust, 
and stains that is on the hide of Dairy Cattle. 
Simply spray Sullivan’s Knock Out directly 
onto the stained area, brush it threw, and 
blow out. Can be used as a waterless sham-
poo. 
 
KNOQ  - quart, 3lbs $15.95 
             - 12 quart case , 36lbs $184.50 

KNOG - gallon, 10lbs $49.50 
            - 4 gallon case , 40lbs $189.75 

Instant Stain Remover

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate  
Shampoo 

Sullivan’s Rejuvenate Shampoo offers an 
olive oil, pomegranate extract, and Vita Skin 
package that leaves the skin on Dairy Cattle 
silky smooth. This makes the perfect non-
degreasing shampoo. Rejuvenate cleans 
while leaving key natural oils in place to pre-
serve the skin and hide. This shampoo is safe 
for everyday use without the concern for 
dryness or irritation. With its mild antiseptic 
and toning properties, Sullivan’s Rejuvenate 
Shampoo helps tighten pores and tone the 
skin. The Vita Skin package contains: vita-
min E, vitamin B complex, and vitamin C.    
Rejuvenate and smooth up your animals hide.  
REJQ - quart, 3lbs                     $15.50 

           - 12 quart case , 36lbs   $176.25 

for Hogs, Sheep, Goats, Horses and 
Slick Shorn Cattle.

Wahl Chromado™ Lithium

Wahl’s Chromado Lithium combines the power 
and durability of lithium ion battery innovation 
with the adjustable ‘5 in 1’ blade to give profes-
sionals everything they need in a lightweight, 
cordless clipper.  
The Chromado’s rechargeable lithium ion battery 
has a 90 minute cordless run time and will oper-
ate at full power until the battery is completely 
depleted. Recharge in 60 minutes or simply plug 
the cord in and continue to clip.  
CHR - Chromado Clipper, 3 lbs. $169.95 
51B  - 5-in-1 Blade, 3oz. $24.99 

Professional Cordless Clipper

Sullivan’s Dairy Body Spray

This Dairy Body spray is great to bring an ultimate 
showring shine to the body of your dairy cow. First, 
blow, wipe or brush out any debris on your cows 
body, then spray and even coat on the body, neck, 
hind quarter or anywhere a shine is needed prior 
to going into the ring. Rub in with a towel or 
brush to even out the application. This product 
not only gives the body a healthy shine but it gives 
dark cattle a darker and richer appearance to their 
hair in an easy to wash out formula. 
DBS - quart, 3lbs $17.50 
 

Incredible Show Day Shine

REJG - gallon, 10lbs                  $36.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs     $133.50Sullivan’s Dairy Udder Gel

This Udder Gel is sure to showcase the udder of 
your dairy cow. Designed with aloe Vera, and our 
vita skin pack which consists of vitamin C,  vitamin 
B complex, and vitamin E. This gel helps to sooth 
any cracks or dry areas in the skin and has a glisten 
to highlight the udder of your dairy cow. Simply 
apply into you hand and rub all over the udder 
until you have an even application, let absorb and 
you are ready to head to the show ring. 
DUG - 16oz $12.50 
 

Sullivan’s Flare™  
Sullivan’s show day sheen that gives the Dairy coat 
shine. We have perfected this formula to work on 
all hair types and in all temperatures. Sullivan’s 
Flare is the superior show day product. 100% sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Add a little Flare to your show 
day hair.   
FLARE -  Can, 5.7 oz.                             $5.95 
             - 12 can case, 6.5 lbs               $69.85

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

Sullivan’s Natural White

Sullivan’s Natural White is uniquely designed for en-
hancing a whiter and brighter appearance on skin 
and hair of all livestock. It is a dye free whiten-
ing shampoo that can be used on a daily basis 
or weeks prior to the show to accomplish a 
brighter and whiter appearance, with no 
purple staining. Natural White has an in-
tense cleaning power that does not Con-
tain any bleach or dyes, making it safe to 
use on any livestock and Infused with 
coconut oil to offer additional condi-
tioning that doesn’t damage the hair or 
skin. We recommend using this in a 
Soap Foamer.    
NWQ - quart, 3lbs                               $15.95 
           - 12 quart case , 36lbs         $184.50 

NWG - gallon, 10lbs                          $49.50 
           - 4 gallon case , 40lbs         $189.75 

Dye-Free Whitening Shampoo
NEW 



Streamline 
Black

Streamline 
Brown

Sullivan’s Streamline  
Leather Rolled Nose Show Halter™
This refined halter design is rolled all the way around the ears. It is especially 
attractive and more feminine on beef heifers or dairy cattle. More show halter 
options on pages 58-60.   
STREAM* 
*Specify Color  BK: Black  BR: Brown 
*XS - X-Small (350-750 lbs.), 2 lbs. $43.50 
*S - Small (750-1,050 lbs.), 2 lbs. $44.50 
*M - Medium (950-1,500 lbs.), 2 lbs. $46.50 
*L - Large (1,450-1,700 lbs.), 2 lbs. $47.50 

*Replacement parts: 
 LEAD* 
*STR-NI - streamline halter lead only w/ chain, 1 lb. $19.75 
*BK - Black   * BR - Brown

The dog bone shape allows you to hold the smaller, 
middle section for a better grip on this large sponge. 
Great for applying show-day grooming products. 
Measures 8.75” long x 5” wide x 3” thick. 
SPO - 3 oz. $5.95

Dog-Bone Sponge

Each brush has close-set rows of firm nylon bristles for 
working top lines and tails.  
DTB7 - 7 row brush, 1 lb. $17.50 

Denman Topline Brush

Features 1,875 watts of drying power, 4 heat/air speed 
settings and a 10’ cord. The ionic technology dries hair 
faster by breaking up water molecules. Includes two air 
flow concentrators and styling pick. 
AD - 3 lbs. $49.75

Andis Pro Dry 1875W 
Hair Dryer
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Soft bristle brush glides through the topline for maximum 
volume.  
DBSB7 - 7 row brush, 1 lb. $13.99 
DBSB9 - 9 row brush, 1 lb. $19.99

Denman Black Styling Brush

The Flicker is an extra-long 3 inch black synthetic 
bristled brush with a full sized Grip-Fit handle.  
FLB - 3 oz. $9.95

Flicker Brush #30

The wash brush  is a red medium stiff synthetic 
bristled brush with a smaller Grip-Fit handle.  
WB - 3 oz. $5.75

Wash Brush

Fight Bac™ Teat Spray
Aerosol spray disinfects and conditions the teat, and nothing 
touches the cow except the spray. Coolness of spray speeds clo-
sure of teat sphincter. Fight Bac Teat Spray blows away residual 
milk and controls mastitis. One can treats about 300 cows 
FBAC - 1 can, 22oz $13.25

Udder Comfort™ Lotion
Udder Comfort Udder Lotion contains a blend of essential 
oils, including peppermint and tea tree oils. Udder Comfort 
softens hard quarters and soothes tender udders after calving. 
For quality udders that make quality milk. For external ap-
plication to the udder after milking, as an essential compo-
nent of udder management. Apply 10 ml per quarter after 
each milking/stripping and massage into quarter. Repeat ap-
plication for 2-4 days or as required. White Lotion dries clear. 
UC  - 1 tube, 10.1 oz $32.50  

Perfectly balanced for maximum comfort, the Rusk 
Speed Freak dryer utilizes a 2000 watt AC motor 
for ultimate power, while ceramic heaters provide multiple set-
tings. Infused with ceramic and tourmaline, the Speed Freak 
delivers optimal shine while drastically reducing drying time. 
SFD - 3 lbs. $89.99

Rusk Speed Freak Ceramic Dryer

Contact Cement
Pacer Technology Super Glue Contact Cement is a sin-
gle component flexible acrylic contact adhesive that re-
mains clear and flexible after cure. 
CCEM - 1 tube, 1oz $4.99  

LubriSynHA Topical Wound Gel
Advanced Wound Gel with Hyaluronic Acid.  Lu-
briSynHA Topical works as an antiseptic & antibacterial 
formulation. You won’t need anything else in your first-aid 
kit for: Cracked Heels, Rain Rot, Scratches, Heel & Quar-
ter Grabs, Cuts & Lacerations.  
LWG - 1 bottle, 11.8 oz $39.99 
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HOOF TRIMMING EQUIPMENT Metal Hoof Grinding Discs
Warning: Do not use these 6” metal discs on 
grinders over 1,200 rpm’s.; excessive rpm’s may 
cause the disc to break. 
FMD - Fine metal disc, 36 grit, 6 oz. $27.50 
MMD - Medium metal disc, 24 grit, 6 oz. $27.50

Pro-Style Hoof Grinder
A hand held grinder that is built to last. Runs at 
4500 rpm’s. Very light weight and easy to handle 
while trimming hooves. 
PROHG - Pro-Style grinder, 2 lbs. $179.95

Sullivan’s Fungus Fighter™
Fungus Fighter improves overall hoof conditioning. Simply 
apply to each hoof after trimming to promote a healthier, 
stronger hoof. It is also a great treatment for foot rot, thrush 
and other hoof and hide bacteria. This liquid is also a 
tremendous fungus treatment to kill existing fungi and pre-
vent future outbreaks of ringworm. Fungus Fighter works 
great on all livestock. 
FFQ - Quart, 3 lbs. $23.50 
FFG - Gallon, 10 lbs. $79.75

Hoof Nippers 
HN - 2 lbs. $24.95

Hoof Knife Pick 
HKP - 4 oz. $8.99

Foot Rot & Ringworm Treatment

Bigeloil Liquid Gel 
A fast-acting gel liniment for Livestock. The same invigor-
ating Bigeloil Liniment formula in a fast-acting gel that’s 
easy to use and allows drip-free application when treating 
localized pain. 
BIG - 16 oz. $13.50

This lightweight electric long neck 
grinder allows for easy maneuvering 
when smoothing up horns and hoofs on 
goats prior to the show. Recommended 
using the 100 grit sand paper disc. 
PRXN - Grinder                                                    $165.00 
PRXND , 100 Grit Disk                                          $17.99

Proxxon Hoof and 
Horn Grinder

Takes the guess work out of determining frame 
size, an ever important factor. Measures up to 
72” with a sliding measuring bar. 
MS - 8 lbs.                                                  $65.50

Sullivan’s Measuring Stick

Calf Claimer
Powdered calf and lamb claimer aid. Just sprinkle a liberal amount 
on the back of calf to be fostered and confine with cow in small area. 
CCL - 5 oz. $13.99

Dehorning Paste
Removes horn buttons before horns start. Apply a 
thin film of paste as soon as the buttons can be felt. 
DP - 4 oz. $6.99

Sullivan’s Calf Ear Muffs™
Frozen calf ears? Solve the problem 
with Calf Ear Muffs. Protect those 
newborn ears from frost and  
severe cold. Very easy to slip on, stays 
in place with velcro. A must for the 
cow/calf producer! 
CEM - 1 lb.                     $18.75

Ear Tag Applicator
For use with All Flex, Fearing and other similar tags. 
TAGA - 1 lb. $24.95

Easily gripped with one hand. The Power Mite is 
6 1/2” long. 
PM - 2 lbs. $49.99

Power Mite

A specially designed lift made for tandem axle trailers. In the event of a flat 
tire, simply pull the good tire up onto the Jiffy Jack and raise the flat tire for 
an easy and safe change. Available in steel or aluminum. Large size works for 
26-30’ trailers. 
JJLS - Large steel, 22 lbs. $69.75 
JJLA - Large aluminum, 13 lbs. $79.95

Jiffy Jack

Hog Bat
25” long shaft, 2” slapper. 
HB - 6 oz. $7.95
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GENERAL LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES
Calf Scale
Measure around area just above the front hoof line 
and tape will reveal the weight of calf. The Calf 
Scale™ has been field tested for years and has been 
found to be accurate. A must for every cow-calf 
producer! 
BHT - 4 oz. $9.50

Sullivan’s Calf Weighing Outfit
Outfit enables you to weigh newborn calves with ease. 
Set the scale support beam inside a pickup box to pro-
vide support. Complete outfit includes support beam 
made of 1¼” square tubing, 220 lb. scale and a mesh 
sling to hold the calf. Items can also be purchased sep-
arately. 
CWO - Complete setup, 19 lbs. $109.95 
 $10 Out of Box Fee 
SSB - Scale Support Beam Only, 12 lbs. $27.99 
 $10 Out of Box Fee 
CWS - Calf Weighing Sling Only, 2 lbs. $34.00 
S220 - 220 lb scale only, 5 lbs. $54.75

OB Handle
Handle with hook that is designed to grasp chain firmly at any 
link. 
OBH - 1 lb. $9.50

Full Body OB Calf Strap
A one piece calf puller strap that goes completely 
around the person’s body giving full body support for 
leverage. Stainless steel D rings. Saves on back strain. 
OBSC - 1 lb. $24.50

Calf Eze Calf Puller
Calf Eze utilizes the same nonslip 
cam action system as the Dr. 
Frank’s but with two pulling points 
that alternately advance to shift the pull 
from one leg to the other. Made of spe-
cial strength aluminum. A top of the 
line calf puller. OB chains or straps sold 
separately. 
CAP - 27 lbs. $275.00

OB Calf Straps
Straps spread tension over more of the calf ’s 
leg to help prevent fractures during pulls. 
OBS30 - 30” strap, 4 oz. $5.95 
OBS60 - 60” strap, 8 oz. $8.95

OB Chain
High quality, nickel plated chain that is durable 
for hard pulls. 
OB30 - 30” chain, 8 oz.                        $7.50 
OB60 - 60” chain, 1 lb.                       $12.75

Super Mark Pen
Black ink penetrates deep into tag for durability. 
Felt tip for easy writing. 
SMPR - 4 oz. $6.95

Super Knife Tag Remover
Fast and safe tool for removing ear tags. 
TAGK - 8 oz. $5.75

Scales
No more guessing. Great for weighing newborn 
calves or feed. The S70 model revolves twice for 
a total weight capacity of 70 lbs. 
S50 - 50 lb. scale, 2 lbs. $39.75 
            (1 lb. increments) 
S70 - 70 lb. dial scale, 5 lbs. $44.75 
S220 - 220 lb. scale, 5 lbs. $54.75 
             (2 lb. increments) 

S220
S50 S70
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TATST

Very sturdy yet light weight. Assures a permanent identification. Kit includes 
3/8” digits 0-9, black ink and tattoo machine. The standard unit will hold one 
set of numbers whereas the revolving head holds two sets for faster processing. 
Accessories listed below. 
TATST - Stone Standard, 2 lbs. $60.50 
TATRH - Stone Revolving Head, 2 lbs. $77.95

Stone Tattoo Kit with Ear Release

STANDARD  - This rotary tattoo has (5) continuous chains. Each chain con-
tains (10) numbered 3/8” digits (0-9) plus two planks. Kit includes black 
paste and tattoo machine. A great time saver. 
TATPR - 3 lbs. $319.50 

Pro-Rotary Tattoo Outfit

TATIGR - Tattoo ink, green roll on, 2 oz. $6.95 
TATPG - Ketchum Tattoo paste, green, 3 oz. $9.95 
TATPB - Tattoo paste, black, 3 oz. $6.95 
TATDIG - Set of 3/8” digits 0-9, 8 oz. $23.50 
TATLET - Set of 3/8” letters A-Z, $49.50 
TAT* - Individual 3/8” letters or digits, 1 oz. $2.95 
        ** Specify which letter or number

Tattoo Ink, Numbers & Digits

TATRH

TATPG

TATLET

TATPB

TATPR

TATIGR

TATTOO EQUIPMENT

TATDIG

The ESTROTECT heat detection system 
is excellent for detecting cows in standing 
heat. Apply the self adhesive patch to 
cows at the beginning of breeding season. Each patch has a silver scratch-off 
surface. After the animal is mounted, the bright colored layer underneath ap-
pears for easy heat identification. Color: Fuchsia Pink 
EHD - Box of 50 detectors, 1 lb. $65.00

Estrotect Heat Detectors

Measure scrotal circumference in centimeters. Aids in pre-
dicting the fertility of bulls. 
ST - 6 oz. $48.50

Scrotal Tape



Hose Shut Off & Connectors 
HLS - Hose Lever Shut Off, Plastic, 1 oz.                   $3.75 
HLSB - Hose Lever Shut Off Brass, 6 oz.                   $8.95 
HYS - Hose Y Shut Off, 3 oz.                                         $5.75 
MHE - Hose Replacement End, Male, 11 oz.              $3.50 
FHE - Hose Replacement End, Female, 11 oz.           $3.50

Coil Water Hose
These lightweight hoses are easy to handle and 
compact for easy storage. The 25’ hose recoils to 
15”. 
CH25 - 25’ hose, 2 lbs. $29.50

Bag Balm
For chapped skin, scratches, windburn and sunburn. 
BB - 1 lb. $7.99

Corona Ointment
A lanolin enriched antiseptic ointment dressing for all livestock. 
CO - Tube, 7 oz. $9.95

WARTSOFF Wart Ointment
Aids in the removal of external warts on livestock. Apply directly to 
warts twice daily. Improvements should be seen within two weeks. 
WO - Jar, 4 oz. $11.75

Digital Thermometer 
DVT - 12 oz. $9.50

ET - Electrical Tape, 10 oz.                                     $2.50 
25HC - Extension Cord, 25’, 12 gauge, 4 lbs.    $38.75 
50C - Extension Cord, 50’, 5 lbs.                         $24.50 
100C - Extension Cord, 100’, 11 lbs.                   $35.50 
LEC - Light Duty Extension Cord, 1 lb.                $5.95 
3WC - Heavy Duty 3 Way Cord, 6 oz.                  $11.50 
3WA - 3 Way Adapter, 4 oz.                                    $7.50 
MPE - Electrical Plug End, Male, 4 oz.                  $6.50 
GRA - Ground Remove Adaptor, 1 oz.                 $1.95 
25C - Extension Cord, 25’, 4 lbs.                         $16.50 
FPE - Electrical Plug End, Female, 4 oz.              $8.95 

Bandage Vet Wrap
Self adhering stretch bandage. Bonds firmly to itself but will 
not stick to skin or hair. It is often used to wrap the chain on 
show halters or the bars of aluminum chutes. 
BW - 3 oz. $3.50

Wash Rack Pressure Booster Pump
Works great to increase water pressure in your wash 
rack. The 3/4 horsepower pump runs on 115 volt 
electricity to produce 152 maximum psi. Once 
you try one, you will never go without. 
PBP - 37 lbs. $598.75

Wash Rack Hose 
HO1 - Wash Rack Hose 25’, 3 lbs.          $26.75 

Iodine
For skin disinfecting, superficial wounds, navel cords and teat sores. Spray 
desired area as needed. 
IO - 16 oz. $6.50

Supershine Black Hoof Polish
A fast drying hoof polish and sealer. Produces a mirror like finish.  
ABSS - 6 oz. $14.95

HYS

MHE

3WA

MPE
GRA

FPE

ET

3WC

LEC

HLS HLSB

Locking Security Cable 
LSC - 15 ft. Long, 1 lb. $25.00

Padlock 
PL - 12 oz. $9.75

Fits any size animal. Slips over back, depress-
ing muscles that control kicking. Kow Kan’t 
Kick is strong, sturdy, easily applied and 
number one for safety. 
KK - 10 lbs.                            $98.50

Kow Kan’t Kick

FHE

25HC

Non-Pictured Items 
DT - Duct Tape, 2 lbs. $7.50 
WI - Roll of Wire, 12 lbs. $9.95 
SYR - 12 cc syringe, 2 oz. 85¢ 
SYR3 - 3 cc syringe, 1 oz. 85¢ 
LH - Leather Hobbles, 3 lbs. $32.50 
HCP - Heavy Duty Chain Plug, 7 lbs. $29.50

LSC

PL

Hay Bag
A bag used to keep hay neat within stall. 
HAB - 8 oz. $5.50 HAB
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SP - Cattle sorting pole (solid shaft construction, 54” length), 3 lbs. $21.75 
FSS - Fiberglass 54” Sorting Stick, 2 lbs.                                          $12.50 
SPD - Sorting Paddle 54”, 2 lbs.                                                          $15.95

All items are pictured below.Stock Sticks

SPD

FSS

SP

ESW

CAC
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Sullivan’s SMART Bucket 
Sullivan’s SMART Comb Pack 
Sullivan’s Kleen Sheen, Gallon 

Fitters Pack 1

Sullivan’s SMART Bucket 
Sullivan’s SMART Comb Pack 
Sullivan’s Kleen Sheen, Gallon 
Sullivan’s SMART Scrub Brush 
Sullivan’s Tail Adhesive Can

Fitters Pack 2

Sullivan’s SMART Feed Pan 
Sullivan’s 1st Class Show Halter 
Sullivan’s Kleen Sheen, Gallon 
Sullivan’s SMART Sensation Brush 
Sullivan’s Revive Lite

Fitters Pack 3

Sullivan’s SMART Feed Pan 
Sullivan’s 1st Class Show Halter 
Sullivan’s Shock, Quart 
Sullivan’s 360 Smart Brush 
Sullivan’s Compact Purple Fitting Mat

Fitters Pack 4

• A great gift idea! 
• Available in any dollar value.  
• Great for holidays, show prizes and birthdays.

Sullivan Supply Gift 
Card & Certificate

Throughout the year we have many calls from customers wanting to purchase show prizes and gifts for different livestock events. We have 
put together some popular options. Call us for more details and pricing options on volume orders. For Iowa store call Jessica Brock at 
800-475-5902.

More Popular Show Prizes!

Sullivan’s Compact Purple Fitting Mat 
Sullivan’s Maroon Fitting Mat

Sullivan’s Air Express III

Sullivan’s  
Show Sticks

Sullivan’s  
Turbo Fan

Sullivan’s  
1st Class 

Clipper Caddy

Sullivan’s   
Showboxes
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AIR-HEIFER              Black Heifer, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-SHORT              Shorthorn, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-HER                   Hereford, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-STEER               Black Steer, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-LAMB                Lamb, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-GOAT                 Goat, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-PIG                    Pig, 2 oz. $4.50

Sullivan’s Air Fresheners
Updated with modern animals and a fresh look these 
widley popular air freshener are the perfect stock show 
accessory. These small air fresheners can be hung from 
your car rear-view mirror or any place that needs a bet-
ter scent. 

AIR-FB - Final Bloom, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-REVL - Revive Lite, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-VOL - Volumizer, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-FLA - Flare, 2 oz. $4.50 
AIR-SGL - Show Glo, 2 oz. $4.50

Final Bloom & Revive Lite,    
Volumizer, Flare, Show Glo 
Air Fresheners
Brought to you by popular demand!  Introducing 
Sullivan’s Final Bloom, Sullivan’s Revive Lite,  Sulli-
van’s Volumizer, Sullivan’s Flare and Sullivan’s Show 
Glo Air Fresheners. The scents of these products 
have become as popular as the products themselves, 
and now you are able to take your favorite product 
scents with you wherever you go. 

AIR-GOAT

AIR-LAMB

AIR-PIG

AIR-SGL

AIR-FLA

AIR-SHORt

AIR-STEER

AIR-HER

AIR-HEIFER

AIR-VOL

AIR-FB

AIR-REVL

CANDLE* 2 oz.,                                                          $19.50 
*FB - Final Bloom 
*REVL - Revive Lite 

Sullivan’s Show Scents Candles
This line of product inspired candles is sure to bring a touch of nostalgia to your home. Enjoy the soothing smell of Final 
Bloom, the beach vibe of Revive Lite, the delicious smell of Show Glo or the fun fresh scent of Flare. They are sure to 
make any room smell amazing. Made from all natural soy wax.

*FLA - Flare 
*SGL -  Show Glo
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SSA-19-01              Youth Small, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              Youth Medium, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              Youth Large, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              Small, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              Medium, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              Large, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              X-Large, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              XX-Large, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              3X-Large, 1 lb. $42.50  
SSA-19-01              4X-Large, 1 lb. $42.50  

Sullivan’s Classic Hoodie
A new take on an old classic. Sullivan's Classic Hoodie is 
an extremely comfortable Under Armour hoodie that has 
been everyone's favorite. 80% cotton, 20% polyester

SSU-19-03              X-Small, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              Small, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              Medium, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              Large, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              X-Large, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              XX-Large, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              3X-Large, 1 lb. $49.50 
SSU-19-03              4X-Large, 1 lb. $49.50 

Sullivan’s Classic Crew
A new era in comfort with this super soft crewneck sweat-
shirt. Heather gray with a vintage S/S logo. 52/48 
cotton/poly suede French terry

TASS                       Small, 1 lb. $15.75 
TASM                      Medium, 1 lb. $15.75 
TASL                       Large, 1 lb. $15.75 
TASXL                     X-Large, 1 lb. $15.75 
TASXXL                   XX-Large, 1 lb. $15.75 
TAS3XL                   3X-Large, 1 lb. $15.75 
TAS4XL                   4X-Large, 1 lb. $15.75 
TAS5XL                   5X-Large, 1 lb. $15.75 

Sullivan’s Blue Monkey Retro Tee
The legendary Sullivan’s Tail Adhesive Blue Monkey made 
his way onto a super comfortable retro blue tshirt! Perfect 
for pretty much any occasion the Blue Monkey Tee will be 
a conversation piece to say the least.

SSA-19-05              X-Small, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              Small, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              Medium, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              XX-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              3X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
SSA-19-05              4X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 

Sullivan’s Color Block Weather Shield
A trendy all-weather jacket that is perfect for any condition 
that the show barn can throw at you. Rep the Sullivan Sup-
ply brand in this Windproof/water resistant, 100% Poly-
ester jacket. 

SSA-19-02              X-Small, 1 lb. $39.50 
SSA-19-02              Small, 1 lb. $39.50 
SSA-19-02              Medium, 1 lb. $39.50 
SSA-19-02              Large, 1 lb. $39.50 
SSA-19-02              X-Large, 1 lb. $39.50 
SSA-19-02              XX-Large, 1 lb. $39.50 
SSA-19-02              3X-Large, 1 lb. $39.50 

Sullivan’s Classic Quarter Zip
Sullivan's Classic Quarter Zip is perfect for any occasion. 
From the makeup ring to the after party, this jacket will be 
a hit. 75% Nylon / 25% Polyester Dry-Tek 

SSA-19-04              Small, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              Small, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              Medium, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              X-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              XX-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              3X-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-04              4X-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 

Sullivan’s Trusted by Champions Tee
Who doesn't need a sweet long-sleeve t-shirt? A fresh look 
in a comfortable long sleeve option. Buy it! Love it!  
Triblend Material

Color Black Weather Shield

Classic Crew

Classic Quarter Zip
Blue Monkey Retro Tee

Trusted by 
 Champions Tee

Classic Hoodie

Sullivan’s Traditon Cap
Over the years we have been affectionately re-
ferred to as Sullivan's by our customers. So we 
added it to this cool truckers hat. A unique foam 
embroidered logo application will stand out! 

SSA-19-07              $19.99 
 

Sullivan’s Garmet Washed Cap
We wanted to make a comfortable hat that al-
lowed us to rock our favorite brand but in a classy 
way and this was the outcome. We love this hat 
and we are sure you will too. 

SSA-19-06, 1 lb.                 $20.00 
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Visit  www.sullivansupply.com for additional photos of each item. 

Loyal Tee - Black

Performance 1/4 Zip

Old School Cool Tee

Advantage Hoodie - Red

SSA-19-08              Small, 1 lb. $39.99 
SSA-19-08              Medium, 1 lb. $39.99 
SSA-19-08              Large, 1 lb. $39.99 
SSA-19-08              X-Large, 1 lb. $39.99 
SSA-19-08              XX-Large, 1 lb. $39.99 
SSA-19-08              3X-Large, 1 lb. $39.99 
*Only Available in Black 
SSA-19-08              4X-Large, 1 lb. $39.99 
*Only Available in Black  

Sullivan’s Advantage Hoodie
Comfort and class combined in the perfect hoodie. Sulli-
van's Advantage Hoodie is the softest hoodie we have ever 
seen. Put that together with a cool design and you have a 
hoodie for the ages. Made of 50% Polyester, 37% Cotton 
and 13% Rayon. Available in Black and Red. SSA-19-09              Small, 1 lb. $19.99 

SSA-19-09              Medium, 1 lb. $19.99 
SSA-19-09              Large, 1 lb. $19.99 
SSA-19-09              X-Large, 1 lb. $19.99 
SSA-19-09              XX-Large, 1 lb. $19.99 
SSA-19-09              3X-Large, 1 lb. $19.99 
SSA-19-09              4X-Large, 1 lb. $19.99 
SSA-19-09              5X-Large, 1 lb. $19.99 

Sullivan’s Loyal Tee
A tri-blend t-shirt that will be a popular item all year long. 
Sullivan's Loyal Tee is soft, breathable t-shirt with a bold 
design.  Made of 50% Polyester, 37% Cotton and 13% 
Rayon. Available in Black and Red. 

SSA-19-10              Small, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-10              Medium, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-10              Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-10              X-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-10              XX-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 
SSA-19-10              3X-Large, 1 lb. $21.00 

Sullivan’s Old School Cool Tee
Sullivan Supply has been the trusted choice of showman for 
over 30 years. Rep our Old School Cool brand in this vin-
tage tee. The shirt is the extremely popular Comfort Colors 
brand and is pre-shrunk 100% ringspun cotton. 

SSA-19-11              Small, 1 lb. $42.50 
SSA-19-11              Medium, 1 lb. $42.50 
SSA-19-11              Large, 1 lb. $42.50 
SSA-19-11              X-Large, 1 lb. $42.50 
SSA-19-11              XX-Large, 1 lb. $42.50 
SSA-19-11              3X-Large, 1 lb. $42.50 
SSA-19-11              4X-Large, 1 lb. $42.50 

Sullivan’s Performance 1/4 Zip
A performance 1/4 zip for the ages. This lightweight 
pullover is great for any time of the year. The proud red 
color is adorned with unique silicone logo applications. 
Made of 100% Polyester. 

Loyal Tee - Red

Advantage Hoodie - Black

Sullivan’s Oh Chute! Hat
Oh, Chute! We would be lying if we told you were aren't 
excited about this hat. A foam trucker hat with a punny 
logo that is sure to be a hit in the show barn and beyond. 

SSA-19-12 1 lb.        $19.99 
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SSU134BK

Gloves
Cotton knit gloves available in two sizes. Great for 
keeping your hands warm while working outside.
SSU480L, Large, 1 lb. $3.50 
SSU480S, Small, 1 lb. $3.50

Gloves
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SSKBK, 4 oz..            $7.95 
SSKM,  4 oz..            $7.95  
SSKA,  4 oz..             $7.95

Sullivan Supply Magnetic Koozie
The S/S Magnetic Koozie is made out of high quality neoprene. Magnets are 
sewn in to hold your drink firmly to any ferromagnetic materials such as iron, 
nickel or cobalt.

Sullivan Supply Magnetic Koozie

FLK, 4 oz..                            $4.95 

Sullivan’s Flare Koozie   
Experience the Flare phenomenon with this cool  
and comfortable can koozie. 

Men’s Vintage Tee

FLAT                       Youth Small, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       Youth Medium, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       Youth Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       Small, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       Medium, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       X-Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       XX-Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       3X-Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       4X-Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
FLAT                       5X-Large, 1 lb. $38.50 
  

Sullivan’s Flare Tee
Made of a high quality, lightweight polyester material 
that is soft to the touch and breathable in all the sum-
mer heat. These shirt are sure to catch everyones atten-
tion this summer. Available in Youth Sizes (S-L) and 
Adult Sizes (S-5XL)

FLAP                       Small, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       Medium, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       X-Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       XX-Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       3X-Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       4X-Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       5X-Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
FLAP                       6X-Large, 1 lb. $44.50 
 
  

Sullivan’s Flare Polo
Made of a high quality, lightweight polyester material 
that is soft to the touch and breathable in all the sum-
mer heat.

- Octogon Design 
FLH                         Small, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH                          Medium, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH                         Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH                         X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH                         XX-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH                         3X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
 
- Calf Design 
FLH2                       Small, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH2                        Medium, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH2                       Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH2                       X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH2                       XX-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
FLH2                       3X-Large, 1 lb. $46.50 
  

Sullivan’s Flare Hoodie
The Flare hoodies have been sweeping the nation and 
here is your chance to get this one of a kind hoodie. 
Stand out in a crowd with this 100% cotton hoodie 
with Flare on the hood. 



ETKCB                      Black, .2 oz. $1.50 
ETKCW                     White, .2 oz. $1.50

Ear Tag Key Chain
A cool item that every stock show truck needs. 1.75” x 
2” in size which makes it easy to fit in your pocket.

Ear Tag Key Chain

Stock Show U Air Fresheners

CARDS                     5 oz. $6.95

Stock Show U Deck of Cards
Perfect for an afternoon of hanging with your friends 
at a show. 

SSU496                    2 lbs. $9.50

Stock Show U Black Football
NEW COLOR! This is a fun item for any time of the 
year! What better way to pass some down time at the 
Junior Nationals or the County Fair than to play catch. 
Made of foam. Now 9” long.

Stock Show U Football

Stock Show U Deck of Cards

Cow Stress Ball
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Plastic Stadium Cups

Black w/ white logo 
SSUHAMBK            4 lbs. $69.50  
Maroon w/ white logo 
SSUHAMM             4 lbw. $69.50 

Stock Show U Chute Hammock
This is a great item to have at the county fair or junior nationals. This is an alter-
native to bringing bulky chairs to a show as this is a light weight item that is easy 
to fold and store just about anywhere. Allows seating for three youth or up to 300 
lbs and made of heavy duty canvas. 

POSTER* 
BEEF - SSU Beef Cuts Poster, 1 lb.                                                                  $7.75 
HEALTHY - SSU Healthy Hair Science Poster, 1 lb.                                       $8.50 
HEIFER - SSU Proper Heifer Clipping Techniques Poster, 1 lb.                   $9.75 
STEER- SSU Proper Steer Clipping Techniques Poster, 1 lb.                      $9.75 
GOAT - SSU Goat Fitting and Clipping Techniques Poster, 1 lb.                 $9.75 
PIG - SSU Pig  Clipping and Daily Care Techniques Poster 1 lb.                $9.75 
LAMB - SSU Lamb Fitting and Clipping Techniques   Poster, 1 lb.              $9.75 

Stock Show University Learning Tool Posters
 Whether you want to learn the basics or brush up on your skills these outstanding learning tool posters are perfect 
for any showman. Filled with the latest and greatest information from the top clippers and fitters in the industry. 
Everything from clipping and fitting your steers and heifers to how to keep your calves’ hair healthy and the most 
modern approach to getting sheep, hogs, and goats ready for the show ring. Check out full descriptions of each 
poster on pages 71 for all cattle related learning tools and page 111 for all hog, sheep and goat posters.  

 
New &  

Updated with the 
 Latest Trends

SSUSC 1 lb. $5.25

Cow Stress Ball
This fun stress ball is custom made and unique, a fun 
toy for the kids, and a great item for mom or dads desk. 
Made of foam.  



My brothers and I grew up as a product of the junior show cattle industry. We loved 
everything about it, but unfortunately our Dad was not heavily involved in showing cattle. 
We had to teach ourselves and it was the school of hard knocks. I would like to help families 
eliminate the many years of the learning curve so they can expedite the success they can ob-
tain. When I was growing up there were not a lot of camps that were easily accessible. One 
of the attributes of the Stock Show University Program is that is it 100% free of charge and 
our student to professor ratio is unmatched. I am proud to say that we will share every bit 
of industry knowledge that we have to young showman that attend a Stock Show University 
clinic. If you have the desire to learn and want to be your best, Sullivan Supply/Stock Show 
University will help you get there. 

 
The main goal is to instill confidence and a can-do attitude in each student. The two-

day Stock Show University Grad Programs are a tremendous confidence builder that is hands 
on learning for the exhibitor. The student works with the professor one on one and gets to 
absorb a tremendous amount of knowledge first hand. One of the other main goals is to get 
the kids off the show stick when the cattle are in the fitting chutes. We see all these families 
and kids that work so hard on their animals at home then they go to the show and have 
someone else fit their calf for them. We acknowledge that getting and asking for help is part 
of the learning process but we want to push the student to get involved at a younger age and 
not be scared. We want them to be able to step in and be just as confident as the experienced 
fitters. We practice this ourselves as I told my daughter Sara when she showed interest in 
showing cattle that she is going to be involved in the fitting process as well. It is amazing 
how quickly these kids can get good and how fast their confidence builds if they are expected 
to do it. 

 
My favorite part is definitely the fitting/leg workshop. So many kids come to this program 

and feel like they are not good enough to fit a back leg on their own calf. After two days 
they walk out of the Stock Show University Grad Program confident enough to groom their 
calf ’s legs. We encourage them at the next show they are at to get involved in the process 
and not back off. The smile on their faces for accomplishing this task is worth the weight in 
gold. It is also fulfilling to see the genuine care of the professors spending that one on one 
time with the students. A lot of the success of this program is due to the professor’s willingness 
to take time out of their busy schedules to mentor youth that have a tremendous interest in 
showing livestock.  

 
Our devotion for this program and industry is simple, we believe in it! We think it is the 

best way to raise kids and spend quality family time together. It takes a lot of commitment, 
daily dedication and bonding to show livestock. In today’s world where everyone seems to 
be running from work, showing livestock turns hard working kids into successful adults. 
The young people are the future of this great industry. We are proud to offer complimentary 
programs like the Sullivan Supply Scholarship Program, Junior National Sponsorships, The 
Pulse daily livestock news and Stock Show University. These are tremendous financial re-
sponsibilities when it comes to the youth of the livestock industry, Sullivan Supply is all in. 
Quite frankly, we feel fortunate that we can do it, but it is truly the customers of Sullivan 
Supply and their great support that allow us to be able to provide these programs.

Why did you decide to start 
Stock Show University?

Luke Bolin, Communications Director, and John Sullivan, founder of Sullivan Supply  
and Stock Show University, discuss the Stock Show U program.

What is the main goal 
of the Stock Show University 

program?

What is your favorite part ofthe  
Stock Show University Grad Programs?

We know Sullivan Supply dedicates over 
$300,000 a year to the Stock Show U 
program. Why are you so committed  

to giving back to the youth?
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For updated Stock Show University 
clinic schedule check                   

www.sullivansupply.com



Stock Show University was started by John Sullivan nearly six years ago. Stock Show University 
provides services and educational programs that cater specifically to youth, helping them develop 
skills to compete with their show cattle projects. We are a program designed to encourage and re-
ward success with individual achievements and goals. At Stock Show U our motto is “We stay 
until the last question is asked.” 

Stock Show University is COMPLIMENTARY. All ages and skill levels are welcome from be-
ginner to advanced. We host clinics at shows and homes across the United States, including beef 
expos, major shows, and junior nationals; all FREE of charge! Clinics range from convenient two-
hour clinics to comprehensive, in-depth two-day clinics called GRAD Programs. The best and 
most talented ‘professors’ in the business will focus on all areas needed to achieve the champi-
onship look - show day fitting/clipping, animal selection, showmanship, feeding, daily hair and 
animal care to name a few. 

GRAD Programs are perhaps our strongest commitment to our youth. These are TWO-DAY 
CLINICS where a successful partnership will be developed between a student and a professor. 
This program is a great confidence builder and allows the students to gain hands-on experience 
and actively seek answers to any question they may have. 

Even though these two-day camps can be large in numbers, a meaningful, one-to-one rela-
tionship will be built between a student and professor. Participants will be placed in groups of 8 
to 12 students to one professor and divided by the individuals in each level of experience. Here 
is where the students will learn hands-on skills in show day fitting, daily hair care, showmanship 
and clipping. Stock Show U professors are the best in the business. The impact from these skilled 
professors on each student will be contagious. 

Stock Show University is a non-for-profit company that the Sullivan family has committed 
over $300,000 annually; their pledge to supporting the next generation of America’s 
youth. 

Sullivan Supply represents over 28 years of sincere dedication and commit-
ment to the livestock industry. We believe a successful partnership between ed-
ucation and commitment are fundamental in supporting America’s Youth.
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Master Professor  
Jeff Sargent

John Sullivan,  
Founder of Sullivan Supply,  

Stock Show U & Sullivan Farms 

The World Famous Cup-Cake  
Eating Contest

Master Professor,  
Tracy Coffland

Master Professor  
Wess Richey

Master Professor  
Josh Elder

Tylee Williams,   
Manager of Stock Show University & 

The Pulse - South Division 

Taylor Harrison,  
Manager, Stock Show U 
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ARIZONA 
DeSpain Enterprises 

Rusty & Sandra DeSpain • 928-587-0296 
despain_324@msn.com  

208 Navajo Blvd. Holbrook, AZ 86025 
 

CALIFORNIA/WESTERN STATES 
Sullivan Supply West 

Issac Lewis • 888-914-5972 
sullivansupplywest@sullivansupply.com  

 Fax 209-367-5784 
5991 East Kettleman Ln, Lodi, CA 95240  

 

WYOMING/COLORADO 
Freeman Livestock 

Dylan Freeman  307-287-7353 
Pam Freeman 307-630-7489 
freeman.livestock@gmail.com 

768 Century Hills Rd. Cheyenne, WY 82007 

FLORIDA/GEORGIA/ALABAMA 
Twizted Fitterz Show Supply 

Tad & Lacy Harper • 229-567-1292 
twiztedfitterz@gmail.com 

10329 Nashville Enigma Rd. 
Alapaha, GA 31622 

 
INDIANA 

Justin Shoufler - Sullivan Supply Representative 
317-695-3082 • jshoufle@gmail.com 
6484 N 50 W, Fortville, IN 46040 

 
ILLINOIS 

Quintin Bucher - Sullivan Supply Representative 
23420 State Route 95, Marietta, IL 61459 
309.255.0752 • buchercattle@gmail.com 

 

KENTUCKY/TENNESSEE 
Champion Show Supply 

Blake Quiggins • 270-404-3326 
quiggins34@gmail.com 

719 Oil Fiel   d Rd., Horse Cave, KY  42749 
 

MICHIGAN 
Fair Acres Show Supply 

 Mike and Ann, Paul and Kelsie Keflewski 
Paul 989-737-9126 • Mike 989-615-3981 

paulkuflewski@aol.com  
3799 S. 5 Mile Rd., Merrill, MI 48637 

 
MISSISSIPPI/ARKANSAS/LOUISIANA 

Perry Brothers Show Supply 
Clay, 601-238-6018 • Chad, 601-506-8024 

perryshowsupply@gmail.com 
1579 Old Mansdale Rd., Madison, MS  39110 

 
OKLAHOMA/ARKANSAS 

Charles Hill - Sullivan Supply Representative 
Charles Hill • 580-436-7816 

 hillcattlecompany@gmail.com 
11895 CR 1550, Ada, OK  74820   

MISSOURI 
Mid Missouri Show Supply 

Karen Lee • 573-387-4424 • 573-881-3303 
karenlee@ktis.net • Fax 573-387-4427 

1818 County Rd. 269, Columbia, MO 65202 

NEW MEXICO 
County Line Feed & Supply 

Jason McAllister & Sadie McAllister • 505.832.9590 
countylinefeed@gmail.com 
1700 Howard Cavasos Blvd. 

Moriarty, NM 87035 

  OHIO 
Katie Cull- Sullivan Supply Representative 

402.380.0404 • katie@sullivansupply.com 
479 E. Main St., Hillsboro, Ohio 45133  

 
Highland Livestock Supply 

Curt & Allison Hively • 330-457-2033 
info@highlandlivestocksupply.com 
www.highlandlivestocksupply.com 

47060 Hisey Rd., New Waterford, OH  44445 
 

Provico 
Sam Braun • 800-762-2931 • 937-693-2887 

sbraun@trupointe.com 
400 West Walnut St., Botkins, OH 45306 

 
White Show Supply 

Roy White • 740-225-0698 • Fax 937-548-0656 
4403 State Route 127, Greenville, OH  45331 

PENNSYLVANIA/NORTHEAST 
Twist of Fate Spinnery  

Jeremiah Squier •  Richard Trojanoski  
 806-759-9334  • info@twistoffatespinnery.com 

www.twistoffatespinnery.com 
194 Rose Hill Roas, Portland, CT 06480 

TEXAS 
Cahill Show Supply 

Randy & Susan Harang • 979.482.1033 
cahilcs@brazorianet.com 

3215 CR 353, Brazoria, TX 77422 
 

Champion Livestock Supply 
Kenny & Catherina Fertak 

cat@4taks.com • 281.797.5886 
2118 Cartwright Rd. Missouri City, TX 77489 

 
Spring Show Supply 

Rick & Tammy Cullen 
cullengrp@aol.com 

108 S. Popular Tomball, TX 77375 
 

Superior Show Supply 
Chuck & Jana Buchholz 

jana_superiorshowsupply@yahoo.com • 972.533.3771 
PO Box 41 Bardwell, TX 75101 

WISCONSIN 
Kegley Show Supply 

Terry & Dianne Kegley • Kurt & Jenni Kegley 
262-642-5283 • 262-470-7931 

kjkegley@yahoo.com • Fax: 262-642-2511 
W. 891 Honey Creek Rd. 

Burlington, WI 53105 

CANADA 

ALBERTA/SASKATCHEWAN 
Flat Top Cattle Co.  

Suzanna & Tyler Smythe 
306-750-8423 

Box 1431, Swift Current, SK S9H 3X5 
 

ONTARIO 
RK Animal Supply  

519.638.5942 • 519.638.3533 
1-800-440-2694 

rkanimalsupplies@explornet.com 
7647 Wellington County Rd. 10 

Moorefield, ON Canada N0G 2K0 
 

MARITIME PROVINCES CANADA 
MIP Show & Livestock Supply 

Marvin Peters • Kurt & RR6 22840 
mipet@yahoo.com 

Rt 2 Springfield, Kensington, Prince Edward Island 
 MANITOBA 

Foxy Lady Cattle Co.  
Box 66 • Foxwarren, Manitoba, R0J 0R0 

mipet@yahoo.com 
(204) 724-4912 • foxylasycattleco@hotmail.com 

AUSTRALIA 
The Cattle Shop 

Daryl Holder • daryl@thecattleshop.com.au 
64 Green Valley Rd., Goldburn, New South Wales 

 

GREAT BRITIAN 
Showtime Supply 

Gerald Carter • Pear Tree Farm 
07802 220183 • sales@showtime-supplies.co.uk 

Fangoss, York, East Yorkshire UK Y0415QH 
 

The NETHERLANDS 
Livestock Show Equipment 

Ereica Rijneveld  • info@showequip.com 
Dorp 74 • 3415 PH Polsbroek, Netherlands 

Please refer to www.sullivansupply.com 
for a complete list of all of our dealers 
in a dealer locator format. The level of 
inventory and volume of the product 
line each dealer may have available 
varies considerably. Please call ahead to 
your nearest dealer to check product 
availablity.
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HOW TO ORDER BY PHONE: 
Simply call our toll-free number to speak to one of our friendly and knowl-
edgeable sales staff. Before you call, please have your credit card number and 
expiration date handy. C.O.D. orders must be paid with cashier’s check or 
money order only. 
 
HOW TO ORDER ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB: 
Browse through our catalog on the internet at www.sullivansupply.com. Place 
your order on this secure website for a fast and convenient shopping experi-
ence. You can also email us a sales@sullivansupply.com 
 
HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL OR FAX(712-643-5154): 
Please include your customer number, credit card number or money order 
with your order. Fax orders are always welcome. Credit card orders only. 
 
CONVENIENT PAYMENT: 
We accept Debit Cards, Visa, 
Mastercard, American Express, 
Discover, money order or 
cashier’s check (US Funds). We no longer accept personal checks as a form of 
payment.  
 
ADDITIONAL CHARGES WHEN APPLICABLE: 
Address Correction $16.00   •    C.O.D. $14.50 
Declared Value (insurance) $1.00 for each $100 
Additional Handling Fee $10.00 
Fee for items shipped without a box $12.00

HOW TO RETURN SOMETHING TO US: 
We understand that sometimes you might get something that you don’t like, 
doesn’t work or just simply isn’t what you wanted. In order for us to properly 
handle your return, please follow these simple instructions. 

1. Call ahead for a return authorization number. All returns must be  
        accompanied by a return authorization number. Any returned  
         merchandise received without an authorization number will  
         be refused. 

2. Ship merchandise back to us via UPS, FedEx or parcel post.  
        (We are not responsible for lost or damaged packages.) 

3. Inside the package include your name, address, daytime phone number 
        and the return authorization number and original receipt. Credit will  
        be issued in the same manner which your order was paid. Example:  
        If you paid by credit card we will credit that card.  

All returns must be made within 30 days of original invoice date and must 
be accompanied by receipt. Sullivan Supply does not refund freight for re-
turned merchandise.  
DAMAGED SHIPMENTS: 
Orders are filled with quality merchandise and are packed with utmost care. 
There are occasions where merchandise is damaged during shipment. In all 
cases, the carrier is responsible for safe delivery of merchandise. For damages 
on packages, keep the shipping container and all contents and contact Sullivan 
Supply to arrange inspection. For motor freight damages, please sign for the 
freight as damaged and call Sullivan Supply so they can file the claim. 
Damages and shortages must be reported within three business days fol-
lowing delivery. 
  
DO YOU HAVE A 911 ADDRESS? 
We want to make sure that you get mailings from us. If you have a new 911 
address, please let us know so that we can update our mailing list.

Can we deliver products to a show for you?
Many of our customers know us from the show circuits across  

the country. We attend as many shows as we possibly can -  
especially the majors. If you’ll let us know in advance, we will be  

more than happy to deliver your products to the show. 
 

- Call In Advance -  
Be sure we are going to the show where you want to pick-up  
your merchandise! Allow us plenty of time to get your order  

loaded along with our show merchandise.  
 

**Pre-orders must be paid in advance   
**Offer applies to retail customers ONLY

Need It Right Away? Call for details on  
Next Day Air, 2nd Day Air or 3 Day Select services.   

Per regulations, we can NOT ship hazardous materials.  
This includes alcohol. Aerosols can not be sent by Air Service.  

We CAN ship aerosols via ground service only. 

Prices are subject to change without notice. 
We reserve the right to limit quantities. The information contained in this 
catalog has been gathered from many sources with the utmost care. How-
ever, because of the possibility of human or typographical errors in trans-
posing such a large volume of material, Sullivan Supply disclaims 
responsibility for errors in pricing, the use or misuse of any products de-
scribed in this catalog and for any losses incurred through the use of prod-
ucts according to methods described in this catalog. Always refer to and 
follow the label directions. Sullivan Supply specifically does not authorize 
anyone, its agents or employees to recommend any product sold by Sulli-
van Supply in any way other than according to manufacturer’s current 
label directions. Sullivan Supply disclaims responsibility for losses incurred 
due to delays in shipment. 

All items are F.O.B. Dunlap, IA or Hillsboro, TX

Hillsboro, Texas Lodi, California Dunlap, Iowa

Order Line: 1-800-475-5902                    www.sullivansupply.com

2576 Old Brandon Road •480 FM 286 
Hillsboro, Texas 76645

5991 East Kettleman Lane 
Lodi, California 95240

35 Industrial Drive 
Dunlap, Iowa 51529



Your Source for  
Daily Livestock News and  

Free Customer Advertising!
Compliments of Sullivan Supply

www.sullivansupply.com

Email your stock show news and advertisments to 
thepulse@sullivansupply.com

Luke Bolin, 
Communications &  
Advertising Director

Taylor Adcock, 
Content Coordinator

Tylee Williams, 
The Pulse, Southern Region
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Show Harnesses ................................................56 
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Dairy Supplies ........................................136-138 
Learning Tools ..........................................75-117 
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PIGS 
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Brushes ..................................................108, 115 
Fans & Accessories ....................................71, 116 
Grooming Products..................108, 109, 112-113 
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SHEEP/GOAT 
Sheep Blankets ................................120-122, 125 
Goat Blankets ..........................................123-124  
Clippers ......................................................85-89 
Cards ..............................................................122 
Fans & Accessories ......................................66-68 
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Halters & Leads ........................................127131 
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Show Ring Supplies ................................118, 126 
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